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FMOSFECTUS.

Before entering upon our subject, we feel ourselves

called upon to explain the nature of the Work we
propose to bring under Public notice, and in some
measure to show its utility. In doing this we shall

endeavour to be as brief as possible. As we have

expressed ourselves in our Titlepage, our Work is to

consist of Engravings illustrative of the Generic
Characters of the several classes generally included

under the common name, SHELLS; and it will

include, with but few exceptions, all that Linn^ and
Linneans receive under the term Vermes TESTACEA.
It is not our intention to adopt implicitly either the

System or the Genera of any Author who has previ-

ously written on Conchology, we certainly see great

reasons for adopting many of the Genera lately estab-

lished, and we are perfectly convinced that the im-
mortal Linne would have done the same himself had
he seen the very numerous subjects that have come
under the notice of later writers, he would have found
his own Genera inadequate, and have yielded to the

force of necessity by establishing many new ones.

Neither do we intend to enter into the investi2:ation of
the subject farther than is necessary for the purposes of
usefulness ; but we do not mean to confine ourselves to

one or two observations where we think the subject either

requires or deserves a more full elucidation. Nor cali

we observe any particular order \u the publication of
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Giir Plates, but selecting the most characteristic speci-

mens in illustration, we shall devote One Plate fvery
rarely moreJ to the elucidation of each Genus, and
endeavouring as we proceed to ascertain the exact

relation naturally existing between the various Genera,

we shall give at the conclusion a Classification, arranged

according to the more enlightened views we shall then

have obtained.

The Plates of this Work will be all not only original^

but executed in his best manner, by a person of gener-^

ally acknowledged superiority of talent, by one who
has already largely contributed by his labours to the

advancement of Science in several branches of Natural

History, a person whose entire labours for more than

thirty years have been devoted to such useful and
scientific objects: when we mention the name of

JAMES SOWERBY, F. L. S. M.G.S.&c.

we are sure the scientific Public will credit us for

our intention to furnish it with correctly executed

Engravings. Indeed, our whole Work will be original,

though we have no objection to adopting the phrases

and language of those who have preceded us ; some-

times we shall gather information from them, and as far

as we think they have done well we cannot do better than

follow them, but never without examination ; when-
ever we find them obscure or inadequate we will

endeavour to explain and amend. Each of our Plates

will be accompanied by a leaf, or more, of Letter-

Press; in which we shall give a definition of each

Genus and point out those characters in which it

differs from others nearest in resemblance to it, and
thus establish the relation between the Genera. To
render this Work as useful as possible, we shall men-
tion the Land, Fresh Water, and Marine Nature of

each Genus ; point out the Strata in which the fossil

species occur, as far as we are acquainted with them
bryr our own observation ; and add such general remarks

a.s may appear to us strikingly necessary in illustratiou
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of oar subject. To avoid every thing like a critical

examination of the works of our predecessors we shall,

in all cases, content ourselves with barely mentioning

any thing that occurs to us in the course of our pub-
lication that is absolutely incorrect.

So much for the nature of our Work: and while

we propose the attainment of a pleasing and scientific

object, we shall experience little difficulty in showing
its utility; indeed this is so obvious and so generally

acknowledged, that we may assume it without wasting

our time in endeavouring to prove it,—we shall content

ourselves with showing how and to w/tom we intend to

render it useful.

1st, To the Collector of Shells, by making him
acquainted with the distinguishing characters and rela-

tions of the subjects he collects ; without which know^-

ledge, Shells are a mere idle amusement that serves

to gratify the eye without informing or improving the

mind, and by the means of which they may be rei>-

dered both a pleasant and profitable amusement.

2dly, To the Student in Conchology^ also bj
pointing out the nature of the objects whose acquain-

tance he wishes to cultivate, and enabling him to class

them according to their several relations, and conse-

quently to study them to advantage.

Sdly, To the Student in Geology^ because the

characters of many formations, when considered with-

out reference to the fossils they contain, are so variable

that it is absolutely necessary for him to become
acquainted with them, and with the Shells in par-

ticular, because they form so considerable a proportion

of the Organic remains by which Strata may be iden-

tified and characterized.

We beg leave, in conclusion, to assure the Scien-

infic Public of our intention to nedect nothino' that is

m our power to render our Work generally useful,

aijd of our consequent willingness to profit by such
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information and observations as any kind Corres-

pondents, who are also friends to Science, are willing

to afford us ; we shall feel ourselves obhged by such,

and shall consider it our duty to acknowledge them
with becoming gratitude, whenever we make use of

them.

Feeling that the completion and consequent final

success of our Work depends, in a great measure,

upon the encouragement it receives at its commence-
ment, we beg leave to assure those who become pur-

chasers, that it shall be continued, and with the utmost
regularity, until it is complete, whether it answer our

expectations or not, provided only that the actual

expenccs we may incur be paid by it without giving

us any profit.

\



ETHERIA.

L€tmarck.—Annales du Mus, v. 10. t. 29—32,

TESTA irreguiarisV inaequivalvis^ adhaerens^ um"
honibus brevissimis, basi testae subimmersis,
Cardo edentulus^ undatus^ subsinuosus^ insequalis.

Impressiones musculares duse^ distantes^ laterales^

oblongae. Ligamentum externum^ contortum^
intus partim penetrans.

—

Lam.

First distinguished by Lamarck in tlie Ann&les du Museum,
On account of its irregular form and foliated structure it

might be mistaken for an Ostreet^ but from that it may be
distinguished by its having ^zoa oblong muscular impressions^

in which character it approaches nearer to Cliarna; its hinge,
however, is toothless, and has a strong, partly internal,

ligament. Several species are described by Lamarck, all of
which are found attached by the exterior of their lower
valve to submarine rocks, and inasmuch as they conform to
the irregularities of the place, cannot be strictly said to

have any peculiar form, the muscular impressions^ however,
are lateral and rather distant. The beautiful pearly lustre

of the substance of the shell in two species is much dwelt
tipon by Lamarck.

Two circumstances observable in the specimen of Etk.
semilunata^ drawn in our plate, would have induced us to

suspect that this was a fresh water shell, or at least an
inhabitant of festuaries at the mouths of rivers; 1st, its

having an epidermis, which remains only in those parts
least exposed to the action of the water, the greater part,

particularly of the upper valve, being eroded in a very
irregular manner ; and 2dly, its being partly covered with
the remains of those ovate vesicular bodiesj supposed to
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he the egg's of some molluscous animal, so frequently seen
on fresh water shells; but Lamarck says that they are
attached to the rocks at a considerable depth in the sea, on
which account they are little known, having escaped the
observation of collectors.

Lamarck mentions singular bubble shaped, unequal
swellings in the interior, but which appear to him to be
accidental ; these are very conspicuous in the lower valve
of the specimen from whi^ch our drawing is taken, we think
they are caused by the accidental introduction of little par-
cels of sand over which the animal, to obviate the inconve-
Biences their presence causes, has deposited a coat of shelly

matter. He also speaks of an oblong callossity, which is as

it were incrusted in the base of the shell without forming
any internal projection.

Not known in a fossil state.

The specimen from which our plate is drawn is in the

possession of the Rev. Dr. Goodall, Provost ofEton College,

&c. We have represented the iiisjde pf both valves^ and
the outside of the upper one.
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TESTA bivalvis^ libera^ suborbiculariSj subaequi-

valviSj complanata. Cardo interior^ cicatriculis

diiabuSj basi convergentibus, superne divaricatis

in valva inferiore ; costis duabus elongatis^ longi^

tudine inaequalibus^ minus divaricatis in alteraj

ligamento praecipue inservientibus. Impressio

muscularis unica, simplex^ suborbiculq^ris,

Easily distinguished from all other Genera by the two
elongated, diverging costce, or laminae, of unequal length,

to the external edges of which the mternal ligament is at-

tached, in the one valve; and by the two corresponding,
but more divaricate, impressions in the other valve. All the

species known tons at present,(which are not numerous), are

extremely compressed, suborbicular, and nearly equivalve,
the valve which has the two cardinal costae, commonly
called the upper valve, being rather less concave than the
other. The valves are very thin, more or less transparent,
of a foliated structure, composed of perpendicular fibres

as in Ostrea and Pinna, A single, nearly circular, muscu-
lar impression is observable in the centre of each valve,
with sometimes a minute lunulate, more lateral one and
less frequently a third, very small, also lateral one placed
at nearly the same distance on the other side of the princi-

pal muscular impression. A part of the internal ligament^
which unites the two valves at the hinge, spreads on both
sides the mnbo in a transversely linear form, acutely dentated
at its inner edge

;
this, on account of the imperfect state in

which the specimens of this shell are generally brought to
Europe, is very seldom observable. Slender, very obsolete
striag, diverge from the umbo and cover the outside of both
valves.

The recent species are inhabitants of the Indian seas

:

three are enumerated by Lfamarck, of which the Anemia
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Sella of Liftne, or Saddle oyster, and the Anomia Pla^
centa, or Chinese Window Shell, are the best known and
most easily distinguished. We have never seen any
fossil species, but Lamarck describes one found near Metz^
and figured in the Enci/cl. Method, t. 175, f. 1—4, from a
specimen of this in our possession we judge it rather to be
a Plicatula,

Fig. 1. Outside of the lower valve of PL Placenta.

2. Inside of upper valve of the same.



STRUTHIOLARIA.

Lamarck,—Encycl. Method, t. 431. F. 1.

^ »

TESTA oblonga, turrita ;
Aperturd obloiiga, obli-

qua^ lahio externo sinuoso^ incrassato, revoliito,

basi oblique truricaco; lahio interno incrassato,

expanse, partem inferiorem aiifractus ultimi et

€olumellam tegente.

An oblong turrited univalve, with an obliquely placed ob-

long aperture, outer lip thickened and turned outward,
with two sinuosities, one placed in an oblique direction,

close to the base of the shell, and forming a sort of shallow
canal, the other, rather above the centre of the lip, and less

conspicuous ; inner lip thickened, spreading ov er the lower
part of the last volution and the Columella.

By the above characters the shells of this Genus will

easily be distinguished from those of Buccinum and Murex,
the only two genera it could possibly be confounded with.

The Murex stramineus of Gmel. may be considered as the
Generic Type, which shell is however very distinct from
Murex, and does not agree with Linne's character of that

Genus.
Lamarck established the Struthiolaria : apparently only

one species was known to him, it is what we have called

Struthiolaria straminea in our plate ; had it not already been
published under this specific name, we should gladly have
adopted the more expressive one of nodulosa, by which
Lamarck has designated it ; a second, which we have called

inermis, has lately been added : both are from the coast of
New Zealand. S» inermis may be distinguished from S, stra-
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minea^ or nodulosa, by its smaller size*, and its wanting the
rather pointed tubercles that surround the upper part of the
volutions of S. straminea : its less sinuous outer lip, the
greater depth of the spiral line, and the less angular upper
part of the outer lip, also distinguish it.

The animal of this Genus is unknown : whether in its

natural state the shell be covered with an epidermis or not,

or whether it have an operculum we are unable to tell.

Not known in a fossil state.

Fig. 1 and 2. Str. straminea.

3 and 4. —— inermis.

* It may here be observed, that the comparative size capnot, in many
cases, be considered as a good specific character ; for we know that shells

vary very much in size, even when full grown: here we think it may, for it

is evident that the shells of this Genus do not complete the lip, nor form any
varicose suture until the time of their adult state; consequently the smaller

one cannot be taken for a young specimen, because it has already completed
its sinuated revolute lip : and it has other distinguishing characters



HIPPONYX.

be France.—Diet, des Sciences Nat. v. xxi. p. 185o

TESTA bivalvis^ adh^rens^ inaequivalvis, jequi-^

latera^ impressionem muscularem in iitraque valva^

forma ferri equini^ gerens; valva inferior affixa>

compressa^ margine plerumque elevato; valva

superior patelliformis^ subconica^ vertice sub-

marginali. Cardo edentukis. Ligamentum car-

diiiis nullum.

We are not surprized that Linne, and even later writers^

should have included the shells of this genus in Paidlaj
having been acquainted only with the upper valve. De
France is the first person who was able to prove that it was
composed of two parts, though he still considers it as an
unioahe^ which has tlie extraordinary property of making
a support^ for the purpose of raising itself above the shells

or stones to which it is attached, founding his opinion upon
what he conceives to be a difference in the nature of the

two valves; the upper one^ in his opinion, resembling in its

structure the Ci/prcea^ Volula, and other similar shells,

which he has observed sometimes disappear entirely in cer-

tain situations, where they occur in a fossil state, leaving

only the cast of their interior, and the impression of their

external parts ; and the ioc£)€r valve, bethinks, resembles in

its structure the Ostrea, a Genus, the shell of which, he
believes, never disappears in a fossil state. We cannot co-

incide with him in this opinion, for we see nothing in the

Eature of Hipponyx different from other bivalves ; on the

contrary, the numerous observations we have had in our
power to make, appear to us only to strengthen the evidence
in favour of the existence of a relation between this Genus
and Orbicula, Crania, and Terebratula ; and we suspect
that the animal has, in common with those genera, two
fringed arms or tentacula. In describing this Genus, we
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iLre, therefore, obliged to consider it as an equilateral in?

equivalve, rather irregular bivalve; there is a muscular
impression in each valve of the general form of a horse-
shoe ; the fibres of which this is composed are placed in a
different direction from those composing the remainder of
the shell, and appear to be more easily decomposed, for

which reason there are frequently found fossil specimens
with cavities in the place originally occupied bv the mus-
cular impression, particularly in the lower valve^ which, in

its general form, is orbicular, compressed, sometimes very
much thickened, attached by its outer part to submarine
bodies, its margin is for the most part elevated, more so in

front than behind; its muscular impression can scarcely be
called single, the two semilunar portions which compose
it are placed close together; they are nearly confluent and
narrow at the posterior part; more distant in front, where
they are broader and rounder : it, however, has the gene7
ral form of 9^ horse-shoe. The upper valve is patelliform,

subconical, sometimes very much compressed; its vertex or
umbo is inclined backwards, and towards the posterior
margin ; like the attached valve it has an internal muscular
impression in the shape of a horse-shoe, placed near the
posterior margin, the two lobes of which are much more
distant and obliquely truncated in front, but entirely con-
fluent at the posterior part : there is a remarkable coinci-

dence in the muscular impressions of this genus, with those
of Terrebratula^ which, in the lower valve, has two, placed
near to each other, and in the upper valve a central one
composed of two confluent portions. In Hipponyx there

is no cardinal ligament, nor are there any teeth.

It was from the circumstance of observing a cast of the

interior of the upper patelliform valve attached to a lower
valve that De France began to suspect the true nature of
this shell; his suspicions were afterwards confirmed by his

finding the two valves together on the outside of a specimen
of Cerithium Cornucopia; and also by the discovery of an
attached valve of Ilippmijx mitratus. About the same time
we were almost persuaded of the same fact by an examina-
tion of the upper valve, and a comparison we instituted^

between it and some specimens of Orbicula and Crania"

which had just then fallen into our hands; we had not,

however, the means of proving the truth of our surmise

;

l^ut we have since met with several specimens of a small

fj[>ssil species, the Ilipponijx Icevisj in the inside of other
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fossil shells from near Paris, which confirmed us in our
opinion, and established the Genus. If any further evi-

dence of the bivalve nature of the Hipponyx were neces-

sary, it is abundantly supplied by a recent discovery of our
esteemed and liberal friend C. De Gerville's, who had
already enriched M. De France's and our own collections,

with many specimens of the detached valves. In the latter

part of the Summer of 1821, he met with several fine

specimens with both valves together, and attached to Ceri-

•thium Cornucopia, at Hauteville, in the Department de la

Manche; some of these he has obligingly forwarded to us;

and had not our plate been already in the printer's hands,

we should have availed ourselves of this opportunity, and
have given a representation of one of them: if circum-

stances should hereafter render it necessary we shall give q,

new plate.

The only recent species that is certainly known to

belong to the Genus Hipponyx, is the Patella mitrata of
Linnc, of which the attached valve is in M. De France's
collection. The upper valves of several fossil species have*
been described by Lamarck, among his fossil PatellcE^ under
the specific names Cornucopia and dilatata ; most of them
are covered with striae diverging from the umbo or zertex.,

and spreading to the edges all around ; one is covered with
strong costas, diverging in a similar manner, and another
is smooth. All the fossil species known are from the Col-

caire grossiere of the French, which, we think, is nearly, if

not quite, identical with our London clay; though we are
not aware of a single one having yet been found in England.

We cannot conclude this article without recommending
to those,who have opportunities ofcollecting shells in a living
state, to pay an increased attention to their nature and eco-
nomy. It appears to us a strong proof ofthe general careless-

ness and inattention of collectors, that the true nature of so
common a shell as Patella mitrata should so long have
remained unknown, and that it should be, at length, dis-

covered, not in the places where it is found abundantly,
and where, consequently, the best opportunities were
afforded, but by a person shut up in his study, at a distance

from the sea-coast, and deprived of the means of observing
it in its living state. There is reason to believe that several

other recent species exist, but that only their upper valves
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are known, because those who have picked them from their

native rocks, have not taken the pains to observe in what
manner they were attached.

Fig4 1. to 6. The upper valve of Hip'
ponyx Cornucopia^ in various stages

of growth.
Tig. 7, Outside of the lower valve.

Fig. 8. 9. Inside of the lower valve,
in different states.

Fig. 10. 13. Outsides of the upper

valves of Hipponyx Icevis.

Fig. 11. 14. 15. Insides of the same
valve of the same.

Fig. 12. 16. Insides of lower valves
of Hipponyx l^evis, attached to pof-

tiona of other shells.
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Cuvkr.—^Annales du Mus. v. 5.

TESTA univalvis, subcochleariformis^ spird brevis-

sima ; apertura oblonga^ amplissimaj supeme
emarginata ; labium externum integrum internum

incrassatum;, revolutum: Impressio muscularis

transversa^ lunulatim oblonga^ in parte inferiore

testae posita.

A Genus rendered so extremely interesting, when con-
sidered in connection with the animal which produces it, that

we could not resist a favourable opportunity afforded us of
giving representations of the living animals of two species,

though we do not intend to pledge ourselves, and we are
sensible it will not be in our power to do this often. We
shall not attempt a description of this singular animal, al-

ready so well described by De Ferussac, in his superb work
on the MoUusques terrestres et fluviatiles, p. 88. our plate

will give a very good general idea of its form and structure

;

nor shall we enter into the detail of its history, it is suffi-

cient to observe that it was first noticed by Dugue, in a
garden at Dieppe, in 1740, but that it had scarcely engaged
the attention of Naturalists until a few years ago, when
Mauge brought some specimens from the Island of Tene-
riffe ; since which, it has also been found in several parts

of France, and in Spain, and more lately in a garden at

Bristol.

Some specimens from the last mentioned place have
been handed to us by Mr. Miller* of that City. It feeds

upon earth-worms, having the power of elongating its body
to such a degree that it is able to follow them in all their

subterranean windings : we have observed them attentively,

and were rather surprized that an animal generally so ex-
tremely sluggish in its motions, after discovering its prey,
by means of its tentacula, thrusting from its large mouth
its white crenulated revolute tongue, should instantly seize

upon with extraordinary rapidity, and firmly retain an

* Author of a very useful and elaborate Monograph on the " CRliSOIDEA."
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earth-worm of mucb greater size and apparent force than
itself, but whichj by its utmost exertion is unable to escape.

jDe Ferussac and Cuvier consider this as the only carnivo-

rous terrestrial moilusea, Th^ animal bears a general
resemblance to a slug ; it carries its small shell on its poste-

rior extremity. The shell is compressed, spoonshaped,
with a very short spiral apex, its aperture ife very large,'

oblong, slightly notched at the upper or posterior pai't ; the

outer lip is entire, the inri^rlip (called, by De Ferussac, the

clavicleJ is generally thickened and revolute. There is a
transverse, oblong, lunulate muscular impression in the
lower part of the aperture, which we suppose serves as a
point of attacliment between the shell and the animal. The
outside of the shell is covered with a thin, horny, commonly
olive green, epidermis, and is marked by the lines ofgrowth.

Only tzm species of this singular Genus have been hi-

therto described, (for ^>'e cannot consideii De Ferussac's T.
ambiguus as one, inasmuch as it has every appearance of
being an internal shell) one of which, halioiideus of De
Ferussac^ is not uncommon i,n, prance ; and the other, the.

Maugei of the same author, i^s a native of Teneritle, but
naturalized in a garden at Bristol : a third was lately dis-,

covered^ by Ptir. Sowerby^ in a garden at Lambeth, it may
therefore be considered as a native of this Island. We have
named it T. Hcutulum^ and shall endeavour below to point
out the characters of all three.

1. T. haliotideus, lesla ovata^ postice acuminata ; claLicula,

lata el 'plana.—D<i Feryissac^ vol. i. p. 9L t. yiii.

f. 5 to 9.

2. T. Maugei, tesiu ovaiorclongata.^ spira elevaiiuscula

;

clavicula angusta, rotundata.—De Ferussac^ vol. i.

p. 94. t. viil 1^ la. li.

3. T.Scutulum, testa ovata antlce paulara acuminata.^ exliis

plana^ clavicula arcualqt.^ elevala.— Tah. nost. f. 3 to G,

Ohs.—The animal of this species, bears a near reseni^

blance to that of T. haliotideus;, not having tlie double row
of tubercles running from the bead to the anterior part of
the shell, so conspicuous in that of T. Maugei.

I-ia:. 1. Outside of the shell of T. ha

liotideiis.

Fig. 2. Inside of the same.
Fi^. 3. Front view of the animal of T.

Scululum.

Fig-, 4. View of the same animal when
extended.

Fi^. .5. Outside of the shell of T. Scu-

tulum, magnified.

Fi::^. 0. Inside, of the same, alsa uiag.-

nified.

Fi^. 7. The animal of T. Mausrd con-
traeted.

Fig-. S. The same extended,
Fi^-. 9. O utside of the shell of T. iiXaw-

Fii^-. 10. Inside of the same.
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Cwt*/er.—Annales du Mus. v. i. p. 69.

'tESTA bivalvis, subaequivalvis, ffiquilatera, ovato-^

oblonga, apice trimcata vel subtrimcata, paulunt

hiaiis^ hasi siibacata. hnpressiones musculares in

uti'aque valva duap. Ligamentu/u nullum. Cardo
edeiitulus.

Persuaded as we are that a connect knowledg-e of the

nature of slieUs is only to be obtained from the examination
and study of the animals which produce them, in a living

state, we only yield to the absolute general impossibility of
obtaining- the living animals, and the consequent necessity

of defining- our Genera in such a manner that they may
be recognized without that knowledge ; and therefore in

our Generic Character we have avoided taking any no-
tice of those accessary circumstances in this Genus, which
at once render it so interesting and apparently so anoma-
lous.

The general form of this shell, when the tzoo valves are
closed, is an oblong oval, compressed, and much resembling
a duck's-bill, they are attached to each other ])y the inter-

nal muscles, being suspended to a cylindrical, fleshy, tendi-

nous peduncle. Tlie two valves are equilateral, ovately
oblong, truncate or subtruncate, and slightly gaping at

their apices and poiiited at tlieir base, but somewhat
different in their interior construction, one of them having
a projection between the two muscuhir isnpressions elon-
gated in the same direction as the shell, of which the other
valve is destitute, as well as of shelly mattf^r at the point of
the base. The muscular impressions are oblong, placed
near to each other and to the centre of the shells. A shin-
ing, homy epidermis coats both valves. There are no
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cardinal teeth, nor are the two valves in anywise attached

to each other when destitute of their animal inhabitant and
of the fleshy peduncle.

Only one recent species of this Genus is known, it is

the Patella Unguis of Linne,* and Lingula anatina of

Cuvier—it is of a green colour, its apex is truncated and
somewhat trilobate; according to Lamarck it is found

among the Molucca Islands. Several fossil species are

described and figured in Sowerbi/*s Mineral Conchologyy

tab. 19; one is not unfrequent in the sand?/ indurated marie

of Bognor, identified by many of its fossils with the London
Clay ; another is found in a dark coloured Limestone be-

longing to the Coal measures (according to Mr. Farey), in

the County of Durham ; and a third has been met with

in stones which appear to be the debris of Chalk Marie
in Alluvium, in Suffolk.

* It is unnecessary for us to enter into the history of the misapprehen«
gions of Conchologists on this singular shell ; suffice it to mention that some,
who, like Linne, had probably only seen a single valve, bad considered it to

be an operculum. Solander, and others, named it Mytilus Lingua and Ros-
trum ; Chemnitz calls it Pinna Unguis; and Seba, who has represented the

two valves and its peduncle, took it for a Concha anatifera or pedunculate
Lepas (Anatifa of Leach). Cuvier appears rightly to conclude, that Seba's

error contributed to this confusion; but there are several points of resemblance^
such as the fleshy peduncle and the ciliated arms of the Lingula, which very
well account for Seba^s mistake: the penetratio>n of a CUVIER was requi-

Bite to determine the true nature of the animal, and assign to it its proper placQ
in the system.



OVULA.

Lam,-—Syst. des Anim. sans vertebr. p. 72.

TESTA ovata, gibbosa^ spira occulta. Apertura
longitudinalis, elongata^ supra coarctata^ subtus

expansa, apice hasique emarginatis et in canales
* plus minusve productis^ Lahio interno edentulo^

externo involuto^ interdum denticulate.

It is well known that the Linnean Genus Bulla consists of
an assemblage of shells of the most various characters,

and seems rather to have been formed by adding together the
rejectamenta from other Genera, than from the considera-

tion oftheir possessing any characters in common with each
other, if we except that of their general gibbosity. The
Ovulce, for instance, whose characters bring them so much
nearer to the C?/prcea, that they might have been added
to them without doing half so much violence to nature,
grouped with shells which have only a single canal, such as

the Pj/ruice, with others which have no canal at all, such
as the Bulimi, and Achatinm, with some which are capable of
containing entirely their animal inhabitant, and with others
which are as entirely inclosed in the mantle of the animal,
in fine we find the Ovulae, which are marine, grouped by
Linne, with both land and fresh-water shells, as with the
Bulimi and PhyscE, It was difficult to avoid this extreme
ofjumbling together shells of such diverse characters, with-
out running into another extreme of constituting a Genus
for almost every species which Lamarck included under his

Ovula ; this is what Montfort has done, whose Genera
Radius, Ovulus, Calpurnus and Ultimus, are only so many
dismemberments of Lamarck's Ovula. In order that this

subject might be placed in a clear point of view before out'
readers, we have thought it advisable to give two plates,



OVULA

in which we have included five species, all agreeing in

certain characters, which we have considered as the generic
characters : we shall first detail these, and then enter a
little more particularly into the peculiar distinctive charac-

ters of the five species we have drawn. In their general
form the shells ojP this Genus are more or less ovate, and
gibbous, their spires are always hidden ; for their convolu-*

Hon is horizontal, the whorls never descending as they
increase, but always preserving the same plane. Their
aperture is longitudinal, elongated, narrow at its upper
part, and more expanded below ; both the superior and
inferior extremities are notched, and each of them produced
into a canal: the inner lip is smooth, without teeth or any
kind of denticulation ; and the outer //p is thickened and
mostly turned inwards. The various length of the canals
in the several species, added to the presence or absence of
denticulation on the inner part of the outer lip , are the
characters upon which Montfort has founded the distinctions

between his four genera.

Several species of the Genus Ovula are known, one of
the n[iost common is the Ovula oviformis of Lam, : the Bulla
Ovum of Linn, it is an egg-shaped shell, very white and
smooth on the outside, its canals are both short, and the
inner part of the outer lip is furnished with blunt denticu-
lations, and when full grown it is coloured within of a more
or less dark and rich brown : in its young state its outer
lip is not involute nor denticulated, the outside is covered
with fine transverse striae, and it is colourless. We see no
reason for altering its specific denomination, and therefore
with Montfort have called it Ovula Ovum.

The Ovula Volva (Bulla Volva Linn.) is remarkable
for the great length of the canals—of these the upper one
is rather the longer, and the lower one is turned a little

backward ; the outer lip in this species is considerably
thickened, but it is not so perfectly involute as in the other
species. The outside of the body of this shell, when in

good condition, is covered with transverse impressed strias
;

these diverge as they approach the lip, and become oblique
towards the canals on which they gradually increase so
much in breadth as rather to form the spaces between
oblique raised lines, than to deserve the appellation of
impressed sirice. This is the JVeavers'' Shuttle of the Eng-
lish Collectors; when perfect and fine it is held in consider-

able estimation by them.
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The Ovula hirostris (Bulla birostris, auctor.) is of an
oblong shape, its superior canal is rather elongated and
pointed at the apex; the upper part of its aperture is
narrow, and the lower part proportionably wider than in
other species : its inferior canal appears also to be pointed.

The Ovula gibbosa (Bulla gibbosa, LinnJ is of an
oblong shape, it has near the middle of the back a dis-
tinct, obtuse, transverse ridge, and its canals are extremely
short.

A fifth species, of which we have given a representa-
tion, is the Ovula verrucosa^ (Bulla verrucosa^ Linn.) this
is perhaps the most remarkable; it is oblong, the back is
elevated into an obtuse ridge, and finely striated; its outer
lip is distinctly and regularly denticulated, but its chief
peculiarity consists in having an orbicular shelly tubercle
on the outer part at each extremity, exactly opposite to the
canals; from these it has received its specific name.

Seven other recent species of this Genus are described
Lamarck in the 16th vol. of the Ann. du Museum, but

as it would be going too far beyond our immediate object
to describe all the species, we shall be content with men-
tioning particularly the O. costellata of Lam. which is the
same as the Bulla imperialis of English Authors ; a very
pretty shell, and deservedly valued by Collectors.

'

Two fossil species are also noticed by Lamarck, both
from one of more recent formations, and found at Plaisance.
The animal of this Genus is unknown to us, but as all

the species when they have arrived at their adult state are
more or less covered with a shining enamel-like shelly coat
evidently deposited after the formation of the outer invo-
lute lip, we have reason to believe that its bipartite mantle
IS capable of extension at pleasure, over almost the whole
of the outer part of the shell, nearly in the same manner as
in Ciyproia. The knowledge of the animal may, at some
future period, evince the propriety of separating- the shells
here included in Ovula, into several genera; until that pe-
riod arrive, we think it more for the interest of Science to
keep them united ; and the more so, as we are quite cer-
tain, from the characters of the shells, that there must be
considerable resemblance m those characters and habits by
which the animals will be distinguished.

We cannot consider the Eiiglish Bulla paiula to be an
Ovula.





TURBINELLUS.

Lam»—Syst. des Anim. san& Vert. p. 85.

TESTA turbinata, apertura angusta, basi canalicu-

lata; Co/wme^/a 3- ad 5-plicata; plicis compressiSj,

transversis.

A Genus approaching very nearly in its general characters

to Murex ; some of the species which constitute it have
been placed by Linne among his Murices ; others on ac-

count of the plicated Columella he has arranged among the

Volutce. We apprehend the Murex Scoli/mus^ Valuta
Pi/rum^ Valuta Cerarnica^ Valuta Turhinellus^ and Valuta
Capitellum constitute together a very natural Genus, to

which Lamarck has given the Generic appellation of Tur-
hinellus. They are turbinate shells with a rather narrow
aperture, elongated at its base into the form of a more or
less lengthened canal : from three to five prominent com-
pressed transverse folds, all nearly equal in size, are placed
near the centre of the Calumella ; these distinguish the
shells of this Genus from Murex^ with which, however, they
agree in having an operculum, which with the canal at the
base of the aperture separate them from Valuta. The
several species which we have seen are covered with a
thickish horny epidermis.

The Turbinellus Pyrunt ( Valuta Pyrum Linn.) from
which our engraving is taken, has the upper part of its

Volutions furnished with a few rather distant, not very
prominent tubercles, but some other species are covered
with several rows of very regularj rather close set, pro-
minent tubercles.

In some of the species of this Genus a singular fact

may be observed, which seems to prove that the plicae on
the Columella are of considerable importance to the animal
inhabitant, and that some of the animals of the univalves
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Iiave the power of eroding or abrading or absorbing the

calcareous matter which they have deposited in forming
their shells, when they have no further use for it : for three

rows of tubercles from the lower part of the whorl are

gradually destroyed as the animal increases its inner lip,

and in their place are formed the folds of the Columella.
The Turhinelli are marine. We are not aware that

any have yet been found fossil, though they might be e^^;-.

' p^cted in the marine strata above the ch^lk.



Lam.—Syst. des Anim. sans vert. p. 136.

TESTA transversa, insqiiivalvis, iiisequiiatera,

latere aiitico longiore ; regularise libera. Valva
altera plana, margine antico defiexo, dente imico,

oblongo, obtuso, postico, altera concava, eclen-

tula. Liga/mentmn cardinis internum, cicatriculas

elongatas inutraque valva affixum. Impressiones

musculares in utraque valva duae, distantes^

iaterales.

Shell transversely oblong, inequivalve, regular, not at-

tached, inequilateral, the anterior side longer and slightly

gaping at its extremity ; one valve, called by Lamarck the
upper valve, flat, its anterior margin turned downward,
with a single, oblong, obtuse hinge-tooth placed behind the
ligament ; the other valve concave, without any tooth, but
an indistinct cicatrice, against which the tooth of the flat

valve lies when the valves are closed. Cardinal ligament
internal, fixed in each valve to an elongated cicatrice,

w hich is inclined toward the anterior side of the shell.

—

Two distant lateral muscidar impressions in each valve.

It will soon be perceived that we differ very materially

from Lamarck in the number of teeth attributed to this

Genus. Our regard to truth obliges us to do so; and much
as we lament the necessity we are thus placed under, we
can assure our readers that we have not done it without a
strict examination of a number of specimens, for which
we are indebted to the friendship of C. De Gerville, and
also that w e find the characters constant in three species.

The Tellina incEquivalvis of Linne is the type of this

Genus, it is the Pandora margaritacea of Lam. in his

teme, but, without giving any reason, he has altered its

specific name to rostrata in his Histoirc Naturelle; where-
fore we retain the former name.



PANDORA,

Two species are described by Lamarck, one of which,
the margaritaceaj or rostrata, is frequently found on the

shore at Granville, and on the coast of Guernsey ; the

ohtusa is found at Weymouth, and in Plymouth Sound ; it

has been long ago figured by Pennant, as a new and singu-

lar Mi/tilusj found at Weymouth. Mr. G. Humphrey has

furnished us with a third recent species from the East Indies,

we have named this P . jlexuosa^ and on account of a pecu-
liarity in its internal structure, we think it deserving of a
more particular notice : in this species the internal liga-

ment is no longer attached on the jlat valve to a mere cica-

trice, but the part which bears it is produced into the form
of an elongated lamina^ diverging from the umbo towards
the anterior side of the shell, and reaching nearly to the
inner side of the anterior muscular impression, and to the-

edge of this the principal part of the ligament in this spe-

cies is fixed : but in all the species of this Genus, this liga-

ment might properly be said to be divided into two por-
tions; the first, and generally the larger to the cicatrices

in both valves, and to the anterior part, close to the umbo^
of the tooth in the flat valve; the second, and the smaller
in two species, attached in the flat valve near to the anterior

side of the cicatrice, and in the concave valve to the ante-

rior edge close to the umbo : in the P. flexuosa^ this second
part of the ligament is much the larger, and is attached as

above described to an elongated lamina. Had Lamarck
described this species, we should not have been surprized

at his saying it had two teeth, but neither of those he has
described are possessed of this lamina.

We do not know a single instance of its having been
found in a fossil state. Of its relations we are unable to.

decide; Lamarck seems to us to have judged rightly in

placing it near to Corbula^ but as he has erroneously given
it two diverging teeth h\ the flat valve, his observation, that
" by their hinge th^ PanrJorce seems to approach the Pla-
cuncd*^ falls to ground. Its single obtuse tooth in one valve

only separates it from Corbulay as its internal ligament does
from the Linnean Tellina.



CORBIS.

Cuvier.—Regne anim. p. 481.

TESTA transversa^ aequivalvis^ libera; umhonihus
opposite incurvis; Cardo dentibus duobus; denies

laterales dao, posticus ad cardiiiem propius admo-
tus^ anti^us remotus ; Impressiones musculares
simplices.

All the species of this Genus that have hitherto come
under observation are transverse shells (that is, they are
longer in a direction tranverse to the position of their hinge-
teeth) : in common with many other bivalves, the umbones
are curved inwards, in opposite directions in the two valves.

There are two cardinal and two lateral teeth in each valve;
the posterior, or that which is on the opposite side of the
hinge to the ligament, is much nearer to the cardinal teeth
than the other, which is rather remote, but placed near the
termination of the ligament. This is external, but the
parts to w hich it is attached form a deep groove when the
two valves are closed; when also, a rather oblong cordi-

form impression immediately behind the umbones may be
observed.

This Genus was established by Cuvier, and is adopted
by Lamarck, it is related to JLucina^ but may be distin-

guished from that Genus by its muscular impressions, which
are simple and rather oblong, but neither of them produced
into an elongated tongue shape; it approaches also to

Tellina^ but, wanting the fold of the anterior margin of
that Genus, it will not be confounded with it. Not many
species of this Genus are yet known, the only recent one
with which we are acquainted is a very beautiful trans-

versely oval, rather gibbous shell, with longitudinal striae

and undulated transverse furrows, and its interior margin

1^ crenulated ; it is the Venus fimbriata of Linnc ^ the Cor-
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5/^ Jimhriata of Cuvier, and according to Lamarck, an in*

habitant of the Indian ocean. Two fossil species are des-

cribed by Lamarck^ both of which are found in the more
recent formation above the chalk, one at Grignon, and
the other at Granville. Neither of them are so gibboua
as the recent one.

Whether the shells of this Genus be covered with an
epidermis in their natural state or not, we have no means of
ascertaining ; there is, however, some reason for believing"

this to be the case.



PEDUM.

Brug.—Encyci. Method, t. 178. f. 1—4.

TESTA elongato-securiformis, compressa^ inaequi-
valvis, subauriculata, adhaerens ; umbonihus pau-
lum distantibiis. Valva inferior prope cardinem
profunde sinuata, lateribus reflexis; discus del-

toideus cardinis fossiila obliqua elongata liga-
mentum inserviente. Valva superior lateribus
iiicrassatis^ discus deltoideus cardinis minus expan-
sus^ cicatricula elongata obliqua ligamentum ge-
rente. Impressio muscularis unica^ suborbicularis.

Very properly separated from Ostrea by Bruguiere.^ and
adopted by succeeding writers; it differs from the true
Ostrea in the mode of attachment, adhering by a (probably
fibrous and horny) substance which passes through the
sinus in the lower valve, whereas Ostrea is attached by the
outside of the shell itself. The shell of Pedum is compressed,
inequiyalve, subauriculate, rather longer than it is wide,
and wider at the base than at the hinge ; the wnhones are
somewhat distant. The sides of the lower valve are turned
upward in all the specimens we have had the opportunity
of examining, and there is a deep sinus, for the passage of
the substance by which the animal attaches itself, near the
hinge on the left hand side ; a triangular disk with an ob-
lique elongated central furrow bears the hinge ligament
in this valve. The sides of the upper valve are thickened,
the triangular disk in the hinge of this valve is smaller than
that in the lower valve, and it has an elongated oblique
cicatrice opposite to the furrow of the other valve to which
the hinge ligament is attached. The principal portion of
the ligament is attached to the central furrow in the tri-



atlgiilar disk of the liiiige of the lower valve, and to the
opposite cicatrice in the upper valve, but the ligament is

expanded on both sides, so as nearly to cover the triangular
disk in both valves. There is a single, large, suborbicular
muscular hnpression in each valve.

The only species of this Genus at present known is the

Pedum spmiclf/loideum of Lam. Ostrea spondj/loidea of
Gmel. probably so named on account of the near resem-
blance of its hinge to that of Spondylus^ from which how-
ever it is sufficiently distinct. It approaches nearer io
Lamarck^ s Malleus^ particularly in its manner of attach-

ment, but the shell is destitute of the foliated substance
consisting of fine perpendicular fibres so characteristic of
that Genus as well as of Ostrea. It cannot be confounded
with any other Genus.
From the Indian Ocean. No fossil species has yet been

discovered.



ANCILLA

Lam.—Syst. des Anim. sans Vert. p. 75.

TESTil oblonga^, subcylindrica;, spird brevi^, non
canaliculata. Apertura elongata^ basi emargi-
nata^ effusa. Appendix tumida et obliqua ad
basim columella.

We have no hesitation in retaining Lamarck's original

name for this Genus
;
partly because we wish to avoid un-

necessary innovation, and further, because we think it is

sufficiently different to be easily distinguished from MUUer's
Ancylus,

In general form the shells of this Genus are oblong
and subcylindrical, they have a short spire^ seldom exceed-
ing a third of the whole length of the shell, and the volutions

are not separated from each other by a canal, as they are in

Oliva, but the line of separation is generally hidden by an
enamel-like shelly deposition which extends far beyond it,

and sometimes covers the whole upper part of the shell.

The aperture is elongated, wider at its lower than at its

upper part, and notched at its base. The Columella is

smooth, with an oblique, tumid, generally striated ap-
pendage, or varix at its base. The whole shell is very
smooth and shining, and, as we believe, destitute both of
epidermis and operculum.

The only Genera with which this can be confounded,
are Terebellum and Oliva; the striated, tumid varix dis-

tinguishes it from Terebellum; and it wants, as before
observed, the canal which separates the volutions in Oliva.

Only a few recent species are known, they are placed
among the Linnean Voluta ; but though the animal is not
known, there is reason to believe, that its mantle is ex-
tensible over the whole or greater part of the shell, if we
may judge from their perfect smoothness. The small num-
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ber of fossil species that we are acquainted with, occur in

the Calcaire grossiere^ and in the London Clay ; we have
frequently seen one in a sort of Green sand^ from n^ar
Turin.

The AncillcB are marine ; it did not at first occur to

us that they might be confounded with Lamarck's Mela-
nopsisj a fresh water Genus, as we know they have been,

particularly some of the fossil species ; this latter is, how-
ever, sufficiently distinct, and may be known by the tumid
upper part of its inner lip, and by the spiral line being
distinct, and not covered over with a shining enamel-like
coat ; when recent, moreover, the Melanopsis has a strong
blackish epidermis, and an horny operculum.

Our Fig. 1. most nearly resembles Lamarck's Ancilla
ynarginata^ but it has not the " spira carinulatcC mentioned
by him in the character of that species. We believe Fig. 2.

is A, suhulata^ which differs from A. buccinoides^ in being
less gibbous. Fig. S. is probably A. glandiformis Lam.
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PLICATULA.

Laju.—Syst. des anini. sans vert. p. 132.

TESTA irregularis insequivalvis^ inauriculata^ basi

atteniiata; margine supero rotundato^ subplicato

;

umhonibiis insequalibus; areis externis iiullis.

—

Cardo deiitibus duobus validis in utraque valva.

Fovea intermedia ligamentum omnino internum
recipiens.

The above Generic character appears evidently to have
been intended by Lamarck, to distinguish this Genus from
Pecten and Spondjjlus^ to both of which it has some affi-

nity, but particularly to the latter, in which the species

of it have been placed by Linne^ Gmelm^ and others, whose
Spondj/lus plicatus may be considered as the type of the
Genus.

The two valves in Plicatula are not alike, one being-

rather convex and attached by its outside, generally near
the umbo, to submarine bodies ; the other being flatter in

most of the species, and somewhat so in all. The general
form of the shell is like an oyster, without the auricles,

which distinguish Pecten and some of the other Genera
included in the Linnean Ostrea; the base or umbo is at-

tenuated, and the opposite margin rounded, and generally

more or less plaited ; the umhones are unequal, that is,

the umbo of the attached valve is more produced than the

other ; their points are not separated by any external area
or disk, as in Spondylus. Two distinct, generally perpen-
dicularly grooved teeth are seen in each valve, these have
their points turned backwards, and they are so locked into

each other that the two valves cannot be separated without
breaking them, nor can they be opened wide without using

extraordinary violence ; in the center of the hinge between
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the teeth is a small hollow space in each valve, to which is

attached the entirely internal ligament. A single, strongly

marked, orbicular, muscular impression is observable near
the center of each valve.

Not many species are known ; the recent one of \vhich

we have given a representation, is the P. ramosa of La-
marck, in his Histoire Naturelle des Anim. sans vert ; why
he should have altered its name from gibbosa, formerly
established by himself in his S7/sleme^ we know not; we
should rather have retained the former name, for if we do
not misunderstand the term, ramosa^ as a specific name,
conveys the idea of a branched shell, whereas he means it

to describe the branched plaits of the outside of the shell.

A few fossil species are described, they are characteristic

of the Lias. One found near Metz, is engraved in the

Encycl. Methodique, and quoted by Lamarck as a Placuna,
All those we have seen are more or less closely covered
with small spines.

Fig. I Plicatula gibhosa.

2 a younger specimen of the same, attached to an Area.
3 spinosa.



POTAMOPHILA.

Galathea.—jBrw^\ Encycl. method, pi. 250. f. 1. a. b. c.

TESTA crassa, transversa^ aeqiiivalvis^ subtrigona^

epiderme vireiite induta. Dentes cardiiiales

crassi ; duo in valva dextra, basi conniventes;

tres in altera^, in triangulum dispositis^ inter-

medio minore^ distincto. Dentes laterales in-

distinctissimi^ remotiusculi. Ligamentum exter-

num^ breve^ prominens, turgidum. Ni/mphce

prominulae. Impressiones 7nusculares in utraque
valva duagj versus basis testae excavati.

We regret that we are obliged to change the name of this

Genus ; this necessity arises from the circumstance of La-
marck's having employed the name of Galathea twice, in

one instance to denote a Genus of Crustacea, and in the
other for the shell in question ; and we find Galathea,
already adopted by others, as the Generic name of the
Crustaceous animal, for which it claims also the right of
prior application, having been adopted by Lamarck from
Fabricius. We have, therefore, applied the term Potamo-
phila to the shell, which will designate the predilection of
its animal inhabitant for River water in preference to that
of the Sea.

In comparing our specimens with the Generic Cha-
racter and description given by Lamarck, we find we cannot
comprehend several expressions which he has made use of

;

the first, when speaking of the three teeth in the left valve,
he says^"L^intermediaire avancee^grosse et c«//ew5e," whereas,
we find the intermediate of the three to be the smallest,
and the least prominent ; the second, " Dents cardinales
silloncesj^ whereas, we find jjo grooves on the cardinal
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teeth ; tlie third, " Dents laterales ecarttes^'' v/hereas, in

one valve we cannot find any lateral teeth, and in the
other they are very obscure, and placed near the cardinal

teeth ; the fourth, " Les impressions musculaires paraissent

double de chaque cote^^ whereas, upon careful examination,
we find no double appearance of the muscular impressions.

An equivalve, transverse, subtriangular shell, of a
very thick substance, and covered on the outside with a
thickish olive green epidermis, which is generally worn off

at the urahones^ and the shell eroded, as in most other fresh

water bivalves. The cardinal teeth are thick and large : there
are two in the right-hand valve, which are united towards
the umbo ; three are observable in the other valve, placed
in the form of a triangle, the anterior of these is obliquely
elongated ; the intermediate one is thick at the base, and
pointed at the apex, it is the smallest, and is quite sepa-
rated from the other two, it fits into the cavity formed be-
tween the two united teeth in the right-hand valve; the
posterior tooth in the left-hand valve is the largest, it is

oblong, its apex is prominent, and there is a small cavity

near its base. There are very indistinct lateral teeth in the
right-hand valve, which are placed not far from the car-

dinal teeth; we cannot find any lateral teeth in the other
valve. The Cardinal ligament is external, short, promi-
nent, swollen, and the parts to which it is attached are also

prominent. There are two muscular impressions in each
valve, which are very deep towards the base of the shell.

Only one species of this Genus is known ; it is the Venus
subviridis of Gmel. but is very distinct from Venus; beneath
the epidermis the shell is very white, sometimes violet co-

loured near the base, and marked with several violet rays.

Our engraving is taken from a specim^en in which the shell

is colourless; the epidermis alone having some rays of a
darker colour than the rest. It is a scarce shell, and highly

valued by Collectors. Lamarck says, it is an inhabitant of
rivers in the island of Ceylon, and the East Indies : our
specimen is from the river Congo ; several were brought
from thence, by the survivors of the late unfortunate
expedition.



CRASSATELLA

TESTA ffiqiiivalvis^ transversa^ insequilatera. Cardo
valvse alterius dentibiis diiobiis ; alterius dente
unico: denies plerumqiie crassi^ sulcato-rugosi.

Ligamentu7n inteniuiii^ foveolse cardinal! in

utraque valva insertum. hnpressiones onuscu-

lares ducE^ distantes^ laterales. Denies laierales

nidli^ aut obsoieti.

The Crassatellce^ probably on account of their extreme
rarity, and also of the general resemblance to Mactrce^ seem
scarcely to have attracted the attention of English Concho-
logists ; it is true they have not much gay colouring to re-

commend them to Collectors, but to such as admire Nature
with a scientific eye, and in her more homely attire, they are

not totally uninteresting; for to the internal ligament of
the Mactrcc they join a general resemblance in form to

some of the Donacidea and Veneridea, and, therefore, seem
to form a link of union betvt^een those families. However,
we do not presume to say, that their resemblance to either

is very strong.

Shell equivalve, transverse, inequilateral, not attached
nor gaping. In one valve there are two, strong, cuneiform,
rugose, sometimes perpendicularly grooved,'cardinal teeth;

and in the other only one. We understand Lamarck to

say, there are two in each valve ; but in five or six species

which we have examined, we find scarcely any traces of
more than one in the right-hand valve. Ligament internal,

attached to a concave space placed on the anterior side of
the hinge ; this pit, to which the ligament is attached, is

divided by a carina into two portions, and that part of the
ligament which is attached to the outer portion is visible

externally when the valves are closed : two strong oblong
depressions may then be observed, one on the anterior
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side of the umbo, rather elongated and not: so distinct

as the other on the posterior side. There are two,
distant

J
lateral, rather oblong*, muscular impressions. La-

teral teeth none, or nearly obsolete. The shells of this

Genus are generally very thick, particularly the more aged
specimens ; the recent ones have a brownish, somewhat
horny epidermis ; all are, more or less, transversely grooved,
particularly near the umbo.

The few recent species of this Genus at present known,
are marine ; several ofthem are brought from the coasts of
New Holland; we have represented two, the C. Kingicola
and C. rosirata. The C. iumida and C, compressa are

fossil species from the Calcaire grossiere of the environs of
Paris ; we have another fossil species, the C. sulcata^ very
common at Hordwell; it appears to be characteristic of the
London Clay.

Fig. 1 Insides of Craasatella tnmida.
2 Crassatella compressa.

3 Crassatella rostrata

In a second plate are three views of Crassatella Kingicola,



HARPA

Z/flwz.—Syst. des anim. sans vertebr. p. 79.

« »

TESTA ovalis, ventricosa, spird brevi, anfractibus

lono itudiiialiter costatis : apertura oblonga, am-
pla, basi emarginata, vix in canalem producta :

Labium externum incrassatum revolutum ; in-

ternum expansum^ cokimeUam tegeus, basi acu-

minatum.

Among the varied and numerosus testaceous inhabitants of

the ocean, the Harps claim a decided superiority in ele-

gance of form and beauty of colouring' ; the rarer sorts are

accordingly much esteemed by Collectors, particularly the

mani/ ridged Harp (Buccinurn costatum, Linn.) which we
have chosen to represent as the type of the Genus : the

principal difference between it and the other Harps consists

m the greater number of longitudinal ridges which are

formed on its outer part.

In their general form, the Harpce are oval and ven-

tricose ; their spire is short, and the volutions are rounded,
so that the spire has the appearance of several domes gra-

dually diminishing in size, surmounting each other. The
aperture is oblong, large, its base is notched, but scarcely

produced into the form of a canal, the outer lip is thickened
and turned outwards ; it is remarkable that the animal
inhabitant produces this thickened revolute lip at frequent
periods in its growth, forming a number of elevated ridges

on the outside : this character is not peculiar to the Harp
;

we find it more or less in many marine shells, and in a few
land species, but in none does the period at which it com-
pletes its mouth recur so frequently as in Harpa and
Scalaria. The inner, or columellar lip, is spread over a
portion of the last volution, and over the columella; at the
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upper part it is united to the outer lip, and at the base it

terminates in a point. The ridges, or costae, on the outside

of the shell are generally pointed at their superior extre-

mity, and then turn to the left to join themselves to the

upper part of the inner lip.

The recent species of this Genus, which are not nu-
merous, are all inhabitants of the Indian ocean, and their

animal is unknown. A single fossil species occurs rarely

at Grignon, near Pra-is ; at Bordeaux, and near Valognes;
we have represented it ; its spire is more distinct, and the
interstices of the ridges are prettily reticulated.

Fig. I Harpn mulHcosiala.
2 mutica.



Brug\—Enc?/cl. inetJwd.

TESTA obloiiga, subcylindrica, lasvigata spira

brevi, anfractibus caiiaiiculo separatis : Apertura

eloiig'ata^ basi emarginata : Columella oblique

striata ; appeiidice ad basim sub-tumida et

obliqiia.

Lamarck informs us, that only two species belonging to

this Genus have been described by Linnt^ they are his

Volutce Porpliyria and Olixa. They are evidently placed

by him among- the Voluto^^ on account of the stride on
the Columella, without reference to the great peculi-

arity of the canal which separates the volutions from each
other, and by which the Olives are so easily distinguished

from all other shells.

Shell oblong, subcylindrical, with a short spire, whose
volutions are separated from each other by a narrow canal.

Aperture elongated ; rather narrow, notched at its base.

The Columellar or internal lip^ is obliquely striated, and it

has at its base an oblique, rather tumid, striated appendage
or varix, like that of Ancilla^ but not so distinct. Smooth
all over, and the volutions above the canal coated with a
shelly enamel-like substance. Distinguishable from Ancilla
by the striated columella, and the canal which separates .

the volutions.

There are many, undoubtedly, very distinct recent

species, and many more varieties of Oliva^ some of which,
are naturally very beautifully coloured

;
others, which are

not so prettily coloured by nature, are, nevertheless, ren-
dered very handsome, by artificially taking off their outer
coat. They are common, and on that account not highly
valued. The fossil species are few and scarce, they occur
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in the London Clay^ in the Calcaire grossiere^ and in a kind
of green sand, probably the debris of Volcanic rocks, near
Turin.

The Olives are marine ; their animal is unknown ; we
think with Lamarck, that its mantle is extensible over the

whole shell ; he is of opinion that it is carnivorous.

Fig. 1 OUva Porphyria, commonly called the Camp Olive.

2 Maura.
3 snhulata.

4 CUwula, a fossil species, from Bordeaux.



TESTA discoidea, spird depressa^ apice semper
distincto^ anfractibus rotuiidatis^ plemmque ca-

rinulatis, aperturd Integra, altitudine latitudinem

ada3quaiite : labio iioiinuiiquam incrassato, ex-

pansOj inferiori parte prorsum extenso : umhilico

expansissimo.

The principal peculiarity in this Genus, appears to us to
consist in the fact, that all the species, as far as we have had
the opportunity of examining- them, prove to be what are
commonly called reverse shells, that is, having- their volu-
tion turning- exactly in the opposite direction to that of
ordinary shells ; this fact has been doubted by some, while
others have either not observed or have denied it, and
consequently have described the principal species as being*

supra umbilicala. Fortunately for those who wish to be
correct, it is a point very easy to ascertain, as several of
the species are among- the commonest in stagnant waters
and ditches, almost every where ; so that whoever will

take the pains to observe, will find that the animals carry
their shells in an opposite direction to that of other testa-

ceous mollusca, and that the heart is placed in this on the
right side, and the respiratory orifice on the left, exactly
the reverse of their position in most others, but the know-
ledge of the animal is not indispensably necessary in proof
of this ; the shell possesses in itself all that is requisite for

the demonstration of this peculiarity. It is only needful
to observe, on which side of the shell the very apex of the
spire is actually to be seen, and taking- that side for the
upper, in conformity to the strict rules of analogy, it will

immediately be evident, that the aperture is on the left-

hand side : we are happy that an attentive examination,
not only of the animal inhabitants of several species, but
of the shells of several others, has enabled us to decide

this point to our own satisfaction ; because we are free to

confess, that for a long- time we had entertained great doubt
about the identity of some of the fossil species, which we
are now satisfied are reverse shells, in the same manner as
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the other Planorbes, although the lower part of the disk is

almost flat and carinated at its edge ; and therefore bears

a considerable resemblance to the flattened spire of some
Land shells, particularly the Helix albella.

The Genus Planorbis, may be defined as a discoid

shell, with a depressed spire, whose apex is always dis-

tinct ; its whorls turn from right to left, so that when the

spire is held upwards and the aperture seen, it is on the left-

hand side
;
they are ventricose, frequently carinated, either

above or below : the aperture is entire, its breadth equal
to its length, sometimes greater, but, we believe, never
less; sometimes the peritreine^ or lip, is thickened and ex-
panded, and its lower part is always extended forwards :

the umbilicus is very much expanded, it has no operculum.
The recent species are the Helix cornea^ compianata,

carinata^ Spirorbis^ Vortex of Linn.^ and such other fresh

water shells as agree with them in general form, and bein^
destitute of an operculum ; these are common European
shells : one or two species are found in America, with
thickened and expanded lips.

Several fossil species abound in the distinctly fresh

W'ater strata of the Isle of Wight and the neighbourhood
of Paris, where they are very abundant, and accompanied
by as great a profusion of Limnei and some other decidedly
fresh water shells ; it is worthy of remark, that one of the
commonest at the Isle of Wight, has a blunt carina at its

lower edge, and its umbilicus so flat and extended, as to
cause the lower part to be easily mistaken for the spire, but
it may be distinguished by the center on the flat side being
umbilicate, and the apex being seen on the other side.

Fig. 1. Planorhis corneus.—Lam.
2. Guadaloupensis n.

3. carinatus.—Drap.
4. hicarinatus n.

5. Euomphalus.—Sotaerhy,

Of these, the first four are recent species ; P. corneus and
jP. carinatus^ being common English species ; P. bicarinatus

is an American species, with an expanded and thickened lip

;

we have named it from its being carinated both on the side

of the spire and on that of the umbilicus. The Planorbis
Euomphalus is the fossil species, of which we have spoken
more particularly above.

Some species, particularly when young, are cdvcred
with an hairy epidermis.



AMPULLARIA

Lam,—Syst. des Anim. sans vert. p. 93.

-^ ^ ^

Testa globosa^ aut globoso-discoidea aut disco-

idea umbilicata
;

spivd brevi ; anfractibus ven-
tricosis : aperturd oblonga^ integra altitudine

latitiidinem superante ; Operculo testaceo^ annu-
laris nucleo subcentrali^ laterali.

In introducing the Genus AmpuUaria to the notice of our
readers, we feel ourselves called upon to explain the cha-
racter which Lamarck gives to its animal inhabitant, of
being furnished with an horny operculum, for we believe
that all the Ampullarice possess an operculum as completely
shelly as the shell itself, and covered with precisely the
same kind of epidermis. AVe do this with regret, because
we never intended to arrogate to ourselves the character of
conchological censors, and because in the prosecution of
our work we find so many errors, and so general a care-
lessness in description as well as nomenclature ; but we
hope to do it with tenderness, feeling our own liability to
error, and not doubting that in many instances we shall be
obliged to claim the same degree of indulgence we would
extend to others. We suppose then, that Lamarck, \vhen
he first established the Genus, meant to include in it not
only the nearly globose, umbilicated shells, now distin-

guished by the name of AmpuUaria^ but also some others
which he has since called Paludince^ and which have truly
an horny operculum and are more turrited shells. We are
convinced also, that there exists a much more considerable
difference between the true A?npullaria3 and the Planorbis,
than appears from the consideration of the characters
Lamarck has assigned to them in his Si/steme^ which he
there make© to consist almost entirely in the discoid form
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t)f Planorbis : however, we are eertain tliat the principal

differences between the shells of these two Genera are to
be found in the form of the aperture, and in the presence
or absence of an operculum ; for which reason we are
obliged to take the shell he has given as the type of
Planorbis^ and add it to the genuine Ampullarice ; and this

we find the less difficulty in doing, as we possess a series of
specimens of decided Ampullariae, which pass, by regular
gradations, from an extremely ventricose, and nearly
globose, to as nearly a discoid form, without any material
alteration in the form of the aperture. We do not mean
to place any reliance on the fact, that all the species of
Planorbis, of which we have been able to examine the
living inhabitant, prove to be constantly reverse shells,

because we are aware that some of the Ampullariae are
also reverse ; but we are disposed to unite with Cuvier in

expressing our surprize, that a fact of so great import-
ance should either have been entirely unobserved or remain
unmentioned by some, while others (not satisfied v/ith dis*

believing the fact) maintain a contrary opinion.

The true AmpullaricE may therefore be either nearly
globular with a more or less produced spire, or it may be
discoid, but still having a more distinctly elevated spire

than Planorbis: its whorls are ventricose, and it is umbili-

cated ; of course in the more discoid species the umbilicus >

is larger and more expanded, so that the whorls may be
counted on that side as well as on the side of the spire

:

the aperture is oblongs entire and longer or higher than it

is wide, whereas in Planorbis it is on the contrary rather

the reverse ; in Ampullaria a shelly annular operculum, with
a nearly central nucleus, placed towards the inner side, and
coated by an olive green horny epidermis, exactly similar to

that on the shell, closes the aperture ; it is remarkable that

this operculum is subject also to the same kind of erosion,

commencing near its centre, which is so commonly seen near
the apex and on the prominent parts of the shell itself:

we think this rather confirmative evidence of an opinion
which has been entertained by some, but combated by
Lamarck, of the analogy of the operculum in these shells

to the second valve of bivalves. Without, however, pre-

suming ourselves to venture an opinion on so difficult a
subject, we wish to drav/ the attention of Conchologists
to the nature, use, and peculiarities of structure observable
in opeixula.
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We have mentioned above the principal diiferences

between Ampullaria and Planorhis ; there are, however,
some other Genera with which it may be confounded,
particularly when in a fossil state, or when deprived of its

epidermis and operculum, and from which it is essential to

distinguish it ; these are Natica and Helix; it differs from
the first in wanting' the spiral, shelly callus which in that

genus is seen in the side of umbilicus, and which in some
instances entirely fills it up ; and from Helix in not having
its outer lip thickened and revolute.

We are not acquainted with any considerable number of
recent species ofAmpuUariae, all we have seen are from the
Rivers and Lakes of hot climates. Olivier ( Voj/age dans
UEmpire Othoman^ &cO mentions one as being found in

the Lake Mareotis, in company with marine shells, but all

his endeavours to procure the living animal were fruitless :

we hesitate to admit into the Genus another reverse species,

which he calls A. carinata, abundant in a neighbouring-

river, but which, if we may judge from his representation,

has an horUy operculum, and should therefore rather be
considered as a Paludina.

We are not certain that anyfossil species of this Genus
exists : several are mentioned by Lamarck in the Annales
du Museum, among the fossil shells of the environs of
Paris ; others which are thought to be genuine Ampullarias
are found in the London Clay at Hordwell, and in the
mixed stratum between the two fresh water beds at Headen
Hill in the Isle of Wight. Those we have represented are
all recent species.

Fig. 1 Ampullaria rugosa, with its operculum; of this species the aged shells
are sometimes much wrinkled.

2 The inside of the operculum of the same.
3 Ampullaria Cornu-arietis (Planorbis CornU'arietis.—Lam. in EncycL

meth. pi. 460. f. 3.

4 Ampullaria subcarinata: a reverse species from the Ftiver Congo: we
have named it from the obtuse caiina which surroiiiids the umbilicus.





PHASIANELLA.

TESTA oblonga^ laevis; spird regulari^ elevataf

acuminata ;
apertura oblonga^ supra acutangula^

basi rotundata : labium internum parte inferiore

iucrassatum : Operculum testaceuni^ crassum^

spirale, extus convexum ;
spira ad basim inter-

iiam posita.

Shell oblong, smooth, with a regular, elevated, rather

acuminated spire : whorls somewhat ventricose, but the

spiral line not very strongly marked : the aperture is

oblong, pointed at its upper part, and rounded at its base :

the inner lip is white and thickened, particularly at tie

base of the Columella : a late Conchological writer prides

himself upon having discovered the true character, which,
lie says, had escaped all authors, that of having a salient,

rather internal, but very apparent fold, running along the

Columella^ which, however, we have searched for very
carefully, but in vain. We think it more easily distin-

guishable from Bulimus, by its thick, shelly, spiral, exter-

nally convex, operculum, whose spire is placed on the

inside, or that side which is attached to the foot of the
animal, and near its lower part.

The few recent species of this Genus with which we
are hitherto acquainted, are all very elegantly coloured •n
the outside : the Phasianella varia of Lamarck which we
have represented, has of late become rather common,
though it was formerly very rare, and sold at an enormous
price : it is brought from the coast ofNew Holland, and is

very variable in its colours. A small, but most elegant
species is found abundantly on some of our coasts, it is the
Turbo Piillus of authors : w e have jadded a representation
of it to our plate.
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Some fossil species are found in the neighbourhood of
Paris, and in the London Clay, they are all small ; the
principal one. Ph. JPrinceps, is spirally grooved on the
outside, and the others have generally some remaining
colour in spots as in the recent shells : their fossilized

opercuia are found with them.

Fig. 1 Ph. varia.—Lam.
2 Operculum of the same,
3 Ph. Princeps.

4 Ph. Pullus.



MARGINELLA

TESTA ovato-oblonga, laevis; spird brevi^ non-
iiiiiiquam paene occulta : apertura elongata^ basi
einarginulata ; lahio externo incrassato^ revoluto;
columella versus basim plicata.

Placed by Linne among- his Volutae, and by Bruguiere
among- his Mitras, but well distinguished by Lamarck from
bothj the peculiar character from which he has named it,

being the thickened and revolute outer lip. The Margi-
nellae are marine, and though not absolutely internal shells,

the mantle of their animal is capable of extension over the
whole outer part, where it appears to be constantly de-
positing shelly matter, so that they are always smooth and
shining, and sometimes very thick. They are all very neat
small shells, and mostly prettily coloured.

Shell ovato-oblong, smooth, with a short, in some spe-
cies almost hidden, spire; aperture elongate, narrow, rather
wider at the lower than at the upper part, slightly notched
at the base ; outer lip thickened and turned outwards ; this

thickened outer lip appears to be formed but once during
the life of the animal, of course at the time of arriving at
its adult state, after which it only increases the thickness

of its shell. Several folds are very distinct at the lower
part of the Columella ; the number and disposition of these,

added to the either distinct or almost hidden spire, seem
to point out two natural sections in this Genus, which
may be characterized in the following manner :

§ 1. Spira brevi, distincta, plicis quatuor ad basim
columellsB ; to this first section belong the Volutes Glabella,

Dactijlus^ guttata^ Faha^ picta. &c. ; and our English
species, Voluta IcBvis, Don. or Cypr(Ea Voluta^ of Mont.

:

though, in this last, the plaits on the columella are very
indistirxt.

§ S. Spira pcsne occulta, basi columellaj plicataltl,
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plicis sex, inferioribus majoribus ; and to this section be-

longs the Voluta Persicula, V. cingulata^ F. JPorcellana, &c.
and V. catenata, Mont.

A few fossil species are found in the Calcaire grossiere,

near Paris, and in other places ; we are not aware that

they are found in the London Clay, nor do we know of
any in the older formations.

Fig. 1. Marginella Glabella (Vol. Glabella, Dillw.)

2. cingulata ( V. cingulata, Dillw.)
3. marginala.

5



ASTARTE.

Sowerhy—Min. Conch, pi. 137. Aug. 1816.

TESTA suborbiculata, plerumque transversa,

aequivalvis^ inaequilatera : Cardo, dentibus du-
obus validis, divaricatis^ in valva dextra ; altero

dente distincto^ altero obsolete in sinistra. Tres
impressiones musculares in utraque valva

; duae,

laterales, oblongse^ simplices ; tertia minutissima,

postica. Ligamentum externum.

Though one of the species of this very distinct Genus ha§
already been described by Lamarck, under the Generic
name Crassina, and although we should, gladly, rather have
adopted that name, than the one we have here chosen, as
being at least somewhat expressive ;

yet, in conformity to
an established rule, from which it would be improper to
depart, we are obliged to use Aslarte^ because it has been
applied to several other species of the same Genus, several
years before the publication of that volume of Lamarck's
Histoire naturelle des animaux sans vertebres, in which
he gives his Crassina. Still we think that the author of the
Genus Astarte has extended its application to some species
which do not properly belong to it, such as the Venus
Paphia and V.fasciata, both of which have at least three
teeth in one valve, and may further be distinguished by
having a sinus on the anterior side, close to the anterior
.muscular impression, in the line to which the mantle of the

i

animal is attached, which sinus is not observable in A.
I

Danmoniensis^ Scotica and other true Astartce : we further
presume to think, that by paying a strict attention to the
characters we have here given, all misapprehension upon
this subject may be avoided. Shell suborbicular, generally
transverse, equivalve, inaequilateral

; hinge with two dis-

tinct, divaricated teeth in the right hand valve; in the
other, one distinct tooth, and another which is small and
very obsolete ; in this valve there is also a very indistinct

lateral tooth. Two ovate or oblong, distant, lateral,

pimple, muscular impressions are observable in each valve ;
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a third very minute one is placed just below the indistinct

lateral tooth, or at the termination of the posterior external

depression : this is not peculiar to this Genus, but may be
seen in many others

; sometimes, however, it is blended
with the lower end of the posterior muscular impression.

In all bivalve shells with two muscular impressions, there

is a depressed line to which the mantle is attached, and
which extends from the upper and inner edge of one mus-
cular impression to the other ; this line is sometimes
deeply sinuated on the posterior side, but in Astarte it is

essentially simple and not sinuated ; we mention this, be-

cause we think it an important discriminating character in

bivalve shells. The Ligament is external.

The recent species of Astarte are the Venus Danmo-
)nensis of Montagu ( Crassina Danmoniensis, Lam.) : V,
Scoiica, Mont, (placed also in Venus, by Lam.): V. sulcata,

Mont, and F. compressa, Mont. ; all these are English
shells, and though they undoubtedly occur in other parts

of Europe, they do not seem to have been much noticed

;

they are marine, and alJ, more or less, externally, trans-

versely grooved, and covered with a strong, horny, gene-
rally olive brown epidermis : another has been dredged
from the bottom of Lancaster Sound ; in this, the urabones
are deeply eroded where they have been deprived of their

epidermis, but all the specimens we have seen have been
long dead and are otherwise much worn, wherefore, we still

think the eroded umbones one of (he best discriniinating

characters offresh water shells. Many fossil species occur in

the Crag, in the Green sand, and in the Iron shot or lower
Oolite ; three species from the last-mentioned stratum are
placed by Lamarck in his Genus C?/pricardia^ with the
generic character of which, however, they do not agree.

Fig. 1 Astarte Danmoniensis.
2 inside of the riifht-hand valve.
3 inside of the left-hand valve.
4 modiolaris,

a fossil species from the inferior Oolite
;
many other fossil

species are represented in Sowerby's Mineral Conchology.
We cannot consider this Genus as related to Crassa-

tella, from which its external ligament separates it ; it

certainly approaches in general appearance, as well as

Earticular characters, much nearer to Cyprina, and in

amarck's arrangement ought to come among his Conques^
tnarines.



CUCULL/EA.

Lam.—Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert^ t. 6. p. 33.

TESTA subaequivalvis, inaequilatera, trapezifor-

mis^ ventricosa ; umhonihus distantibus^ area

li^amenti separatis. Impressiones musculares

duae ; antica elevata^ margine angulato, vel in

auriciilam producto. Cardo linearis^ rectus^

flentibiis minimis subtransversis instructus ; utra-

que extremitate costis duabus ad quinque^ sub-

parallelis. Ligamentum externum.

That the Cucullcece resemble the Arcce very nearly in their

general external form, in the area which bears the liga-

ment, and in their straight linear hinge, we do not in the

least wish to deny ; but there are two particularities, be-

sides that of the hinge teeth, by which we think they may
be easily distinguished, and which renders it necessary to

separate them : the first is, that in Cucullaea the two
valves are not exactly alike ; and the other, that its animal
does not appear to attach itself to submarine bodies by a
bi/ssus, as that of the Arcae does. From this last circum-
stance in particular, we doubt the propriety of arranging
the Cucullcea with the Arcacea. One observation further

seems here necessary ; Lamarck says, that the singular ribs

(cotes) at each extremity of the hinge teeth, ought not to be
considered as teeth, but we think that they ought, as they
answer the same purpose as the lateral teeth in other
bivalves

;
and, moreover, as they appear to be a continua-

tion of the hinge teeth, only gradually increasing in size

and changing their position.

A subequivalve, inequilateral, trapeziform, very ven-
tricose, bivalve j the anterior portion is rendered distinct
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by an obtuse angle, so that when tlie two valves are closed,

and that side alone is observed, it is cordiform, and lon-

gitudinally elevated in the middle : the umhones distant,

separated by the area to which the external ligament is

attached ; two muscular impressions in each valve, of

which the anterior one is elevated, with a sharp edge, or

produced into the shape of a little ear. Hinge linear,

straight, furnished with numerous, rather irregular, trans-

verse teeth ; and at each extremity, from two to five more
elongated teeth, lying in a nearly parallel position with

the line of the hinge. The ligament is external; it does

not cover the whole area between the two umbones, a

small portion of the anterior side remaining uncovered
;

the area itself increases by age, and becomes transversely

grooved.
The dissimilarity betv/een the two valves was not ob-

sei'ved by Lamarck, nor is it mentioned, as we believe,

by any Avriter; it is not great, but is observable in several

circumstances, the larger valve, into which the other falls,

being more deeply coloured, and altogether more strongly

marked on the inside, while the smaller one, which is paler

in colour, has its longitudinal external striae more distinct

and close set, than those on the other valve. We have
reason to believe, that the Cucullaeag are naturally covered

with an epidermis, though this is, for the most part, cleaned

off before they are brought into commerce.
We are only acquainted with one recent species of

Cucullaea, nor has Lamarck described m.ore; it is the Area
Cuculliis of Gmel. Cucullcea auriculifera, Lam. in this the

teeth are finely, perpendicularly striated. The fossil species

are, however, much more numerous; of these, one is de-

scribed by Lamarck, the C. erassatina, it is found in the

neighbourhood of Beauvais and at Bordeaux, in beds

similar to that of Grignon ; but in England several species

occur, both in the Green sand and in the inferior Oolite,

they are engraved in Sowerbi/''s Mineral Coneliology : those

of the inferior Oolite, are also found at Bayeux, in Nor-
mandy.

Fi^. 1 Ciicnllcea auriculifera, Lam.
2 inside of one valve of the same,

3 front view of the hinge of the same.

4 decussata, Park.



lANTHINA.

Lam,—Syst. des Anira. sans vertebr.

TESTA subglobosa, tenuis^ fragilis. Apertura
Integra^ basi angulata, parte exteriore rotundato-
angiilata. Columella elong'ata^ recta^ reflexa.

Labium exterius in speciem sinus emarginatum
vel angulatum.

A VERY singular animal, which has for a considerable
length of time attracted the particular attention of Natu-
ralists ; the singularity of its form, the pretty colouring of
its shell, the abundant and deeply purple-coloured liquor
which it throws out, and the extraordinary vesicular
organ by means of which it remains suspended on the
surface of the sea, have all contributed to its cele-

brity. This latter is, however, according to the opinion of
the great Cuvier, the only organ peculiar to this animal

;

it consists in a mass composed of a number of transparent
vesicles, attached to the posterior part of the foot, a little

below the point to which the operculum is fixed in other
genera. Cuvier thinks also that this organ bears some
analogy to the opercula of other univalves, and that it may
be a vestige of an operculum which has undergone such
modifications in its form and structure, as we frequently
observe in the productions of nature : in other respects he
thinks the animal approaches in its structure to that of the
Buccinum and Murex ;

having a proboscis or trunk in the
same manner as they have, but larger, more elongated and
cylindrical. Cuvier says, moreover, that its foot is short
and broad ; that its structure is the same as that of the
other Gasteropoda ; that it has on each side, a little above
its edge, a small longitudinal membrane, which, undoubtedly
serves the purposes of a fin. The animal^ according to
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Lamarck, has four subulate tentacula; but according to

Cuvier, only two, which are more deeply forked than those

of Murex.
Shell subglobose, thin, brittle, and rather diaphanous

;

its aperture angular at its lower part and at its outer side,

where however, the angle formed by the union of the upper
and lower halves of the outer lip, is much rounded in most
of the species, and somewhat so in the common one; Colu'

mella straight and elongated, the inner lip turned back
over it. The outer lip formed into an angular sinus by
the singular projection of its upper half.

Several species of this Genus are known at present

;

they are all more or less deeply violet-coloured, particu-

larly the lower half of the shell ; one species, the lanthina

jragilisj (Helix lanthina^ Linn.) is very common in several

parts of the world; it throws out a deep purple liquor
upon being touched ;

another, the /. exigua^ is, we believe,

peculiar to the Mediterranean ; a third, the /. globosa^ has
been brought from Madagascar, and a fourth has been
found upon some of our own coasts, but it is very rare : an
engraving of it is prepared for Leach's British Sheik.
Swainson justly observes, that the extreme brittleness of
these shells is such, that they are very rarely seen perfect.

We have never seen any fossil species of this Genus,
nor are we aware that any exist ; a fossil is, however, enr

' graved in pi. 10 of Sowerby's Mineral Conchology, which
bears a very near resemblance to it ; it is there called Helix
carinata, and is said to occur in solid grey Limestone, near
Settle; in Yorkshire.

Fig. 1 lanthina fragilis. Lam.
2 exigua, Lam.



VOLVARIA.

Lam,—Syst. des Anim. sans vertebr. p. 95.

—^-^-^^

TESTA cylindrica, convoluta^ spird psene occulta ;

apertura longitudine testam sequans. angusta^

versus basim expansior^ basi emarginata. Labium
externum denticulatum. ColumeUce basis plicata.

Nearly related to some of the Linnean BuUce, particu-

larly in its general form, and in the circumstance of its

being transversely striated on the outside ; the plicae on the
base of the Columella at once distinguish it from them

:

but not from some of the Lamarckian Marginellae, to which
also the Volvaria is nearly allied in shape ; it is not, how-
ever, in danger of being confounded with them, for we
believe the Marginellse never have less than four plicse on
the Columella, nor are they transversely striated on the
outside as the Volvaria is, but are polished shells, their

outer lip being thickened and reflected, and their animal
inhabitant having the power of extending its mantle so as

to cover the shell entirely. Of course we cannot say de-
cidedly that the animal of the Volvaria has not this power,
but if we are permitted in such a case to form our judg-
ment from analogy, we should say it has not, and we should
further without hesitation express our opinion that it has a
distinct epidermis. We are aware that in all we have
said above, we are at issue with the collection at the French
Museum ; but our opinion is formed upon the comparative
view we have taken of the species there arranged under
the generic term Volvaria^ with those of the Marginella ar d
Bulla, and we find them much more naturally related to
Marginella than to Volvaria. In the Annales du Museum,
Lamarck mentions his opinion that the Volvaria is related



VOLVARIA.

to Auricula, undoubtedly, meaning particularly that kind of

Auricula which is now called Tornatella, for it does not
resemble the land Auricula in any manner.

Shell cylindrical, convolute, spire almost hidden, being
as if pushed into the superior extremity of the shell, where
it terminates in a small, blunt, scarcely salient point. Aper-
ture as long as the shell, narrow, rather wider and trun-

cated at the base, outer lip denticulate. Columella with
three or four oblique plaits at its base.

Only known in a fossil state : it is found in the

Calcaire grossiere in the neighbourhood of Paris and
Bordeaux, also in the London Clay at Hordwell. Only
one species has been hitherto described, the V. bulloides,

I^am. a second is found near Paris, and that of the London
Clay is also distinct ; the following characters will serve

to distinguish these three species.

Tig, I. V. bulloides; testa apice basique iruncatis ; striis transversis punciatis

olisoletiusculis; columella triplicatci, basi depressa, tab. nostr. f. 1.

V. bulloides. Lam. Ann. du Mus. V. p. 29.

Found at Grignon, near Versailles, and in other places in the

environs of Paris.

2. V. concinna, testa apice hasique truncatis ; striis transversis punctatis

confertis ; columella, biplicatd, basi elevatiusculd. Tab. nostr. f. 2.

This is an hitherto undescribed species, found also in the neighbour-
hood of Paris ; we are not acquainted with its precise locality.

2. Y. acutiuscula, testa apice acutiiisculo ; spira occulta; striis transversis,

punctatis, numerosis, punctis quadratis ; Columella, 4 plicata, plicis

irregularibus. Tab. nostr. f. 3.

Found in the London Clay at Hordwell ; this is a variable species,

indeed out of five or six specimens communicated by Miss Beminster
and Miss Salisbury, there are not two precisely alike. Some speci-

mens have also been communicated to my Father, from the fine collec-

tion of the Viscount Fitzharris, which are also equally variable.

J



CANCELLARIA.

TESTA ovalis^ siibturrita^ anfractu ultimo ple-

ramqiie ventricoso. Apertura modo non integra^

basi leviter caiialiculata^ nonnunquam in cana^
lem brevem, reciirvam^ prodiicta ; labium exter-

num transverse sulcatum; internum expansum;
columella plicata^ plicis plerumque magnis^ com-
pressis.

Though placed by Liniie among the Volutce and by Bru-
^uiere among the 3TUrcE^ we do not think we are interfer-

jng with the labours of the Gentleman who is at present
engaged in developing the beauties and distinctions of those
two Genera, in so elegant and comprehensive a manner and
so much to the advancement of our favourite science; by
endeavouring to trace the characters peculiar to the present
Geims^ Canceilaria, of Lamarck. That Bruguicre should
have placed the shells belonging to this Genus among his

Mitrce would have appeared rather extraordinary to us,

did we not see also among the same Genus several others,

such as Marginclla, Columhella and Ancilla; for we think
(with Montfort) that the Cancellaria approaches much
nearer in natural affinity to Purpura^ though it is well
distinguished from that by the folds upon the Columella.
To some of the Turbinelli it approaches very nearly in

general appearance, and in the folds of the Columella,
but is distinguished from them by the transverse grooves
in the outer lip.

The general form of the shells of this Genus is oval

:

in most of them the spire is short, but a few species have
a lengthened spire : the last whorl being generally much
larger than the others and ventricose. Aperture not quite
entire, the lower part being always somewhat produced
into a canal, and that sometimes distinct but short and re-

curved ; the outer lip is transversely grooved within and
the inner lip is spread over the Columella and a portion of
the lower part of the last whorl: the Columella is plaited,

its folds are generally large, distinct and compressed, some-
times small and few, placed fkr within, so as to be scarcely

seen without breaking the shell; or very low upon the
Columella. Some of the species have distinctly varicose
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sutures, having completed a reflected outer lip at various

periods of their growth; in a very few species these varices

are regularly placed in two equi-distant rows passing from
the apex to the base of the shell: from these and other cha-

racters we think it will be convenient to divide the species

of this Genus into four sections, as follows

:

§ 1. Testae apertura in canalem brevera, recurvam, producta; plici*

columelJae superioribus compressis.

To this section belongs the Cancellaria reticulata, Lam.
§ 2. Apertura in canalem brevem, recurvam, producta ; columella bi-

pli^ata, plica inferiore majore ; varicibus paucis, irregularibus.

To this section belongs the Murex senticosus, Linn, (Phos senticosusy

Montf.)

§ 3. Apertura paene in canalem producta; columella triplicata; vari-
cibus distinctis, bifariis.

The only species -vve know belonging to this section is a very elegant
small shell, which we believe is not described ; we have therefore named it

and engraved it in our plate: it is a fossil, found near Paris.

§ 4. Apertura paene in canalem producta; columella biplicata, versus
labium externum intiexa.

Several fossil species represented in Brocchi's Conchiologia fossile sub-
appenina and some others found at Bordeaux, belong to this section.

A very elegant and well characterized Genus, of which
several recent species have been long known

;
they are in-

habitants of the Indian ocean and of the coasts of Africa

and America; they are rare, but not very remarkable, and
have therefore never risen to great fame among collectors

;

nothing, however, can be more elegant than the cancel-

lated or reticulated, sometimes strongly varicose outside,

decussated by almost as strong transverse lines. The fossil

species are many of them extremely beautiful : they are
found in the London Clay at Hordwell; in a similar form-
ation at Piacenza; and in the Calcaire Grossiere about
Paris; at Bordeaux and in the Cotentin.

Fig. 1, Cancellaria reticulata, which is, perhaps, the commonest of the Genus
and may be considered as the Generic type; it is the Valuta reticulata

of Dillw.

2. Cancellaria costata, which we have thus named on account of its

strongly marked ribs on the outside ; it is figured in the Encycl. Me--
thodique, tab. 374, f. 5. and is the Valuta Cancellata of Dillwyn.

3. Cancellaria elegans : a shell which we do not find described any
where ; it is from a specimen in Mrs. Mawe's collection.

4. Cancellaria suturalis, a fossil species from the neighbourhood of Paris,
we have named it from its double row of varicose sutures,

5. Cancellaria lyrata. Valuta lyrata^ Brocchi, Conch, fossil, subap.
t. 3. f. 6.

In the above figures, we have taken care to give an
example of each of the sections, into which we have di-

vided the genus.



MONOCEROS

Lam.—Encycl. Methodique, tab. 396.

TESTA ovata, spira brevi, anfractu ultimo majore;

apertura expansa^ in canalem brevem producta ;

labio externo^ ad inferiorem partem^ processu

elongate^ acuto armato. Columella planulata^

lajvis.

Arranged by Bruguiere among the Buccina, but sepa-

rated from them by Lamarck, who at first included the

shells of the present Genus with the Purpuras (in his Sys-

teme des Anim : sans vert.) to which they are certainly

very nearly related ; but who has since instituted the Genus
Monoceros, to include the shells commonly called " Uni-
corn Scoops'* in English, and " Licornes" by the French.

The shells, which Lamarck has thus united together
under the Generic name Monoceros, are of an ovate ge-
neral form : the spire is short, sometimes very short, so as

not to be produced beyond the upper part of the last

whorl, which is much larger than the preceding whorls

:

the aperture is consequently expanded, and at its base
there is a short canal. Just within the outer lip in some
species, there is a row of small teeth; but the principal

peculiarity, and the character which distinguishes this

Genus from Purpura, is an elongated acute process, or
tooth near the lower part of the outer lip and close to the
canal ; from which it obtains its name. As in many of the
Purpuras and as in some of the shells, placed in Turbi-
nellus by Lamarck, the lower part of the last whorl on the
side of the aperture is, in most of the species, abraded or
worn away to make a smooth place upon which the inner
or Columellar lip spreads itself. The Columella is smooth
and flattened.

In its general characters, as well as in the asperities

on the outer surface, the shells of this Genus are very
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nearly related to many Purpuras ; there cannot exist a
doubt, that like them they have an operculum : above we
have shown the principal distinguishing character : but
Monoceros also very nearly resembles the Concholepas, a
shell included by Bruguiere in Buccinum, but placed by
Lamarck among the PatellaB ; the testimony which is borne
by several, to the fact of this last-mentioned shell possess-

ing an operculum, compels us to believe, that it is much
- more nearly related to Purpura and Monoceros, and that

it should therefore be placed in the same family with them.
The recent species of this Genus of marine shells, are

not numerous ; it is with difficulty that some of them are
distinguished, because, like the Purpuras, they are subject

to so much variation. A single fossil species is figured by
Bruguiere under the name of Buccinum monacanthos : it

is the only one we know of.

Fig. 1. Represents Monoceros imiricatum^ a shell which is far from being
common, though perhaps the most frequent of the Genus.

2. Represents a shell, which dilTers from M. imhricatum in having a
short spire, scarcely produced beyond the upper part of the last

whorl: we consider it as only a variety: it is not essential to the
nature of this work, that we should decide this point ; if it be a dis-

tinct species; Jrere would be a suitable name.
3. Nearly resembles the figure given in the Encycl. Method, of M. eras-

silabrum. Lam. We avoid speaking with certainty to this point, be-
cause we have no description to refer to : we think it distinct, and if

it prove so, we should suggest the specific name of lugubre.

4. Monoceros cingulatum^ Lam. a very curious and uncommon species
in which the inner part of the lower volution is not abraded, as it is

in the others,

Besides these, the three last of which are in Mr. f)u-

bois's collection, we have seen several other very distinct

species in the same collection, and some in Mrs. Mawe's,



CYRENA.

Lam.^JIist. Nat. des Anim, sans vert. t. 5. p. 551.

'-i>

TESTA rotundato-subtrigona, ventricosa; aequi-

valvis, in^quilatera, dentibus utriusque valvas

cardinalibus tribus, lateralibus duobus, postico ad

cardinem propius admoto, antico remoto, Im-

pressiones musculares duae, laterales, distantes,

Ligamentum externum, lateri majori insertum.

In forming his Genus Cyrena, Lamarck seems to have

depended for his distinguishing characters, principally

upon the shells which constitute it being possessed of

three hinge teeth ;
upon their umbones being much eroded,

and upon their being in general thick and large shells

:

much experience is not, however, necessary, to prove how

little dependance must be placed upon such characters as

those of size and erosion of the umbones. As distinctive

characters between one Genus and another, or one species

and another, these can be of very little importance, parti-

cularly with respect to fluviatile shells, because we see

that all such shells are commonly eroded, many of them

are very large, and the thinner are constantly less eroded

than the thicker. The situation, number and peculiarities

of the teeth and hinge must, therefore, still be recurred

to as the best generic distinctions in several families of

bivalve shells. It appears to us convenient to follow

Lamarck in separating the Genus Cyrena, though it is not

distinguished by Bruguiere from Cyclas; its species are

placed by Gmelin among the Veneres andTellinas; they

are all fluviatile shells, and covered with a strong epi-

dermis; we believe none of them are found in Europe,

but that they are all inhabitants of warm climates. Of
recent species there are not very many : Lamarck mentions

eleven ; two or three that are not described by him are

known to us, one of which we have represented. La-

marck's two divisions of the Genus are founded upon the

presence or absence of striae upon the lateral teeth ;
ours

belongs to the second division, which is destitute of these

striae.



CYRENA.

Shell subtriangular, with much rounded angles, ven»
tricose, equivalve, inequilateral. Cardinal teetn in each
valve, three ; lateral teeth, two ; in one valve the posterior

one is placed near the hinge teeth, the anterior one being
farther off and before the ligament ; in the other valve
there is a deep groove placed between two teeth, one of
which is large, and the other nearly obsolete. Ligament
external, on the larger side. Muscular impressions two,
lateral, distant.

In the species which we have represented a circum-
stance of rather singular nature is observable

;
(also to be

seen in many specimens of the fossil species of the Isle of
Wight,) if the outside of the shell between the umbones
where it is much eroded be examined, the remains of the

older portions of the hinge teeth will be seen standing out
in relief, showing that they have resisted the action of the
eroding matter better than the shell itself ; which we be-
lieve to have arisen merely from the different position of the
molecules of which they are formed.

Several fossil species of CyrensB are found in great
abundance in the stratum, commonly called " the upper
marine formation" in the Isle of Wight, but which we have
elsewhere shown* to consist of a mixture of marine and
fresh water shells, in which the latter predominate. They
occur also in a somewhat similar stratum at Woolwich and
in some other places in the vicinity of London, as well as

at Hordwell ; and near Paris where this kind of mixed
stratum has been long recognized.

Having thus published a species which we believe ta
be hitherto undescribed, we are compelled to name and
define it, though this is a task we did not intend to under-
take when we commenced this work.

Cyrena Sumatrensis. Testa ovalis, gibbosa, crassa

:

dentibus duobus cardinalibus majoribus angulatis, sub-

bifidis.

Brought from Sumatra by Mr. Griffiths : the specimens

we have seen are white within, but we are informed that

the inside is sometimes of a beautiful purple colour : the

angular, nearly bifid, two larger cardinal teeth distinguish

it from all the other species we have seen as well as from
those described by Lamarck.

Several of tbe fossil species will be found represented

in Sowerby's Mineral Conchology, under the Generic name
Cyclas.

* Sec Annals of Philosophy, Au^. 182L



PECTUNCULUS.

l^am,—Hist, Nat. des Anim, sans vert. i, 6. p. 47.

TESTA orbicularis, sublenticularis, aequivalvis,

subaequilatera, clausa. Cardo arcuatus, dentibus

numerosis, obliquis, serialibus, alternatim insertis ;

medianis obsoletis, subnullis. Ligamentum ex-

ternum.

Placed by Linne and later Conchologists among the Arcs,

to which, indeed, the Pectunculi are related in respect of

their numerous teeth, arranged in two rows, one on each

side of the umbo, as well as in their external ligament; but

as these shells have in their general form, and even in their

hinge, very sufficient distinguishing characters, it seemed

convenient to Lamarck to form them into a particular

Genus, which appears very natural, since it detaches a very

distinct group, of which there are many species. The
Pectunculi are easily distinguished from the Arcce^ not

only by the orbicular and lenticular form of their shell, but

principally by their hinge, the teeth of which are placed in

a curved or arched line, and not straight as in Area;

neither are their teeth so numerous or so close set, but

larger. The two valves do not gape, and the animal does

not attach itself by a byssus, as some of the Areas do ; we
say as some of the Arcae do, for all the shells included

by Lamarck in his Area are not gaping shells, nor do they

attach themselves by a byssus ; and we think with Cuvier,

that it would be proper to separate from the Genus Area,

those species with distinct ribs, whose erenulated edges

shut close and fit into each other, because there is reason to

believe their animal is not attached, and rather resembles

that of the Pectunculi. Although the umbones of the

Pectunculi are not far distant, they are, nevertheless, always

separated by an external facet or area, to which the liga-
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ment is attached: this external area, with its angular
grooves, distinguishes the Pectunculi, as well as all the other

Arcacece from Nucula, which has an internal ligament, and
no area between the umbones, consequently should not be
arranged with the Arcacece : to which it bears no resem-
blance but in the number of its teeth.

Shell orbicular, sublenticular, equivalve, subequila-

teral, shut close. Hinge teeth numerous, oblique, placed
in two rows, one on each side of the umbo, forming a
curved or arched line : alternately inserted: those nearest

the umbo nearly obsolete. Ligament external, attached to

an area on each valve, between the umbones. Muscular
impressions two, lateral, distant.

The Pectunculi are marine shells, and have undoubt-
edly been so named from their resemblance to the Pectines,

in form, and in their internally crenulated edges, as well
as their longitudinal rays. They are covered with a
velvety epidermis, except about the umbones, where it is

generally worn olF. The species are not very numerous,
nor are they easily distinguished; the P.pilosus (Area
pilosa. Linn.J is not unfrequent upon the southern coasts

of our Island, it is one of the prettiest species, particularly

when young, and belongs to Lamarck's first section, with
slight longitudinal grooves : his other section, with strong
radiating longitudinal costce or ribs, contains but few extra-
Europaean species. All the fossil species we know, are
found either in the London Clay or the Calcaire Grossiere :

a very neat one occurs in the sandy indurated Marie, be-
longing to the London Clay at Bognor, where it is accom-
panied by fossil Pinnae, Lingulae, &c. We have represented
this, believing it fo be a variety of Lamarck's Pectunculus^
pulvinatus^ but, in truth, it is so difficult to fix the characters

of the species in this Genus, that we dare not speak decid-
edly upon this point.

Fig. 1. Is Pectunculus pilosus, of which we have given the outside of one, and
the inside of both valves, to show the hinge.
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TESTA foliacea^ irregularis^ inasquivalvis; umbo-
nibus subdivaricatis^ aetate inaequalissimis. Valva

ZTj/mormajor^ concava^adhaerens; superior minor,

^ planiuscula. Cardo edentulus. Ligarnentum semi-

intenium, disco subtrigono tripartite in utraque

valva^ affixum. Impressiones 7nusculares in utra-

que valva duas^ altera magna^ suborbicularis^

subcentralis ; altera minutissima^ infra cardinem
posita.

The Genus Ostrea, as constituted by Linne, comprehended
shells of such diversity of character, that it could not pos-
sibly remain entire ; and yet, though many perceived the
inconvenience of associating regular, sometimes equivalve
shells, such as the Pectines and JPlagiostomata, shells attached
by a byssus, such as the Mallei and the Pedum; shells cha-

racterized by so singular a longitudinally sulcated hinge as

the Perna^ together with irregular and inequivalve shells,

such as the true Ostrece^ which are withal attached by the
outer part of one valve

;
Bruguiere seems to have been the

first who attempted to distinguish and characterize the va-
rious Genera thus confounded under the common term of

Ostrea. But Lamarck, though highly approving the judi-

cious and convenient purification to which Bruguiere had
subjected the Linnsean Ostrea^ still thought the work in-

complete
;
and, therefore, in order to reduce the Genus to

its proper limits, he separated from it the Vulsellce^ the
Podopsides and the Gri/phcece : the characters, however, by
which he would distinguish this last mentioned Genus from
Ostrea, do not appear to us sufficiently decisive to warrant
its separation, wherefore we have not adopted his Genus
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Gryphaea; but as we are compelled thus to express our
dissent from so great authority, we feel called upon also to
explain our reasons for such dissent : to do this, we must
first mention the particular points upon which Lamarck
depends for his distinction between them ; these are, first,

the apparent regularity of the GrT/phcece; secondly, their
being scarcely, if at all, attached; and, thirdly, the gene-
rally large, involute, spiral umbo of the lower valve. To the
first we answer, that though the Gri/phcdce are in general
apparently more regular than the Ustrece^ they cannot be
considered as regular shells, and that they are moreover very
variable

;
secondly, the Gryphaeae, as well as all other

Ostrece^ are attached by the umbo of the larger and con-
cave valve, and this particularly in the young state

; (in

which state, in fact, it is impossible to distinguish between
one and the other:) moreover, both become free, as they
increase in size ; and if the Gryphaeae are then apparently
more regular, it is because in their young state they have
lived in situations where they could only become attached

to small, regular objects, while the Ostreae, having lived in

more rugged and irregular situations, and necessarily re-

maining attached for a longer time, have partaken more of
the irregularity of their native situation : indeed there is

sufficient evidence that an oyster, when by any chance it

becomes attached to a small, smooth object, where it is

comparatively free, becomes also regular in the same de-

gree
;
thirdly, we cannot approve of the term spiral^ as at

any time applicable to the umbo of the lower valve of the

Gryphaeae; when young it is not involute: and though La-
marck mentions the size of this, as one important distin-

guishing mark of his Genus, he gives the characters of
several species in which this part is small.

Another circumstance, in which the Gryphaea is thought
to differ from Ostrea, has been dwelt upon by some ; an
obscure lobe or sulcus observable on the right side, parti-

cularly of the lower valve ; but this is far from being
distinct in some species.

All the species of the Genus Ostrea, agree therefore

in being irregular inequivalve shells, of a laminated or

foliaceous structure, the lamina being composed as in

Pinna of perpendicular fibres : the points of the umbones
are not quite close together, sometimes far distant, and
they become still more distant, as well as very unequal, by
age. The lower valve is larger than the upper, concave
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and adherent by its umbo in its young state, and some-
times, even until it has attained a considerable size; the

lower valve is smaller and rather flat. The hinge cannot
be said to have any teeth, though there is frequently near
to it a row of small denticulations, but these sometimes
extend all round the inner edge of both valves. The two
valves are united by a ligament, which as it lies between
the umbones, serves to separate them from each other
in a small degree, and can therefore be considered as only
partly external, though we know not how to say, that
it is in anywise internal, but it is not exposed when the
valves are closed : the disk or facet to which it is attached,
is generally of a subtriangular form; one of the points of
its triangle being close to the umbo, which point is rather
inclined to one side : this disk is tripartite, being divided
by two raised lines which divaricate from the umbo ; the
central portion is generally the largest and the deepest, but
the ligament is attached to all three : but as the shells in-

crease by age the older portions of the ligament, or those
nearest the umbo decay and do not serve any longer to

unite the two valves; consequently they leave between
them a small unoccupied space. There are two muscular
impressions in each valve, one of which is large, semi-orbi-
cular and nearly central ; the other is very small and placed
near to the hinge.

The Genera with which Ostrea has been, and therefore
may still be confounded, are Crenatula^ Perna^ Malhus^
Pedum^ Liimaj Pecten^ and Vulsella: from the two first,

Crenatula and Perna^ it may be distinguised by its hinge,
which in those Genera (if they are really distinct from, each
other) is composed of a number of longitudinal grooves
arranged side by side : from Malleus and Pedum^ by the
mode of its attachment, which in them is by a byssus, and
not by the outer part of the shell ; from Lima and Pecten^
by its being irregular, as well as by the mode of its attach-

ment, for the shells of those Genera are regular and at-

tached by a byssus : and, lastly, from Vulsella^ by its mode
of attachment and by the hinge ; for though we believe the
Vulsellce are not actually attached, having never observed
any opening for the passage of a byssus, yet they generally
occur imbedded in sponges ; they differ also in the hinge,
the central portion in vulsella^ forming an internally pro*
jecting callosity.
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The Ostreae, including- Gryphasa, may be conveniently
divided into three sections, as follows

:

§ 1. Testa margine simplice, vel subundato. To this section belongs the

common Oyster and such other species as have no distinct folds around the

edges.

§ 2. Testa margine plicato. To this section belong the Cockscomb
Oyster, (Ostrea Crista galli, Lam.^ and other species whose edges are strongly

and sharply plicated. Linne has placed several of them among his Mytili.

^ 3. Testa unihone majoris valvce involuto ; aiid to this section belong
the GryphiSCB and Podopsides of Lam.

The OstrejB, as every body well knows, are marine

;

in their young state they are attached to rocks and other

submarine bodies, frequently to each other ; and it is pro-

bable that they remain so for a considerable part of their

life, though under certain circumstances they seem also to

have the power of dislodging themselves, without being af-

terwards subjected to inconvenience. The outer part of
the shells is of an imbricated and foliaceous substance,

composed of minute perpendicular fibres, different how-
ever from that part of the inside to which the animal is

for the most part confined, which is of a much more com-
pact nature^ and if composed also of aggregated fibres,

they are not placed in the same position, with respect to

the animal, as those of the outer part.

There is a circumstance mentioned by Lamarck (but

we believe that Lamarck is not the first who made the

observation, though if he be not, he has implicitly adopted
it from some other conchologist, without giving the author's

name) which we should be very glad to pass over in si-

lence ;
for, either we are so extremely dull as not to com-

prehend it, or the circumstance, as related, is itself so

exceedingly absurd, that we could have wished, for the

credit of science, that it had never disgraced the pages of
any books on Natural History : that Lamarck may not be
misunderstood, we must quote his own words, without at-

tempting to translate them :
" Une particularite fort re-

marquable, qui appartient a un grand nombre d'especes

de ce genre, et qui paroit ne leur dire commune qu'avec

ies spondyles, c'est qu'a mesure que Fanimal grandit et

vieillit, il est force de se deplacer dans sa coquille et de
s'eloigner graduellement de la base de sa valve inferieure

;

or en se depla^ant, il deplace en meme temps la valve

superieure de sa coquille, ainsi que le ligament des valves

;
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€e dont aucune autre coquille bivalve n'ofFre d'exemple,

si I'on en excepte les Spotidj/les.'''' Upon this we will

make only one or two observations, and leave it to be re-

ceived or rejected according to tlie judgment of those who
have opportunities of studying- more closely the habits of
those marine animals. The careful examination of many
specimens has not furnished us with any reason for altering

our opinion that the Oyster shell is formed, like all other

shells, by a deposition of shelly matter from the animal
on the inner sides of the valves, consequently that there

exists no peculiarity in this respect in the Oyster, inasmuch
as if it be necessary for the Oyster to displace itself in its

shell, it must also be equally necessary for the animals of
all other bivalves to do so too ; and a common observer
will soon perceive that the animals of all bivalves recede

fradually from the base or umbo of their valves. But
lamarck further mentions the Spondj/lus as another, and

the only other example of the above related displacement

of the upper valve, to which we have one fact to object,

which we think completely decides the inadmissibility of
the conjecture (for we suppose it merely a conjecture);

this fact is, that the two valves of the Spondylus cannot
be separated without breaking the hinge teeth, conse-

quently, unless the animal damages the teeth of its shell,

there can be no displacement of the upper valve.

We believe there exist a considerable number of
species of this genus ; but the irregularity of the shells

renders the determination of the species extremely difficult.

The fossil species are found in almost all the strata down
to the Lias ; the species are however so extremely difficult

to recognize, that, with one or two exceptions, we dare not
venture to indicate positively those which are peculiar
to certain strata.

The Ostrea deUoidea, Sowerby's Mineral Conchology,
tab. 148. is characteristic of the Kimmeridge Clay, or
Oak-tree Clay of Smith. The O. pulchra, Min. Con. tab.

279. appears also to characterize a portion of the Plastic

Clay. The O. (Gryphwa) dilatata occurs in the Kello-
ways and Cluncli Clay, and the O. (Gri/phcca) incurva
in tha Lias.

FIRST SECTION.

First Plate, Fig. 1. Ostrea edulis.

Virginica.
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SECOND SECTION.

Second Plate Fig. 1. Ostrea carinata, Lam.
2. — Crista-galli.

3. Folium.

THIRD SECTION.

Third Plate, Fig. I. Ostrea (Gryphcea ) angulatOy Lam.
2. — incurva, Sowerby.
3. dilatata ? jun.



MALLEUS

TESTA irregularis^ subaequivalvis, bysso adhaerens^

elongata^ basi plerumque lobis lateralibus duobus.
Umbones divaricati. Cardo edentulus. Liga-
mentum externum^ areae trigoni obliquae in utra-

que valva^ fossula centrali, obliqua, elongata^
affixum/ Sinus hyssi in valva inferiore pone
cardinem positus. Impressiones musculares in

utraque valva duae, altera magna^ subreniformis^

lateralis ; altera minutissima, infra cardinem
posita.

Few Genera are so well characterized as Malleus; the
species which compose it were placed by Linne among the

Ostrece, with which indeed they agree perfectly well in the
structure of the external foliaceous portion of their shells,

but from which they may nevertheless be easily distinguished
by the mode of their attachment, which in Malleus is by a
byssus passing through a sinus behind the hinge in the
lower valve ; as the shell increases, this sinus is covered
over, in some species, with shelly matter, so that the byssus
then passes through a small aperture in the lower valve,
near to and behind the hinge ; sometimes also there is a
small sinus in a corresponding situation in the upper valve,

forming with that in the lower valve (when both valves
are closed), a small aperture through which the byssus
passes. There is only one other Genus with which this

can be confounded, the Pedum, of which we have already
mentioned the distinguishing Character.

Shell irregular, nearly equivalve, elongated, its base
frequently furnished with two, sometimes much elongated,
lateral lobes, one on each side ; sometimes there is only
one of these, and some species have none at all, so that the
name of Malleus or Hammer Oyster, is not happily appli-

cable to all the species of the Genus, though particularly
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so to two or three of them. There are no teeth in the

hfnge, and the umhones do not lie close together. The
ligament is for the most part external, lying between the

beaks, and attached in each valve to a triangular oblique

area or disk, with a central and, also oblique elongated

furrow, to which the principal portion of the ligament is

attached, though it is also spread over the two lateral

portions.

The muscular impressions are two in each valve, one
of them is large, rather reniform and lateral, the other is

indeed very small, but it is also very distinct, and placed
near to and below the hinge on the side towards the sinus

for the passage of the byssus. This small muscular at-

tachment exists, also in several, if not all the other Genera
included by Lamarck in the Monomyaires : it was first

pointed out by Mr, I. D- C. Sowerby, in this Genus, as

well as in Ostrea.

The Mallei are marine, and we believe all extra-

European; they are valued by Collectors, on account of
the singularity of their form and their rarity. In almost
all of them the imbricated foliaceous outside is extended
very far beyond the part which includes the animal, both
towards the apex and on the lateral lobes ; it is undulated
at its edges, and in the centre is a rather irregular blunt
longitudinal ridge. We are not aware of the existence of
any fossil species.

Fig. I. Malleus vulgaris.
' normalis, Lam,
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TESTA oblonga, spird brevissima ; apertura amplS,

fere magnitudinem testae aequante^ basi leviter

canaliculata^ processibus duobus brevibus in-

structa: peritremate continuo. Labium inter-

num reflexum. Impressiones musculares du£e^

altera subcolumellaris^ altera in interiorem labii

externi partem descendens.

In his Systeme des anim. sans vertebr. Lamarck has placed
the Concholepas among those Genera which he has formed
out of the Linnaean Patella, though he mentions the fact

of the animal being provided with an horny operculum.
We were for a long time disposed to accord with Lamarck
in assigning it a place near to the Patelliform shells, prin-

cipally because we found in it two very distinctly marked
muscular impressions, in all respects bearing a strong re-

semblance to some of them ; and further, because the evi-

dence we possessed at the time of the existence of an oper-
culum was very insufficient. We have since learned that

these muscular attachments exist also in the Purpurae, and
in many, if not all, univalve shells : and though we have
never seen the operculum, we are compelled to believe
the fact of its existence, for Bruguiere mentions having
seen many specimens with their opercula, brought by
Dombey from the coast of Peru

; guided by this circum-
stance, and also by its outward appearance, he has perhaps
judged more correctly in placing it among his Buccina, in
which also it was included by Linne, Gmelin, &c. it cer-
certainly is very nearly related to Purpura. An extremely
large aperture, and the spire placed near to its edge, in
the opinion of De Montfort, would naturally bring the
Concholepas near to the Patella and other nearly cognate
Genera, if the sinus, or short canal at the base of the
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aperture did not form the passage between those shells,

whose aperture is entire, and those which have a canal at

their base.

In its general form the shell is oblong ; its spire is

very short, not produced beyond the last volution, and it

must be remarked that the number of volutions scarcely

exceeds three : its aperture, almost as large as the shell

itself, is formed into a short canal at its base, close to

which there are two short processes at the lower part of tlie

outer lip : the peritreme is continuous, that is, there is no
separation between the outer and inner lip at the upper part,

for the inner lip does not lie close to the last whorl, but is

only reflected towards it. There are two distinct muscular
impressions, one placed upon tbe inner part of the colu-

mella, and the other, which is very large, descending from
the upper and inner part of the spire to about three-fifths

of the distance towards the base of the inner part of the

outer lip. On tlie outside, the shell presents imbricated
ribs, or costce^ radiating from the spire to the edge of the

oater lip, which is consequently crenated; the lowest of
these is very large, and forms the external part of the

canal. The operculum, according to Bruguiere, only
closes a small part of the aperture ; it is thin, horny,
oval, and of a dark brown colour, its centre is thicker

than its edges, and marked with very close-set transverse

striae.

The Goncholepas is marine: only one species, the

C. Peruviana, is known, which is an inhabitant of the

Peruvian Coast
; very little is known with certainty of its

animal inhabitant, but, judging from analogy, we should
think it bears a near resemblance to that of Buccinum,
Murex, Purpura, &c. We do not know of any fossil

species.
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Lam,—Ann. du Mus. xvi. p. SOO.

TESTA univalvisj convoluta, subcylindricaj apice

acuto. Apertura longitudinalis^ superne angus-
tata^ basi emarginata. Columella laevis^, trun-

cat^a.

Established by Lamarck, and adopted by succeed-

ing conchological writers, but divided by Montfort, who,
on account of its hidden spire separated from it, the species

named convolutum by Lamarck, under the name Seraphs,

In doing so, he has been followed by the Author of " The
Mineral Conchology of Great Britain but as we are not
convinced of the necessity of doing this, and as we particu-

larly object to the needless multiplication of Genera, we
are obliged to dissent, and include Montfort's Seraphs in

one Genus, with Lamarck's Terehellum. The shell called

by Linne, " Bulla Terebellum," is the type of this marine
Genus, of which there are but very few species, either

recent or fossil ; the only recent one with which we are
acquainted is a very pretty whitish shell, or elegantly
variegated with brown marks ; or sometimes with brown
zigzag lines or dots.

The Terebellum has no epidermis : it is described by
Lamarck as a thin shell, rolled around its longitudinal
axis in the form of an elongated cone, almost cylindrical

and pointed at its summit; its aperture is longitudinal,

narrow at its upper extremity, but more expanded below
and notched at its base ; its outer lip is entire and not
thickened, or at least very slightly ; its columella smooth
and truncated at its base; and when the outer part of the
shell is observed, it appears irregularly notched at the
base.

The Terehellum suhulatum of Lamarck, (Bulla Tere-
hellum^ Linn.) has a distinct, but short spire^ consisting
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of only two or three volutions : the apex of its aperture m
continued in the form of a very narrow spiral canal, sepa-
rating- the volutions. Next to this we should place the
species named T. fusiforme^ in " Sowerby's Mineral Con-
chology, t. 287, (which, however, is not the same as

Lamarck's T. fiisiforme^) this, instead of the spiral canal

above mentioned, has the apex of its aperture continued
in the form of a straight narrow canal, extending rather
more than half way towards the apex of the shell : this

we consider as intermediate, in point of peculiar specific

character, between the T. suhulaium and T. corrcoluium^

in which last species the spire is generally quite hidden,
(sometimes slightly apparent, and then having a spiral

canal separating the volutions.) but this w e conceive to l>e

effected by a continuation of the upper part of the whorls
covering the spiral line ^ because, if a specimen be broken
so as to expose the inside, the spiral line is there very
distinct, which fact is also demonstrative evidence, that

Lamarck's T. fusiforme is only a cast of the inside of
T. convolutum.

We think we have thus shown the impropriety of
following Montfort, by adopting his Genus Seraphs ; the
Terehellmn fusiforme forms so natural a connecting* link

between the T. suhulaium and T, convolutuin^ that if we
adopt his Genus Seraphs, we should be under the absolute
necessity of separating T. fusiforme under a new generic

appellation, which we think would not at all further the
interests of concliological science.

The animal of this Genus is not known, it is an inha-
bitant of the Indian Ocean. Lamarck thinks the shell

nearly related to the Ancillts^ the Olivce and the Coni^ but
the smooth and truncated Columella distinguishes it from
all three : it cannot be confounded with the Cypraeae in

their young state.

Besides two varieties of T. suhulaium^ we have given
one view of T. fusiforme^ to shew the canal into which the
upper end of the aperture is produced; and a front view
of a specimen of T. convolutmtij the type of Moutfort's

Genus Seraphs.

Fig. 1. 2. Terebellum subulatum.

2. fusiforme.

4, — convolutuin.



CHAMA

Testa irregularis, plerumque suborbicularis, iii-

aequivalvis, adherens, umbonibus inasqualibus,

distantibus, involutis. Cardo dente unico crasso,

oblique, subcrenato, fossulae valvae oppositae in-

serto. Impressiones musculares duae, distantes,

laterales. Ligamentum externum, divaricatum,

sub umbonibus revolutum.

Linne had united in his Genus Chama, shells so dif-

ferent from each other, that the association could not pos-
sibly be preserved, for in his arrangement regular and
equivalve shells are placed with such as are irregular

and inequivalve ; free shells with others that are attached
to marine bodies ; and shells which have two distinct mus-
cular impressions with others which have only one. In-
deed it is very observable that the greater number of the
shells arranged together by Linne do not correspond with
the generic character he has drawn out for them, where-
fore Bruguiere has divided Linne's Chamce into several
Genera, to which Lamarck has added some others. We
now give that to which the name of Chama is retained,

which are irregular, thick, generally very inequevalve
shells, for the most part covered with irregular spines, or
foliated on the outside in the same manner as many Ostrece

:

the umbones are also irregular, distant, unequal in size

and involute ; one of them, (that of the attached valve) is

salient at the base of the shelly and sometimes projects very
far beyond it, the other is generally turned over upon its

valve, so as to appear as it were imbedded in it. Lamarck
has divided the Chamce into two sections, in the first of
which the umbones turn from left to right, and in the other
from right to left, in both sections taking the attached valve
as the lower one : this circumstance arises from the re-

markable peculiarity in some of the species to attach them-
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selves by one valve, and in others to fix themselves by the
other valve. The Chama daniicornis belongs to the first,

and the C. Arcinella to the second. This last species is

also remarkable for being nearly equivalve, and for the
regularity of its spinous processes, as well as for the small-
ness of the attached portion and the proximity of its

umbones, for which reason it shows but indistinctly the
divaricated ligament. There is one strong, irregular,

oblique, thick, striated, generally crenate, hinge tooth in

one valve, which is received into an irregular, also striated,

groove in the other valve. There are two distant, lateral,

muscular impressions in each valve, and the line to which
the mantle is attached is entire. The ligament is external,

divided into two segments at its posterior extremity, one
of which is decurrent to the point of the umbo in each
valve.

There are several recent species of this Genus, one of
which, the Chama Lazarus, is extremely variable; indeed,

the general resemblance of one species to another, and the

numerous varieties of each, renders it extremely difficult

to determine the species. Of fossil species there are many,
some of which vie with the recent in the singularity oftheir
external spinous foliations, though not in the beauty of
their colouring : several are described and figured by La-
marck in his account of the Fossil Shells of the neighbour-
hood of Paris, as well as in " Sowerby's Mineral Concho-
logy.'* They are found in the London Clay, and Calcaire

Grossiere also in the Chalk and Green sand.

On account of the similarity between this Genus and
Diceras, we shall be expected to explain the characters by
which this latter is distinguished from Chama, with which,
indeed, it is arranged by Bruguiere

;
these, according to

Lamarck, are the large, conical, diverging, spiral umbones,
and the large, concave, subauriculate, prominent tooth in

the large valve of the Diceras. Not having ourselves seen

the hinge of Diceras, we will not venture to offer an opi-

nion ; but judging from the specimens we possess, we see

in Diceras a sort of connecting link between Isocardia and
Chama, having both the umbones free and involute, and
being moreover a nearly equivalve shell, like Isocardia ;.

but being attached by one valve, and not quite equivalve ;

in these respects resembling Chama. As the Diceras is

only known in a fossil state, it is impossible to ascertain the

comparative anatomical characters of the animal.
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Lam.—Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert. vi. p. SO.

« ^ »

TESTA aequivalvis, cordata^ ventricosa ; umboni-
bus distantibus^ divaricatis^ involutis. Denies
cardinales duo^ compressi^ intrantes^ uiius sub
umbone recurvus. Dens lateralis anticus^ elon-

gatus. Ligamentum externum^ divaricatum, seg-

mentis sub umbonibus decurrentibus. Impres-

siones musculares duse^ laterales^ distantes.

Arranged by Linne in his Genus Chama^ and by Bru-
guiere among his Carditce, but dissevered from both by
Lamarck, and we think with reason, because its involute,

divaricate umhones^ and its, consequently, dichotomous liga-

ment running in each valve to the point of the umbo, serves

to distinguish it from Bruguiere's other Carditce. The same
circumstances serve as good discriminating marks between
Isocardia and all other bivalves, if we except Bruguiere's

Chamay and Lamarck's jD/ccr«5 ; but these are both inequi-

valve, and attached by the outside of the shell ; there is

therefore no danger of its being confounded with them.
The two valves of Isocardia are alike : when closed, so

that both the umbones are seen in front, they have a cordate
general form,- and are each of them very ventricose : their

umbones are distant, turned backwards and involute. Car-
dinal teeth two in each valve, compressed ; that one nearest
the apex turned in under the umbo. There is only one
lateral tooth in each valve, which is also compressed and
elongated, and is placed just before the ligament, which is

external, divided into two segments at its posterior extre-

mity, one of which is decurrent to the point of the umbo in

each valve. There are also in each valve two lateral, dis-

tant, muscular impressions.
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Very few recent species of this genus are known ; we
have given representations of two of them, the Isocardia
Cor, and I. Moltkiana; the I. Cor (Heart Cockle of Col-
lectors, Chama Cor, Linn.) is frequent in the Mediterra-
nean, and occurs on some parts of the British coasts,

particularly in Berehaven, where it grows to a large size
;

when in good condition, it has a thickish, dull brown epi-

dermis, beneath which the shell is prettily marked with faint

brownish zigzag lines : the I. Moltkiana is an East Indian
and Chinese shell of far greater rarity—it is transversely

grooved, and has a longitudinal anterior keel. Lamarck
describes one other recent species.

Several Fossil species are given in plate 295 of " Sower-
by's Mineral Conchology/' one of which is from the London
Clay, and another from Kelloway's :* according to Brocchi
(Conch. Foss. subap. II. 520) two varieties of /. Cor are found
in a fossil state in several parts of Italy ; but as a subject upon
which much diversity of opinion exists is here brought into

question, we should recommend an attentive and compara-
tive re-examination of the fossil with recent specimens, be-
fore we come to an absolute decision upon this point.

Another fossil species is found at Piacenza, the I. arietina,

Lam. We have represented the I. Basochiana (Defr. Diet,

des Sciences Naturelles), a new and rare species, found in a
yellowish limestone by M. De Basoches de Falaise, in the
district of Coutances. We think we may venture to express
our opinion that all the fossil specimens published in va-

rious books, and existing in various collections, are not
distinctly characterized Isocardiae, but only the casts ofthe
insides of other bivalves : the best distinguishing character

is in the g-roove formed for the extension of the ligament
from the hinge to the umbo. It is incumbent on us to men-
tion that in Isocardia, the line to which the mantle is at-

tached, passing from one muscular impression to the other,

is entire.

A fossil species also occurs in the " Crojg-," which so nearly resemblesi

fBe /, Cor, that we know not wherein the specific difference consists.
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Ltam,—Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert. vi. p. 89.

^ »

TESTA aequivalvis^ inaeqiiilatera^ transversa, um-
bonibus parvis, subrecte infiexis. Cardo elon-

gatus, linearis^ versus medium attenuatus^ per
longitudinem tuberculosus^ subcrenatus^ tuber-

culis inaBqualibus, crebris. Impressiones muscu-
lares treSj irregulares^ laterales, duas posticfe;

tertia magna^ antica^ remota. Ligamentum exter-

num^ marginale.

The only species of this Genus at present known was ar-

ranged by Bruguiere among his Anodontites {Anodon^
Swainson), and it is certainly so nearly related to them,
that Lamarck thought Bruguiere might be authorized in

uniting- it to them : nevertheless its hinge line, tubercular
throughout its length, is in that respect so singular, that

Lamarck has made it the type of a particular Genus.
Shell equivalve, inequilateral, transverse ; umbones

scarcely distinct, but nearly straight. Hinge margin^
long, linear, attenuated towards the umbones, consisting of
subcrenated, unequal, small, close-set tubercles throughout
its length. Muscular impressions three, lateral, irregular,

two of them placed at the posterior side, one ofthese being
much smaller than the other, and anterior to it ; the third,

large, placed at the opposite or anterior side of the shell.

Ligament external, long, marginal.
According to Lamarck, the Iridina elongata is found

in the rivers of warm climates ; it is a transversely oblong

* A term adopted from Swainson.
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shell, smooth on the outside, showing the strise of growth
distinctly; it is rather a strong shell, coated with a thick dark
olive green epidermis, beneath which the outer shelly coat

is opaque, whitish, and dull, but immediately beneath this

and within the shell, is of a brilliant reddish pearly lustre,

reflecting the colours of the rainbow. The u?nbones are

commonly eroded, as in the greater number of fresh-water
shells. This is a shell of very great scarcity, and conse-

quently very highly valued.
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Lam.—Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert. vi. p. 488.

TESTA inaequilatera, aequivalvis^ transversim ob-

longa^ extremitatibus obtusa, epidermide nitida^

marginem superante. Umbones rion prominiili.

Dens cardinalis in utraque valva^ dilatatus^ com-
pressus^ perobliquus^ superne subconcavus,, liga-

mentum excipiens. Ligamentum partim inter-

num^ partim externum.

In introducing to our readers a shell of such extreme
rarity and singularity as the Solenimi/a^yve feel ourselves in-

capable of doing better than translating the short, but ex-
cellent account given by Lamarck, who has instituted

the Genus from an acquaintance with two recent species,

the one from New Holland, and the other from the coasts

of the Mediterranean. Lamarck says, At first sight the

Solemi/ce resemble the Modiolce^ nevertheless their charac-

ters bring them near to the Solenes, and still nearer to the

Anatince. They are slender, transversely oblong, almost
cylindrical or depressed cylindrical shells, obtuse at the
extremities, and furnished with distant, diverging rays,

which run from the umbones, and terminate at the upper
edge of the valves, and at the lateral extremities. They
are covered with a brown, very shining epidermis, the

edges of which pass beyond the edges of the shell, being
lacerated, particularly towards the anterior side. These
shells do not gape at their posterior extremity, and only
slightly at the anterior. The two cardinal teeth, (one in

* Lamarck's term Solemya has been strongly objected to ; Bowdich has
changed it to Solenimya, which we gladly adopt.
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each valve) which receive the ligament, have a callosity

running beneath each of them ; but the ligament enclosed
between the tooth and the edge of each valve, shows itself

also on the outside, enveloping the edge of the valve."
Thus far Lamarck ; we have only to add, that besides

the two recent species which he describes, there is found in

the Calcaire Grossiere, in the neighbourhood of Valognes,
a small fossil species which we have named S. parvula, and
represented in our plate ; in its general form it approaches
very nearly to the S. mediterraneay but it is notched at the

umbo, a character in which it resembles the S. australis,

which, however, we have never seen. We therefore decline

giving a specific character of S. parvula.

Fig. 1. 2. Soleniniya mediterranea.

3. — parvula.

Shell inequilateral, inequivalve, transversely oblong, ob-

tuse at the extremities, covered with a shining epidermis

extending beyond the shell. Umbones not prominent,
scarcely distinct. A dilated, compressed, very oblique
cardinal tooth in each valve, slightly concave above, re-

ceiving the ligament. Ligament partly interior, partly

exterior. Two distant, irregular, lateral muscular impres-

sions.
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Lam.—Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert. T. 6. pt. ^. p. 157.

TESTA oblonga turrita^ interdum elongata ; spird

semper exserta. Apertura integra^ longitudinalis.

Labium externum acutum^ inferne ad smistrum

revertens^ et in plicam columellarem aseendens.

Labium internum plus minusve dilatatum.

Again we are obliged to express our dissent from the

opinion of Lamarck, who has put at the head of the species

of his own Genus Limneay the Helix Columna of Gmel.,
&c. calling it Limnea Columnaris^ although it is sufficiently

distinguished from all the Limneae by its peculiar charac-

ters, which, indeed, bring it much nearer to Achatina ;

wherefore, we think De Ferussac has arranged it in a much
more natural situation after the Achatina, though, at the
same time, he expresses some doubt about the propriety of
placing it there, on account of his being unacquainted with
its animal ; indeed we are not surprized at this, for the

shell is so singular, that, without a knowledge of its

animal, we cannot hope to arrive at certainty in placing it.

It is however a land shell, there can therefore be no
doubt but that the animal differs essentially from that of
Limnea.

The Genus Limnea was established by Lamarck, hav-
ing been previously included by Bruguiere with his Bulimi^
and by Linne and Linnaeans in Helix; if we except the

shell we have mentioned above, it appears to us to be a very
natural Genus.

The Limneae are of an oblong geileral form, their

spire is always apparent, and sometimes elongated and
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acutely turrited. In most of the species the aperture is

large, longitudinal, and entire, that is, not emarginate,
nor does the lower part of the last volution ever form a
considerable sinus in the upper and left side of it : it is

generally rather narrower at its upper than at its lower
extremity. The outer lip is sharp-edged ; it turns to the

left at its lower part, and then ascends and spreads more
or less over the ventricose lower part of the last volution,

covering the columella, and forming with it an oblique
obtuse fold. The external part of the shell is smooth,
sometimes polished.

V In all the above characters, we find the Genus jP/ty^a,

of Draparnaud, agrees perfectly; we know of only one
mark of discrimination in the shells themselves, it is that

the Physae are heterostrophe shells ; but since we know many
instances of heterostrophe monstrosities in various genera,

this surely cannot be considered a good generic distinction.

Accustomed as we were to receive and adopt many Genera
without sufficient examination, we could not have anti-

cipated this difficulty, for we thus find ourselves obliged
either to unite two genera which have appeared distinct to

Lamarck and Draparnaud, and which have been adopted
by some succeeding writers, or, contrary to our wishes,

and as we think to the interests of conchological science,

we must not only continue to separate the Phi/sce from the

Limnece ; but we must also adopt Fleming's Aplexa^ and
Leach's Myxas^ each of which would, as far as we yet

know, only contain one species. These are all fresh-water
shells; and the only describable difference in the shells,

except mere specific difi'erences, consists in the Aplexa and
Physa being heterostrophe shells, while the Limnea and
Myxas are dextral. Greater differences are found in the

animals, chiefly in their tentacula, and in their mantles ;

the Myxas of Leach, and the Physa of Draparnaud, hav-
ing the power of extending the edges of their mantle over
a large portion of the external part of their shell, which
the Limnea of Lamarck, and the Aplexa of Fleming have^

not, while the tentacula of all, but Physa, are com-
pressed and triangular, and even in Physa they are com-
pressed according to Lamarck, though filiform: in all of
them the eyes are found at the internal base of the tenta-

cula, supported on very short tubercular pedicles.

The facts we have mentioned above, induce us, there-

fore, to unite the whole of these shells under the generic

\
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appellation of Limnea; they may be divided into four sec-

tions, as follows :

§ 1. Testa tenuissima, subglobosa, polita; lahio interno dilatato ; aper-

lura ovat^, dextra. Animal—Pallium reflexum. Tentacula brevia, trigona.

Myxas^ Leach's M. S. Helix glutinosa, Mont. Limnea glutinosa, Drap,
Tab. nost. f. 5.

\ 2. Testa tenuis, obovata, polita : labio interno dilatato ; apertur^

ovata, vel ovato-lanceolata, sinistra. Animal—Pallium reflexum ; tentacula

subulata. Physa, Drap. Bullae Linn.

§ 3. Testa^ tenuis, oblonga, polita ; labio interno externum adequante ;

apertura, lanceolata, sinistra. Animal—Pallium non reflexum : Tentacula
trigona, Aplexa, Fleming : Physa, Drap. Bulla hypnorum, Linn.

§ 4. Testa tenuis, plerumque oblonga, solidiuscula; apertura ovali

dextra. Labio interno externum adsequante. Animal—Pallium non re-

flexum. Tentacula compressa, trigona. Limnea^ Lam.
j

Helix, Linn.

The shells of this Genus are inhabitants of rivers,

ditches, fresh-water lakes, and stagnant pools, throughout
Europe, and in all other parts of the world, particularly in

North America, where the late researches of Naturalists

have led to the discovery of several species : in the East
Indies also, several undescribed species have been lately

found; we have given engravings of some of these. The
common English species are the L. stagnalis, auricularia

palustris, and peregra ; L. elongata and L. glutinosa, are

scarce and local : L. fontinalis and L. turrita (Bulla fonti-

nalis and hypnorum. Linn.) are not unfrequent : besides

these we have some other species of less note.

Several fossil species of this Genus occur abundantly
in company with various Paludinae and Planorbes in the

fresh-water formations : these are found in the neighbour-
hood of Paris, and in the upper and lower of those forma-
tions at Headen Hill, and in other parts of the Isle of
Wight : we have also found them sparingly in the mixed
stratum commonly called the " upper marine formation"
between the two ; but we believe they do not occur in any
other.

Mr. I. E. Gray has favoured us with the two following

species of Limnea from the East Indies, which he has named
and characterized as follows :.

1. L. rufescens ; testa oblongo-lanceolata, tenuis, hyalina, purpurascente-
rufescens, anfractibus quatuor. Spira brevissima, acuta, suturis perob-
liquis". Apertura lanceolata, elliptica. Columella obliquissima. Tab.
nost. f. 2. Limnea acuminata ? Lam. vi. pt. 2 p. 160.

Obs.'"ln its general form this shell is not ovato-ven-

tricose, we therefore cannot cite Lamarck with any cer-
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tainty. It becomes pale horn-colour and white when ex-
posed. Diameter to the length as 6 to 13.

2. h.ovalis; testa ovalis, pellucida, pallid^ cornea : concinn^ transversim
striata, anfractibus 5. Spira brevissima, acuta, suturis fere horizoDta-
libus. Apertura ovalis, elliptica. Tab. nost. f. 4,

Ohs,—Diameter to the length as 5 to 9.

Fig. 1. Limnea stagnalis.

2. rufescens, Gray Syst, Mollusc, ined. et supra.

3. fusiformis, Min. Con, 1. 169. f. 2. 3. a fossil species from
Headen Hill.

4. ovalis. Gray, «t supra.
5. glutinosa.

6. elongata, Drop.
7. (Physa) castanea. Lam. vi. pt. 2. p. 156.

8. , fontinalis.

9i , rivalis—a species which has been admitted into

the English catalogue, but we only know it to be found in Gua>
daloupe.

10.
,
turrita, Lam, (Bulla hypnorum, Lin.)
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GLYCYMERIS.

TESTA aequivalvis, crassa, transversa, utroque

latere valde hians ;
epidermide nigra induta.

Epidermis testae marginem superans. Cardo

callosus, edentiilus. Nyinphai prominentes.

Ligamentum magnum, prominens, externum.

Impressiones musculares duae, irregulares, dis-

tantes, impressione musculi adhaerentis pallii

conjunctae.

The Genus before us offers such an unusual assemblage of

characters, that we are surprized no one before Lamarck

should have described it as constitutino^ a Genus distinct

from all others. In conjunction with Ponop^sa and Solen^

he forms with it his family of Solenacece; we should have

been pleased to have seen Solenimi/a also united to that

family, if, indeed, Glycymeris be well placed there; for

Soknimya appears to us to be much more nearly related

to Glycymeris than to either Ungulma or Amphidcsma.

Shell equivalve, transverse, thick, gaping- widely at

both sides, in such a manner that the two valves can only

touch each other, when closed, at two points, at the hinge

and at the upper posterior edge. It is covered with a

strong black epidermis, which passes over the edge of

the shell where it becomes thinner and is of a lighter

colour : this epidermis is generally destroyed from the re-

gion of the umbones. There are no teeth to the hinge,

but the part to which the ligament is attached is a strong,

oblong, prominent callosity. The ligament itself is ex-

ternal, large and prominent. There are in each valve,

two distant irregular muscular impressions, which, though

distant, are connected by the impression of the muscle by

which the mantle adheres to the shell, in which there is a

small sinus close to the anterior muscular impression, in-

deed, the two lateral muscular impressions and the nius-
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cular impression of the mantle are so similar and con-
fluent, that the shell might be said to have one muscular im-
pression running round its inside, except towards the hinge.

Until Lamarck observed the distinctions, the shell'

which we have figured as the type of this Genus was ar-

ranged with the Myce under the name of M. Siliqua: but,

as he well observes, its hinge is not like that of the Myce^
nor that of the Uniones, which were also called Myce:
having an external ligament, and being destitute of teeth.

The situation of the ligament and the want of teeth, dis-

tinguishes it also from Solen; to which, however, in our
opinion, it does not bear a very near resemblance : we
cannot at present offer a conjecture as to its proper situa-

tion in a Conchological System. Lamarck says, the shells

of this Genus are marine ; he describes two recent species

and one fossil from Grignon.
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TESTA irregulariter subpyramidalis, lateribus

compressis^ pedunculo tubuloso^, tendineoque im-

posita, octovalvis; valvis contiguis, inaequalibus,

lateralibus sex^ inferioribus minimis ; dorsali

magna^ ligulata^ anticd minutissima. Appendix
testacea patellam inversam referens^ ad basim
pedunculi. Animal intermedium inter sessiles et

pedunculatos Cirripedes, saxorum cavos, ab ipso

terebratos^ incolens.

We are happy to have an opportunity of introducing to

our readers a new Genus, partaking of the peculiarities of
both Lamarck's orders of Cirripedes, being pedunculated
like Anatifa^ &c. but having at the base of the peduncle a
shelly appendage, analogous to the testaceous base of
Acasta and Balanus, and possessing besides, a peculiarity

not to be found in any hitherto described Genus of this

class, that of penetrating stones for its habitation. This
Genus is an instance among others in proof of the necessity

of an acquaintance with the animals inhabiting and pro-
ducing shells, and of the importance of an intimate
knowledge not only of their forms and external characters,

but also of their habits and economy; inasmuch as a
knowledge of the shelly portions of it alone, would convey
to us but a very imperfect idea of the subject ; it would
present to us a few irregular and dissimilar valves which
we should not know how to place so as to describe their

relative situations ; we have even known instances in

whichr various detached parts of some of the shells ofsome
Cirripedes have been mistaken for bivalves, as the base of
Acasta might very easily be for a Patella. Linne united
into a single Genus all the shells which compose Lamarck's
class Cirripedes, because, although there is so great a
diversity among the shells themselves, he has well observed
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the general resemblance which the animals bear to each
other, and the analogy which exists between the shelly

valves of the various species. Bruguiere has also done
well in separating the pedunculated from the sessile

Cirripedes, under the Generic name Anatifa; but we are
indebted to Dr. Leach for a more complete elucidation of
the class, and a systematic division of it into orders and
Genera, most of which being formed from a consideration

of the peculiarities in character and habits, are natural and
well characterized. Lamarck has followed Bruguiere in

his " Systeme," but in his Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert,

he has rather follov/ed Leach, omitting some of his Genera,
so that upon the whole we may consider the arrangement
of this class as well established, and we gladly acknow-
ledge the obligations we are under to all the above-men-
tioned writers, and cannot withhold from them the tribute

of our praise, which they so justly merit ; but at the same
time, we must mark our disapprobation of the arrangement
of a later writer, who has dissevered " from this

Class, and placed Chiton and Chifonellus, between it and
Anatifa because it has only two testaceous valves, thereby
doing a sort of violence to nature, in order to harmo-
nize his system, and arrange all bivalves together.

The Genus we are now about to describe belongs to

the pedunculated Cirripedes, and it might with great pro-

priety be placed at the beginning of that order, because

it has several peculiarities in common with the sessile

Genera, particularly the shelly base, and, considering some
of the valves as ajialogous to what is by common consent

called the operculum of the Balani, we must, nevertheless,

regard the dorsal valve, the small lateral inferior valves,

and the still smaller anterior valve, in this Genus particu-

larly, as analogous to those valves in Balanus that are

united together in the form of a cone, and form the ex-

ternal covering of the animal, but which are here raised

upon the peduncle, and partly surround the base of the
operculum.

Shell, of a somewhat irregular pyramidal form, with
compressed sides, fixed upon a tubular, tendinous peduncle,

and surrounded by a few rows of very small scales at the
top of the peduncle, which is covered all over by a great

number of still smaller scales. Valves eight, contiguous,

unequal in size; the two anterior pairs which surround
the opening for the passage of the ciliated tentaeula of the

I
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animal, and which may be compared to the operculum of
the Balani, are grooved at their bases, and covered with
minute impressed dots ; the inferior lateral valves very
small, approximated to the dorsal one, which is the largest

of all, and of the same width at its extremity as at its base,

generally transversely sulcated and dentated at its edges,

the anterior valve placed at the lower part of the aperture

and very minute. It has an irregular, shelly, cup-shaped
or inverted patelliform appendage, to the inside of which
the base of the peduncle is attached, and by which it is

fixed to the bottom of a deep regular cavity, undoubtedly
the work of the animal in a limestone rock. We cannot
undertake to explain the manner in which this animal
pierces the tubes in which it takes up its abode, but, inas-

much as all the specimens we have seen, amounting perhaps
to more than twenty, are all attached by the same means to

the innermost extremity of the same shaped holes, the

larger specimens having proportionably large holes; we
are compelled to believe that the animal possesses the
means of perforating calcareous stones, and we do not
think them bored, because they are rather elliptical, besides

which, we have formerly met with an animal of the same
nature, (probably of the same Genus) having also a shelly

base, inhabiting similar perforations in Oyster shells

brought from the Red Sea by the Earl of Mountnorris

:

unhappily we have not the opportunity of comparing
these, having given our specimens to Dr. Leach some
years ago.

In plate 166, f. 5, of the Encyclopedie Methodique, is

a representation probably intended for one of these animals,
but its shelly base is not distinguished ; and although it

shows the grooves in the dorsal valve, it is not in other
respects very good*.

Of course we have never yet seen any fossil remains
of this Genus ; indeed among fossil remains those of the
edunculate Cirripedes are remarkably scarce, they occur,

owever, in the Crag of England, and the calcareous sand
of the neighbourhood of Paris.

The specimens we have figured are from Montserrat,
one of the Antilles ; Mr. Charles Dubois has obligingly
favoured us with them.

Upon further examination, we find this figure is copied from Solander
and Ellis, pi. 15, f. 5, where we are told that it is a Lepas from the Mosquito
Shore, and a good Latin specific character is subjoinedj we have adopted
the specific nanae dorsaUs from that work.
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Fischer Tabulae iZoognosiae.

Lam.—Anim. sans vert* vi. p. 2, 100.

TESTA orbicularis, sublenticularis, spira convexa,

obtusa. Apertura semilunaris,, sursum, supra

spiram, reyersa, utrinque dentata. Labium exter-

num incrassatum, reflexum, internum supra spi-

ram expansum.

The peculiarity which distinguishes this Genus from all

the other heliciform univalves is so extraordinary, that it

appears to us to be deserving of particular notice, inas-

much as it evidences a considerable alteration in the habit

and economy of the animal which produces it, at the time
of its arrival at its last period of growth, when it forms
the reflected outer lip and the teeth in the aperture ; until

then the animal must crawl about, like other snails, with
the spire of its shell uppermost ; but as soon as it arrives

at maturity and is about to form its complete aperture, it

takes a reverse position, and afterwards constantly carries

its spire downwards. Our ignorance of the peculiar mode
of life and habitation of this animal may tend to make this

fact appear the more singular, whereas if we had the op-
portunity of ascertaining these, we should, perhaps, find

that it is only a wise provision of nature for the safety of
the animal or the perpetuity of the kind. In other re-

spects, the shell bears a strong resemblance to the Helices^
for which reason Linne has classed it with them ; doubt-
less, the animal also nearly resembles that of Helix^ though
we cannot here speak with certainty, because we have
never seen it, nor do we believe, that there is either de-
scription or figure of it extant.

In its general form the shell is orbicular, sublenticular,

the spire being convex, but obtuse and forming one side of
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the lens, while the lower part of the last volution^ which
is also convex, forms the other side. The aperture (inac-

curately described by Lamarck as rounded") is rather
semicircular and strongly toothed on both sides. I'he pe-
ritreme is thickened, its outer edge turned back, and its

inner ed^e spread over a part of the spire, for the great
singularity of this Genus is, that its last volution is turned

upwards^ so that the aperture appears upon the same plane
as the spire.

Only two species of this Genus are known
;
they are

land shells, and we are informed that they are brought
from the East Indies, they are both very rare and much
esteemed on account of their extraordinary conformation.
The Anostoma depressa of Lamarck, which we call A. rin^

gens^ because we know no reason for changing an estab-

lished specific name, and it is the Helix ringens of Linne,
is much larger than his A. glohulosa ; its spire is also con-
siderably flatter, it has from three to five compressed teeth

in its outer lip, and when there are five, the two upper
ones are the smallest ; two teeth are placed upon the inner
lip, of which the upper one is much the larger ; this spe-

cies measures about an inch and an half in its greatest dia-

meter. The Anostoma globulosum has four teeth in its

outer lip and two on its inner; it has also a peculiarity, by
which it may readily be known, that is, a small hole pierced
in the upper end of the thickened peritreme, which be-

comes filled up by age and is then only an impressed spot.

In both species, a spiral brown line colours the upper edge
of the volutions : they are both of a pale brownish colour,
with spots and lines of a darker brown.

Fig. 1. Two views of Anostoma ringens^ the upper one shewing the spire and
the aperture; the lower view shewing the convex under side, and
the last half of the last volution extending from the center to the
edge, to carry the aperture to the side of the spire.

2. Two views of Anostoma globulosum.
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Lam,—Ann. du Mus. vol. 3, p. !?5.

TESTA subaequivalvisj complanata^ lamellosa^

subirregularis. Cardo lateralis^ linearis, margi-
nalise interne crenulatus, crenis in seriem ordi-

natis^ eallosisj subexcavatisj ligamentum excipi-

entibus.

Not a single shell of this Genus do we find represented
until Lamarck instituted it in the third volume of the
Annales du Museum, if we except a bad figure in Chemnitz,
V. 7, t. 58, f. 175. Lamarck's account of the Genus is ac-

companied by representations of two species, and in his

Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert, he has described several
more, nevertheless, on account as we suppose of the
irregularity of the shell, we have experienced considerable
difficulty in deciding to which species those engraved in

our plate belong, nor dare we now mention them as posi-

tively decided
;

indeed, we think there is need of much
caution in determining the species of Genera, subject as

this is to much variation in form. We have been led to

the determination which we have adopted, by the dif-

ference in the form of the inner pearly portion of the shell,

which does not seem to be subject to the same degree of
variation with the outer foliaceous portion. In the form
of this part, the small shell, fig. 2, agrees with Lamarck's
C. mytiloides, and the two larger with his C. avicularis.

The Crenatula, figured by Chemnitz, is arranged with
Ostreu by Gmelin, from which, however, it is easily dis-

tinguished by its crenulated linear hinge ; it is much more
nearly allied to Lamarck's Perna^ and we formerly ventured
to hint the possibility of their identity, but we nOw think
it is distinct, for Perna is strongly characterized by a sinus

for the passage of the byssus, which Crenatula has not.
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It may be known from Area by its irregularity, its partly

internal ligament placed between the crenulations of the
hinge, and by its foliaceous texture. We do not know
any other Genera with which the Crenatulae can be con-

founded : its near resemblance to Perna will render it

necessary as we proceed to mention every particular

difference between the two Genera, which we shall do in

describing Crenatula ; and this appears to us the more
necessary, as Bowdich's representation of a shell of this

Genus is not calculated to give even a tolerable idea of
the subject intended ; and as Parkinson seems to have mis-

taken a small species of Perna for one of this Genus,
evidenced by his shewing distinctly the sinus for the pas-

sage of the byssus.

The Crenatulae are nearly equivalve, flat, lamellose,

rather irregular, and similar in these characters to Perna,
though rather more gibbous. The hinge of Crenatula is la-

teral (because the shell itself is obliquely elongated, which
Perna is not,) linear, marginal, crenulated on the inside,

the crenulae arranged in a row along the hinge, each of
them forming a little rounded callosity and hollowed out
to receive a portion of the ligament. In several of these

characters it differs from Perna, whose hinge is, indeed,

marginal and linear; but instead of teeth or crenula-
tions, it is divided by more or less numerous transverse,

parallel grooves, (called dents sulciformes^ by Lamarck,)
which receive the principal portion of the ligament; for

the ligament in both seems to be divided into two prin-

cipal portions, one of which is situated in the grooves
in Perna and in the crenulations in Crenatula, and the
other being the smaller, is attached to the raised inter^

stices in both. The Crenatulae are in general,^ we believe
always, fragile and slender shells, whereas the Pernae are
much stronger and of thicker substance; this difference

might be supposed to arise from age, but it is constantly

the case even in young specimens of Pernae. The pearly

portion of the inside of these shells differs also very mate-

rially, for in Perna it is larger and more extended than in

Crenatula, taking up the greater part of the inside and
remaining of th^ same shape as the shell, while in Crena-
tula it does not take up quite half of the inside of the

shell, it extends along the hinge margin, and forms nearly

a straight line from the umbo to the most distant point of

the sheJl, in an oblique directionj In Crenatula the mus-
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eular impression is very indistinct, it is, however, of an
oblong form and placed near the anterior edge of the
pearly part of the shell. By far the greater part of the

shell of the Crenatulce is of the same leafy substance, com-
posed of perpendicular fibres, as the outside of Ostrea^

Perna^ Malleus^ &c. We cannot tell whether or not Cre-
natula has a byssus, we understand it is found imbedded in

sponges. Lamarck describes several recent species in his
" Animaux sans vertehres^^^ which are all marine ; he says,

they are rare, as yet but little known, and that they are
brought from the seas of warm climates : two of our speci-

mens are from the South Seas. We do not know of any
fossil species; for both the fossils which Parkinson has

figured as probably belonging to Crenatuhy possess the
characteristic mark of Perna.

On account of the near resemblance of Crenatula to

Inoceramus^ we may be expected here to explain the dif-

ferences between the two genera, but as the original ac-

count of Inoceramus will shortly appear in the Trans, of
Linn. Soc. we must decline it for the present, intending to

take the earliest opportunity of presenting our readers

with as complete an account as possible of that Genus.

Fig. 1, 3. Crenatula avicularis'

2. mytiloides.





PERNA.

TESTA subaequivalvis^ complanata, lamellosa,

subirregularis. Cardo linearis, marginalis, sulcis

plurimis, transversis, parallelis, oppositis, liga-

mentum multipartitum inter se excipientibus.

Sinus byssi posticus, subhians, infra cardinis ex-

tremitatem, parietibus incrassatis.

As we have already stated the illustrious Linne has arranged
the shells of this Genus among his Ostrece^ instead of dis-

tinguishing them as a particular Genus, as he might have
done, in the opinion of Lamarck, not only on account of
the peculiarities of the hinge, but also on account of the

mode by which they attach themselves to the submarine
rocks. In these particulars, Perna is unquestionably very
distinct from Ostrece; but on account of their general ex-
ternal similarity we are not astonished at Linne 's asso-

ciating them together, particularly when we consider that

he had not the means of descending to minutioe ; we
are rather surprized, that, with the very small means he
possessed, he should have laid so good a foundation,

and that succeeding Conchologists with their extended op-
portunities, have only added to and embellished the super-
structure. Lamarck has, however, described perfectly well
the characters essential to the Perna, not only to distin-

guish them from the Ostrece^ but also from the Crenatulce

and the Inocera?ni^ as well as from the Arcaceee, which, on
account of their numerous teeth, might have been con-
founded with them : these latter are, however, regular
shells, and the teeth of one valve are alternately received
between those of the other valve; while in the Pernte, the
teeth (if the interstices between the sulci may be so called)

lie one against another when the valves are closed : the
ligament also lies between the teeth in Perna, but in the
Arcacece is completely external. There is one expression
which Lamarck has made use of in his definition of Perna,
which, however^ he has virtually corrected in his observa»
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tions; it is " dents sulciformes for, in fact, if the word
" teeth'* is at all applicable in this Genus, it raust be ap-
plied to the interstices between the grooves, and not to the
grooves themselves.

These shells are nearly equivalve, fiat, and rather
irregular, thickish, externally lamellar, the laminae cow(^
posed of minute perpendicular fibres ; their umbones are
small, nearly ecjual and placed at the posterior extremity
of the hinge margin. Hinge linear, marginal, with nu-
merous (sometimes not more than three or four) transverse,

parallel, opposite grooves, which, as well as the flattened

ridges between, receive the ligament. A posterior sinus
for the passage of the byssus, by which it is attached to

submarine rocks, «&c. placed immediately beneath the ex-
tremity of the hinge margin, with parietal callosity, and
more distinct in the right hand valve than in the other.

The inner pearly part of the shells extends itself nearly in

the same shape as the outer fibrous portion, but not quite
so far. There is one distinct, rather irregular, oblique
muscular impression, and a row of small dots which serve
as points of attachment for a part of the mantle, placed at

the posterior side near the sinus for the passage of the
byssus. The anterior extremity of the hinge is narrower
than the posterior part, and is frequently produced into the
form of a pointed lobe, but this is by no means to be con--

sidered a character of the Genus, any more than the simi-

lar, sometimes very acute lobes in Malleus are, because it

is not essential, and several species have it not.

We have mentioned under Crenatula, the characters-

by which Pernae may be distinguished from it, therefore,

shall not here repeat them.

The Pernae are marine, the recent species are brought

from the Indian Seas and from New Holland. Several

fossil species are known which occur in London Clay, Cal-

caire grossiere, Clunch Clay, &c.

Fig, 1. Perna tsognomon.
2. . Ephippium.
3. Francii.
4. to which, being only the cast of tfie inside, we do not give a

- specific name.
5. — maxillata.
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TESTA inasquivalvis^ subirregularis, auriculata^

echinata aut rigida^ adhaerens; umbonibus in-

aequalibus^ valvae inferioris area cardinali externa
separatis. Areaplana^ trigona, aetate productior,

ligamenti sulco^ interdum obtecto^ partita. Cardo
vahce inferioris, dentibus duobus validis^ reflexis^

cum fovea ligamenti intermedia^ sulco areae con-
termina^ cavitatibusque duabus lateralibus dentes

valvae alterius recipientibus ; valves superioris,

dentibus duobus validis^ reflexis^ lateralibus^ cum
cavitatibus intermediis duabus dentes valvae infe-

rioris itidem recipientibus et fovea ligament! cen-

trali. Ligamentum internum fossulae cardinis cen-

tral! insertum^ turgidum^ externum tenue^, mar-
gin! linear! cardinis^ in utraque valva^ affixum.

Impressio muscularis unica, suborbicularis^ sub-

lateralis.

A Genus of shells, remarkable, not only for the brilliancy

of colouring of most of its species and for the singularity

of its external forms, but also for the clearness and preci-

sion of the characters by which it is distinguished from all

other genera : indeed only one Lamarckian Genus has ever
been arranged with it, the Plicatula^ and that, which re-

sembles it nearly in the characters of its hinge teeth, is,

nevertheless, most easily known from it, by its not having
the remarkable, external, triangular area of Spondi/lus.

The Spond^li^ though commonly called in France, " Hui^
tres epineuses,^^ are not related to the Ostrea, excepting in

the unequal size of their two valves and the manner of
their adherence, which is always by the outer part of the
larger valve. They are in general rather irregular; their

form, as they increase by age, being modified, like that of
most other similarly attached shells, by the rock or coral,
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or other subject to which they adhere, but this does not
prevent them from constantly having' two small ears, one
on each side of the umbo, and a straight hinge line as in

Pecten. The Spondyli are always rough on the outside,

generally covered with spines and foliations of very varied
shapes ; sometimes the spines are subulate, sometimes ligu-

liform, some are sharp pointed, some are curved in various
directions and spatulate or foliated at their points, g'ene-

rally more regular and more like spines, and always ar-

ranged in rows upon radiating* striae or ribs on the upper
valve and such parts of the lower valve as are most free,

but in those parts of the lower valve, by which they become
attached, uniting- by their sides and spreading across many
ribs; sometimes all round the shell and producing a sort

of foliations or furbelows of very varied extent and shape:
very seldom does it happen that a Spondylus adheres only
by so small a space at the umbo as to leave the whole of
the lower valve free, but in such a case both valves are

covered with rows of spines. It is also remarkable, that

the upper valve and the spines particularly, are generally
more highly coloured than the lower valve or its spines

and foliations, in this respect there is sometimes a great

contrast between the two valves, the upper one being very
darkly and beautifully coloured, and the lower one scarcely

coloured at all. The umbones are unequal and distant,

being* separated from each other by a triangular flat area
between the umbo and the hinge of the lower valve, which
has the appearance of having been sliced off by a sharp in-

strument, and is divided by a longitudinal groove, in which
lie the decaying remains of that portion of the ligament
which is no longer useful: this groove is, however, fre-

quently covered over with shelly matter so as to be no
longer visible ; the area itself increases in length by age.

Hinge of the lower valve with two very strong teeth bent
backwards; a central hollow which is a continuation of
the groove in the area and to which the ligament is fixed,

and two lateral cavities for receiving the teeth of the upper
valve. Hinge of the upper valve with i\yo strong, also re-

flected, lateral teeth ; two intermediate cavities for receiv-

ing the teeth of the lower valve and a central hollow for

the ligament. The teeth of the two valves are so formed,
that without breaking away some portions of them or of
the circumjacent parts of the hinge, the two valves cannot
be separated; we have mentioned this fact before, in our
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account of the Genus Ostrea, and we here repeat it, to

show how impossible it is that the animal should displace

its upper valve, as Lamarck asserts, in order to produce
the progressive elongation of the area of the hinge of the
lower valve. The ligament in the present Genus is dou-
ble ; the principal portion being internal, turgid and fixed

in the central pits of the two hinges : the other portion is

external, slender, and attaches the valves to each other
along the linear margin of each valve : this seems hitherto
to have escaped the notice of conchological writers, but it

is, nevertheless, distinct in this genus, as well as in Pectetiy

the genus to which Spondylus approaches nearest in na-
tural affinity. A single, suborbicular, rather lateral mus-
cular impression is observable, and the impression of the
muscle of attachment of the mantle is continuous, sur-

rounding the former.
Because of the varied forms which the spines and

foliations of the outside take, it is extremely difficult to
distinguish and describe the species in this fine Genus

;

Lamarck has published the specific characters of twenty-
one recent species ; we venture to think, however, that se-

veral of these ought to be regarded only as variations : one
of the most distinct and beautiful of them is the Sp. regius,

remarkable among its congeners for the regularity of its

form, the length of its spines and the smallness of the car-

dinal area: next to that we think the Sp. aurantius a re-

markably beautiful shell: the Sp. ducalis is worthy of par-
ticular notice for the richness and variety of its colours

:

they are all extremely ornamental and consequently much
valued by collectors. Besides the recent, Lamarck de-
scribes four fossil species, all of which appear to belong
to the more recent formations : we have represented one
which we believe to be Lamarck's Sp. podopsideus.

Fig. 1. Spondylus aurantius^ inside of the upper valve, to shew the hinge.

2. , inside of the lower valve to show the hinge and
the cardinal area when the ligamental groove is closed.

S. Hinge of the lower valve of Sp. Gcedaropus to show the cardinal area
with its ligamental groove open.

4. Sp. ducalis.

5, Sp. podopsideus.





VULSELLA.

TESTA longitudinalis^ equivalvis^ subirregularis,

umbonibus aequalibus. Galium cardinale^ in

utraque valva, prominulum^ superne depressum,
et fovea ligamenti conica^ oblique arcuata^ de-
super impressum. Impressio muscularis unica^

oblonga^ versus basim testae attenuata.

The VulsellcB^ separated from the Ostrece by Lamarck, ap-
pear, nevertheless, to be nearly related to them : the dif-

ferences, however, are such, that they cannot be re-united
to them ; and, indeed, they seem sufficiently distinct, not
only from Ostrea, but from every other Genus, and not to

be confounded with any, when a due degree of attention is

paid to the characters peculiar to each. Without further

preface we shall describe Vulsella, and as we proceed, we
will endeavour to point out the particular characters which
distinguish it from other genera, such as Ostrea, Crenatula
and others, which appear most nearly related to it.

Shell longitudinal, that is longer, in the direction from
the base to the summit (using these terms in their common
conchological acceptation) than it is broad : the general form
is rather irregular, but the two valves are equal and alike,

in these respects, differing materially from Ostrea, which is

inequivalve ; and agreeing with Crenatula : the umhones or
beaks are also equal, but a little separatetj : between them
lie the decayed remains of so much of th6 ligament as is

no longer useful. The two valves are united at the hinge,

as in Ostrea, by a semi-internal ligament, attached in each
valve to a sub-triangular disk or facet, one of the points of
its triangle being close to the umbo and rather inclined to

one side; this disk, as in Ostrea, is tripartite, being divided
by two lines which divaricate from the umbo ; the central

portion, however, in Vulsella is hollow and forms a cal-
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losity projecting within the shell, and to this conical hollow
the principal portion of the ligament is attached. A single

muscular impression only is observable in each valve ; this

is lateral, oblong and attenuated tovt^ards the base of the

shell. Vulsella differs from Crenatula principally in the

hinge, which has only one projecting callosity, whereas
that of Crenalula has many : it further differs from Ostrea
in not being attached, but is said to be generally, we be-

lieve it is always, found imbedded in sponges, to which it

is probably fixed by numerous rows of minute asperities

on its outer surface, in the same manner as Acasta, among
the Cirripedes, is by the small hooked spines of its six

valves. Having in our possession several specimens of
Vulsellae in their native situation, we think we may safely

affirm that it is not attached by any byssus
;
though, as

Lamarck well observes, they are sometimes a little gaping
posteriorly. The shell, as in all cognate genera, is com-
posed of two substances, one internal and pearly, the other
external and consisting of laminae formed of perpendicular
fibres. On account of the irregularity of the shells of this

genus, we think it must be extremely difficult to distinguish

the species, and, consequently, we believe that several mere
varieties are raised to the rank of species. Lamarck de-

scribes six, which are recent^ differing from each other in

size^ colouring and form ; all characters of minor import-
ance, particularly in irregular shells. He also mentions
one fossil species, found at Grignon,

We have given representations.

Fig. 1. & 2. Of tlie inside and outside of a specimen of Vulsella lingulata, of
Lam.—Mya* Vulsella, Linn, commonly called the Hounds-ear Oyster,

from the Indian Ocean ; a shell much esteemed in this country, on
account of its rarity.

3. A single specimen in a sponge; and
4. A group of small ones, which we believe to be a variety, and the

younger state of the same species.

We have not pointed out the differences between this Genus and 3fya,
because it is not in the slightest degree related to it.
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Lam,—Systeme des Anim. sans vert.

TESTA ovato-oblonga, epidermide induta; spird

breviuscula ;
aperturd elon^ata^ basi emarginata

;

labio externo incrassato, mediana parte intus tu-

mido^ vel subtumido^ denticulate ; interno ple-

rumque basi denticulate . (Operculum minutis"

simum, corneum, exile.

J

The Voluta mercatoria of Linne^ may be regarded as the

type of this pretty little Genus, of which only a few species

are known; De Blainville, in the Dictionnaire des Sciences

Naturelles, (article Colomhelle^) says only two ; but we be-

lieve the number is extended to at least ten times as many.
The general form of the shells of this genus is ovate-

oblong, some species are rather elongated, and others are

almost as broad as they are long, in proportion as the spire,

which is in general short, is either elongated or depressed.

The aperture is in most of the species more than half the

length of the shell, rather narrow and notched at the base,

scarcely produced into a very short canal. The outer lip

is thickened, the middle part of it is internally more or
less tumid ; and the tumid part denticulated more or less

strongly: sometimes, instead of the tumour, there are only
a few strong teeth. The central part of the inner lip, op-
posite to the internal tumour oi tlie outer, is generally
rather contracted, so that the internal edges of the aper-
ture are nearly parallel, and it appears rather sinuous : the

columella is mostly denticulate at the base. Lamarck and
Bruguiere inform us, that the animal inhabitant of this

shell is furnished with a very small, slender, horny opercu-
lum, probably on the authority ofAdanson: we have never
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seen this, and therefore we mention it in our Latin generic
character, as a character not given on our own personal
responsibility, though we are disposed to believe it to be
the case, and that this genus is therefore related toRicinula.
Bruguiere has placed some of the species among the Mitrae,

in plates 374 and 375 of the Encycl. Methodique, and
under the article Buccinum in the text, he describes several

others.

The following are the specific characters of such spe-

cies of this Genus represented in our plate, as we do not
find hitherto named : we have figured the extremes to which
it seems to go in respect of its most important characters

;

those to which we do not add a Latin phrase are named in

former works. A singular variety of C. mercatoria, is

added to our plate, fig. 9. The Columbellae are marine

;

no fossil species are known.

Fig. 1. Columbella strombiformis ; plates of the Dictionnnire des Sciences

natiirelles.

2. C, labiosa; testae spirS. brevi, labio externo lato, superne in huraerum
excrescente.

From California.

3. C. rustica; Vol. rmtica., auctorum.

4. C. mendicaria; Vol. mendicaria, auctorum.

5. C. punctata; Buccinum punctatum, Brug. p. 281.

6. C. Terpsichore; Buccinum Terpsichore, Leathes M.S.
7. C. nitidula; Buccinum oitidulum, auctorum.

8. C. concinna; test^ oblong&, aperturae longitudine spiram cequante;

mediant labii externi parte intus denticulata, vel parte tumid4
obsoIetiuscuJa.

A pretty little shell, confounded by Adausnnj and, we believe, by
all former writers with Buccinum oitiduluui, of which they have
regarded it as a variety. The one we have represented under the

name of Columbella nitidula^ is the more like of the two to A dan-

son's Bigni^ and which differs from this in having the aperture

proportionably longer and the internal tumour of tlie outer Uj*

more distinct.

9* C. mercatoria^ var, spira producta,
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Lam.—Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert. v. p. 489.

^ »—

TESTA subinaequilatera^ transversa, subovalisvel

rotundata: (interdum laterihus subhians
:) Cardo

utriusque valvae dente unicOj vel dentibus duobus ;

dentibus lateralibus valvae alterius^ contiguis^

distinctis ; alterius obsoletis. Ligamentum dii-

pleX;, externum tenue^ breve; internum foveolis

cardinalibus elongatis^ affixum. hnpressiones

musculares duae^ distantes^ suborbiculares. Sinus

impressionis pallii adhaerentis musculi magnus.

Established by Lamarck, as he informs us, at first under
the name of Donacilla, because the species with which he
was first acquainted, had the aspect of a Donax. The
name, Amphidesma, which he has since i^^iven to it, is taken
from its great peculiarity, which consists in its having one
portion of the Ligament external, and the other, generally
far the greater, entirely within the shell ; for the ligament
in this genus, as well as in all regular bivalves, consists of
two distinct portions ; the great difference between this

and other bivalves being in the position ofthe inner portion
at a distance from the outer ; and in this respect it ap-
proaches near to the Mactracees^ and the genus Lutraria
particularly, from which indeed it is only distinguished by
its lateral teeth, and by the valves being close all around,
whereas in Lutraria they gape at one end. These appear
to us to be the principal distinctions between Amphidesma
and Lutraria^ we are consequently of opinion that Amphi-
desma should be arranged near to or with the Mactracees^
and indeed we find several of Lamarck's species arranged
by Linneans with the Mactrae. We know not what con-
siderations have induced Montagu to add several of them
to his genus Ligula, of which they do not possess the
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essential character ; nor why Leach has united three species,

namely, the A. B^t/sii^tenue SLud prismaticumy together with
Lamarck's Lutraria Listeri under the generic name of
Abra : all those three species appear to us to possess the
characters peculiar to Amphidesma^ we think therefore that

Lamarck has rightly placed them in that Genus. The
Tellina flexuosa of Maton and Rackett, Thyatira flexuosa,

Leach, should not however remain in Amphidesma, for it

has not the internal ligament.
We believe the shells of that Genus are always trans-

verse; they are inequilateral, sometimes very slightly so,

and in general form they are either nearly orbicular or
oval. (According to Lamarck the sides are sometimes
gaping.) Sometimes there is one, sometimes there are
two, small slender teeth in the hinge of each vale; two
distinct lateral elongated teeth, placed rather near the
hinge in one valve, which, however, are scarcely to be
perceived in the other. The ligament, as we have before
remarked is double, its external portion is slender, rather
short, and the internal, which is in general longer and
larger, is attached in each valve to a more or less elongated
g^i'oove, which begins immediately within the umbo, and is

continued within the anterior lateral tooth. There is a
very large sinus in the muscular impression of the mantle,
and in the large species, a distinct flexuosity in the anterior
margin of both valves, as in Tellina.

We have given two representations of Amphidesma
variegatwn^ Lamarck, from the coast of Brazil, and two
views of another species from the same coast, not men-
tioned by Lamarck ; it is the Tellina reticulata, Linne,
published as English by Montagu, under the name of
Tellina proficua; we have called it Amphidesma reticulatumy

because we think it right to retain its old specific name

;

the Amph. lacteum, Boysii, prismaticum, and tenue, all of
which are English species, have been already figured, so
that we do not think it necessary to add any representation

of them. We do not venture to add the Mactra Listeri to
this Genus, through Lamarck, who has arranged it with
his Lutrariae, seems to have overlooked the external liga-

ment, so conspicuous in that shell.

The species of this marine Genus do not appear to be
very numerous ; we do not recollect to have seen any in a
fossil state.
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Draparnaud.

TESTA ovata vel ovato-conica^ apertura ampla,

inte^ra^ longitudinali ; labio externo acuto^ iion

reflexo. Columella laevis^ an^usta, atteiiiiato-

acuta^ in peritrema tandem exeunte.

Arranged among the Helices by all authors, until Bru-
guiere separated it from them, still to associate it with
shells of various families in his Buliinus. Draparnaud
seems to have been the first who saw the propriety of
distinguishing^ as a Grenus these apparently amphibious
animals ; he named the European species Succinea. La-
marck soon after, and without knowing what Draparnaud
had done, but struck with the singularity of the feulimus

patulus of Bruguiere, from Guadeloupe, and thinking it

worthy of a more distinguished place, united it to the Euro-
pean species and formed the Genus Amphibulima, which he
has, however, given up and adopted the prior appellation of
Draparnaud, This is evidently a latinization of the French
name for the most common species "Ambree," or "Am-
brette;" and inasmuch as it is taken from its colour, it is a
bad generic name, but we choose rather to adopt it than
to create confusion by giving it a new name.

The Succinea approaches in general form more nearly

to Limnea than to any other Genus ; from that, however,
the shell may be known by its wanting the oblique fold on
the columella, and the animal by its having two pair of
tentacula, and its eyes being placed at the summits of the

larger pair. The Succinea, moreover, though it lives

near the water, and in situations where it is sometimes
covered with it, does not live habitually in it, but breathes
only air; it is therefore, strictly speaking, a land shell.

From Bulimus it may be distinguished by the sharp edge
of its outer lip.
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Shell ovate, or ovately conical, in general rather elon-

gated, with a very large, entire, longitudinal aperture, in

general about two thirds the length of the shell. Edge of
the outer lip sharp, not thickened nor reflected, uniting

itself at its lower part to the smooth, sharp-edged, narrow,
attenuated columella. Inner lip spread over a small part

of the lower and inner side of the last volution.

Lamarck describes three recent species of this Genus,
and we are not disposed to question the propriety of
uniting them together in one Genus, though later authors

appear to wish to separate the Bulhnus patulus of Bru-
guiere, adopting the generic appellation ofAmphibuUma
for it. De Ferussac, who notices nine species, unites them
under the appellation of Helix Cochlohj/dra, not thinking

it sufficiently different from Helix to be separated from it

as a distinct Genus. We have represented three species.

Fig. 1. Succinea cucuUata, Lam. Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert, vi, part if,

p. 134. Helix Cochlohydra patula, De Ferussac Hist, des Mol-
lusques, t. xi. f. 14 to 16. Of this we have given three views, in

order to show the shortness of the spire, and the magnitude and
obliquity of the aperture; which is, indeed, its peculiar character,

and upon which some writers would also found the characters of a
distinct genus.

2. Two views of a new species which we have lately received from
Brazil, and which we propose to designate by the name of S. ovata.

We at first hesitated upon the propriety of admitting it into this

genus; but as we find, upon examination, all the characters of

Succinea, its claim to a place here can be no longer questioned.

"We add a specific character, because we do not find the species

mentioned any where. Succinea ovata; testa ovata, cornea, lon-

gitudinaliter striata, spira brevissima; anfractibus tribus, convexi-

usculis; apertura ovata, obliqua.

Length to the breadth, as 2 to 3.

3. Two views of S. amphibia, Drap. Bulimus sitccincuSf Brug, Helix pu-
tris, Linn. Sec a common English species.

A few other recent species are known, of which the-

S. oblonga is found in several parts of Europe, and some
others are inhabitants of warm climates. We have never

seen nor heard of any fossil species of this Genus.
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Daudin.

^»

TESTA suborbicularis, superne rotundata, aequi-

valvis, subaequilatera; valvis non hiantibus.

Dens cardinalis, in utraque valva, brevis, sub-

divisus: deiite minutissimo in altera adjecto.

Fovea ligamenti oblonga, mar<^inaiis, medio
angustato-divisa, Ligamentum semi-intermini,

foveis insertum, hnpressiones musculares duse,

oblongse. Impressio musculi adhserentis pallii

intesrra.

A Genus of bivalve shells, established by Daudin, and
adopted by Lamarck, but at present almost unknown in

this country. Lamarck does not appear to have known
the locality of the two doubtful species which he has
described, but our specimens are brought from Senegal

:

we have good reason to think they are marine. In general
form and appearance these shells very nearly resemble the

Lucince; an examination of the muscular impressions will

easily distinguish them, for in Lucina the posterior mus-
cular impression is always of a more or less elongated
ligulate form : Lucina has, moreover, in general, two
lateral teeth, which Ungulina has not. Sometimes the
specimens of this latter Genus become elongated by age

;

but when young they are all nearly orbicular, and even
when of a more advanced age we think this circumstance
cannot be regarded as a good specific distinction, because
it appears, in the specimens we have seen, to have been
caused by some accident, with the nature of which Ave are

not acquainted. We therefore, in describing the general

form of this shell, rather approve of the term suborbicular,

than of longitudinal 3 its valves are equab nearly equi-
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lateral, rather deep, so that, when closed, they have a
very regular, but thickly lenticular form. In the hinge of
each valve there is a single, short, bifid tooth, and besides
this a very small tooth in one valve; but there are no
lateral teeth. The pit of the ligament is oblong, placed
just within the anterior cardinal margin, contracted and
as it were divided into two portions near the center, of
which, that nearest the umbo receives the inner part of
the ligament, and the more distant part, the outer. The
ligament is in a great measure internal, but a small portion
is seen from the outside, on account of the nearly mar-
ginal situation of the pit. There are two oblong, muscular
impressions, and the impression of the muscle by which
the mantle is attached to the shell is entire. The Ungulinee
which we have seen are concentncally gi'ooved on the out-

side, and theyhave a brown horny epidermis, generallyworn
off near the umbones, which are not eroded. We think
with Lamarck, that the two species he has mentioned may
be only accidental varieties of the same; if they are
distinct, the one we have represented is U. transversa.

We are obliged to our kind friend, the Provost of

Eton, for the loan of the specimen from which our figure

is taken : we possess a specimen in a younger state, which
has, however, precisely the same form.

The fi^gure given by Bosc Hist. Nat. des Coq. is U.
oblonga. Lam. ; in consequence of its elongated form, the
muscular impressions are considerably lengthened, and
the whole shell has much of the appejir^/nce of the human
n^il.
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TESTA transversa, sequivalvis, insequilatera;^

latere antieo plerumque brevi, obtuso. Denies
cardinales alterius vuIvcb^ duo, alterius unieus
superne bifidiis; laterales, duo vel unus, pl^is

minusve remoti. Ligamentum externum, breve,
plerumque bipartitum, portiuncula post um-
bones posita. Sinus impressionis pallii adhse-

rentis musculi, magnus.

If we except two or three species wliicli Lamarck lias

separated from it to form liis present Capsa, and one or

two evidently not related to it^ the Linnean Genus DonaT^
has been subjected to fewer curtailments than almost any
other : it is nevertheless difficulty on account of the various

characters of the hinges of the species included^ to assign

to it any definite set of characters^ by which it may at

once be distinguished from all others; the shortness of

tlie anterior side/' so generally conspicuous, and the
rather cuneiform general shape, appear to us to be the most
prominent external characters of the species constituting

this Genus, although there are not wanting instances in

which the sides of the shells are nearly equal, and others

in which their general form does not very nearly approxi-
mate to that of a wedge.

* Lamarck is at issue with himself, when he calls the ligament posterior

in Donax : for the sake of consistency, we must continue to call the side on
which the ligament is placed, as well as the sinus in the muscular impression

of the mantle, v/hetheritbe the shorter or the longer, the anterior side. We are

av/are that Cuvier has pointed out the impropriety of this ; hut the term anterior

is generally adopted for the side which bears the ligament; and posterior for the
O|>posite side.

«
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Tlie Donaces are transverse shells, whose two valves

are exactly alike; but they are inequilateral, the anterior

side, contrary to g"eneral custom, bein^ for the most part
the shorter, though in a few species the sides are also

nearly equal in length. In one valve there are two, more
or less distinct cardinal teeth, and in the other only one^

(for we do not consider the nymphse to which the lig'^ament

is attached as connected with the teeth,) hut this one is

most commonly divided or notched at its superior ex-
tremity.* The lateral teeth are more variable ; in some
species, as in D. Scortum, there are not only two distinct

lateral teeth, one on each side of the cardinal teeth, and
placed near to them; but in one valve there is also a linear

posterior process, placed at a distance from the other
lateral teeth, and between which and the edge of the shell

there is a groove that receives the edge of the other valve 5

in other species only the anterior lateral tooth can be dis-

tinguished in each valve, and the above mentioned linear

process: in other species again, we may observe two
distinct lateral teeth in one valve, the posterior being
more distant than the anterior, and only the traces of
them in the other valve ; and in some the lateral teeth are

scarcely distinguishable at all. The ligament is external,

generally short, sometimes remarkably so; the principal

part of it is anterior, that is affixed to the shorter side of
the shell, but in most of the Donaces a small portion of
the ligament is also placed behind the umbones. A lai'ge

sinus is seen in the impression of the muscle of attachment
of the mantle.

The Donaces are marine, they are most commonly
covered with a thin, horny, light coloured epidermis, very
few of them are remarkable for the brilliancy or variety
of their colours, though some of them are very pretty
little shells. The recent species are numerous, and several
of them are found on our coasts, of these the D. denticu-

lataf is the most remarkable : that named D. Trunculus by
English writers is said to be a distinct species by Lamarck,

* We know that the Donax Meroe as well as tlie D. scripta have two dis-

tinct teeth ; but we are not convinced of the propriety of uniting them in the.

$'uuie Genus with the other Donaces.

t The fact of this being a native of our coast wants confirmation*
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and the shell named Donax complanata belongs to La-
marck's Capsa, while we believe the D. plebeia of authors
to be a species of Erycina.

Of fossil species there are very few; Brocchi mentions
two, and we possess a small one from Bordeaux^ but we
believe they are very scarce.

Our plate contains representations of four species

:

Fig. 1. Donax Scortum.
2. cuneata.

3. Donax Trunculus, Linn. This is the English shell, and agrees perfectly

well with the Linnean description, wherefore we retain the name of Trunculus
for it.

4. deltoides.

Lamarck divides Donax into two sections; those
whose edges are entire without crenulation, and those
whose edges are crenulated: all the species we have
examined are more or less distinctly crenulated.





CAPSA

Lain. Hist. Kat. des Anim. sans vert. V. p. 553;

TESTA transversa, sequivalvis, subinsequilateraj

claiisa; Cardo dentibus duobus in valva altera^

dente cardinali unieo, bifido, et dentibus latera-

libus duobus, obsoietissimis in altera. Liga-
nientum externum. Sinus impressionis pallii

adhserentis museuli magnus, oblongus.

Lamarck appears to liave first instituted the Genus Capsa,
in his Systeme, giving as the type of it, the Venus deflo-

rata, Linn. Bruguiere, in the Encyclopedie Methodique,
De Blainville, in the Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelies,

and other authors have adopted the Genus, and it conse-
quently appeared to he established; hut, in his Hist. Nat.
Lamarck, without explaining his reasons for so doing, has
left in it only two (prohahly varieties of one) species

which he has taken from the Linnean Donax; leaving
Venus deflorata. Linn, and all its cognate species to the
formerly estahlished Genus Sanguinolaria.

Of the two species whicli now remain in Capsa, the
first is the C. laevigata, Donax laevigata. Linn, and the
second is figured among the Donaces by Bruguiere, it is

named Capsa hrasiliensis
;

they are indeed very nearly
related to Donax, hut the characters of the hinge, and the
absence of crenulation around the edge of the shells, will

serve to distinguish them. The Donax complanata, Mont.
is the only English Capsa we are acquainted with, for

though we have lately been introduced to the Veneres de-
eussata, puUastra, virginea, aurea, and their congeners,
under the generic appellation of Capsa, we are now con-
vinced that this must be owing to the misapprehension of
the excellent Naturalist whose loss to science we sincerely
deplore.
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Capsa, as it now stands, is a small Genus of marine
shells, which are transverse, equivalve, inequilateral and
not gaping; in which particular they differ from the San-
guinolarise, but they resemble each other very nearly in

the teeth of the hing-e : in one valve there are two cardi-

nal teeth, diverging from a point close to the umbo, but
no lateral teeth, and in the other valve only one distinct,

bifid, cardinal tooth is to be seen, with two distant very
obsolete lateral teeth. The ligament is external, entirely

placed on the anterior side of the umbones. There is a
large sinus in the muscular impression of the mantle.

The few species of this Genus known to us at present
are smooth shells, the C. brasiliensis, which we have re-

presented f. 1, is sometimes quite white, sometimes of a
]>ale fulvous colour, but more frequently of a paler or
datker violaceous hue, and covered with an olive green
epidermis : the C. complanata is commonly of a yellowish
(;olour, and has a lighter ray beginning at the umbo and
iarreasing in width towards the edge of the shell; it has
u thin corneous epidermis.



TUBICINELLA.

j^am.—Ann. du Mus. vol. i.

TESTA cylindraceo-tubulosa, valvis sex longitu-

dinaliter ferruminatis composita, recta, extus

longitudinaliter striata, costis transversis annu-

latim cincta, utrinque truncata; apice pervio

membrana postiefe clauso. Operculum quadri-

valve, valvulis subquadratis, apic^ attenuatis,

rotundatis.

A Genus of Cirripides, established by Lamarck, and

adopted by Leach, which appears to us to be well dis-

tinguished by its peculiar habits from the greater part of

the sessile Cirripedes, but by the characters of the sheU

only, from Coronula of Lamarck, as well as from Leach s

Cheionohia, Only one species is known at present, which,

Lamarck informs us, is found upon the South Sea Whales,

into whose skin and fat it penetrates, so that the aperture

of its shelly tube is very little raised above the skm of the

Whale. , . . J

The shell consists of six ligulate valves, joined

together by their sides, so as to form a nearly straight

cylindricartube, which is smooth within, but longi-

tudinally striated on the outside, and surrounded by an

irregular number of transverse ribs or wings; altoge-

ther bearing a very near resemblance to a portion ot a

wind-pipe, for which reason it has been called Lepas

trcwhecBfonnis', Leach has, however, designated it by the

name of Tabicinella Lamarckii; and Lamarck has called \%

T, halcEnarum, This cylindrical tube is truncated at both

ends, scarcely smaller at its lower than at its upper

extremity; its apertures are orbicular; that at the lower
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end is closed according to Lamarck, h\ a mcmljranc : this

tube contains the animal : its opercuhim* composed of four

cqnal-sizcd, trapezoidal, obtuse, smooth and moveable
valves, smaller and rounded at their superior extremities,

is seen v^'ithin, near the edge of the exposed orbicular

aperture. Two of these valves of the operculum are pos-

terior, and the other two valves anterior: the membrane
v/hl^h lines this operculum is not tubular, but closed at tlic

b:vck, and open at the top and in front for the passai!;e

vf the amis or tentacula.

We have ro]>resented a group of Tubicincllse in a
j»Drtion of the skin of a whale, lig. 1.; a single specimen
sliowing the outside of the tube, and the position of tiie

operculum, lig. 2.; and the four valves of the operculum,
i3g. 3.

* We have not rojootcd tivc term, operculum, tbouirli it does not here seem
to us to he porrectly applied, ut least its application here does not accord M'ith

its general acceptation; but it is, perhaps, better to use it, because it is gene-
rally adopted, and is njoreovcr undei;;-tood, than to create a new term which
A'.ould o ;ly bo a-ddjag uuc to tUc many ditficultieo already attendant on concho-
-iQg'icai science.
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Lam. Annales du jNhiseum, VI. p. 413.

^ ^1

TESTA transversa, plerumque ina^quiiatera,

u^quivalvis. Denies^ ultcrius valvce^ duo Cardi-

7iales, inaeqiiales, divaricati, cum foveolS, liga-

ment i intermedia; duo lateralesy oblonjj;i, com-
pressi, breves, approximati; alterius valves^

cardinaJcs ant niilli, autobsoleti; laterales duo

y

alter obiongus, compressus ; alter brevis crassus.
Imprf'ssiones inuscularcs dua3, laterales. Sinus
inipressionis pallii adlia^rentis museiili parvus.
Lip'amentntn internum, foveolae cardinali in

utr?ique valva insertum.

AVh; believe that this Genus has been scircel}^, if at ail,

known hitherto in England, except from the indistinct

figures of several fossil species, published in the Aniiales

du Museum, whose hinges, hovv ever, are so iii represented
that they do not agree with the character which Lamarck
g^ivcs of the Genus. We are glad, therefore^ to introduce

to our readers, three very distinct and well-marked
recent species ; we purchased two of them at the sale of

^ir. Hay's collection of shells at Portsmouth, and we have
received a few specimens of the third in a small col-

lection of recent shells from Vienna, but we do not know
their localitv.

Shell transverse, equivalve, g*enerally inequilateral;

two unequal, divaricate, cardinal teeth, with an inter-

mediate hollow to which the ligament is attached, and
two oblong^, compressed, short lateral teeth, placed near
to the cardinal teeth, in one valve ; in the other tlie

cardinal teeth do not exist, or are very obsolete, or some-
times one of them is united to the anterior lateral tooth,

which is very short, and thus increases its thickness; the
other lateral tooth in this valve is oblong and compressed.
Two lateral muscular impressions, and a very small an-
terior sinus in the impression of the muscle by which the

mantle of the animal is attached to the shell. Ligament
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internal, attached in each valve to a narrow hollow space
between the teeth.

Distinguished from Mactra, Crassatella and Lutraria
by the teeth and the position of the ligament, which,
although internal, is differently placed in Erycina with
respect to the teeth; it is a thick shell, and approaches to

Crassatella, but may be easily known from that by the
sinus in the impression of the muscle by which the mantle
is attached to the shell, and by the distinct compressed
lateral teeth. The Erycina are marine; we know of but
few recent species, but Lamarck has described nine fossil

species in the sixth volume of the Annales du Museum,
all of which are from the Calcaire grossiere, and in

M. Defrance's collection.

As the three recent species we have represented,
have never been described as Erycinae, though we have
reason to believe two of them have been admitted by
Lamarck into other genera, we shall add the characters
of each species, and some observations upon one or two
of them.

1. E. coniplanata, testa ovatii, compressA^, subinaequi-

latera, Isevi, epidermide olivacea indut^, concolore.

Tab. nost. f. 1

.

2. E. striata, testa a^quilaterti, subtrigond, com^ressa,
costis plurimis, confertis, transversis, antice rigi-

dis. Tab. nost. f. 2.

OZ>5.—This shell is figured in the Encyclopedic Me-
thodique, pi. 254, f. 4, to which Lamarck rel^rs for a

representation of his Crassatella striata; he does not,

however, seem to have observed the teeth, nor are they

shown in the figure ; but the external appearance is so

exact that we cannot doubt its identity.

3. E.plebeia, testa oblonga, subcuneata, inaequilater^

coloribus variis radiata, latere antico brevi, sub-

truncato. Tab. nost. f. 3.

Obs.—We believe this is the Crassatella cuneata of Lam.
V.p. 483, and the Donax plebeia oi English authors, none

of whom, however, seem to have noticed the internal

ligament, in which it difl*ers so essentially from Donax;

nor does Montagu's figure show the hinge of that shell:

the specimens we have seen are very variable in colour,

but they all have one or two radii diverging from the

umbo to the upper margin of the shell. It is figured by

Poli. vol. 2. pi. 19, f. 9, 10, 11, who calls it Mactra cornea.
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Lmn, Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert. VI. pt.2. p. 181.

TESTA transversim elliptica, vel oblonga; su-

pernfe convexa, subtus concava ;
spira nulla

;

vertice ad marginem suboblique inflexo. Labium
internum complanatum, acutum, angustum,
edentulum; externum acutum, integrum. Im-
pressiones musculares duae, distinctae, eloiigatae.

Operculum testaceum, subquadratum, planum,
dente lateral!, acuto, instructum.

n

Ll\marck has placed this Genus in a situation which it

appears very naturally to occupy, close to his Neritina, to

which it indeed seems to bear the same degree of affinity

that Ancylus of Miiller does to Limnea. In attempting to

draw up a generic character for this shell, it will be ob-
served, that we have followed Lamarck very closely,

though we are not quite convinced of the propriety of
doing so, because, on account of its near affinity to spiral

shells, we should gladly have used the terms commonly
applied to such, instead of those more commonly used in

describing patelliform univalves. The general form of the
shells which compose this Genus is, however, so similar to

many Patellae, and the definition, moreover, will be so

much more easily understood, that we think we are war-
ranted in continuing Lamarck's application of these terms.
We are not aware that there will be any difficulty in dis-

tinguishing this Genus from all others ; the absence of
spiral volutions and the large aperture will separate it

froni Neritina, while its shelly operculum and the regu-
larity of its form will serve as discriminating characters
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bctvv eeii ii; and Crepidiila; and we tliink no otlier Genus
will be confomided with it.

Shell transversely elliptical or oblongs regular^ convex
on the outside^, but concave within; without a spire^ vertex
turned downwards to the margin rather obliquely. In-

ternal lip narrow^ flattened^, sharp edged^ without teeth;

outer lip entire, sharp edg*ed, extending in young shells

beyond the point of the vertex, which in older specimens
is commonly eroded. If the shell be held in the position

which we have given it in our plate, and which most
clearly proves its affinity to Neritina, two elongated mus-
cular impressions Avill be distinctly observed, both of which
are transverse and one placed in the upper, the other in

the lower part of the inside; and the sharp edged inner
lip will become longitudinal. In mentioning the oper-
culum, we feel obliged to notice the opinion entertained
by some that it is an internal shelly piece of the animal, at

the same time we coincide entirely with Lamarck in opi-

nion, that its similarity in structure proves its analogy
with the shelly opercula of Neritina, Nerita, &c. it is of a
squarish form and shelly substance, thin, flat, and fur-

nished with a sharp point proceeding from the side at one
corner.

The recent species of this Genus, few in number; are

natives of rivers in warm climates, they are brought from
India, the Isle of France and the Molucca's: they are na-
turally covered on the outside with a greenish brown and
strong epidermis, beneath which they are marked all over
with very dark coloured zigzag lines and triangular spots,

so that when the epidermis is taken ofl', it has the appear-

ance of a black shell with triangular whitish spots. We
are not aware of the existence of any fossil species, unless

indeed, a little shell, which we have added a representa-

tion of to our plate, and which De France calls Crepidula

altavillensis,* belong to this Genus.

f

We have not hesitated about adopting Lamarck's ge-

neric name, for though it was not first published by La-
marck, yet De Montfort was aware of Lamark's having
applied the term Navicella to these shells before he pub-
lished it under that of Cimbei'.

* Diet, des Sciences Nat. torn XI. p. 397.

f The cxuiniriHtion of several more specimens than we at first possessed,

have convinced us that this belongs to Neritina.
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TESTA tenuis, liyalina, fragilis, oblonga; spirS,

brevi; anfractu ultimo maximo; apertura am-
plissima, semilunari, latitudine altitudinem

superante, peristomio simplice. Columella
linearis, spiralis.

^^^oTWITHSTANDING tlie remarkable differences described by
De Ferussac in the animals of the two shells we have here
engraved^ we do not much hesitate to give them as ex-
amples of the same genus, partly on account of the
extreme similarity between the shells themselves, and
partly because De Ferussac's description of the animal of
the larger one being taken from a specimen preserved in

spirits, it is more than probable that its parts are con-
tracted in such a manner as to alter its general appearance
very materially; if future discovery should prove the

propriety of disuniting them, w^e apprehend De Ferussac's

appellation of Helicarion must be applied to the larger

one.

The Vitrinae are very thin, transparent, brittle and
glossy shells of an oblong general form ; their spire is very
short and compressed, scarcely ever consisting of more
than three volutions which increase very rapidly in size,

so that the last is very much larger than its antecedent
volution, and their aperture is very large, its width being
generally greater than its length ; its edges are not thick-

ened and it is of an oblong form, having its columellar
side deeply emarginate by the last volution : we believe

there is no umbilicus in any species, but the columella is a
simple spiral line.
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These beautiful little shells have been mistaken for

the young state of our common garden snails, and have
been consequently overlooked. Draparnaud has done an
essential service to conchology in distinguishing them,
and pointing out the peculiarities of their little animal
inhabitants, which arc considerably larger than the shells

themselves, and incapable of entering into them entirely;

they are furnished with a divided mantle which spreads
over and polishes the shell. They are found among moss
and short grass, rather preferring sandy situations, in

most parts of the world: one or two species are natives

of our country.

Fig. 1. Vitrina pellucida, drawn from specimens found near Cork.

2. V. Cuvieri. Helicarion Cuvieri, De Ferussac. Hist. Nat. des Mollus'^

ques ferrestres et fluviatiles.

No fossil species are known.



GASTROCH^NA.

Spengieri Nova Acta Danica^ II.

TESTA tubicola, bivalvis, sequivalvis, inaequi-

latera, siibcuneiformis, anticehiantissima hiatu;
ovali, posticfe attenuato. Cardo linearis, mar-
ginalis, subedentiilus. Vagina tubulosa, testa-

cea, antice attenuata, aperta, apertura biloba;
postice in clavam ovatam, clansam, terminata.

The Genera Pholas, Mya, Mytilus and Cham a, have by
turns served as the receptacle of the shells composing this

very distinct and highly interesting Genus ; our acknow-
ledgements are justly due to Spengler^ for having sepa-
rated it from all of them, and for distinguishing it as a
Genus. Lamarck has adopted Spengler's name, but he
has placed it next to Pholas, apparently not having known
that the animal forms its own testaceous tube, either as a
lining to the hollow it has previously perforated, or as a
covering for its shell in those instances in which it has not
perforated at all, but in which it has taken up its abode,
as it frequently does, within some spiral univalve : the
fact of the shell being enclosed in a testaceous tube of its

own depositing, renders it proper to remove it into

Lamarck's family of Tuhicolce, to which, indeed, it appears
to us to be more nearly related, though we remark a very
considerable analogy between the shelly tube of Lamarck's
Tubicola?, and the coriaceous epidermis which not only in

a great measure covers the shell, but also encloses the
tubes of the animal of his Pholadarice, and, consequently^

think the two families might very properly be united.

The GastrochsBna is an equivalve, inequilateral,

rather cuneiform bivalve, being rounded at the anterior
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side, wlien viewed in front, and acuminated posteriorly

;

the anterior side gapes very widely, its aperture being
rather oval, hut pointed behind; the hinge is linear and
marginal, and the ligament external, but we do not find

any hinge teeth: there is, indeed, a small and indistinct

laminated appendage which proceeds from within the
limbo, and which Turton has described as a tooth, but we
think it should rather be likened to the long curved
appendage of Pholas than to the hinge teeth of bivalves
in general. This bivalve is enclosed in the posterior,

clavate extremity of a shelly tube, which is attenuated
and open anteriorly, its aperture being oblong, and bilo-

bate or nearly divided into two by a sort of septum which
does not quite meet in the center; this double aperture
serves for the passage of the two tubes of the animal: the
posterior ej^tremity of the shelly tube is closed. This
irregular clavate tube, already enclosing the two valves
of the Gastrochaena is generally found within some other
shell to the inside of which it is attached, or it is protected
in the ready-formed cavities of shells or rocks, or it lines

cavities perforated by the animal itself in rocks, shells or

corals, and in this latter case the double termination of

the shelly tube projects beyond the surface of the coral or

other object in which it is enclosed: we have an Oyster
shell in which about a dozen of them have taken up their

abode, whose shelly tubes project more or less beyond the

surface, but generally in those situations in which they
are protected by the irregularities of the Oyster shell.

The Mya dubia of Pennant, and the Pholas hians of
Chemn. may be considered as the types of this Genus, they
are both recent shells, and the former is found on our
coasts; we are only acquainted with one fossil species

which is frequently found attached to the insides ofmany
of the Grignon shells. Gastrocha3na is easily distinguished

from Pholas, by its shelly tube, its ligament by which the

two valves are attached^ and its wanting the accessory
valves.

Fig. 1. A group of tlie tubes of Gastr. modlolina, Lam. one of which being
broken shows the two valves in situ, from the Mediterranean.

2. A specimen of Fusus Nose, from Grignon, cut open to show the cla\'ate

tube of a little fossil Gastrochaena.

3. A worn fragment of a Madrepore, broken to show the tube formed by
a specimen of Gastrochaena cuneiformis. Lam.

4 & 5. Two views of the two valves of G. cuneiformis, Lam.
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Lam. Hist. Nat. des Aiiim. sans vert. VI. pt. 1. p. 235.

TESTA inaequivalvis, bicornis; valvis disco ele-

vate conicis, inaequalibus, oblique divaricatis,

subrectis, corniformibus ; altera alteram basi

obvolvente.

The Birostrites is^ indeed, a most singular fossil. Accord-
ing to Lamarck, it is composed of two pieces or valves
which do not unite at the edge of their bases, but of which
the longer and larger envelopes the other, and the dorsal

disk of each is elevated into the form of a nearly
straight cone, slightly arched interiorly. These horn-
shaped valves are unequal, and diverge obliquely in the
form of a V, whose branches form a very obtuse angle,

and unite at their bases.

We have copied the character of the Genus from
Lamarck, and we have as above endeavoured to translate

as correctly as possible the greater part of his observa-
tions. He further says, that this Genus is assuredly very
different from his Diceras, and that the inside of the shell

is not known : having, however, formed our own opinion
from an examination of a cast of the inside, we venture to

differ from him, and to express our conviction that it

ought to be placed next to Diceras, or at least in the same
family with Chama and IHceras, (inasmuch as it accords
very nearly with those shells in its internal characters,)

and that it should not be placed in his family of Rudistes

:

indeed, the whole family of Rudistes might be struck out,

and of the six genera which compose it, we believe

Sphcerulites and MadioUtes are not shells | Cakeola most
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probably belongs to his Brachiopodes ; Discina should be
expunged^ as being identical with Orhicula and Crmiia as

we have shown^ (Linn. Trans, xiii.) is decidedly a Bra-
chiopode.

The principal difference between Birostrite and Diceras
appears to consist in the straightness of the horn-shaped
valves of the former^ while those of the latter are spirally

curved. We have given two views of the Birostrites

inaequilobus^ a fossil whose locality we do not know,
nor are we acquainted with the stratum in which it

is found. We shall be happy if we should, by publish-

ing this Genus, excite such enquiry as may lead to the

discovery of its locality, and any other interesting facts

connected with it*



Leach. Siipp. to Ediii. Encyclop.

TESTA conica, valvis quatuor cpqualibiis, latera-

liter ferruminatis, composita; apice pervio^

basi valva testacea, affixa clausa. Operculum
bipartitum, valvis quatuor compositum ;

pari

postico prominulo.

The Balaniis porosus, and the B. purpurascens of aiitliors

are easily distinguished from all other sessile Cirripedes,

not only by the numerons pores which are observable in the

substance of their shell, but by the cone itself consisting

of only four valves, whereas Balanus, Acasta, Tubicinelia,

Coronula, &c. consist of six valves or pieces joined
together by their sides : we therefore highly approve of

Leach's having separated them from the other Balani,

under the generic name Conia, and we should have been
surprized at Lamarck's not adopting it, if we had not
observed that he has paid no attention to the number of

valves of which the cone is composed, except in two
instances, in the characters of B. pustularis, where he
says, radiis sex;'' and B. crispatus, where he incorrectly

says, " radiis qiiinqueJ'

Shell more or less regularly conical, consisting of

four rather triangular, nearly equal valves, joined toge-

ther by their sides, open at its summit and closed at its

base by a testaceous attached valve, which takes the form
of whatever substance it adheres to ; and consequently,

in_ a great measure influences the general form of the

whole, for it is observable that when this is attached to

a smooth and even surface, the whole shell is regular in

%its growth and shows distinctly the four radii; on th-e
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contrary, when this valve adheres to an uneven and I'oug^h

surface the growth of the whole shell is comparatively
irregular : and when the shell is full grown the radii cannot
always be traced on the oustide. The operculum, as in Bala-
nus, is bipartite ; it consists of four valves, two of which are
anterior, and the other two more prominent valves are
posterior ; the opening for the passage of the tentacula or
feet is between the two anterior valves.

The Coniae are found attached to rocks, stones, shells,

&c. in the Mediterranean, the West Indian and various
other seas; we believe none have been as yet observed on
our coasts, nor have we ever seen any fossil species.

Our plate represents, at

Fig. 1. Several young specimens of Conia porosa upon a fragment of a Patella.

2. A group of Conia porosa in various stages of growth ; in this state it is

the J3alanus stalactiferus of Lamarck, but not the B. Cranchii of Leach.
3. An operculum taken out of one of the specimens of this group.

4. & 5. Tw'o views of a specimen of Conia JLyonsii ? Leach's MS.
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Lmn, Hist, T^fat. des Aiiim. sans vert. VI. pt.2. p. 225.

TESTA turrita, costis longitudinalibus elevatis,

subacutis; apertura rotundata, peritremate
continuo, marginato, reflexo: basi interna

obsolete subcanalieulata. Operculum tenue,

corneum, spirale.

One of the most interesting of all Genem^ on account of
the extreme singularity of its numerous ribs, originating

in the circumstance of the border of its aperture being
turned backwards at fi-equent periods during its growth.
These ribs serve as one distinguishing mark between it

and all other turrited univalves, yet there are other
Genera which it might possibly be confounded with; these

are Pupa, and Cyclostoma; not that they are related to

it, but one of them, the Pupa, has even more numerous
ribs than the Scalaria, but they are not generally so dis-

tinct, and the shell may be distinguished by its cylindrical

shape: on the other hand, the Cydostomata never form
any ribs on their shell, their lip being only reflected at

the ultimate state of growth.
Shell turrited, volutions gibbous, very distinct, some-

times quite separated, each succeeding one increasing in

size, and all more or less closely covered with longitudinal,

elevated, generally rather acute, and oblique ril3s ; these
ribs are sometimes thickened in such a manner as to

become distinctly varicose, but, on the contrary, in one
or two instances they are very indistinct, and scarcely
raised above the shell. The aperture is always nearly

tound, generally a little longer than it is broad, its edge
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thickened all round and reflected, most distinctly so in
those species whose volutions do not touch each other;
the lower part on the side of the Columella is formed in a
very indistinct manner into a sort of canal; this is more
observahle in some species than in others, but it may be
traced in all that we are acquainted with. A thin, horny,
spiral operculum closes the aperture.

The principal species of this Genus is the shell that
has been so long and deservedly famous on account of its

elegance and rarity, namely, the Wentletrap, or Staircase
Shell, fine specimens of which in former years have
obtained enormous prices ; of late they have, however,
become more common, though the specimens now brought
to England are in no respect inferior to those which for-
merly produced such very high prices; indeed, most of
the species of this Genus are extremely elegant and
singular, not only the recent, but likewise the fossil

species which occur in most of the strata above the chalk

:

several are engraved in " Sowerby's Mineral Conchology,"
from the Crag and London Clay; Lamarck has published
others in the "Annales du Museum,'' vol. 4, from the
Calcaire grossiere of Grignon; they occur also in the
newer formations of Italy, perhaps contemporaneous
with our Crag, and these are published in ^'Brocchi's
Fossilia subappennina:" they occur also, but more rarely,
in the green sand.

Of the recent species, which are marine, Lamarck
has described seven; by the addition of species already
known this number might be doubled—and together with
the fossil species their number will amount to at least
thirty. We have represented

Pig. 1. Scalaria pretiosa. Lam.
2. Clathrus. Turbo ClathruSy Linn, et auctm.
3. raricosttty Lam.
4. australis^ Lam.
5. foliacea. This is an hitherto undescribed fossil species found

in our Crag, by the Rev. G. R. Leathes ; we have named and characterized it as
follows

:

Sc. foliacea^ testa turrita, anfractibus disjunctis ; costis paulum distantibus,
tenuibus, latis, foliaceis, reflexis.—From nei;r Woodhall, iu Suffolk.
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Lam, Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert. V. p. 371.

'^^^^

TESTA tubulosa, cylindraceo-angulata, primum
repens, tandem erecto-undata. Apertura orbi-

cularis, margine in lingulam spatulatam liinc

terminate. Operculum orbiculare, (galeiforme)
valvis testaceis variis superne armatum. Valvse

quinque ad novem, opereuli margine hinc affixae;

uniea mediana lineari-truncata caeteris major.

In presenting to our readers the Galeolaria, a Genus but
newly created by Lamarck^ we cannot avoid expressing
our opinion, that however well it may appear to be cha-
racterized by the peculiarities of its aperture and its

operculum, it cannot be generally adopted, but must
eventually merge into Lamarcit's Vermilia ; the variable

appearances of whose opercula seem to us at most to

present specific and not generic distinctions. Nevertheless,

as without a knowledge of the subject, no conchologist
will be enabled to determine for himself the propriety of
retaining or rejecting the Genus in question, we are
glad of an opportunity of giving a representation of it,

inasmuch as we believe none has been given in any work
before us, if, indeed, we excv^pt that in " Bowdich's Ele-
ments of Conchology,'^ part 2nd, where the operculum is

entirely omitted. But we have a more cogent reason still

for giving this Genus a place in our work, it is this, that

Lamarck, who appears to have been perfectly aware of
its near affinity to Vermilia, has only separated these two
genera from a persuasion that such peculiarities in the
operculum and aperture, joined to the very peculiar
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general appearance, are indications of particular charac-
ters in the animal inhabitant itselfl, which are sufficient to
authorize this separation. In our definition of the Genus
we have, however, been obliged to modify the term erecto-

undati used by Lamarck, because our species is entirely
repent, although it accords perfectly with Lamarck's, in
the characters of the very singular operculum, and the
languette of the aperture. In its more advanced stages of
growth our species would probably extend its tube so as to
become erect or partly so, and those which Lamarck
described were certainly repent in their younger state.

The Galeolariae are marine, they are found in great
numbers collected together and forming tufts attached to

shells and other marine productions ; each one separately
considered is an irregularly bent and contorted angularly
cylindrical tube, its aperture is orbicular, and the termi-
nation at its upper edge is produced into the form of a
little tongue, which is more or less spatulate; its oper-
culum consists of an orbicular squamiform piece (said by
Lamarck to be also helmet-shaped) to which, on the exter-

nal margin, are affixed several very small, mostly acute,,

testaceous valves, from five to nine in number, of which,
one which is central is linear and truncated at its extre-

mity, and larger than the others.

Lamarck describes two species of this Genus, which
he thinks may perhaps only be varieties ; in one the tube
is thrice as long as in the other : in our species the tube is

shorter than in either of Lamarck's, and attached through-
out its whole length, wherefore we have named it Galeo-
laria decumbens; it may be characterized as follows

:

Galeolaria decumbens; testd repente, teretiuscuM,

dorso obtuse angulato, sulcato, aperturae linguld brevi-

uscul^.

We have never seen any fossil species of this Genus,
but there is a representation of a Vermilia, in " SoAverby's

Mineral Conchology of Great Britain," pi. 30, under the

name of Serpula crassa, which has a very singularly

stellated operculum : it was found in the London Clay, at

Highgate.

Fig. 1 . A group of Galeolaria decumbens upon a Turbo.

2. A magnified representation of its aperture.

3. Its opercuhua higiily magnified.
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Balaniis et Acasta, Leach. Balaims^ Ldm.

TESTA conica, saepe elongato-conica, valvis

senis, inaequalibus, lateraliter ferruminatis,

composita; apice pervio, basi valva testacea,

adhaerente clausa: valvse, antica, postica, et

dua? ex lateralibus majores. Operculum bipar-

titum, valvis quatuor compositum ; pari postico

prominulo.
Specierum spongias incolentium, basis pocil-

lum vel patellam referens ; Gorgoniis affixarum
plerumque elongata lanceolata.

We have already expressed our approbation of the general
outline of an arrangement of the Cirripedes^ published by
Leach in the " Supplement to Encyclopaedia Britannica;'*

nevertheless, upon reconsideration, we do not entirely

concur with him in separating those species which inhabit

sponges, and to which he has given the name of Acasta,

from the other Balani, which he has done merely on ac-

count of their (generally) cup-shaped base ; the reason for

our dissent is, and we think it very conclusive, that we
possess specimens of a Balanus in sponge, whose base is

as flat as those of the common Balani generally are ; and
further, the slightest examination will prove that the
bases of ail these shells are subject to great variation, and
that in all cases they conform themselves to the substance
to which they are attached, and to the circumstances in

which they are placed. We have observed a remarkable
instance of this in a small Balanus that has lately been
discovered on a Gorgonia ; where an individual attached
to the stem has the common form of a Balanus, and ano-
ther individual which is placed on one of the slender
branches has a deeply hollow and much elongated base.
We therefore have re-united Acasta to Balanus,
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Nothing can be more variable in general form than
the Balani ; for when they are placed upon a smooth and
even surface they become of a, pretty regular, rather
obtusely conical shape; if, on the contrary, they are
placed on an uneven and rough surface, their form
is so far governed by their situation, that they become
more or less irregular according to the degree of uneven-
ness of the surface to which they are attached: when
they are grouped, which is most commonly the case, they
sometimes become very much and irregularly elongated,

clavate, fistulose, &c. Each Balanus consists of six

valves, four of which are nearly equal in size and larger

than the remaining two, and all united together by their

sides, so as to form a more or less regular cone, whose
apex is open and base closed by a testaceous valve, by
which it is attached; and it is remarkable, that even when
Balani are united together by their sides, it is generally by
a lateral extension of this base and not by any part of the

six valves which form the cone. The posterior pair of
lateral valves arc the smallest. The operculum, as in

Conia, is bipartite, but it consists of four valves, of which
the posterior pair is rather the more prominent.

The Balani, than which perhaps no genus of shells is

more common, abound on all kinds of bodies that are at any
time covered by the sea : we believe that there are many
distinct species, of which, indeed, we have several on our
own coasts ; those that are found imbedded in sponges have
generally a cup-shaped base, and form the Genus Acasta
of Leach: another sort which has generally an elongated,

lanceolate base is found attached to and overgrown by
various species of Gorgoniae ; this is the Balanus galeatus

of Lam, and the Parrot's-bill Lepas of Ellis.

There are also many distinct fossil species, but they

are only found in the newer strata : we have them from
Fiacenza, Bordeaux, Paris, Essex, &c.

Fig. 1. Balanus Tintinnabulum var.

2. spinosus.

3. circinatm^ Defr. Diet, des Sciences Nat.
4. Montagiii, Acasta Montagni, Leach.

5. A variety of the same without spines and having a flat ba§e.

6. Balanus galeatus. Lam. coated by a Gorgonia.

7. The same uncoated.
8. A small variety of the same from another species of Gorgonia, this is

exceedingly variable in shape.
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Retzii et Aiictorum.

TESTA inaeqiiivalvis, aequilatera (subirregularis)

orbiculari-subquadrata, eompressa : valvuld su-

periore patelliformi, inferiore affixa planulata.

Impressiones musculares in utraqiie valvule,

quatuor; quarum duae in inferiore subcen-

trales, approximatae, duae posticse, submargi-

nales, distantes. Cardo edentulus. Ligamen-
tum nullum.

A Genus belonging to the family of Terebrahdoid shells,

the Brachiopoda of Cuvier, but placed by Linneans in Ano-
mi'a, where it is united with Placuiia, the true AnomicB and
other shells of very different characters ; and by Lamarck
among his Rudistes, evidently because he was unacquainted
with the animal inhabitant. Poll, who has named the
animal Criopiis, has, hoAvever, published the detail of its

anatomical structure, in which it entirely accords with
the rest of Lamarck's Brachiopoda ; and Ave have had an
opportunity of examining a dried specimen of the animal
which distinctly shows its two characteristic fringed arms
or tentacula. Lamarck has confounded his own Genus
Orhicula with it, and indeed almost every author who has
touched upon either genus has committed some error ; in

the 13th vol. of the Linn. Trans, we have endeavoured to

unravel the confusion that has been thus created, and to

assign to each genus its peculiar characters ; the following

are those by which Crania may be knoAvn :

Shell inequivalve, generally equilateral, rather irre-

gular, orbicularly subquadrate and flattish; the upper
valve patelliform, having its umbo or vertex rather be-
hind the center; the lower valve attached by its outside,

the greater part of it being generally extended over the

siubstance to which it adheres; (and in this respect it dif-
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fers greatly from Orbkula, wliich is attaclied by means of a
ligament which passes through a fissure in the center of

j

the lower valve.) There are four muscular impressions l

in each valve ; of those in the upper valve, two are near
the posterior margin and the other two nearer the cen-
ter, but not always very near to each other: of those in

'

the lower valve, two are nearly marginal and rather dis-

tant, but the other two are nearly central and so close to-

gether, that they appear to form but one
;
they in general

have a small projection between them; and the whole of
the muscular impressions in the lower valve, are fre-

quently lost by decomposition in the fossil species, so as

to appear only three oblique perforations, as Lamarck has
described them. The muscular impressions also serve to

distinguish Crania from Hi<pponyx^ which has only two.
Not one of the three Genera, Orbicula, Crania, and Hip-
ponyx, has any hinge ; nor are the valves of any of the
Brachiopoda attached to each other by a ligament at the
posterior part, as most other bivalves are. The upper
valve of Crania has been published as a Patella by several

authors : that of C. personata is the Patella distorta of
Montagu ; this species having been found on several parts

of our coasts, as well as in the Mediterranean. We have
represented a fragment of a Pinna, from Cork Harbour,
Ireland, upon which are two specimens of

Fig. 1. C. Personata, Lam. Anomia craniolaris, Linn. An. turbinata,* Poli

;

the iriside of the lower valve is shown on one side, and the outside of the upper
valve on the other.

2. Is the inside of the upper valve of the same ; this is the only recent
species we know.

3. Shews the inside of the lower valve of C. Parisiemis, Defr., attached
to an Echinus from the Chalk, in Norfolk; we have never seen the upper valve

of this species.

4. Two views of the lower valve of C. Nammulus, Lam. the Nummulus
Bratenburgensis of authors ; it is remarkable, that this seenis to have adhered
only by a small part of its outside j from Sweden.

5. Probably the same species, from Meesti-icht.

6. Shows the two sides of the upper valve of a pretty little species from
Orglandes, we have called it CV. costata; its peculiar character may be thus ex-

pressed ; Cr. valvula superiore costis prominentibus, radiantibus, octo ad quin-

dccem,
7. Inside of Cr. antirpia, remarkable for the extension of the posterior

part of the shell.

Several fossil species are described by M. Defrance, in

the lyicfionmiire des Sdences Naturellcs.

* Poll's figure is referred by Lamarck to Orbicula,
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Zam^ Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert. VII. p. 50.

^ESTA ovato-conica, solida. Apertura ovata^
sublongitudinalis. Columella basi depressa ob-
lique truncata, sinu perangusto a labro separata.
Labrum facie interna sulcata, aut lineata, et
infra marginem superiorem callo decurrente
distinctum. Operculum tenue, corneum.

Planaxis is ^ genus of shells lately detached by Lamarck
from the Buccinum of all authors; he says^ they are
marine shells^ related to the PhasianellcB, but distinguished
by their columella being truncated at its base^ as in Mela-^

nopsis. ITie callosity running under the summit of their
right lip seems to bring them near to the Buccina and the
PurpurcE," and, indeed, we may venture to give it as our
opinion that the Planaxes are much more nearly related
to the Buccina than to the Phasianellce.

They are ovately conical, thickish shells, whose aper-
ture is rather longer than it is wide; base of the columella
depressed and obliquely truncated, and divided from the
buter lip by a very narrow canal. The inside of the outer
lip is transversely grooved or plaited, and there is a pro-
minent callosity running under the summit of the right
lip. The operculum, which Lamarck had not seen, but
which we have had an opportunity of observing in one
species, is thin and horny.

We know but few species of Planaxes, which are all

small and generally transversely striated or grooved on
the outside, sometimes smooth, and covered with a light
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brown horny epidermis; and sometimes the grooves do
not extend far behind the outer lip^ so that the back and
smaller volutions have the appearance of being worn ; and
we cannot positively decide whether they are worn, or
whether there never have been any striae on those parts.

Three species are figured in our plate

:

Fig. 1. Planaxis sulcatus, Lam. Buccinum sulcatum, Born.
2. mollis, testa elongato-conica, Isevi ; anfractibus planulatis.

Obs,^—^We have reason to believe this to be an English
species, because it has been engraved for " Leach's Bri-

tish Shells/' but we do not know its locality; it is the

only species of which we have seen the operc\ilum or the

epidermis.

3. Plana.vU semisulcatus, testa oblonga, subventricosa, sulcis plurimis
transversis, dorso obsoletis ; labio externo crenulato.

OZ>^.—Since this sheet was sent to press, we have met
with several specimens of this shell with their epidermis
and operculum, which plainly prove that there never were
any striae on the back: the operculum is corneous.

We have never seen any fossil species of this Geaus.^
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Lam. Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert. VI. pt. 2. p. 182.

TESTA tenuis, semiglobosa vel ovalis, subtus
planulata, non umbilicata. ^pertura semiro-
tunda; labio columellari planulato, margine
aciitiusculo subrecto, plerumque denticulate;

labio ejcterno intus nee dentate nee crenulato.

Operculum testaceum, semicirculare, interne

appendice lateral! instructum.

We entirely concur with Lamarck in the reasons which
induced him to separate this from the Linnean Genus
Nerita, although no former writer had thought proper to
distinguish them. Difference of habits, according to

Lamarck's hypothesis would necessarily produce divei'sity

of characters, and the prosecution of the enquiry has
proved that there do exist such peculiarities in the Neri-
tinae, besides their being inhabitants of fresh water, as
are sufficient to distinguish them from the Neritae in any
situation, even in a fossil state as inmates of formations
of doubtful origin. We shall, however, proceed to detail

the peculiar characters of Neritina, and then endeavour
to show in what particulars it differs from Nerita.

The Neritinse are rather thin shells, generally smooth
on the outside, frequently covered with a strong horny
epidermis of a pale brown to a quite black colour; in
general their spire is very short, sometimes it is almost
concealed, in a very few instances they can scarcely be
said to have any, and it is very seldom that they have a
prominent pyramidal spire. The aperture is semicircu-
lar, the inner or columellar lip more or less flattened,

its edge, which is placed obliquely to the axis of the shell.
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is more or less sharp and straight and generally denticu-

lated. The coliimellii^ together with the inner part of the

spire, and even a part of the lip is absorbed by the animal
in proportion as it increases in size, whence it appears to

have no columella. The inside of the outer lip is neither

toothed nor crenulated, but just within the lower part of

the aperture it has a slightly elongated, transverse pro-

minence, which appears to be a fulcrum upon which the

operculum articulates. The operculum itself is testaceous,

covered with an horny epidermis; of a semicircular form,
exactly closing the aperture, and furnished internally at

the lower end with a dentiform appendage, which, when
the aperture is closed, lies between the above-mentioned
prominence in the shell and the lower end of the inner lip.

The resemblance in the general form of the shell, in

the form of the aperture and in the general characters of

the opercula, between Nerita and Neritina, is very com-
plete ; the principal points of difference between these two
genera consist in the inner part of the outer lip of Nerita,

being generally occupied by numerous transverse teeth or

plaits : the Neritae are, moreover, generally thicker shells,

and are frequently ornamented on the exterior with varied

grooves, striae, tubercles, &c. Both genera are distin-

guished from Natica and from Helix by the straight,

sharpish, denticulated edge of their inner lip. We do not
conceive it necessary to divide Neritina into three genera
as Montfort has done, for his Clithon is a good type of
the Genus; and the only peculiarity of his Theodoxus is

its small internal chamber, separated from the cavity of

the spire by a kind of half septum, and apparently formed
after the absorption of the columella. Montfort's Vela-
tes is Lamarck's N. perversa.

Many of the recent Neritince are very pretty little

shells, for beneath the epidermis they are frequently orna-
mented with variously coloured bands, spots, zigzag lines

upon a light coloured ground, and sometimes with light-

coloured markings upon a dark ground, and it is re-

markable that the fossil species frequently retain these
varied markings. Like other fresh water shells the apices

of their spires are subject to erosion, and sometimes their

spires are almost eaten away, but in the parts that are
thus eroded, the animal habitually increases the thickness

of its shell to avoid sustaining any injury itself.
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The fossil Neritince occur in the formations above the

London Clay, they abound in company with a g:reat pro-

fusion of other fresh water shells in the so called " Upper
marine formation," and in those Woolwich beds which
are decidedly a mixture of marine and fresh water re-

mains
;
they are also fbund profusely in many similar beds

in various parts of France, Germany, &c.

In our plate, representations are given of

Fig. 1 & 2. Nerititta Schmideliana; N. perversa, Gmel. and Lam. We liave

adopted Chemnitz's specific name, because Gmelins is likely to misleadj iuas-

niucli .-.s it is not a reverse shell, though Lamaj'ck says it is.

3. Neritina Corona,*' Lam.
4. Inside of the operculum,
5. Outside of the same,
6. N. puUigera.
7. A fossil species from Champagne, which we have named N. callifera;

the following are its characters : — Testa obovata, labio interne supra inferiorem
anfractus ultimi partem incrassato-expanso.

Besides these, there v/ill be found a representation of
Neritina altavillensis in our plate of Navicella, which was
there placed because we at first considered it to be a
species of that genus, but upon repeated examination w^e

were convinced that it really belongs to Neritina, and,
consequently, neither to Navicella nor to Crepidula.

* The long spines with which this is ornamented are very variable in miniber

;

ve have a full-grown specimen wliich has never formed more than one.
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CORPUS repens, oblongum, conveximi, extremK
tatibus rotimdatum, in ambitu cute coriacea
marginatum; testa octavalvi in serie unica, et

longitudinaliordinata, dorso incumbente: valvis

mobilibus, omnibus, vel plerisque imbrieatis,

plerumque transversis, laterum extreniitatibus

cutis margine replicato connexis.

Though in order to describe tlie peculiar cliaracters of
such a genus as the present, we certainly have no occa-
sion for a knowledge of the animal; yet if we would
ascertain with precision, its proper place in the concho-
logical system, the shell itself is so singular, that a refer-

ence to the characters of the animal is absolutely impera-
tive. In most cases an attainment of this knowledge is

attended with great difficulties, but in the present this is

not the case, because being composed of several pieces, at

least a portion of the animal must be preserved to keep
the valves together, consequently the nature of this animal
is better known than that of many others ; from an exa-
mination of its structure, Lamarck concludes, that the
Chiton (as well as his Chitonellus) are very nearly related

to the Patellce, and intermediate between his Phyllidiccy

(moUuscae without any shell, whose back is covered with
a coriaceous skin) and Patella: although the accurate and
learned Cuvier, whose anatomical researches have cour-

tributed so largely to the advancement of conchological
science, and who has examined all the above-named ge-
nera with great attention, does not discover so near a
resemblance between the Phyllidia and the Chiton, as he
does between the Chiton and Patella. The position of the

t)ranchia, surrounding the body beneath the mantle^ \^



t'ertainly very nearly tlie same in all. But not to enteii*

into anatomical detail^ we proceed to state that the Chiton

IS a more or less elongated oblong* hody^ rounded at its

extremities^ whose upper edge is surrounded by a coria-

ceous skin, (sometimes beset with fine hairs, sometimes
with long spines, and sometimes with small tubercles;)

whose back is rather convex and covered with a single

row of eight testaceous, moveable, imbricated, generally
transverse pieces or valves, the sides of which are fixed

down by the edge of the surrounding skin; in some specie^

the valves are not all imbricated nor transverse, but the
posterior ones are placed at a small distance from each
other, and are rather longer than they are broad; these

^re Lamarck's Chitonel/j, which we, therefore, do not think
sufficiently different to constitute, for those reasons only, a
distinct genus. Lamarck informs us, that some of the

species have more, and others fewer than eight testaceous

pieces, but we have never seen any such specimens, nor
do we think they exist ; and it may be observed, that he
only describes a few species, all which he expressly says

have eight valves.

There are many species of Chitones, which are all ma-
rine, found creeping on stones and rocks, and attached to

various submarine bodies, particularly in the southern
latitudes ; several small sorts are common on our shores

;

one of the most interesting of these is the Ch. fascularis,

v/liich has a little bundle of hairs placed at the lateral

extremities of each plate. The largest Chiton known is

the Ch. Gigas, found at the Cape of Good Hope, and one
of the most curious is the C. spinosus, from the South Seas*

In our plate we have given.

Fig. L Chiton spinosus.

2. Ch. squamosrtSy from the West Indies.

3. Ch. fctscicitlaris.

4. Ch. striatus. Nob. Chitonellus striatus, Lam.
5. The eight detached valves of Ch. eruciformis, Not. Chltonellus laeViS,

Lain.

The fossil species are fare ; detached valves are some^
times found in the Calcareous Sand of the heighbom'hood
of i'aris, and in our Crag.



TURRITELLA.
—^ ^

TESTA turrita, spira plerimique elongata : aper-^

turd rotundata, integra, (marginihus supernd

disjunctis;) labio externo sinu emarginato, basi

interna subcanaliciilata. Operculum orbieiilare,

, eorneum.

Separated by Lamarck from the Liiinean Turhines, on

account of the generaUy elongated form of the TurriteUa

and the sinus in their outer lip. The characters of the aper-.

ture are also sufficient to distinguish them from Lamarck's

Terebra and Cerithium, (a part of the Linnean genera Buc-

cinum and Murex,) which they very much resemble in their

general form, and to which, we believe, they are more

nearly related than Lamarck seems to think; for, on the

one hand, we think we can perceive an evident transition

from the Scalarice to the Turritellce; and on the other,

from the Turritellce to the Cerithia and Terebrw: we are

not, therefore, surprized, that former Conchologists should

have classed the Avhole together under the name of Screiu

Shells, although there is, indeed, a considerable difference

in the form of their apertures.

The Turritellse are marine shells, w^hose animal is

furnished with an orbicular, horny operculum; their spire

is more or less turriculate, sometimes consisting of a great

number of volutions and very much elongated; the greater

number of species are externally furnished with numerous

strise or ridges, and the lower part of the volutions in some

is strongly carinated, so as to be wider than the next vo-

lutions, and to hang over them like the eaves of an house; -

but they are not known to have either vertical ribs, nor

varices, nor spinose tubercles. Aperture circular, entire,

its edges (disunited above) not reflected; outer lip with a

more or less deep sinus, generally near the upper part,

which; on account of various accidents, is not always dis-.



'TURRITELLA.

thict^ but an attentive examination of tlie striae of growtti
will always prove its existence; the lower part of the
outer lip becomes more prominent in proportion as this

sinus is deep. Besides the above-mentioned sinus, there
is also a more or less distinct canal at the lower and inner
part of the lip, this canal is not reflected, but the lip is

here turned a little outwards, though not backwards; this,

Lamarck, does not, indeed, seem to have observed,
cepting in some fossil species, although in his T. exoleta
it is very strongly marked; in all it is more distinct than
in Scalaria. This, as well as the sinus in the outer lip, is

not so easily observable in our common English species,

which we call Turbo Terebra, as in most others; but it is

to be remarked, that we do not commonly meet with this

shell in a perfect state. Tlie species of Turritella, are not
usually umbilicate

;
indeed, we know but of one species,

the T, perforata, Lam. that is so.

Of recent species, we believe, there are a considerable
number; but they are difficult to distinguish from each
other, on account of the variability of the ridges and
striae on the outside. The fossil species are also numerous,
they are found in considerable numbers in the Green Sand,
London Clay, and in most of the newer beds : as at Grig-
iion, Bordeaux, Barton, and most other places where these

beds occur.

Fig. 1. Turritella dicplicaia, a common species, the Turbo dnplicatus. Linn.
hut exceedingly variable in its ridges ; this is generally admitted in the catalogues

Of British shells, but as we apprehended without sufficient reason.

2. Turritella sulcata, Lam. a fossil species from near Paris.

3. exoleta, Lam. remarkable for the concavity of the center of
its volutions.

4. Turritella sinupsa, testa turrita, costis transversis obtusis ; sinu labii

externi magno, basique emarginat^.

Obs.—An hitherto undescribed fossil species from
Bordeaux, where it is found with many other shells in a
kind of yellow sand, the form of its aperture is rather
peculiar.

5. Operculum of the common English Turritella, which we commonly
call Turbo Terebra ; it does not agree with Laiiiarek's Turritella Terebra; but
more nearly resembles his T. (sornca.



CINARAS.

Leach, Supplement to Encycl. Brit.

*

CORPUS pedunciilatum, tunica membranace^
penitus obvolutum : tunica supernfe turgida,

infra apicem antice apertura hianle ; valvis

testaceis quinque, oblongis, separatis, corpus
non penitus tegentibus, duabus ad latera aper-

turie, unica dorsaii, ceeteris terminalibus.

The portions of slielly matter, on account of which this

is admitted to a place in our work, are indeed very small,

but the animal is in every respect so nearly related to the

other pedunculated Cirripedes, that even if they were much
smaller, as in Otion, we should still be compelled to admit
it. Because the animal has so far the advantage in point

of size over the testaceous valves that accompany it, and
because we believe these valves are never seen detached
from their animal, we are necessarily obliged, in forming
the character of the Genus to have recourse to its general
form; it may therefore be described as a pedunculate body,
covered with a membranaceous skin, which becomes gra-
dually clavate upwards and has an aperture for the passage
of the numerous ciliated tentacula, placed in front just

below the summit : testaceous valves five in number, ob-
long, separated, not covering the body, two placed otie

on each side of the lower part of the aperture, one on
the back and two at the summit immediately above and
behind the aperture. The form of these valves will be
better understood by reference to our plate, in whicb we



CINARAS.

have given representations of them when detached from
their memhranaceous coverings than hy any particular

description we can give.

It seems to he rather douhtful whether the Cinaras
ought to he admitted into the catalogue of British Tes-
tacea^ hecanse^ though it has been found on our western
coasts^ it appears to have been introduced hy West Indian
vessels^ to whose bottoms it is frequently found attached,

by the base of its peduncle^ in company with many other
Cirripedes. Not more than three or four species of Cinaras
appear to be known ; Leach mentions three^ one of which
is in the collection of the Royal College of Surgeons,
attached to the tail of a water serpent.

Fig. 1 . A small group of Cinaras vittatHS.

2. The lateral testaceous valves.

3. The dorsal valve.

4. The terminal valves.



OTJON.

Leach. Supplement to Eneycl. Brit.

CORPUS pedunculatum, tunica membranacea
abrupte ventricosa supern^ obtectum; antice
apertura hiante. Tubi duo, subcylindrici, re-

trorsum versi, truncati, extremitate pervii, ad
apicem tunicse. Valvse testacese quinque, sepa-
ratae, duae semilunatag ad latera aperturse,

unica minutissima dorsalis, caeterae pariter mi-
nutissimae, terminales.

The Lepas aurita, Linn, may be considered as the type of
this most singular Genus, which is distinguishable from
Cinaras, not only by its tubular corniform terminal pro-
cesses, but by its being almost destitute of the dorsal and
terminal shelly valves ; indeed these are so minute that

Lamarck has overlooked them, and described it as quite

destitute of them; but Leach has not failed to observe
and mention them^in his account of the Cirripedes in the

Supplement to Encyclopedia Britannica."
The Otion is a pedunculate body covered with a

membranaceous skin, of which the upper part is abruptly
ventricose, and has an aperture for the passage of the
numerous fringed arms, or tentacula, placed in front just

below the summit. Two irregularly cylindrical, truncated,
open, reflected tubes, are conspicuous on the upper pos-
terior extremity; these appear to be very variable in size

in the different species, but they are always a very remark-
able character. There are five small testaceous valves, >

all widely separated from each other; two of them which



OTION.

are semilunar, are placed, one on each side of the lower
part of the aperture;* one, which is exceedingly minute,,

and not always testaceous, according to Leach, hut some-
times corneous, is placed on the back; the two others,

which are also very minute, are placed one on each side

of a little fissure at the top of the aperture : according to

Leach, these also are sometimes horny.
Several recent species of this very curious genus are

described; we are of opinion that they cannot fairly be
looked upon as natives of our coasts, though they have
been found on them, because we think they have been
introdut'ed from foreign climates; we have seen two
fine groups, attached to specimens of Coronula IMadema,
preserved in spirits in the Museum of the Royal College of
Surgeons ; from one of these, Ellis's figure published in the

Philosophical Transactions" for 17^8, appears to have
been taken, and the Coromda Diadema is known to be a
parasite on the South Sea Whales.

This Genus is only found in a recent state.

Fig. 1. Otion Cuvieri.

2. Tlie lateral testaceous valves

3. The dorsal valve.

4. The terminal valves.

* We must observe that in this Genus, Lamarck says the aperture through

which the tentacula pass is lateral, but speaks of it as anterior in Cinaras ; tof

our view its situation in both is perfectly analogous j indeed we consider it a«

anterior in all thie Cirripedes.



PARMACELLA.

CORPUS repens, oblongum, dorsi mediali sub-

gibbo scutellifero ; parte postiea caiicliformi,

lateribus compressa, superne acuta. Sciitellum

ovatum, carnosum, postiee corpori adlii^rente,

testamque recondente, antice peiiitus liberum^

margini dextro medio emarginatum.
Testa parva, compresso-coclileariformis,

spira brevissima, papiiliformi, basi coarctata:

spirse apertura minima: labio externo subirre-

gulari, expansissimo.

A Genus instituted by Cuvier, and adopted by succeeding^

authors; it was first discovered by Olivier, in Mesopota-
mia, and by liim sent to Cuvier, who subjected it to an
attentive examination, and ascertained the existence of
the little shell under the fleshy scutellum on the back of
the animal. A second species has since been found in

Brazil, and described by De Ferussac, but neither of these
authors has favoured us with a general description of the
shell; and the latter, whose representation of it is the
only one we have seen, has drawn his figure from an
incomplete specimen. Bowdich's figure is a mere copy of
one in Cuvier's plate, and shows no more than an outline

of that part of the animal from whence the shell has been
taken, and not the shell itself. We on the contrary have
never seen the animal, but from the account of it given
by Cuvier and De Ferussac, we are enabled to present our
readers with a succinct description of it, which, however,
will we think sufficiently enable them to understand the
position of the shell. In general form this animal beai's a



PARMACELLA.

iiaar resemblance to a common slug, but is more com-
pressed, and instead of its sciitelium being" placed on the
anterior part near the head, it will be observed upon a
gibbosity in the middle of its back : this scutellum is ovate
and fleshy and adheres to the body by its posterior part,

imder which the shell is placed ; its anterior margin is

quite free.

Shell small, like a very flat bowl of a spoon, with a
very short papilliform spire, contracted at its base, the
aperture of its spire very small, but the outer lip very
much spread out and rather irregular. The specimens
which we have been so fortunate as to meet with are

covered on the outside with a light brown, thin, horny
epidermis. As far as we can judge from the very incom-
plete accounts of the shell given in former works, ours is

a distinct species ; but for the same reason which prevents

us from deciding that point, we are unable to give its

specific distinction, and must therefore be content with
s.imply naming it. The Genus differs from Lbnacella in its

spiral shell, and from Testacella in being internal. It is

an inhabitant of the land. Not known in a fossil state.

Fig. 1 and 2, Two views of Parmacella calyculata, natural size.

3. Tlie inside magnified.

Ohs.—^I'he specific name calycidata is given on account;

of a little testaceous ridge which surrounds the apertui'e

of the spire^ forming a little cup.



ORBICtJLA.

Orbicula et Discina.

Lam. Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert.

TESTA insequivalvisj subirregularis, suborbicu-

laris, compressa, valvuld superiore pateiliformi

;

inferlore affixdy planulaid: impressioncs muscula"
res, in utraque valvula, quatuor, duce majus-
cul8e, approximatse, subcentrales, 6^?;^^^ minores,
posticae, siibmarginales, distantes. Fisstira
ligameiiti adha^sionis, in valvula inferiore,

subcentralis, processii obtiisiusciilo intus ter-

minata. Cardo edentuliis, Ligamentum carditis

nullum.

The Genus Orbicula was established by Lamarck in 1801,

but as his character of it was taken entirely from Miiller's

plate of Patella Anomala in " Zoologia Danica^'^ and not
from the shell itself, it was necessarily very incomplete,
and Lamarck was himself almost unacquainted with his

own Genus. Subsequently we have had an opportunity of
examining many perfect specimens, which have enabled
lis to give an amended generic character and several
observations, which are published in the 13th vol. of the
Transactions of the Linnean Society/' where we have

also endeavoured to clear up some confusion which has
been created by the mistakes of several authors, and
where we have shown that Lamarck's new Genus Discina
ought to be entirely expunged, as being actually formed
from some specimens of OrUcula Norvegka vrhich we sent
to him.



ORCICULA.

Shell ineqiiivalve, siiborbiciilar, generally rather
irregular^ and conforming- itself to the inequalities of the
substance to which it is attached. Upper valve com-
pressedly patelliform, its vertex posterior: lower valve
attached, flat, and thin. Four muscular impressions in

each valve, two of which are large, approximate and near
the center, and two smaller, more distant and near the

posterior margin : those in the lower valve are seldom so
distinct as those of the upper. A fissure for the passage
of the substance by which the lower valve is attached is

seen near its center^ and a rather obtuse shelly process is

placed at the inner extremity of this fissure. There are
no hinge teeth, nor is there any ligament.

The animal of the Orbicula has two fringed arms,
like those of Crania, Terebratula, &c. it therefore belongs
to Lamarck's family of Brachiopoda; we have never seen
it but in a dry state, but even then its arms are quite dis-

tinct, and their fringe sometimes extends beyond the
closed edges of the shell.

Besides the two recent species figured in the "Linn.
Trans." we have never seen any other, unless indeed some
small and very regular specimens which we have seen
attached to a common Pearl Oyster, and of which we
have represented one in our present plate, belong to a
distinct species: this is a point we cannot decide, and
must therefore leave it until we have an opportunity of
examining more specimens. Nor have we any positive

evidence of the existence of fossil species, though the

Patellae latissima et laevis of " Sowerby's Mineral Con-
chology," t. 139, may possibly be the upper valves of

Orbiculas.

Fig. 1 . Orbicula Icevis^ upon a rolled flint pebble, and accompanied by Ae
roots of an Isis.

2. Under side of the attached valve showing the fissure.

3. Orbicula Norvegica^ outside of the upper valve.

4. Inside of the same.

5. Inside of the lower valve of the same.



CLAVAGELLA.

Lam. Hist. Nat. des iVnim. sans vert.

VAGINA tubulosa, testacea antic^ atteniiata et

aperta, postiee in clavam ovatam, siibcompres-
sam, tiibuiis spiniformis irregularibus echinatam
terminata : clava alteram valvam parieti infixam
alteram intra tubiim liberam exliibente.

Lamarck tells us that Clavagella is evidently intermediate
between the Aspergillum and Fistulana;'' and we are happy
to have it in our power to confirm this observation^ for

it is to the partial resemblance between Aspergillum and
Clavagella that we are indebted for the discovery of the
only recent specimen of this latter Genus that we know
o.f ; a discovery which we were favoured with the oppor-
tunity of making through the liberality of our obliging

friend John George Children^ Esq. at the British Museum.
We had long since observed the likeness between the open
end of the specimen engraved in our plate and the same
part of the tube of Aspergillum, and this likeness was so

great, that we actually took it for a specimen of an As-
pergillum enclosed in a mass of stone, and consequently
directed our principal attention to the lower part, when,
upon removing some of the earthy matter wiiich sur-

rounded it, we were not a little gratified at finding one
valve loose in the clavate part of the tube, and tracing
the edges of the other attached to the inner surface of
the tube. The discovery is the more interesting to us,

inasmuch as we are thereby confirmed in our opinion
respecting the natural affinity of Aspergillum with La-
marck's other TubicoUes; not only in structiire, but al&o
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In habit. Clavagella consists of a shelly tube or sheath,

rather attenuated and open anteriorly, irregularly ovate,

subcompressed^ clavate and closed at its lower extremity,
excepting by anumber of irregular minute tubes: in one side

of this clavate extremity an irregular, thin, flattish, pearly
valve isfixed; another, also extremely irregular, is foun^
loose in the bottom of the tube ; this valve we have reason
to think is united to the fixed valve by means of a ligament
when the animal is living; for, we observe, what we con-
ceive to be the remains of such a ligament at one edge

5

there is also near one side an irregular muscular impres-
sion. The external appearance of the lower part of the

tube could not be shown in the principal specimen, because
of its being surrounded by earthy matter; we have there-

fore copied one of Lamarck's figures of CI. echinala,

which shows the outside of the attached valve and the

spiniform tubes very distinctly, the specimen from which
this has been drawn is evidently broken at its upper end,

and, therefore, does not show the foliaceous reflected edge
of the aperture of the tube, which led to the discovery ol

the real nature of the specimen in the British Museum.
The tube of Clavagella appears, like that of Gastro-

chasna, sometimes to be free, and sometimes to line cavi-

ties formed in submarine bodies by the animah

Fig. 1. Clavagella apcrta.

2. Its aperture seen from above.

3. Outside of the loose valve.

4. Inside of the same.
5. Clavagella echinata, Lam. '

t



HIPPOPUS.

Hist. Nat. des Aiiim. sans vert.

TESTA aequivalvis, regularis, in£eqiiilatera5 sub-

transversa vel loiigitiidinalis, lunula clausa,

margine siniioso. Cardo dentibus cluobiis com-
pressis, elongatis, ina3qualibus5 anticis, in valva
altera ; tribus, quorum unus obsoletiuseulus in

altera. Ligaraentimi marginale, externum.

The HlppojMS mavulatus of Lam. Chcima Hlppopiis oi Linn*
lias long* been deservedly esteemed by collectors; when
fine it is certainly a very ornamental shell. Lamarck has
separated it as a Genus from his Tridacna; on accomit of
the edges of the two valves nearly meeting all around

;

while in Tridacna there is a large opening, for the passage
of tendinous fibres by which it adheres to the rocks.
Whether the Hippopus also attaches itself in the same
manner to the rocks or not we have not the means of
ascertaining; Lamarck seems to think it does not, because
the lunule is closed, but we know several genera which
do attach themselves to the rocks, stones, &c. by a byssus
and yet have not so much space left between the valves
for its passage as this has.

Shell equivalve, inequilateral, regular, subtransverse
or longitudinal, the greater part of the margin more or
less deeply sinuous, and not gaping behind. All that we
have ever seen are covered on the outside by larger or
smaller radiating costae, which are frequently crossed at

various intervals by irregular rows of small, sometimes
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almost tubular spines. In one valve there are two com-
pressed^ irregular, elongated teeth placed just within the
linear margin to which the ligament is attached, and in

the other valve a third rather obsolete tooth. Ligament
external, marginal.

There is certainly no genus with whose characters and
habits, the shells we have represented at fig. 2. agree so well
as with this

;
they have been placed in different genera

by Lamar(3k, which proves that he has entertained some
doubts about their proper situation ; he has at length
nnited them with several others of similar general cha-
racters in Cardium ; with which, however, they do not at

all accord : formerly he had placed them with Cardita, to

v/hich, indeed, they are more nearly related, and in our
view they prove a manifest affinity between Cardita and
IIvppopus. There are only two circumstances in which
our fig. 2. difi*ers from Lamarck's Hippopus; the first is,

that it is rather a longitudinal than a transverse shell;

the other is in the muscular impressions, of which it has
one, very distinctly marked but small, and placed close

to the nmbo behind it ; this we cannot trace in Hippopus
'/iuicfdatus, but it should be remarked, that in many spe-

cimens of this shell that we have examined, it has been
extremely difficult to trace the muscular impressions, as

well as the impression of the muscle of attachment of the

mantle ; in fact, the whole forms but one impression sur-

rounding the edge at a distance, and becoming larger

towards the center, and in one specimen we think we can
discover the corresponding impression to the one men-
tioned in fig. 2.

The only recent species known, is the Hippopus macu-
latus^ fig. 1 . For the reasons given above, we do not hesi-

tate at naming the fossil shell, fig. 2., Hippopus avicidaris'^

there are two or three other fossil species resembling thi^

in general form; such is the H, cymhularis, Cardium cym-
bularc, Lam. All these fossils are found near Paris,



ACHATINA.

TESTA ovata vel oblonj^o-ovata, interdum elon-

dinalis, labio externo tenui, nunquam reflexo;

columella laevi, simplice, basi trimcata.

Very properly separated by Lamarck from the Linnean
Bullcs, as well as from Briigiiieres Bulimi. Coiichology

has made such rapid progress since his time, that students

of the present day are astonished that Linne should
have united so many shells of different characters and
habits under one generic term. We, for our part, are

certainly surprized that so well characterized and distinct

a Genus as that under consideration should be thought
unnecessary, and yet may very probably incur a directly

opposite censure for having comprised among our Acha-
tinse, shells which have by some been thought sufficiently

distinct in character to constitute several genera. La-
marck himself, notwithstanding he is charged with too
great a fondness for innovation in this particular, shall

furnish us with a reason, which we who wish to avoid the
possibility of such a charge most gladly adopt, it is " that

the establishment of new genera, without absolute neces-

sity, is a real inconvenience to science,'^ and he pleads
this as a reason for not separating some of the very shells

which we have here united.

The general form of the Achatincej is ovate or oblong,
sometimes with a lengthened, elevated spire; their aper-
ture is entire and longitudinal, being seldom more than
half the length of the shell and frequently much less; the
outer lip is thin^ never incrassated nor turned outwardS;,

gata, spira elevata.
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(but in some species it has an undated mai'gin, and those

species are the Polyphemi of Montfort) ; the inner lip does
not spread far over the lower part of the last volution,

and the columella is smooth^ free from teeth or folds,

and truncated at its lower extremity; this latter joined
to the thin edge of the outer lip^ forms the essential

character of the Genus and existing in all that we here
combine in it, serves also to distinguish it from others,

particularly from Bulimus which resembles it in general
form.

The Achatinae are the largest of all known land shells
^

many of them^ such as A. Zebra, are naturally covered

,

with a strong epidermis : others on the contrary, the A,
virginea for instance, appear to be destitute of it ; some
are constantly reverse shells, such are the large dark
brown African Achatina, which we believe Lamarck calls

A. bicarinata, and the A. Columna, Helix Columna, Linn,;
this last is perhaps one of the most singular of land shells^

its columella forming a winding pillar, visible within to

the very summit of the spire; it is the Tiger Lendix of
English Collectors, and the Colonne torse of the French.

The greater number of Achatinae are African shells;

some are West Indian, and a very few European; among
the latter we can only lay claim to one as decidedly ^
native of this country, the Achatina Acicnla of Lam.,
Buccinum terrestre of some English Authors. We hesitate

to consider as decidedly British, a little shell that we
believe belongs to this Genus, found by that acute and
zealous naturalist, Mr. Miller, in pine-beds, at Bristol.

In our plate we have represented three shells belong-
ing to the three divisions of the Genus :

—

Fig. 1 . Is one of the ordinary character, whose aperture is about half the

length of the shell, it is the A. purpurea of Lam. Bulla purpurea, Dillw.
2. Achatina virginea, whose aperture is scarcely longer than it is wide,

and not nearly equal in length to the spire.

3. A. leucozoniaSf Lam. Valuta leucozonias, rHllw.; one of the Poly-
phemi of Montfort, whose outer lip is undated, and the aperture proportionably
longer than usual.



ROTELLA.

Lam. Hist. Nat. des Aiiim. sans vert. vii. p. 6.

TESTA subdiscoiclea, orbicularis, nitida; spira

brevissima, depresso-conoidea; facie inferiore

convexa, callosa; apertura oblique subtrigona,

labio externo acuto, basi subprominulo. Oper-
culum corneum, spirale, orbiculare.

A PRETTY Geniis^ consisting of a few species^ separated
by Lamarck from the Linnean Trochus; its type is a very
common but elegant little shelly the T7\ vestiarius, While^
on account of the very circumscribed character of the
genus we approve of the separation thus suggested by
Lamarck^ we are at a loss to discover a reason for his alter-

ing the specific name of the first species from vestiarim to

lineolata; wherefore we choose rather to retain the former
specific name and call it Rotella vestiaria: nothing can be
more variable in its colouring on both sides than this little

shell, for which reason we cannot approve of the term
infimd facie alba,' used in the specific character by

Lamarck.
Shell rather discoid, orbicular, generally shining;

spire very short, of a depressed conical shape, the inferior

disk more or less convex, with a central, generally much
expanded callosity covering that part which in other dis-

coid shells forms the umbilicus. The aperture is gene-
rally obliquely triangular, sometimes almost square, with
rounded angles and the lower part of the outer lip is

rather prominent, so as to form between it and the umbi-
lical callosity an indistinct notch. It lias an orbicular,

spiral, horny operculum, very much like that of the Lin-
nean Trochus Niloticus and TurbQ Pica,
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ROTELLA.
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Found in tlie seas of tropical climates, a circumstance
in wMcii it differs from the Helicinco, wliicli are land
shells, whose lip is reflected and whose callosity does not
expand far heyond the umbilicus; its operculum, more-
over, is obtusely triangular and not spiral; Lamarck,
therefore, judiciously excluded the^Rotella from the He-
licina, with which he had formerly united it.

A little fossil shell occurs, in a stratum similar to the

Calcaire grossiere of the Paris basin, at Hauteville, near
Valognes, which we do not hesitate to refer to this Genus,
although it has a minute iimbilicus pierced -as it were
through the umbilical callosity, and its aperture is

rounder : it is the Turbo Helicinoides of Defrance. Several
Lias fossil shells, published in Mineral Conchology,''
tab. 10. 273 and 285, are more nearly related to this

Genus than to Helicinay but they all have evidence of a
sinus in the center of the outer lip, in which respect they
neither agree with Helicina nor Rotella; though we pos-
sess a Rotella with a very slight indication of it.

Fig. 1. Rotella monilifera. ^

2, — vestiaria.

3, aiicta.



AVICULA.

Avicula et Maleagrina^ Lam.

TESTA extra plerumque sqiiamifera, nonnim-
quam siibmiitica, insequivalvis, rotuDclato-siib-

quadrata, basi transversa, recta, extremitatibiis

plerumque produetis, iiomimiquam brevibus,
antica interdum caudiformi: valva sinistra ad
basim angustata, emarginata. Cardo plerumque
dente in utraque valva infra umbones. Area
ligamenti marginalis, linearis, angusta, medio
dilatata. Impresslones musculares piures, una
subcentralis, suborbicularis, magna, caeteree

minimis, in seriem interruptam ordinatse, um-
bonem versus deeurrentes.

It is not without tlie strongest conviction of tlie propriety
of combining' the two Lamarckian genera Avimla and
Meleagrina in one, that we have taken our resolution,
and we think we have every evidence that can possibly be
adduced in support of our opinion. In detailing the cha-
racters of our Avimla, we shall therefore endeavour to
point out and elucidate those particulars in which we
think Lamarck has erred in separating them. Both these
Lamarckian genera are placed by Linneans in Mytilus,
but it would now be almost needless to enumerate the
characters by which they are to be distinguished; the
general form and the inequality of the valves are alone
sufficiently discriminative marks.

The general form of these shells is rather square,
with the superior angles rounded ; in the Lamarckian
Meleagrina? it is nearer to orbicular than in his Avicidse,

which are rather more transverse, but there is decidedly a
transition in form : the two valves are unequal^ in the
Aviculce rather more conspicuously so than in the Melea-
grince, but distinctly so in both, and particularly in the
pearly part within. The base or hinge line is transverse,
straight, its extremities sometimes very short, as in the
Meleagrince, but very variable in length, and sometimes
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excessively prolonged. The left hand valve is contracted
and notched at the posterior side near the hase ; this is

also the case with the right hand valve but not nearly
in so eminent a degree: this sinus or notch is for the
passage of the byssus by which they fix themselves.
There is commonly a single small tooth in each valve,

just within the 2(mbo7ics: contrary to.fvhat Lamarck has
stated, we observe this little tooth very frequently in

his MeleogrincE, particularly when in a young state, and
we may also remark it is not always to be found in his

Avicuhe. The ligamental area is marginal, linear, nar-

row, dilated in the center
;

(in old shells this dilatation

is very conspicuous and forms an obliquely trigonal

pit, commencing immediately below the umbones, and
gradually increasing in width towards the center of the

shell) ; and this is not peculiar to the Meleagrinae, but
also strongly characteristic of Avicula. There is another
circumstance which Lamarck dwells upon as evidencing
peculiarity of character in Meleagrina ; it is the rows of
imbricated scales on the outside

; but, unless these have
been worn off by attrition or the file, these are also com-
mon to his Aviculae; and we have represented one which,

has them produced into the form of longish flattened

spines. Muscular impression, nearly central, suborbicular^

large, with a row of minute ones running from the inner

edge to the umbo. The external parts of the shell in both
consists of a foliaceous substance composed of pei'pendi-

cular fibres ; the internal of a brilliant pearly substance.

The species of this marine Genus appear to be rather

numerous, though they were all placed in only two species

by Liime, his Mytilus Hinmdo and Margaritifenis, or the
Sivallow Muscle and the Pearl Muscle—the latter being'

the shell from which the Oriental pearls are obtained,

and being itself the substance commonly cd^eA Mother-of-
pearl.

Of fossil species a few occur, particularly in the
London clay, and the strata identical with it.

We have been obliged to give two plates in illustra-

tion of this Genus in which
Fig. 1. Represents the two valves^of Avicula lieteroptera ? Lam.

2. A specimen of Avicula aculeata; testa ohliqud, oblongd, aculeatd],

aculcis compressis, subimbricatis, confertiusculis, siibdepressis; caudd longiorey

spiniferd.

3. Avicula margaritifera, a small specimen j this shell sometimes grows
to a considerable magaitude,
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ANCYLUS.

Muller, Hist. verm.

TESTA tenuis, oblique conica, patelliformis

;

apice subacute, postice inflexo; apertura ovali,

marginibus simplicissimis.

A LITTLE Genus of fresh water shells, first separated from
the Linnean Patella by Miiller. Several succeeding au-
thors have seen the propriety of this separation, and have
consequently adopted it : nevertheless it is not easy to

point out any good character by which it may he distin-

guished from the true Patellse, if we except the position

of the apex which in this is turned backwards, and in

Patella forwards ; and the differences in the little animal
inhabitant, which in Ancylus nearly resembles that of Lim-
iiea, which differs very materially from that of Patella, and
for this reason w e approve of Draparnaud'splacing it next to
Limnea in his systematic distribution, and wish Lamarck
had in this respect followed Draparnaud : it is, how^ever,

but justice to the last-mentioned celebrated conchologist
to add, that he has only placed it provisionally as an
appendix to the family which he designates by the term
Calyptraciens. Shell thin, obliquely conical, patelliform

;

apex or vertex, rather pointed, not lengthened nor spiral,

turned backwards, and if w e observe the shell in an ana-
logous position to that in which w e are generally accus-

tomed to place it, we shall find that its point is also turned
a little upwards : we have in our plate assigned this

position to both species, in order the better to explain
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tlie analogous position of its several parts with those o

other univalves from which it principally differs in want-
ing spiral volutions. Aperture oval or oblongs with very
entire edges.

Of this Genus two species only are known which are

the Patell(E lacustris and jhwiatilis of Linn., one of whic
has an oval and transverse aperture, and the other, whei
placed in a similar position, an oblong and longitudina

aperture. Both are common in this country. Drapar
naud describes a third species under the name of Ancylu
spina-ros<T, which, however, has been most satisfactoril

proved by M. De Ferussac to belong to a Linnean Mono
cuius, one of the Crustaces Branchiopodes frangts of La
march, which is furnished with two equal valves that ope

and shut like a little muscle ; and we regret to find that

since this has been made known, Lamarck should hav
inadvertently continued Draparnaud's mistake.

Not known in a fossil state.



HALIOTIS.

TESTA aiiriformis, lata, ssepius planiusciila,

spird brevissima, depressa sublaterali. Aper^
tura amplissima, ovata. Discus serie forami*
num, labio columellari parallelo, pertiisus.

Columella pleFiimcjiie planiilata. Testa intus
margaritacea.

With the exception of a few that are commonly knowji
by Collectors and Linneans as Imperforate Ear-shells, the
Genus Haliotis has not suffered any dismemberments. An
attempt has indeed been made by Montfort to separate
from the genuine Haliotkles two or three species under the
name of PadoUus, in which he has heen followed by Leach,
but as far as respects general adoption this attempt ap-
pears to have been as unsuccessful as it was unnecessary.
Not so the separation of the imperforate Haliotides, which
are easily distinguished by wanting the row of perfora-

tions so very characteristic of the true Haliotis.

The name of this Genus is taken from its general
resemblance in form to an ear; it is commonly ovate,
sometimes nearly round and sometimes oblong, generally
broad and rather flat, with a very short, for the most
part depressed, rather lateral spire : the aperture almost
as large as the shell, ovate or oblong, mostly entire, not
quite so in those species c'alled Padollus, by Montfort, on
account of the longitudinal _ grooves in their disks. A
series of perforations parallel to the columellar margin is

remarkable in the disk of the shells of this Genus : as the
animal increases in size the smaller of these perforations

or those nearest the spire become closed, so that there
?^re seldom more than seven or eight open at one time;
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and Lamarck particularly directs our attention to tlie

observation, that until the last of these is completely
formed there is a notch in the outer lip, at the more dis-

tant part from the spire : very rarely, indeed, have we met
with an instance in which the whole of these perforations

have been closed by the animal, (probably on account of
disorder,) and in those instances it is very evident that

they have existed, so that these perforations may be
regarded as a certain distinguishing mark between Hali-

Otis and all other genera. The columellar lip is generally
flattish and much lengthened; sometimes a very strongly
marked orbicular muscular impression nearly in the center
of the inside is observable, and we believe the interior is

always pearly and variegated with brilliant colours.

This Genus as its name implies is marine; about
thirty species are known at present, most of which are

very ornamental shells, and some are exceedingly scarce

;

the commonest of all, which may be looked upon as the

type of the Genus, is the H, tuherculata, which is very
abundant on the coasts of Guernsey and Jersey, where
the animal is eaten, and the shells are frequently arranged
in quincunx order, exposing their brilliant and variegated
interior to the rays of the sun as ornaments on the out-

sides of the houses. We do not think this shell can with
propriety be considered a native of our own coasts,

though the dead shells are sometimes thrown up on our
southern shores after violent storms. The existence of

fossil species is very doubtful : the only approach to it

that we have ever seen were some incrustations taken up
fi'om the sea near the Cape of Good Hope.

Fig. 1. Haliotis e.rcavata, Lam.
2. Asinina, Auct.
3. parva. Linn, canaliculata. Lam. carinata, Swainson. This is

one of two shells that have been confounded under the Linnean specific name
parva, but we think it quite proper to retain that name, because the other has

been well designated by the specific name of Scalarisj by Leach, which is equally

good, whether it be called Padollus or Haliotis.

r



PETRICOLA.

Lam. Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert. V. 503.

TESTA sequivalvis, insequilatera, transversa,
subtrigona, vel oblonga, latere postico rotun-
dato, antico plus minusve attenuate, plerumque
pauliim hiante. Cardo^ dentibus duobus in

utraque valva, interdum acutis, recurvis ; inter^

dum brevibus, obtusis. Impressiones musculares
duae, antica plerumque rotundata, postiea ob-
longa. Sinus impressionis pallii adhaerentis

museuli magnus. Ligamentum externum.

The Genus Petricola, as it stands at present, is composed
of several shells which Lamarck formerly thought sufl&ci-

ently different to form two genera, his Petricola and
Rupellaria, the first with two cardinal teeth in one valve
and one in the other, the second with two teeth in each
valve ; but we entirely agree with him in the propriety of
uniting them, not only because they appear to he subject

to variation in the number of teeth, but because the
specimens existing in cabinets are very seldom perfect,

and do not consequently exhibit the same number of teeth

as exist in nature. But we certainly cannot profess to be
so well satisfied with the place Lamarck has assigned to

this and some other genera which form the hollows
in stone in which they dwell; we think that a great degree
of similarity, in external figure and appearance as well as

habit, should have brought them nearer to the Pholadarice.



PETRICOLA.

Shell eqiiivalve, inequilateral, transverse, generally

rather triangular, hut sometimes transversely elongated
and even suhquadrate; the posterior side rounded; the
anterior side also rounded, generally more or less at-

tenuated, and for the most part rather gaping. Two
cardinal teeth in each valve, which are sometimes acute
and recurved, particularly the posterior tooth in one
valve, and the anterior in the other; sometimes also the

teeth are internally grooved, and the anterior one in one
valve is hroad and hifid; sometimes the teeth are short

and obtuse. The muscular impressions are two ; that on
the anterior side suborhicular, the posterior rather oblong,
and there is a large sinus in the impression of the muscle
by which the mantle adheres to the shell. The ligament
is external, but it is sometimes almost hidden by the pro-
minent anterior edge of the valves near the umbones.

The Petricolae are marine; they live in cavities,

evidently of their own working, though on account of their

form they cannot possibly have been produced by a rotatory
motion, for they are exactly of the shape of the shell

Uself, and a very^little larger. Several species have, the
same form and a^e externally rough lil^e the Phplfides,

others are ndore irregular and approach nearer to the
Saxicavce and Venerirupes; to what Linnean Genus they
belong it is difficult to say: such species as have been
described by Linneans have been placed in Venus and
Donax, We have represented the following species in

our plate, two of which being hitherto undescribed, we
have added the specific characters :

Fig. 1. Petricola pholadiformis, Lam. Outside.

2. ——^ ——: ^— Inside of both valves.

3. — Dactyltts, Nob. Tpst^ transversim oblongJi subgibb^; la-

tere postico breviore^ sulcis longitudinalibus, striis incrementi decussatis, radiate

;

antico subglabro.
.

4. > ochroleuca, Lam.
5. — rupestris. Vemis rupestris, Broccbi.
6. subglobosa, Nob. Testa subglobos^, latere postico rotim-

dato, antico subtruncato; costulis longitudinalibus, decussatis, aatice distan-

tioribus, altioribus. :

<



TEREBRATULA.

TESTA iiiaBquivalyis, aequilatera, ovalis vel sub-'

trigona, pediculo brevi^ tendineoque affixa;

valvse alterius umbo productus, ssepe incurvus,
apice perforate aut emarginato; cardo dente in
titroque latere unico; valva altera processibus
duobus testacei^, gracllibus, plerumque fur-

catiS) varie flexuosis, e cardine naseentibus
intern^ instructa. Impressiones musculares in

valva perforata duse (interdum sed rariiis dis-

tinetsBj) oblongge, centrales, approximatae; duae

itidem in altera rotundato-subtrigonge^ subcen-
trales, distantiores.

The principal and most numerous Genus of Lamarck's
family of Brachiopoda, all of which are furnished with
two shelly valves, attached to rocks and submarine bodies
either by a byssus or tendinous pedicle, or by the outside

of one of the valves, and remarkable for two long opposite

fringed arms, that are rolled up into a spiral form when
at rest. To this family belong not only the Orhicuta, Tere-

bratula and lAngula, which Lamarck includes in it, but

also his Crania and Calceola^ Sow"erby's Spirifer^ Defrance's
Thecidea, and Hipponyx, which we are surprised to find

still arranged by Lamarck among his Cali/ptraciens under
the singular appellation of Cabochons (Pileopsis) ayant
un support connu;" we thought we had sufficiently de-
monstrated the impropriety of this, but in order to show-

it more clearly we have only to observe that Lamarck's
Calyptraciens are Gasteropodes, that the shell being a testa-

ceous deposition from the mantle, and the Gasteropodes,

not being furnished with such a mantle under their foot^
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eould not possibly deposit testaceous matter in sticii a
osition as to form what he has thus termed a " support/1
ut which should more properly he called another valve;]

consequently, his Cabochons ayant un support connu"
should be placed among* the Conchifera, or we must sup-
pose the absurdity of a Gasteropoda depositing shelly matter
from the lower part of its foot^ Where it is not furnished
with the necessary organs.

The Terebratulfe are placed by Linne among the
Anomia3; they are, however, very easily distinguished,

and have, therefore, been long separated from them:
they form a Genus of p'nmary importance to the Geolo-
gist, because they are found in a fossil state in all the
secondary and tertiary beds, beginning with the very
oldest, from which circumstance Lamarck concludes that
they have inhabited the depths of the ocean, and conse-
quently that they are generally pelagic shells. There are
a great number of species, both recent and fossil, but
particularly of the latter; these might perhaps be advan-
tageously divided into several genera, though we believe

if any attempt at such a division v/ere made, it would be
extremely difficult to assign to each Genus its proper
limits. We shall, therefore, be contented with pointing
out the characters of the Genus, and those peculiarities

by which it is distinguished from other genera that have
been confounded with it, or that are nearly related to it.

Shell inequivalve, equilateral, very variable in gene-
ral form, being sometimes nearly egg-shaped, sometimes
very flat, particularly when in a young state, but gene^
rally rather triangular and gibbous, attached to sub-
marine rocks, stones, &c. by a short tendinous peduncle
formed of numerous closely united fibres, which, however,
separate a little at the attached end. The umbo of one
yalve, which may properly be called the upper valve, is

more or less produced, frequently incurved, perforated at

its apex^ or notched at it^ inner edge, with a small curved
tooth on each side of its hinge^ which fits into a cor-

responding hollow in the other valve, in such a manner
that the two valves cannot be separated without breaking
either these teeth or the edges of their sockets. The in-

side of the other valve is furnished with two slender
shelly processes (generally called cartilages^ but really of
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the same substance as the shell), which are sometimes
short, simple, and recurved, hut sometimes of considera-

ble length, branched and variously bent, and generally

anastomosing: these generally commence on each side of

the hinge, but sometimes near the centre of the shell, and
they are sometimes united to the shell at other points.

What purpose these appendages answer we cannot pre-

tend to say ; Lamarck thinks they are supports to the

animal within. Muscular impressions, two in each valve,

sometimes very strong, but mostly very indistinct ; those
in the perforated valve oblong, central and close toge-
ther; those in the other valve rather triangular, with
rounded angles, nearly central, but rather more distant.

Terebratula is distinguished from Anomia by its regu-
larity, its produced beak, its being attached by means of

a fibrous pedicle, and its internal appendages : it will not
be confounded with Crania, Thecidea, or Hipponyx, be-
cause they are all attached by the outside of the shell

:

the very peculiar though regular form of Calceola will

prevent its being mistaken for that. Orbicula and Lin-
gula have no hinge teeth, which circumstance is a suffi-

ciently discriminating mark.
The recent species of this Genus are found attached

to stones and to each other in the ocean, in all cli-

mates; but only two or three species are found on our
own coasts. They are not, in general, remarkable for

the brilliancy of their tints, though a few of them are

very prettily coloured; but they are mostly of a dull

horn colour. Many of them are variously and longi-

tudinally striated and grooved, and dentated at their

edges; some are remarkable for a deeply emarginate
superior edge to one valve, and a corresponding promi-
nent edge to the other: others, again, have one side

entirely depressed, and the other elevated ; and many are
very smooth on the outside, as well as somewhat hyaline.

They are rather highly valued by collectors, especially

when highly coloured.
The fossil species are much more numerous than the

recent; they occur in all the secondary and tertiary for-

mations, except those of fresh water origin, and we never
met with any of them in the upper marine formation J*

I^articular species are peculiar to certain beds, which,
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however, it is not the object of our work to part^ictilarl-z^*;

we shall therefore conclude, by enumerating the exam-
ples we have given in our plate *

Fig. 1. T'erebratula sanguinea? Dillwyrty but certainly not T, sanguinea of
Leach.

2, • caput sei'pentis^ Lam.
3. " dorsata ? Lam. showing the internal appendages.
4. rosea, Mawe, Also showing the internal appendage and

the muscular impressions in one valve.

5, psittacea. Showing the internal appendage and the nms-
cular iropressions of both valves. Anotlier^pccinicn closed shows the outside.

4



DENTALIUM,

TUBUS testaceiis, regularis, leviter arcuatus;
versus extremitatem posticam sensim attenua-
tus, interdum fissura superius et appendiculis
duobus utroque latere postice instructus; utra-
que extremitate pervius.

We are aware that we sliall incur the displeasure of some
of our rigidly scientific friends, hy introducing the Genus
Dentalium in our work on the Genera of Shells, for the
same reason as some complaints have already been insti-

tuted against us for admitting the Galeolaria, that is,

because the animal which inhabits it does not belong to

the same class as the greater number of testacea; but
assured as we are that a right knowledge, and con-
sequently "a natural classification of shells, will never be
attained but by the study of the animals, we still think
ourselves justified in presenting such genera to our read-
ers, because, whatever may be the nature of their animals,
we are engaged to give an account of the shells alone,

and the Dentalia are as decidedly shells as any others.

We may further add, that so little is known at present

upon the subject, that it is not without evident doubt
that Lamarck has placed it among his Atinelides,

The Dentalia are regular, slightly arched, generally
smooth, sometimes longitudinally grooved or striated,

and sometimes transversely and annularly striated, shelly

tubes, open at both extremities and sensibly smaller at

the posterior. Many of the species appear to be entire

at the smaller end, but we have not unfrequently observed
in others a more or less elongated longitudinal fissure,

commencing at the upper part of this posterior aperture,
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and sometimes extending considerably along the superior
part of the tube, and from this circumstance Lamarck
has named one species 2>. Fissura. Besides this fissure,

these species, when perfect, have a small semicircular
appendage projecting posteriorly from each side of the
aperture : these do not appear to have been observed
before ; we have, therefore, given a magnified representa-
tion of the posterior extremity of D, Fissura, which shows
them more distinctly than any other species we have
seen.

There are many recent species of Dentalium, some
of which are much more nearly cylindrical than others

;

some are ventricose, others have a slight constriction

near, or at the anterior aperture: they are all marine,
and several are found on our coasts. Of fossil species

there are also many, particularly in the marine beds of

the tertiary formations; the London Clay and the Cal-

caire grossiere swarm with several sorts not easily distin-

guishable from the recent species, among which, we may
particularly remark the fossil species from Piacenza,
which so nearly resembles D. elephantinum, that Brocchi
has not hesitated to refer it to that species, and the Ebur-
neum of Lamarck, which he says inhabits India, and is

found fossil at Grignon.
In our plate we have given

Fig. 1. D. elephantinum, Lam. Recent.
2. The same fossil, according to Lam. and Brocchi.
3. D. Fissura, Lam.
4. A magnified portion of the posterior extremity.
5. D. circinatum.

6. D. eburneum.
7. D. Gadus.
8. The same magnified.
9. We do not venture to assert that these also are Dentalia, but we have

given a drawing of them in our plate, because of their great similarity in form;
they are of a corneous, not a shelly substance, closed at the larger end and
attached to each other by a similarly corneous ligament ; what they are we do
not even dare to guess; for we are constrained to acknowledge that, in our
opinion, scarcely any subject is involved in more impenetrable obscurity than the

real nature of the Dentalium, on account of our not being acquainted with ita

animal inhabitant.



DOLABELLA.

Cuvier. Ann. du Mus. Regne Anim.

TESTA oblonga, subarcuata, dolabriformis, epi-^

dermide cornea induta: postic^ angustata,

crassior, callosa, subspiralis ; anticfe planulata,

latior et tenuior: marginibvis posticis reflexis.

A Genus instituted by Lamarck, in liis Sysicme des

animaux sans verfibres, published in 1801; from an ac-

quaintance with the shell only; the animal of which has,

however, since heen the subject of a particular memoir,
published in the " Annales du Museum, by the celebrated

Cuvier : from his examination, it appears that the internal

structure of the animal is exactly like that of Aplysia,

fro which Genus, indeed, it seems so nearly related in

most particulars, that if it had not been for the peculiar

character of the posterior extremity of the animal of the
Dolabella, and the decidedly calcareous nature of its

shell, we should have hesitated about the propriety of
their being considered as separate genera. Some idea of
the general external characters of the animal may be
formed from the following description which we have
translated from Lamarck's " Hist. nat. des. anim. sans

vert." VL pt. 2, p. 40: An oblong, repent body, n.*.rrow

in front, and broader behind, where it is obliquely trun-

cated by an inclined orbicular plane, having the edges of
its mantle reflected and pressed down upon the back.

Four rather tubular tentacula arranged in pairs. Oper-
culum the branchiae, including a shell, covered by the

mantle, and placed near the posterior part of the body.''



DOLABELLA.

Shell rather oblong, somewhat arched and hatchet-
shaped; narrow^ thick, callous and suhspiral at the
posterior extremity; increasing in width, and becoming
flatter and thinner towards the front: the shell is almost
entirely covered with a strong, horny, yellowish epidennis,
over which the posterior edges of the shell are reflected.

Several recent species of this Genus are known,
which, we believe, are all included under the Linnean
name Bulla dubia, but which, upon comparison, will be
easily distinguished from each other ; the one of which
we have shown both sides agrees with Lamarck's
description of D, Rumphii; we have another lying before

us, in which the posterior callosity is much more expanded
and thinner; and the disk is obliquely grooved, which
appears to be a very distinct species. The Dolabellae are
inhabitants of the Indian Ocean, they appear to prefer

quiet situations, where they cover themselves thinly with
mud.

Not known in a fossil state*



NERITA.

TESTA solida, crassiuscula, semi-globosa, subtiis

planiuscula, spira brevi, umbilico nullo. Aper-
tura semi-orbicularis, Integra, labio interno

crenulato. Operculum (testaceum) appendicut
latum.

While tlie advantages resulting to the scientific concho-
iogical students from the improved classification ofmodern
authors is every day more and more highly appreciated^ we
ar^ sure we shall not incur the displeasure of our readers
for presenting to them the Genus Nerita^ separated from
Neritina and Natica. Notwithstanding there are those who
still think that Nerita and Neritina form together but one
natural Genus, because, forsooth, they do not find any
material diversity in the general structure of their ani^-

mals, and Who tell us that difference in habit, or the
circumstance of their dwelling in fresh water or in the
Sea, or on dry land, are not to be taken into consideration
and do not constitute real differences, because they know
that certain species of Mytili and Lamarckian Arcaceas

are found inhabiting fresh water; we, for ourselves^

cannot avoid again expressing oin* conviction, that where,

essential differences in the shell only, independantly of

the animal, do exist, in combination with diversity of

economy and habit, and where many species manifest the
same peculiarities, there is good and sufficient reason for

regarding them as distinct genera; wherefore, we do not
hesitate to avow our conviction that Nerita is properly
separated from Neritina.

Shell semiglobular or obovate, solid, generally thick^

in which peculiarity it differs from Neritina, as well as in
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having a thin epidermis; mostly flattish beneath, without
any umbilicus; spire; very short. Aperture semicircular;

inner lip mostly flattened, rather sharp edged, most
commonly toothed, its edge oblique to the axis of the
shell; outer lip sharp edged, crenulated or toothed on
the inner side. A little prominence is observable just

within the shell at the lower end of the inner lip, between
which and the inner lip the little appendage to the oper-
culum slides as it opens, or closes the aperture for the
ingress or egress of the animal; and it is remarkable
that this operculum opens as a door upon its hinges for

the animal to pass out : Lamarck says it is sometimes
shelly, sometimes only horny; all that we haye seen are

shelly.

The shells here included under Nerita form only a
part of that Genus according to Linneans; there are
many recent species which are marine, but as we cannot
include the one commonly called N. littoralis, we do not
know of any British ones, and though we are acquainted
with several fossil species, they are rare, and as we believe
only occur in the London Clay and corresponding fprma-^

. tions.

The little shell commonly found in the StonesHeld
slate, and referred to this Genus, should, as we think,
go with N. littoralis ; and probably our present fig. 5, with
Turbo littoreus, from which they only differ specifically.

Jig. 1. Nerita Peloronta with its operculum.
3. The inside of the operculum.
3. Nerita chlorostoma ? Lam.
4. We believe to be undescribed and have therefore called it N. ornata,

testa subglobosa, transversim sulcata, albo vel luteo-nigroque variegate, spir4

promiaula; labio interno quadridentato, superne rugoso.*
5. Nerita gpanulata, Z)efr.

6. tricarinata, , a fossil species from Hauteville in Normandy,.

* We once thought this was the N. Histrio of Linn., but the descriptions of

that species are so variable, and the figures cited so bad, that it is impossible to

ascertain it with certainty.



NATICA.

TESTA subglobosa, vel obovalis, spira brevi*
Apertura Integra, scmi-orbicularis, labio coin-
mellari obliquo, edentulo, ealloso. Umbilicus
plerumque callo spirali instructus, callo umbi-
licum interdum penitus obtegente, interdum
obsolete. Labium externum acutum, interne
Isevigatum. Operculum testaceum vel eorneum*

Shell sul3globose, oval or oblong*, with a short, some-
times very shorty and rarely pointed, spire: aperture semi-
circular, large, very seldom effuse ; coluniellar lip oblique,
without teeth, generally thickened, sometimes spread
thickly over the umbilicus. Umbilicus generally large,

furnished within with a spiral callosity which sometimes
increases so as to cover the umbilicus, and is sometimes
very small, and in a few instances scarcely to be perceived
at all. Outer lip sharp edged, smooth within. Operculum
horny in some species, shelly in others.

Such are the charactei"^ by which the Naticse are to

be distinguished: they fprm a rather numerous Genus,
dissevered from the Linnean Neritae by Bruguiere; we
fear, from the ambiguity necessarily observable in the
description, that too many shells are included in it, and
that it might have been better, according to the sug-
gestion of Lamarck, to have united some of his fossil

AmpuUarise with some other shells that have iisually been
combined with Nerita and Natica under a new generic
appellation. The Genus so formed would consist of those
shells which are decidedly marine, like Natica, but which
have no callosity in the i^mbilicus, and in that respect

reseiT^ble Ampiillaria, How far it is proper to combiuQ



Bmii shells as have a horny with such as have a shelly

operculum, we think also a question of some importance;
nor can we ascertain whether all those Naticse, which
have a callosity in the umbilicus have also a shelly oper-
culum or not, nor whether all those which have an horny
operculum are also destitute of the callosity in the um-
bilicus. The difficulty of ascertaining this point is the

consequence of the general carelessness of those who
have opportunities, and have not preserved these shells

with their opercula.

Of the numerous recent species which we now admit
into Natica, a very few inhabit our coasts, and these all

have horny opercula: we certainly have not the N. Can-
rena, nor the N. Glaucina of Lam., although both thos(i

names are frequently admitted into English catalogues, and
Lamarck does no^t appear to have been acquainted with
our more common species. The fossil species are also

numerous^ and they are remarkable for their near resem-
hlance in form to the recent ; some of them even retain

their colours : they abound in some of the newer forma-
tions above the chalk, especially in the London Clay,

Calcaire grossiere, and Craig. We should not hesitate to

admit to this Genus as it now stands several shells which
Lamarck places among his AmpuUaria, such as the
following species; A. acuta, spirata, canalifera, patula,.

sigaretina, and probably A. crassatina> hybrida, acumi-
nata and depressa. His fossil Natica labellata, and our
I'ecent N. glaucinoides resemble each other extremely.

Fig, I . Nerita Canrena, with its gemicircularly grooved shelly operculum.
2. Mammilla.
3. cepacea. Lam., a fossil species iFrom near Paiis^

4. Caarena of Brocchi, a fosiii from Piace]iz&



UNIO.

Lam,

TESTA SBquivalvis, inaequilatera, transversa,

epidermide olivacea induta. Impressiones

musculares duae, postica composita. DenteSj

cardinalis unicus, brevis, irregularis, simplex
aut bipartitus, substriatus; laterales duo, elon-

gati, compressi, antiee producti, nonnunquam
obsoleti. Ligamentum externum.

A Genus of fresh water shells placed amon^ the Myae
by Linne, but nevertheless well discriminated by its

peculiar characters; and, perhaps, forming one of the

most natural genera, intermediate, as we believe, be-

tween the Lamarckian Anodonta (Anodon) and Hyria;
which latter may, we think, be very properly disunited

from it as forming a well characterized Genus, distin-

guished from Unio by its linear posterior teeth, and its

two wings. We are compelled, however, to unite La-
marck's Castalia to Unio, not indeed without offering the

tribute of our deserved commendation to that great Con-
jcholpgist, for his discrimination in placing this latter

Genus between his Trigonice and his Naiades: for we can-
not suppose that he considers the Trigonice as at all con-
nected with the Arcacece, much less with the Nucula,
whose ligament is internal ; next to which, however, we
find it placed.

The Uniones are mostly transverse, sometimes almost
cordate, and even suborbicular, inequilateral, equivalve,
mostly thick, sometimes extraordinarily so, though in
some few instances rather thin shells

3 generally covered
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with a more or less dark-coloured olivaceous epidermis,
wliicli is ill almost all cases eroded or eaten away from
tlie iimbones, and the more prominent parts of the shells;

a character which it possesses in common with all fresh
water bivalves. The substance of the shell is highly bril-

liant and of a pearly lustre. Hinge tooth i^hort and irre-

gular, simple or double, sometimes more or less divided
and striated ; in the species which Lamarck calls Castalia

ambigua, it is slightly elongated and more regularly stri-

ated than in most others, but it is far from being regu-
larly subtrilamellar. This hinge tooth which is very irre-

gular and thick, in those species whose shell is thick

;

more regular and less clumsy in the thinner species, appears
to be the only constant character by which Unio is to be
distinguished from Anodon; for although, as its name
implies, that Genus is wholly destitute of teeth, yet there

are some shells which evidently combine all the other

characters of both genera : and further, the two anterior,

produced or elongated, and compressed lateral laminae

or teeth, which usually characterize Unio, are sometimes
very indistinct, sometimes entirely obsolete ; and also

subject to the variation above described, according to the

degree of thickness in the respective species. Muscular
impressions two in each valve, the posterior one com-
pound. Ligament external, more or less elongated ac-

cording to the transverse length of the shell.

This is a Genus of fresh water shells, which appears

to be very numerous, and whose species are exceedingly

difficu.lt to determine, because subject to so much varia-

tion. Lamarck describes forty-eight species, of which
several are British, of these the margaritifera is the most
celebrated; it sometimes affords pearls of considerable

value even in our rivers : it is difficult to say, whether
the pictorum of Lamarck, and the ovalis of Montagu,
are the same species ; the latter, and the U. Batavus, are

common. Of the species which inhabit the rivers of

warm climates, many are remarkable for the beauty of

their internal colouring, their pearly lustre, and the great

thickness of their shell ; the rarer species are very highly

valued.

There are many fossil shells, particularly in the coal

measures, which are referred to this Genus, and we think

correctly so, because, though we have never been able to
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consult the characters of the hinge, yet judging from the

cast of the inside which is very common, we find no dif-

ference between it and casts that we have made from the

inside of recent Uniones, but we do not feel ourselves

authorized to pronounce the shell published in Min. Con.
t. 153. (U. crassissimus) to be an Unio; for its hinge is far

from being characteristic, and it has not the compound
posterior muscular impression of that Genus; it agrees
more nearly with some of the Lamarckian CypricardicB

:

at the same time, we must confess our doubts about the

probability of that Genus being ultiaiately adopted ; our
individual knowledge of it is too imperfect to support
any opinion that we may hitherto have formed upon the

subject; of one thing we are, however, certain that some
of the shells referred by Lamarck to Cypricardia, are de-

cidedly species of our Astarte, his Crassina. Our atten-

tion is drawn in the next place to Unio Listeri, hybridiiSy

concinnus and others, figured in Mineral Conchology,''

and placed in the Oolitic series by Conybeare and Phillips

;

and here, in confirmation of some observations we find

recorded in Conybeare and Phillips's " Outlines of the

Geology of England and Wales," we have to remark
that these, along with U. crassiusculus, Min. Con. t. 185,

from the Crag, all want some of the principal distin-

guishing marks of the Unio, and judging even from their

hinges, we should certainly hesitate to place them with
Unio. We have nev^r seen any perfect specimen of the
6hell published as Unio, from the fresh Avater formation

;

but if we may be allowed to decide from such fragments
^s we have examined, and from its geological position,

we should hardly feel a doubt upon the subject. Not-
withstanding, however, what has been advanced above,

we must still consider the existence either of Uniones or

jlnodontes, in any bed below the Chalk, except the Coal
measures, as exceedingly problematical.

In our plates we have represented, as characteristic

of this Genus, and as specimens of the variety of forms of

several species.

Fig. 1. The Unio oralis, Mya ovalis, Mont. bi)t united to Unio pictorum, by
I^amarck,

2. Unio ambiguus, Nobis. Castalia ambii^ua, Lam. Wc have lately been
m fortunate as to possess several specimcus of this rare and valuable shell, for

wWck Lamarck only cites the collection of the Marquis de Drfce.
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3. Unio glabratus ? Lam. a shell which agrees with Lamarck's descrip-

tion as far as it goes, but he does not mention the fact, that in his shell the an-

terior tooth or lamina is almost obsolete, which is the case in ours.

4. Unio brevialis ? Lam.
5. Unio alatus. Lam. this is a remarkable species, because it seems to

form a link connecting Unio with Hyria; from which, however, it is evidently

distinct, as it has only the anterior wing, and its cardinal teeth are not in X\\^

least elongated.



CONus.

TESTA turbinata, seu inverse conica, rariiis

subventricosa, oonvoluta, spird pleriimque bre-

vissima. Apertura longitudinalis, angustata,

edentula, basi siibefFusa, labio externo ple-

rumque supern^ emarginato*

Whatever dismemberments the greater number of the

Linnean genera have been subjected to, Conus has always
remained entire; the reason of this appears to be that the

general form of the shells included in it, is subject to but
slight variation; so that though it is one of the most nu-
merous genera, it has usually been divided only into two
families, the coronated and those which have no coronet.

The variations, however, in general form, to which this

Genus is liable, are such, that without great precaution,

several other genera may be confounded with it, such as

Strombus, and sometimes, though rarely, Cyprsea, in a
young state ; and its affinity to some Pleurotomas is so

near, that there exist some species which cannot, without
difficulty, be placed in their respective genera. We think,

moreover, that the Genus might be advantageously di-

vided into more numerous families, and that a further

division would be desirable to the student on accoimt of

the number of species. Those with a comparatively elon-

gated spire, for instance, might be well placed together

;

ioY though the spire of the Cones can never be properly
said to be elongated, still there are some whose spire is

equal in length to one-third of the whole shell: those
whose spire is very short might, perhaps, with equal pro-
priety, constitute a family : some again which are rather
ventricose, like C. bullatus, Aulicus, Geographus, Tulipa,

&c. might be divided into two families, the ventricose

coronated, and the ventricose without a coronet. Still
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more numerous divisions might much facilitate the exa*
mination of species. We have not met with any author
who mentions the notch in the upper extremity of the
outer lip so common to Cones, and on which account it

is sometimes so difficult to distinguish the species from
Pleurotomse ; neither are we quite satisfied that the
animal inhabitant of the Cones, is furnished with an
operculum : for Lamarck appears only to give it one on
the authority of Adanson's figure, and collectors have
never taken the pains to preserve these animals, common
as they are, in spirits. We have, however, one reason
for believing them to have an operculum : it is, that close

to the upper extremity of the linear aperture, and on the

body whorl there is generally a small indentation, which
has the appearance of having been produced by the attri-

tion of some hard substance frequently passing in and
out of the aperture ; and which, moreover, is never co-

vered with epidermis.

In general shape the Cones, as their name imports,

may be described as inversely conical, turbinate, some-
times, though seldom, rather ventricose convolute shells,

whose spire is generally very short, though in a few species

rather elongated. The longitudinal aperture is, in most
instances, as long as the shell, generally narrow, spread-
ing a little towards the base where it is rather effuse.

The outer lip is mostly very straight^ seldom a little

arched, and always without teeth ; nor are there ever any
teeth on the Columella: the superior extremity of this

external lip is very commonly emarginate, or notched
close to the last volution. We believe the Cones are
always covered with a more or less thick epidermis when
living ; but as very little interest has hitherto been at-

tached to these or any other shells, except on account of
their beauty, when deprived of their natural characters,

%e are not, indeed, surprised that this unsightly covering
should generally have disappeared, before they find a
place in the drawers of collectors : yet, as we ourselves

are admirers of nature in her own garb and unadorned
by art, we must be allowed to regret, that the practice

oi what is commonly termed shell cleaning, should be so

very general. That the brilliancy of their colours is

enhanced by this practice we readily admit, but their

real charactei's are too often lost by this artificial
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polish^ and the shells tlius divested of their natural ap-

pearance, must be considered in a scientilic point of

view, as imperfect. If the persons employed to collect

shells, were aware iiow much the value of those which
have their epidermis is increased by retaining it, they
would gladly bring into the market a due proportion of

imsophisticated specimens. Our love of science would be
thus satisfied, and we should unreluctantly confess^, that no
Genus of Shells, when cleaned, can boast of more beauty^

or of more splendour and variety of colouring, than that

under our consideration : for this reason, and in conse-

quence of their great rarity some of them are very highly

estimated; of these, the Gloria maris, the Omaicus, the

Aurisiacus, the Cedo-nuili, and a few others, may be
considered as the most valuable.

Fossil cones are not unfrequent
;

but, we believe,

that they occur only in the newer strata, or those above
the chalk, such as the London Clay and Crag in England,
the Calcaire grossiere in France, and the contempora-
neous beds in other countries : there are a few seen in

collections, filled with a coarse dark green arenaceous
substance ; these belong to the Terrains calcareo-trap-

peens of Brongniart. Doubtful casts are met with in the
inferior Oolite, according to Conybeare and Phillips.

There is a circumstance relating to the animal which
we think worth mentioning, it is its habit of absorbing
the testaceous matter from the outside of the inner con-
cealed volutions, so that when a section of a cone is

made, the inner portions of shell remain exceedingly
thin, while the outer or exposed parts are comparatively
thick and strong. The animals of many other marine
shells have the same habit, but we are inclined to think
only those which have an operculum.

The Cones, as we have already observed, may be
confounded with the Pleurotonice, and the young speci-

mens of some Strombi, and those cones vvhicliare rather
ventricose with young Cyprasse, but they may be distin-

guished in the following manner : from the Pleurotomje,
by their short spire, their linear aperture, and their

straight columella; from the young Strombi, by tlieir

being entirely destitute of varicose sutures, and by their

never liaving any appearance of a notch near the lower
extremity of the outer lip ; the young Strombi, moreoverj
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are seldom, if ever^ so regularly conical : fi*oiii the "Voiinff'

CypraBae, by the thickness of their shell, the coronated or
abrupt spire, by their not being polished in every part,

which the Cypraeae always are, because the mantle of
their inhabitant deposits testaceous matter over the whole
shell, and because they never have an epidermiSr

In order to show the various shapes of the different

divisions of Cones, we were obliged to give th-em in

two plates, the species we have represented are,j

Fig. 1. Conns antediluvianus, a fossil species from Piacenza, whoso spire- is

coronated and more acute than any other species with whick we are acquainted

2. Conus grandis with its epidermis.

3. nobilis.

4. australis.*

5. an hitherto undescribed species, it is very elegantly shaped and
beautifully marked ; it is now in the cabinet of the Rev. Dr. Goodall. We hare
named it C. ekiplicalv^ , the following are its characters : C. gracilis, subventri-^

cosus, spira breviuscula acuta; anfractu ultimo supern^ rotundatOr lineis, trans-^

versis duplicatis impresso : testa alba, maculis, strigisque fulVis ornata.

6. Conus Terebra.
7. Nussatella.

8. ——— Dormitor, a fossil from Barton, approaching very nearly to a
Pleurotoma.

9. Conus buUatus, two views.

* In the plate this is called C. gracilis j hut upon exauoMiaftioB we find tiiat it

accords with C. australis, Lam.



HYRIA.

Lam. Hist, Nat. des Aiiim. sans vert. VI. pt. 1. p. 81.

TESTA sequivalvis, insfequilatera, transversa,

obliqufe subtrigona, utrinque auriculata, basi

truncata, recta; epidermide olivaeea induta.

Impressiones musculares dusd, postieacomposita.
Cardo dentibus duobus elongatis ; dens posticus

seu cardinalisj multipartitus, parte externa mar
jore lamellari, partibus internis minoribus; ati^

ticus seu lateralis^ lamellaris, prselongus, in

altera valva bipartitus. Ligamentum exter-

num lineare.

We have adopted Lamarck's Genus Hyria, because,

though we find upon examination, that it possesses many
characters in common with Unio, yet we think the two
genera are sufficiently distinguished by the elongated
lamellar posterior teeth and the two wings of Hyria.
Their general form, however, cannot be considered as a
good distinguishing character, for we are acquainted
both with Anodontes and Uniones, which approach the
Hyria very nearly in that particular. These are fresh

water shells whose habits approach very nearly to each
other, and which form a very natural family with Anodon,
Iridina, and Galatea of Lamarck, (Potamophila of our
work, and Megadesma* of Bowdich^) and this latter Genus

* We imagine this name must ]be adopted, because both Galatea and Potamo-
phila were previously occupied.
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seems to us, to be tlie link which connects tlie others
with Lamarck's ConquesJluviatiles.

The Hyrise are equivalve, inequilateral, transverse,

obliquely subtriangular shells, with two wings; in their

general form, they consequently very nearly resemble the

Aviculce, but they are generally more gibbose, and their

two lateral muscular impressions, of which the posterior

one is compound, will also distinguish them from Avicula,

without taking into consideration the characters of the
hinges. The base according to Lamarck, or the hinge
line according to Swainson is elongated, and generally

very straight. Hinge with two elongated teeth in each
valve, the posterior of which is divided irregularly into

several parts, and of these the internal are the smaller,

and the external larger and lamellar, and forming two
lamellar portions in one valve ; the anterior or lateral

tooth much more lengthened, lamellar, and bipartite in

the other valve. The teeth are rough and irregularly

striated. Muscular impression of the mantle entire.

Ligament external, linear. A dark olivaceous coloured
epidermis covers the outside wherever it has not been
eroded, which has generally been the case with the more
prominent parts of the shells.

We are at present acquainted with only four species

of Hyria; H. avicularis, iam. (Mya syrmatophora, Z/mw.)

H, corrugata. Lam. H. elongata, Swains, and another in

our own collection ; all these are recent from the rivers

of warm climates. We have never seen any fossil species.



CALCEOLA

Lam. Anim. sans vert.

TESTA sequilatera, insequivalvis, triangularis,

subtus complanata. Valva major cuciiUata, ad
aperturam obliqufe truncata, margine cardinal!

transversim recto, medio emarginato, siibde^T

tato ; margine siiperiore arciiato. Valva minor
planulata, semiorbicularis, operculum simu-
lans ; margine cardinal! tuberculis duobus late-

ralibus, fovea mediana et lamella instructo.

One of the many singular shells placed by Linne among
his Anomiae, to some others of which we still think it

nearly related
;

notwithstanding an opinion which we
have heard expressed, that it belongs to the Polypiers; an
opinion undoubtedly formed from the consideration of its

structure, which must he allowed in some respects to

resemble some of them, but this structure is also to be
discovered in several other Lamarckian Brachiopodes, as

well as in some of his Rudistes, a family upon which we
have already expressed our opinion. With respect to the

Cakeola, we think that it properly belongs to the Brackio-

podeS) that it is related to the Spiriferi of Sowerby, and
approaches some of the Terebratulae 5 but Lamarck, how-
ever, places it with his Rudistes,

Shell equilateral, inequivalve, triangular, with a
flattish triangular area beneath^ by which we suppose it

to have been attached, and the point of which forms the
beak or umbo of the larger valve; this area is irregularly

and transversely striated. Large valve obliquely trun-
cated at the upper side, cardinal margin transversely
straight, notched, and somewhat dentatcd in the center 1
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upper edge arched. It is in this large valve, that the
fibrous or rather interruptedly porous structure, which
has given rise to the opinion of its belonging to the Poly-
paria, is generally observable. The upper or smaller valve
is flattish, semiorbicular ; it has the appearance of an
operculum to the large hollow valve, and is semicir-

cularly striated; its internal cardinal edge is furnished
according to Lamarck, for we have never seen it, with
two lateral tubercles, a central pit, and a small plate.

The Calceola is distinguished from all other bivalves,

by its form, something like a ladies slipper, without a
heel, by its thickness and solidity, by its being striated

internally from the center to the circumference, and by
having no ligament. It is a fossil; found, as we are
informed, in the environs of Juliers ; and, as we suppose,
in the Mountain Limestone : its nearest analogues are
some Mountain Limestone fossils, represented in " Mar-
tin's Petrif. Derbiens, under the name of Anomta cuspidata;

and in Sowerby's Mineral Conchology, under that of

Spirifer cuspidatus; which, however, can hardly be con-
founded with it, as its characters are sufficiently distinct.

The Calceola is supposed to have been marine : only
one species is known, the Calceola */uliacensis*, of this we
have given three view&in our plate.

* Anomia Sandalinm, Linn.; Calceola sandalina, Lam.j in our plate it is

called C. Sandalium, but wc prefer the above name.
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TESTA ovata, vel ovato-oblonga, ventricosa;
apertura longitudinalis, angustata, utrinque
dentata, extremitatibus utrinque breviter cana-
liferis, subelFusis. Spira brevis, obtecta.

The Cowries are perhaps equal, at least they do not yield

in point of beauty to the Cones and Volutes; but as there

is not a great number of rare species they are not so

highly valued : there is, however, one circumstance con-
nected with their general history which renders them one
of the most interesting of all genera, and which cir-

cumstance does not appear to have been satisfactorily

accounted for; we advert to the fact, that young Cowries
which have formed their involute outer lip are generally

larger than when they are full grown and have completed
their shell. It is to be regretted that Bruguiere should
have been prevented by a premature death from publish-

ing the evidence he possessed, that the animal of the
Cypraea, before it arrived at its complete growth, aban-
dons its shell several times, to form another more fitted

to its dimensions. Our own opinion upon the subject is,

that the animal may have the power of absorbing the

calcareous matte;*, and redepositing it of a form and size

more congenial to its own increased or decreased bulk

:

and this opinion does not iippear to us at all inconsistent

with Bruguieres idea of the shell being always formed at

two distinct periods, though we confess that we do not
conceive the necessity of two distinct periods for the
formation of the shell, either of Cyprcea, Oliva, or Margi-
nella, any more than we do of that of Bulla, and other

genera, whose mantle either constantly covers the out-

side of the shell, or is divided so as to envelope it at the
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pleasure of the animal. The external polish and colour
in the Cyprseaj is certainly owing to the deposition of
testaceous matter from that side of the divided mantle of
the animal, which, when extended, is applied over the
outer part of the shell, and it is to the same circumstance
that is owing the more or less regular line or groove that
is almost constantly ohservahle along the back of the
shells of this Genus. For the sake of perspicuity, it

appears necessary to describe the Cypraeae in three differ-

ent stages; first, in their most complete state, when they
are oval, convex beliind, rather flattened in front, and
the spii*e almost totally hid by the upper part of the last

volution, which is rolled around the inner volutions as if

around a longitudinal axis: in this state of full growth
the aperture is as long as the shell itself, narrow and
dentated on both its edges, which are involute, particu-

larl)^ the outer one; and the whole shell is thick, the

front particularly so, and in the far greater number of

species the whole surface is finely polished and brilliantly

coloured, mostly in a very variable manner, being speck

•

led, spotted, eyed, striped, &c.; but some species are

beset in front with grooves and raised transverse lines,

and behind with more or less regular tubercles
;

others,

again, are covered all over with transverse raised lines

and grooves, and some are cancellated on the surface.

In their second, which may properly be termed their

intermediate state, the CypraeaB have the same general
form, and their outer lip is involute, and both lips den-
tated, but they are thin and light, their spire is still seen,'

their front is not incrassated, and they are comparatively
but little coloured, having seldom more than transverse

bands of a darker colour than the rest of the shell, and
in this state they are frequently larger than when full

grown. In their third, or juvenile state, the Cypraeae are

very different from what they are in the more advanced
stages of growth; insomuch that Adanson seems not to

have supposed them to belong to the same Genus, though
he considered them as nearly related, and actually did

observe a great degree of similarity in the structure of

the animals. In this state the Cypraeae might be con-

founded with the more ventricose Cones, but that they
are thin, and their columella is not straight ; their aper-

ture, moreover, though still longitudinal, is wide, effuse
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at the base, and the outer Hp is sharp edged, not at all

involute, nor are either of the lips dentated, and the

several volutions forming a short spire are strongly

marked: in this young state some of the Cypraeee are

hyaline and colourless, and have been, consequently,

published as Bullae, to which, indeed, notwithstanding

the manifest dilferences when full grown, the characters

of the animal seem to prove its near relation ; but upon
this subject we can go no further than just to express

our regret that our acquaintance with the animal is not

sufficient to enable us to draw any conclusions, and that

Naturalists who have the means do not seem yet disposed

to enter with sufficient zeal upon the study of their natu-
ral history.

Arranged by Lamarck next to the Ovulce, to which,

indeed, it appears to be evidently very nearly related,

the principal mark of discrimination consists in the inner

lip of the Cyprseae being dentated, whereas that of the

Ovul(B never is. Gyprasa has never been dismembered,
as most other Linnean genera have; an abortive attempt
has, however^ been made by Montfort, to constitute a
genus consisting of the small species that are transversely

grooved, such as C. Pediculus, &c., but it is not adopted,
and, indeed, it appears to us quite needless. The greater
number of species of this Genus are inhabitants of the
seas of warm climates; most of these are remarkably
beautiful; we may mention as the most rare and valuable
the C. Aurora, or Morning-dawn Cowry; the C. Mappa,
or Map Cowry; the C. Testudinaria, or Tortoiseshell;

the C. pustulata, or Small-pox Cowry; the C. aperta of
Swainson, in the Bligh Catalogue, and some others; we
need scarcely remind our readers that one particular
species, the C. moneta, is commonly current as money
in some parts of Africa, and that some species are worn
as ornaments by the natives of the Islands in the South
Seas. Very few are found in temperate climates : one
species is all we can boast of on our own shores, this in
its different stages of growth has filled at least four dif-

ferent places in the list of British shells. The recent
species are, however, very numerous, and so are the
fossil; of these latter we have several species in Britain,
in the London Clay, and Crag; many others are found
on the Continent, as in the Calcaire grossiere, in the
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environs of Paris^ at Laugnaji, near Bordeaux, and in

Normandy; also in Italy and Piedmont: we have seen

specimens of a very fine fossil species, nearly resembling
C. Mus, but much larger from the Netherlands: they
seem to be confined to the newer formations.

In order to illustrate this Genus, we have been
obliged to give two plates, in which are contained the

following species

:

Fig. 1. Cypreed Mauritiaria In its juvenile state, before the outer lip is formed.

2. The same species in its intermediate stage.

3. A beautiful variety of C. Mappa in its adult state.

4. C cylindrica. This, besides being the most elongated species we know,
has also another peculiarity, that is, the last volution so m<ich exceeds the rest

as to form an umbilicus above the point of the spire.

5. Two views of C. pusttdata.

6. Two views of C. madagascariensis.

7. Cypreea elegans^ a fossil from Nehou.
8. C. Gervillii, Nob. so named because it was discovered by our excellent

correspondent M. De Ger^'ille on his own Birth Day, and therefore eminently

belongs to him, it is a beautiful fossil found at Nehou ; the following are its

specific characters

:

C. Testa oblonga, lineis transversis plurimis confcrtis, elevatis, acutis^ ia-

tegerrimis, in partem auticam duplicatis.
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Aiiodonta. Lam,

TESTA gequivalvis, inaequilatera, transversa,

plerumque tenuis, epidermide viridi induta.

Cardo edentulus, Ligamentum externum, elon-

gatum. Impressiones musciilares duse, postica

composita.

In consequence of their not having any teeth, Linne
placed the shells which compose the present Gemis among
his Mytili, and for the same reason Lamarck, rightly

separating it from Mytilus, constituted a new Genus under
the name of Aiiodonta, hut Anodon^ is now generally

adopted as heing the more correct term. There is such a
gradual transition from those shells that may be con-
sidered as decidedly Anodontes, to Lamarck's Co7iques

Jluvixitiles through Unio, Hyria, Iridina, Megadesma,t &c.
that in some instances it is difficult to determine in which
Genus a shell ought to he placed: we have, therefore,

taken care to figure one of those that, possessing soriie of

the characters that are commonly considered as more
appropriate to Unio, are, nevertheless, united to Anodon,
in consequence of the absence of teeth : it is in fact an
intermediate shell, and forms, with many other similarly

circumstanced species, a decided link in Nature's chain of

* Leach and Bowdich were the first to alter the generic name from Anodonta.
to Anodon: this has been done at the suggestion of our learned friend the Rev.
Dr. Goodall, to whom we most gratefully acknowledge our obligations for many
useful hints respecting nomenclature.

t Our Potaraophila; Lamarck's Galatea.
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beings; and seeing that^ as characters of generic im-
portance^ so little dependance can be placed upon the
teeth, it might suggest the propriety of uniting under
one generic appellation all Lamarck's Naiades^ dividing
the Genus so formed into several sections by the charac-
ters of the hinge; for we find a considerable degree of
accordance in the general characters of all: we do not
venture to take such a step, because the state of our
knowledge is not yet sufficient to enable us to complete
the subject in the manner we could wish.

The Anodontes, then, as distinguished from other
genera, are equivalve, inequilateral, transverse bivalves,

generally very thin, but in a few instances thick, always
covered with a more or less dark coloured green or oliva-

ceous epidermis ; their hinge line is mostly pretty straight,

and their ligament, which is external, is generally elon-

gated. Hinge without teeth. Muscular impressions two,
of which the posterior is compound; muscular impression
of the mantle entire, seldom distinct. In their young state

the Anodontes are most commonly very flat and thin shells,

increasing, however, in thickness and convexity with
age ; this circumstance joined to that of their great varia-

bility in general form, depending in a certain degree on
their situation, renders the species very difficult to distin-

guish, and appears to have been the reason that numerous
varieties of the common English Horse Muscle have been
by some authors considered as so many distinct species.

A learned friend of ours, who has taken the pains to

collect a great number of series from various localities,

has thus proved their identity. Notwithstanding this

fact, we have reason to believe that the recent species

inhabiting foreign climates are numerous; but we do not
know of any fossil species, except we are justified in con-
sidering the bivalve from the Coal Measures, figured in

Sowerby's British Mineralogy," tab. 386, under the

name of Mytilus crassus, as an Anodon; which, upon
examination of specimens, we are unable to demonstrate,
but we find strong reason for believing that it may prove
so.

Fig. 1 Anodon alatus, which we have thus named on account of its wing; in

which it resembles the Unio alatus.

2, Anodon anatinus.
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TESTA longitudinalis, aequivalvis, inaequila-

tera, lateribus paululum incrassatis, utrinqiie

auriculata, uno latere subhians, bysso adliae-

rens. Umbones divaricati, parietibus iiiternis

extrorsum declivibus. Cardo subedentuius, vel

dentibus in utraque valva lateralibvis binis,

ineonspicuis, subelongatis. Area ligament!
tripartita, parte mediana vel foveola cardinal!

supernfe rotundata, lateralibns elpngatis snb-
linearibus. Impressio inuscularis lateralis, sub-
orbicularis.

Linne placed the sliells which constitute Bruguiere's Genus
Lima, among his Ostrece, but since his time, several
authors have separated them from Ostrea^ and along^

with the Escalops formed the Genus Pecten. There are,

however, many species which agree together in certain
characters in which they differ from Pecten ; we therefore
approve of Bruguiere's and Lamarck's distinctions and
adopt the Genus Lima. From the Ostreae the Limse may
be distinguished by the regularity of their form, and hy
their not being attached by the outside of their shell,

and from the Pectines by their obliquity, and also, we
believe, in being attached by a byssus; that is, we are
certain that Lima is attached by a byssus, but as far as

we can ascertain Pecten is not : still the Limse are evi-

dently very nearly related to the Pectines; but there is

one more Genus from which Lima must be distinguished,

a Genus that is only yet known in a fossil state ; we mean
Plagiostoma of Lluyd, which is an oblique shell, as well
as Lima; but from what we hitherto know of the hinge
of Plagiostoma, it differs very essentially from that of
Lima, and Plagiostoma, moreover, does not appear to

have any opening for the passage of a byssus.

The Limse are longitudinal, that is they are longer
than they are broad; they are equivalve, and inequilateral
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shells, the sides rather thickened, gaping a little on one
side near the hinge, and having a small ear on each side

the limbo. The umbones also are separate or divergent,
not approximated, their internal facets being inclined

outwards. Lamarck tells us th^t the hinge has no teeth |

but we find, in young shells particularly, two lateral

teeth, one on each side in each valve; these teeth are
rather elongated, and are certainly much less conspicuous
in old shells. The area between the umbones, to which
the ligament is attached, is divided as in Ostrea, Pecten,
^pondylus. Malleus, &c., into three parts; the middle
one of which, or the hinge pit, is rounded above, and
contains the principal portion of the ligament, while the
remainder is attached to the rather elongated, linear,

lateral portions. One lateral, suborbicular, muscular
iiiipression, frorii the inner edge of which, the muscular,

impression of the mantle takes its rise, and making a circuit

around the other side of the s]iell seems to terminate
near the beak.

There are many species of this Genus, they are
mostly longitudinally grooved or striated, the interstices

having in general shorter or longer transverse prominent
scales.

They are mostly white, but uncleaned shells have a
thin, brown, horny epidermis, which covers the scales,

as well as the other parts of the shell. Only two or.

three small species are found on our coasts, of these the
Pecteii Loscombi of Leach, fragilis of Mont., and subaurim-
latus of Mont., are among the rarer productions of the
coast of Devonshire. All that are known are marine.

Of the fossil species there are also many ; we believe

they do not occur in any beds below the Lias : in the inferior

Ooiite there are several species, some of which approach
very nearly to some of the recent shells

;
they are found

also in the Calcaire grossiere, in France; and one or two
small species occur in the corresponding beds, in Italy y

but we do not find them enumerated among the inmates,

of the London Clay, in England. These fossil specieSi

that occur in Britain, are figured in 1' Sowerby's Mineral
Conchology.''

Fig. 1. Outside of Lima glacialis, Lam.
2. Inside of Lima squamosa, Lam. ; Pecten Lima, Linn.
3. Inside of Lima buHata, figured by Chemnitz, vii. t. 68, f. 649, Ij.

4. Lima Loscombi, Leach j fragilis of Mout.
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TESTA ^equivalvis, insequilatera, transversa,

plerumque tenuis, epidermide induta. Cardo
linearis, fovea mediana oblique producta, liga-

mentum internum gerente, interuptus; denti-

bus lateralibus utrinque numerosis, acutis, sub-

recurvis, alternatim insertis. Umbones contigui.

Impressiones juusculares duae, simplices. Im-
pressio pallii adhaerentis museuli integra.

Except in its nunlerOus teetli^ this Genus tias nothing
in common with Area and Peetuneulus/* is the first obser-

vation of Turton, in his ^' Conchylia insularum Britanni-

carum/' upon this Genus; an observation in no wise
according with those of Lamarck^ who has placed the
Nuculae next to the Pectunculi^ and who represents them
as truly related to the Pectunculi and Arcae, but still

eminently distinct
;
and, forming hy the situation of the

ligament of their valves an evident transition to the

Trigonia:, he says, they unite these latter to the family of
the Arcaceae; but we find that the opinion of the last

mentioned author is partly founded in mistake, for in

describing it, he speaks of the ligament as being only
partly internal, whereas we find a scarcely distinguish-

able portion of it to be external, and it is well known that
no part of it is internal either in the other Arcacecsj or in

the Trigonice; so that we are strongly disposed to agree
with Turton and Leach, who placed Nucula in the san^e
family with Mactra, and as we discover no resemblance
between it and the Arcaceae, except in its numerous teeth,
we would separate it from them to unite it to the Mac-
traceae. Linne, in conformity with the principles upon
which his system was founded, placed it together with
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Pectunculus in his Area ; we shall, however, in describ-
ing Nucula, point out the distinguishing marks, but we
must first make some general observations on the Genus
as it stands in Lamarck, where it appears to us to consist
of shells of three distinct characters: first, of shells

whose general form is lanceolate ; these are nearly equi-
lateral, much broader than they are long, nearly hyaline,
very thin, have no epidermis, and are marine

;
secondly,

of shells which are decidedly inequilateral, whose pos-
terior side is rounded, and whose anterior side is pro-
duced into a strongly marked beak, and rather pointed;
these, moreover, are covered with a strong epidermis,
and though we do not venture to pronounce them fresh
water shells, we must assert that there are strong reasons
for believing some of them at least to be so, a conclusion
to be gathered not only from the peculiarities of the
shells themselves, but also from their history which has
been handed down to us by Schroter, who called one of
them Area fluviatilis, and says of it, that it is found in

the rivers of the Coromandel coast; this has been called
Lembulus, by Leach : thirdly, the small, obtusely ovate,
inequilateral shells, of a pearly substance within, covered
with a strong epidermis, unquestionably marine, and of
which, one was formerly Lamarck's type of the Genus,
and ought, indeed, even now to be considered as such,
because it has suggested the generic name; it is the Area
Nucleus, Linn., and Nucula margaritacea, Lam.

Notwithstanding the peculiarities of the three kinds
of shells above mentioned, we do not feel authorised to

separate them into so many genera, but still we think
they may be considered as divisions of the Genus.

All the shells that have hitherto been associated in

Nucula are equivalve, inequilateral, transverse, and
generally thin : by far the greater number are covered
with a strong olivaceous epidermis. Hinge linear, nar-

row, divided into two parts, one posterior, and the other

anterior, by an obliquely produced central pit, to which
the internal ligament is attached; lateral teeth on each
side numerous, acute, rather recurved, locjiing together

alternately. Umbones, or beaks contiguous, not sepa-

rated by an area as in Area and Pectunculus. Muscular
impressions two, simple. Impression of the muscle of

attj[K;hment of the mantle without any sinus. The animal
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does not attach itself by a byssus as that of most of the

Arcae do. The internal ligament distinguishes Nucula
from all the Arcacece,

The few species described by Lamarck^ would suggest

to us the observation that this is not a Genus abounding
in numbers, but we believe he has not mentioned one
third of the species, perhaps because be has not the means
of discriminating them. We have already mentioned the
localities of the known recent species. Of the fossils we
are acquainted with many sorts, which from our own
knowledge are found in the Crag, the upper marine
formation,'' the London Clay and Chalk Marie in Eng-
land, and the corresponding formations in France, par-
ticularly the Calcaire grossiere, at Bordeaux, Paris, and
in the neighbourhood of Valognes; as well as in Italy, at

Piacenza. The green sand also furnishes several species

in England. We have given representations of the fol-

lowing species as illustrative of the several sections of

the Genus we have mentioned ;

Fig. 1. Nucula lanceolata. Lam,
2. tellinoides, a new species lately discovered by Dr. Cheyne, and

brought to this country from Cumana ; the following are its specific characters :

N. testa tenui subhyalinS,, transversim elongata, subaequilatera, antico latere

subangulato, postico rotundato ; striis exilioribus lineas incrementi obliqu^

decussantibus.

3. Jluinatilis, Nob.; Area fiuviatilis, Schroter; N. rostrata, Lam.
4. Pelltty Lam.
5. rostrata, Mont, and Turton, but not of Lamarck.
6. oblonga, Nob. j N. lanceolata, Min. Conch, t. 180; a fossil

from the Crag.

7. margaritacea, common on our coasts, and differing in several

respects from any of the fossils commonly called by the same name.
8. . pectinata, Min. Conch, t. 192, from the Chalk Marie, at

Folkstone.

9. — Cobboldiae, a fossil from the Crag, Min. Conch, t. 180.

Ohs.—The first six of these have a small sinus in the
muscular impression of the mantle, they are all, more-
over, transversely elongated species, and the superior

edges of the shells are without crenulations. The three

others are crenulated at the upper edge and have no
sinus in the muscular impression of the mantle

;
they

are, also, very different in general form and the hinge
pit is not central, and it is placed much more ob-
liquely. Although we think these almost sufficient rea-
sons for constituting two genera, as Leach did for the
same reasons^ the one Lembulus, the other Nucula, we
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liave not ventured to take such a step, for we much fear

that it would prove equally necessary to constitute a third

for the reception of the N. lanceolata, tellinoides, and
oblonga, which were unknown to Leach.

Our English species are N. rostrata of Mont, not of

Lam. N, minuta, N, tenuis, Mont, and N. margaritaceao
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TRIGONIA.

TESTA aequivalvis, insequilatera, transversa,

trigona, interdum suborbicularis. Denies car-

clinales oblongi, lateraliter compressi, divari-

eati ; duo in valva altera, utroque latere trans-

versim sulcati, quatuor in altera, uno tantum
latere sulcati. Ligamentum externum, crassiim,

marginale. Impressiones musculares d\\8B, i

One of the most strongly marked genera of regular
l)iYalves established by Bruguiere^ and adopted by all

succeeding writers
; indeed, we do not conceive bow it

can be placed in any Linnean Genus; its extraordinary
characters, which we shall now proceed to detail, will

show how it is to be distinguished from all other genera.

Shell equivalve, mostly inequilateral, transverse,

rather triangular, whence its generic name; sometimes,
but very seldom suborbicular. Cardinal teeth oblong,
laterally compressed, divaricated, two in one valve,

transversely grooved on both sides, the grooves regular-
ly marked, and each forming a segment of a circle;

four in the other, which are grooved on one side onl]^

but alternately in pairs, so that the four teeth of this

valve receive within their grooved sides the two teeth of
the other valve. Ligament external, thick, rather short,

marginal. Principal muscular impressions two, lateral,

very distinct, one of them placed close to the upper end
of the hinge tooth, and rather behind it ; the other rather
more distant, with another very minute one between it

and the hinge tooth. Muscular impression of the mantle
very nearly entire.

Only one recent species of this Genus is known ; it

is a shell of extreme scarcity, which has been brought
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only from New Holland : we suppose it to be marine^ but
have no certain information upon that subject. It was
first published in the Annales du Museum^,''^ vol. 4,

under the name Trigonia margaritacea, but Lamarck,
without giving any reason, has altered its specific name
to pectinata, in his " Hist. Nat. des Anira. sans vert."

We have retained its former name, merely on account of
its priority. It has regular tubercular ribs diverging from
the umbo and a thin epidermis.

By far the greater number of species of this Genus
are either ribbed on the outside, or covered with tubercles

placed in regular or interrupted series; a few are only
slightly grooved iu their young state, or at the rounded
side. " ..^i.^,, i.\

The fossil species are numerous, tliey^ occur in the

Lias, the upper and lower Oolites, and throughout the

Oolite series of Phillips and Conybeare; and several spe-

cies occur in the beds of Green Sand. Those that are

found in the Tisbury beds of Portland Rock, frequently

have the ligament remaining. We should have been much
disposed to doubt the probability of any species occurring^

in strata above the Green Sand, if Miss Salisbury had
not shown us one which she dug out with her own hands
at Muddiford: notwithstanding this fact, the Trigonia
may be said to characterize the beds below the Chalk, and
above the Lias. j oj m u v/vi* v/t . -

^jviiiv OHO 'r'
" ?,on\mcs

Mods
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in canalem brevem, postice recurvum, oblique

emarginatum, terminata. Plicae vel dentes

inseqiiales ad columellam et ad internum labii

externi parietem, aperturam plerumque coarc-

tantes. Operculum corneum, tenue, semilunare.

That Ricinula is nearly related to Columbella tbere can-
not be the smallest doubt

;
wherefore^ although Lamarck

has placed the one in his Columellaires, and the other in

his Purpuriferes, we are convinced they ought to be ar-

ranged next to each other, and both in the latter family.

Indeed the resemblance is so close, that we think it will

prove exceedingly difficult if not impossible to ascertain

to which of the two genera some particular species are to

be assigned. The RicinulaB, so named from their being
muricated externally, resembling the seed vessel of the

Ricinus, are mostly small shells with a slender, semilunar,

horny operculum. The only character by which we think

they can be distinguished from Columbella, is their being
covered on the outside with pointed tubercles and spines^

but this is not admitted by Lamarck as a constant cha-

racter : two of the shells he describes as Kicinulae having
neither spines nor tubercles. In general their spire is

short, we believe never so long as the aperture, which is

longitudinal, terminated at the base by a short canal

turned rather backwards and obliquely notched. There
are a few irregular folds or teeth on the base of the

Columella, More regular teeth are generally observable
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just witbin the outer lip: there are scarcely any traces of

these in the young shells of some species, but, as the

shells increase in thickness, regular single teeth are

formed, and at their full growth the upper one of these

consists of four lobes, the next of two or three, and the
remainder only are single; in this state these teeth pro-

ject so far across the aperture as to give it a sinuous and
contracted appearance. The folds or teeth near the base
of the columella are very irregular; in some species

scarcely observable, in others very strongly marked.
This Genus is marine ; its species do not appear to be

very numerous ; the Murex neritoideus is the Linnean
type of the Genus.

We have never seen any fossil species.

Fig. 1. Ricinula horrida, Lam.
2. -

3. -

4. -

5. -

— Moms.
digitata.

var.

arach.oidss, testa jun.



ANOMIA

TESTA inaequivalvis, irregularis; valva inferior

prope cardinem perforata, operculo vel appen-
did osseae affixa; parietibus aperturae reflexis:

impressio muscularis unica, subcentralis, orbicu-
laris. Valva altera i^npressionihus muscularibus

. itribus, approximatis, majore. Ligamen-^
'-J turn internum, transversum, sub umbone po-

' situm.

When the characters we have described above are atten-

tively considered, we think this Genus is in no danger of
being confounded with Terehratula, Placuna, or any
other Genus with which Linneans, even to the present

day unite it.

The manner in which it is attached^ the peculiarities

of its hinge, and its muscular impressions eminently
distinguish it, and separate it from all other shells. The
Anomia Ephippium, Linn., may be considered as the

type of this Genus of inequivalve and irregular shells,

which is commonly found attached to rocks, shells, sea
weeds, &c. by a bony appendage or operculum with a
dilated base, and which is in fact only a continuation of
the internal or abductor muscle of the animal ossified

at its external extremity, and passing through a perfora-

tion or nearly orbicular sinus in the flatter or lower valve

:

the edges of this perforation are turned back, and it is

completely closed by this bony appendage. In the lower
valve there is a single, orbicular, nearly central muscular
impression, but in the upper or concave valve there are
three placed close to each other; of these, that nearest

the base of the shell is the largest, and it is connected by
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means of its muscle with the peg or appendage; whereas
the other two are in like manner coimected by means of

their muscle with the single muscular impression in the

lower valve. Ligament internal, transverse, placed just

l^ithin the umbo in the larger valve, and to a projecting

and transversely expanding appendage quite at the base
of the flatter valve.

This, like all other irregular attached shells, is

usually modified in form according to the substance
to which it has adhered to, which circumstance ren-

ders it extremely difficult to decide upon what may
or what may not be considered as specific characters,

the natural consequence of which is that many, mere
varieties on account of their situation, have been raised

to the rank of species, and described as such : notwith-
standing which, we are persuaded that our British species

may be reduced to two or three at most : with respect to

foreign species, we can say but little, because they are
scarcely ever brought home in a state of perfection, or if

they be, they are destroyed by the dealers as of no value.

Very few fossil species are known
;
they are, how-

ever, found, though rarely, in the Crag and London Clay,
in England; and in the marine formations above the,

Chalk, in France.

Fig. 1. j4nomia Ephippiuniy outside of the attached valve,
2. inside of the s$me.
3, - inside of the upper valve.

J. I



CREUSIA.

TESTA compresso-siibconica, valvis quatuor, in-

sequalibus, lateraliter ferruminatis, composita

;

apice pervio; basi valva testacea, modo calici-

formi, modo tubulari, madreporis infixa, clausa

:

valvae, antica major, caeterae subaequales. Oper-
culum bipartitum, valvis quatuor compositum.

Lepas of tlie Linuean school includes this and all the

Lamarckian Cirripedes^ which together certainly form a
most natural family. The Genus Creusia was instituted

by Leach^ and as he has described it in the " Supplement
to Encyclopaedia Britannica," it has been adopted by La-
marck ; we also think that there is good reason for adopt-
ing the Genus, which may be distinguished from most of

the other sessile Cirripedes by its habitat, and from Pyr-
goma_, with which it agrees in that particular, by the shell

being divided into four parts. We cannot, however,
approve of uniting the little shell called by authors Lepas
Verruca, and by Leach Clitia striata, (Balanus striatus.

Pennant,) with Creusia^ as Lamarck has done, because
it differs in every respect, except that of having four

valves, which, however, are irregular.

The shell of Creusia is composed of four unequal
valves, united together by their sides; it is generally

flat, slightly conical, and perforated at the apex. The
base is a deeply cup-shaped, frequently tubular, testace-

ous valve, grooved or striated perpendicularly within,

and adhering by its lower extremity, or is embedded to

its very edge in Madrepores : the aperture of its superior

extremity, which is then even with the Madrepore, is.
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in this case^ closed by the four valves which compose the
principal part of the shell, of which the anterior valve
is the largest, and the others nearly equal. The opercu-
lum is bipartite, said by Leach, and in this he is followed
by Lamarck, to be undivided, but we have uniformly
found each part to be composed of two valves.

The animals of this Genus, as well as of Pyrgoma,
are frequently found in great profusion, imbedded in

various species of Madrepores, they elongate their base
in order to keep their surface even with the Madrepore,
but it not unfrequently happens that the Madrepore in-

creases so rapidly as to cover and thus destroy them.
The recent species are numerous. We have never

seen any fossil, nor are we aware that any are natives of

our own coasts.

Fig, 1. Creusia gregarea. Nob. in a Madrepore.
2. A perpendicular section of the same magnified.

3. Outside of tlie four valves, not separated from each other,

4. Inside of the same.
5. Outside of the two valves of one part of the operculum.
6. Inside of the same.
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TESTA compresso-subconica, vel conica, incli-

visa; apice pervio: basi valva testacea, modo
caliciformi, modo tiibulari, madreporis infixa,

clausa. Operculum bipartitum, valvis qjuatuor

compositiim.

This Genus appears to have been instituted by Savigny,

and has been adopted by Leach and Lamarck: we find,

however, upon examining the collection of Cirripedes, in

the British Museum, as it now remains arranged by Leach
himself^ that since the publication of the Supplement to

the Encyclopaedia Britannica," where the characters of

the Genus first appear in print, he has divided it into

four; upon what grounds we must acknowledge ourselves

entirely ignorant, except it be from some differences in

the form of the shell, and the valves of the operculum.
The names which he has given to these four genera are

Pyrgoma^ Megatrema^ Savignium, and Aditia, We do not
consider them sufficiently distinct to constitute several

genera, nor do we think that it is for the interest of

science that minute differences should be exalted to the
rank of generic characters, wherefore we still include all

above enumerated under the denomination of Pyrgomdy
which may easilybe known from all other sessile Cirripedes

by its upper shell consisting of only one piece, and not of

several laterally joined together. Like Creusia it is found
either sitting upon or fixed in various species of the stony
Corals, or Madrepores, and also in some cases entirely

overgrown by them: the shell is generally compressed,
and somewhat conical, but sometimes regularly conical,

open at the apex, and closed at the base by a deeply cup-
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sliaped testaceous valve, striated or grooved perpendicu-
larly in tlie inside ; the operculum biparti^te, each part

composed of two valves, which are variable in form, the

posterior one being in some species very much elongated.

There are many recent species of this Genus j those

we have represented are the P. crenatum, (Savignum cre-

natum, of Leach, in the Brit. Mus.,) and the P. anglicum

(Adna anglica, Leach, in 1. c.) the only one that is known
upon our coasts, and which is not unfrequently dredged
on the coast of Devonshire.

No fossil species arc known.

Fig. 1 to 6. Pyrgoma crenatum.
7. anglicum^



CORBULA

TESTA ioaequivalvis, siibsequiiatera, transversa,

pleruraque gibbosa, clausa. Dens eardinaiis in

utraque valva, conicus, ciirvus, (ascendensj

foveola lateral! adjecta. Ligamentum internum,

denti valvar minoris, foveolse majoris afiixum*

Impressiones musculares duae, laterales, distan-

tes, subirreguiares. Impressio pallii adhaerentis

musculi subintegra.

Placed by Linneans among the Mi/cv^ but well distin-

guished from them by being closed and not gaping, as

well as by other characters which we shall detail as we
proceed to give the description of this Genus ; but we
wish in the first place to draw the attention of naturalists

to a small river shell, named Mi/a labiata, by Maton, in

the Trans, of the Linn. Soc./' vol. viii., which, how-
ever, nearly ft may in many respects resemble a Corbula,
we still hesitate to unite with that Genus, though we do
not find characters of sufficient importaivce to warrant its

absolute separation, and in company with its fossil con-
geners from undoubtedly fresh water formations, consti-

tuting a new Genus. It is more compressed than the
Corbulee ; its larger valve only exceeds the other at the

upper edge: it is more acuminated anteriorly; it has
two small teeth in the hinge of its larger valve, with an
internal and central ligament, and a small accessary
muscular impression is placed immediately below each of

the principal ones. In most of these respects the fossil

species, which forms a very thin stratum, apparently of

very considerable extent above the upper fresh water
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formation in the Isle of Wight, agree with the recent
shell from the Rio de ]a Plata.

The Corbulse may properly he described as inequi-
valve, (although one species is known whose valves are
very nearly alike,) nearly equilateral, transverse, gene-
rally gibbose, not gaping bivalves; but the Myae are
rather irregular though equivalve shells. A single, gene-
rally conical, pointed, recurved, (ascending) tooth in each
valve, with a small, sometimes very deep hollow by the

side of it for the reception of the ligament, or the tooth
of the opposite valve. Ligament internal, fixed to the

tooth of the smaller valve, and inserted in the hollow by
the side of the tooth in the larger. Muscular impressions

two, distant, lateral, rather irregular. Muscular impres-
sion of the mantle with a very small sinus ; and in this

respect it dilfers from Mya, in which Genus the sinus is

very large.

The Corbulee are marine; the number of recent spe-

cies is rather considerable, but they are rare, except the

Corb. Nucleus, of Lam.; Mya inequivalvis of English
authors, which is frequent on many parts of our coasts

:

one or two others are also inhabitants of the British Isles.

Fossil species are also rather numerous
;
they occur in the

Green Sand, London Clay, and Crag, in England^^and iu

the corresponding formations in other countries.

1 & 2. Corbula gallica. 'Sf^OT

3, — Nucleus, : dni

n
I

>,

_ .
£)



EBURNA.

TESTA ovata vel elongata, nitida, anfractuum
sutura occultata. Aperiura longitudinalis,

basi emarginata, labio externo simplicissimo,

basi unidentato. Columella superne umbili-^.

cata, infra umbilicum canaliculata.

The differences between those shells to which Lamarck
first applied the name of Ehurna, and those which by the

general agreement of Conchologists have been appended
to them as belonging to that Genus^ are so great^ that we
cannot against our conviction, approve of their remain-
ing united ; wherefore our Ehurna, if it can with pro-
priety be considered as distinct from Ancilla, must consist

of the Bucciyium glahratum, Linn. Ehurna glahrata, Lam.
and such others as agree in those characters, which we
are of opinion circumscribe the Genus, and which are

commonly called " Ivoires'' in French, whence Lamarck
named the Genus Ehurna, It will be seen that Lamarck
has himself united the shells of which we speak all toge-

ther, continuing to regard the E. giabrata as the type of
the Genus ; but Swainson, thinking that those species

which least resemble E, giabrata, represent the characters

of the Genus in their perfect developements, has selected

one of them as the type of the Genus ; we hope, however,
to show that they do not even belong to it : but we will

first point out the characters of Eburna, and the marks
by which it is to be distinguished from Ancilla, to which
it is so nearly allied, that we should have hesitated to

separate the two genera, if both had not been decisively

adopted by authors.

In general form the EhurncB are oblong, or even
yather elongated, shining or polished on the outside, and
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having the suture of the volutions hidden hy the deposi-

tion of testaceous matter from the mantle^ which is di-

vided and spreads all over the shell when the animal is in

motion. Spire about half the length of the shell. Aper-
ture longitudinal^ its outer edge very even/ generally

having a very small point at its lower extremity^ and
deeply notched at its base. In all the above characters,

Eburna and Ancilla accord very nearly, while it will be
obvious that they are both separated by them from Buc-
cinum spiratum, and its cognate species ; but in Ehurna,
the Columella is umbilicate at its upper extremity, by the

separation of the inner lip from the lower part of the last

volution, and the lower part of the umbilicus forms a
double groove which runs round the outside of the twisted

Columella; in this consists the difference between Ancilla

and Eburna, the former having no umbilical suture : but
here we must observe, that of the known species of

Eburna, one has it much smaller than the rest, and
thus constitutes such a transition from the one Genus
to the other, as almost to confirm our doubts, as to the

propriety of separating them. The marks, by which
Eburna is to be distinguished from the other shells that

have been associated with it by Lamarck and others are,

the shells not being naturally polished on the outside,

their being covered with an epidermis, the volutions in

most species being separated by a canal, and the umbilicus
when it exists, being at the lower part of the Columella :

they have also an internal channel at the upper angle of
the aperture ; first noticed by Swainson.

The true Eburna should be placed next to Ancilla,

and not where Lamarck has arranged them, among the

Purpuriferes ; they have no operculum, and are marine

:

three or four species only are at present known one alone
is described : we have represented at

Fig. 1 & 2. Eburna glabrata. Lam. Buccinmn glabratum, Linn.
3. &4. — balteata, Nob. Testa cylindraceo-oblonga, spir^ sub-

conic^, anfractu ultimo supern^ incrassato ; infern^ balteato.

Obs,—A little shell diff'ering in form, and in the di-

mensions of its umbilical suture from E. glabrata; we
are unacquainted with its locality.



PILEOLUS

TESTA patelliformis, vertice subcentrali, recto*

Discus inferus, parte central! pulvinulata;
apertura exigua, sublaterali, semilunari, labio

externo marginato, interno crenulato. Spira
omnino interna, brevissima.

A NEW Genus of shells related to Nerita which has been
discovered about a twelvemonth since by the Rev. George
Cookson^ who has named it Pileolus, from its resemblance
to a little cap. For some time we hesitated about its re-

lative situation, because in its general form it so exactly
resembles the Patellce, while the structure of its inferior

disk is so unusual in appearance, that it was not until we
had broken one, and thereby discovered its internal spire^

that we concluded upon its relation to Nerita ; we had
even at one time a suspicion that it might prove to be a
bivalve, something like Hipponyx ; but this suspicion was
founded upon the examination of a specimen, which we
are now persuaded, has some very young oysters attached
to its upper surface.

Shell of an obtusely conical form, with a nearly re-
gularly orbicular base, and its vertex very nearly central
and upright. In the lower disk, of which the center is

rather prominent and cushion shaped, is placed the small
rather lateral, semilunar aperture, whose internal lip is

crenulated, and whose external lip has a raised margin.
The spire is entirely internal and very short.

Of this interesting and indeed singular Genus only
two species have been found, both of which are named
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by their discoverer. We now proceed to give their specific

characters

:

1, P. plicatus^ testA, obtuse conicA^ plicis radiantibus ex
vertice ad marginem decurrentibus; margine irre-

gulariter crenulato : parte centrali disci inferi

divisEi.

2. P. laevis, testd planulat^^ margine integro.

Obs.—The radiating plicae on the outside of P. pli-

catus, is not the only character by which it is distin-

guished from P. laevis; this latter is flatter, and the
cushion like center of the inferior disk is entire.

Both these species are fossil; they occur together in

the coarse upper layer of Oolite, above which lies the

Bradford Clay, containing Apiocrinites rotundus of Miiller,

at Anclilfe, and have also been found in a similar stratum
at Charter-house Hinton, in Somersetshire ; where they
are associated with a minute Nerita, and many other
marine fossil shells, several of which we have only seen
from this identical bed.

Fig. 1 • Pileolus plicatus, to show its elevation.

2. upper surface.

3. lower surface.

4. ' the same magnified.

5. laevis, to show its elevation.

6. upper surface.
7. lower surface.

8. the same magnified.



RANELLA.

TESTA ovalis vel oblonga, depressiuscula vari-

cibus plus minusve obliquis, utroque latere

seriem longitudinalem efformantibus onusta.

Apertura subovata, basi canaliculata, superne
pierumque eanalifera.

A VERY natural Genus which may be known at the first

glance, by the two lateral rows of varices and by the

general form, which in most species is such as to have
obtained for them the common name of Frogs, from
whence Ranella: but we must remark, that these rows of

varices are not always regular, and that there are some
species which approach Triton, in having the varices

rather more distant from each other than the length of

half a volution. With the exception, however, of the

Tritones, we believe there is no danger of the Ranella

being confounded with any other Genus, for it is easily

distinguished from Murex, which has at least three rows
of varices to each volution. It does not appear to us to

be related to Struthiolaria, though Lamarck seems to

consider it as in some respects intermediate between
Struthiolaria and Murex.

We must not omit to notice a singular opinion ad-
vanced by Lamarck, that " on the addition of every new
piece which the growth of the animal obliges it to make
to its shell ; this animal comes out and exposes itself for

the entire length of an half volution, and thus remains
stationary until the new half volution is formed :" which

fact,'' he says, is indicated by an examination of the
shell, and evidenced by the varices being constantly dis-

posed on the two opposite sides." Upon this we shall,
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however, only observe, that it does not appear in the
slightest degree probable, much less necessary, in order
to account for the particular form of these shells, that
the animal should adopt a different mode of constructing
its habitation from that adopted by all other animals of
the same class

;
which, it is well known, is by depositing

from their mantles successive layers of testaceous matter
around the edge of their apertures, without being obliged
to expose themselves to unnecessary danger by coming
out, and remaining until an entire half volution has been
formed.

The Ranella are generally ovate, sometimes oblong,
(and in the oblong species, the varices are not so regu-
larly distichous as in the ovate,) very slightly depressed
in reality, yet having the appearance of being peculiarly

so, on account of the breadth of the varices ; which form
in general a regular row on each side, more or less ob-
liquely placed. On the outside, the Ranellae are always
covered more or less closely with tubercles and rows of

small beads, and the varices are sometimes, but not often,

.
spinous. Specimens are very seldom brought to this

country with their epidermis, but such as have any re-

mains of it, prove it to be a thickish olivaceous coat.

Their aperture is rather ovate, with a more or less length-

ened canal at its base, and frequently also at its superior

extremity ; the inner lip is mostly rugose, and the inside

of the outer lip grooved, and its edge crenatcd or den-
tated. We have never seen its operculum.

The Raneilse are marine: the species are not very
numerous, most of them are inhabitants of the East Indian

Seas. There are very few fossil species those that we
have seen are found in the London Clay.

Fig. 1. Ranella candisatn, \jKm. Murex candisatus, Chemn. Murex conditusy

Gmel. A very scarce and valuable shell from New Guinea ; for the loan of

which we are indebted to Tliomas Johnstone, Esq.
2. spinostty Lam.
3. marginata. JBuccinum marginatum , Gmel. Ranella Icevigatay

Lam. A fossil species from Piacenza : the»e is a recent shell very nearly re-

.serablin^ this.
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STOMATIA.

TESTA intern^ margaritacea, suborbicularis, vel

oblonga, auriformis, depressa, spira plerumque
prominente, interdum inconspicua, marginali.

Apertura integra, plerumque longitudinalis,

vel suborbieularis, vel elongata, amplissima,

marginibus integris, supernfe conjunctis.

In his observations upon Stomatella, Lamarck tells us,

that in respect to their general form, they appear to he
nearly related to the Stomatice ; and that they are prin-

cipally distinguished by the transverse ridge and the ele-

vated outer lip of the Stomatise. Upon a careful exa-

mination^ however, of ten species, we are unable to dis-

cover any difference in the outer lip ; and it will be ob-

served, that Lamarck places among his Stomatellae one
species, the S. rubra, which has a nodular keel placed

exactly in the same position as the transverse ridge by
which he characterizes Stomatia; so that, in fact^ we do not
find any generic difference whatever, and have therefore

united the two Lamarckian genera, under the appellation

of Stomatia, which has been long applied to one of them.
The Genus thus formed may be described as follows

:

Shell pearly within, mostly coloured externally ; sub-
orbicular or oblong, generally ear-shaped and depressed.
In most species the spire is prominent, but not produced,
nor elongated

; sometimes, however, it is very small,
marginal, and inconspicuous. Aperture mostly longitu-
dinal, in some species nearly orbicular, in others much
elongated, always very large ; its edges entire, united at
the upper part, and scarcely modified or altered in form
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by any portion of the last volution. Volutions from two
to four. Muscular impressions two, seldom distinct,

nearly marginal, and in the open part of the shell.

Stomatia appears to be related to Haliotis, and is

therefore rightly placed by Lamarck in his Macrostomes

;

one of its species is arranged as an Haliotis by Linneans,
under the name of H. imperforata; of course its distin-

guishing mark is very easy. We do not pretend to discuss

the question of their resemblance to Lamarck's Tiirhi-

nacees; but only observe, that in general form, some of

them approach very nearly to some of Lamarck's Mmo-
dontes.

The Stomatia are marine; all the species we have
seen, have been brought from the East Indies and New
Holland. We have never seen any fossil species.

Fig. 1 . Stomatia imbricata ; Stomatella imbricata, Lam.
2. sulcifera : sulcifera, Lam.
3. duplicata, Nob. Testa suborbicularis, spira prominula, an-

fractibus mediane bicostatis, prope suturas undulatis ; costis leviter nodxilosis

;

apertura orbicularis.

4- Phimotis, Nob. Stomatia Phymotis, Lam. Haliotis im-
perforata, Chemn.

5. Auricula; Stomatella Auricula, Lam.
6. plamdata; plamilata, Lam.
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TESTA suborbicularis, subauriformis, depressa,

spira submarginali, vix prominula. Apertura
Integra, dilatata, altitudine latitudinem su-

perante ; marginibus supern^ disjunctis : labio

interne brevi, spiraliter intorto*

A Genus of internal shells, which we judge from the

slight acquaintance we have with it, to helong to the

same family with Lamarck's Bullcea, Aplysia, and Dola-
hella, hut placed hy him in the Macrostomes^ near to Ha-
liotis, evidently on account of its general form and its

dilated aperture. As far as the differences in the shells

themselves warrant it, our opinion is decidedly against

the separation of Blainville's Cryptostoma from this Ge-
nus ; nor do we think the animals sufficiently different to

render the propriety of separating them very clear.

In general form, the Sigareti are rather orhicular,

ear-shaped, and depressed, mostly with a nearly marginal,
scarcely prominent, sometimes very compressed spire.

The aperture is entire, much dilated, longer than wide ;

its edges disunited at the upper extremity, owing to the

outer lip embracing in its increment the lower part of the
last volution, of which there are two or three at most

:

inner lip short, spirally twisted, in general a very little

reflected at its upper part, hut sometimes so much so, as

to form a small umbilicus. Two muscular impressions
may generally be traced, one at the upper and the other
at the lower extremity, and rather within the mouth.

The Sigareti are marine; only a few species are
known, none of them inhabitants of our coasts. Adanson
arranged them with Haliotis 3 from which, however, they
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can most easily be distinguished by their want of the
dorsal perforations. With the Lamarckian genera Sto-
matia and tStomatella, they might much more easily be
confounded^ but the substance of their shell is never
pearly

;
they are partly internal shells^ and the aperture

is always more or less modified by the last turn of the
spire.

The fossil species are few and rare
;
they occur in

the London Clay at Barton^ and in the contemporaneous
formations in France and Italy : the species in the Cal-
caire grossiere at Grignon, has a small umbilicus.

We know not why Lamarck has arranged Nerita
cancellata of Chemnitz^ with Sigaretus rather than with
Natica. Much confusion seems to reign in Lamarck's
synonymy of his Sig. haliotoideus^ inasmuch as he quotes
figures of several very distinct shells for it; witness his

reference to Martini Conch. L t. 16. f. 151 to 154, and to

Bulla velutinaj Midler Zoolog. Dan. IIL t. lOL f. 1 to 4,

which is an external shell, and in our opinion, identical

with the English Helix laevigata.

Upon examination of the specimens in the British

Museum, we are convinced that De Blainville's Cryptos-

toma Leachii, is the same as one of the two shells which
Adanson calls Sigaret ; his Crypt, hreviculum is probably
the other ; but this we cannot ascertain, because the shell

has been taken away from the specimen in the British

Museum. We have no doubt, however, that the Crypt,

hreviculum of De Blainville, is a female specimen of
Cuvier's Sigaretus, given by him to Dr. Leach. It is to be
regretted, that Cuvier has not given any description of
the shell of his Sigaretus, so that it is impossible to

ascertain whether or not it be identical with either of

Adanson's shells; it is, perhaps, needless to add, that

unless it can be identified with one of them, it ought not

to be considered as a Sigaretus. Its animal is certainly

very diiferent from that of Cryptostoma Leachii, which we
believe to be identical with one of Adanson's.

Fig. 1. Sigaretus concavus, Lam.
2. haliotoideus ?

3. Leachii. Cryptostoma Leachii, De Bl.

4. ^ '
•

canaliculatus, Defr.



PHOLADOMYA.

TESTA tenuis, subhyalina, transversa, ventri-
eosa, postice brevis, rotundata, antice pl{is

miniisve elongata, hians ; superne hiantula.
Cardo, foveola elongato-subtrigona et lamina
marginali in utraque valva. Ligamentum ex-
ternum, breviuseulum, externae laminarum car-
dinis parte affixum. Impressiones musculares
duae, indistineti. Sinus impressionis museuli
adhaerentis pallii, magnus. Umbones ap-
proximati.

We rejoice in the opportunity of introducing this entirely

new Genus to the notice of our readers, which the kind-
ness of Mrs. Mawe has allowed us, particularly as the
discovery of a single recent species has led to the more
perfect knowledge of several fossils, whose Genus was
before exceedingly doubtful, insomuch that from a con-
sideration of their external appearance alone, authors
have been induced to place them in several genera, to

none of which they really belong. The only specimen
that we have ever seen was brought from the Island of
Tortola, by Mr. Nicholson, it was picked up on the coast,

and from its extreme tenuity, as well as its resemblance
to the Pholades, we are tempted to believe that it may
be one of that class of shells that protect themselves
from the fury of the ocean in cavities perforated in stone

;

or at least that it must live buried in the sand : for there

is no other evidence, even among the numerous fossil

species, of its being a piercing animal.

The following generic character being drawn up,

principally from the recent specimen, several particulars
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will be mentioned in it which cannot be observed in the

fossils ; there is not, however, the smallest doubt as to

their generic identity. Shell very thin, rather hyaline,

transverse, ventricose ; inside pearly
;

posterior side

short, sometimes very short, rounded; anterior side more
or less elongated, gaping; upper edge also gaping a little*

Hinge with a small, rather elongated, triangular pit, and
a marginal lamina in each valve ; to the outer part of

which is attached the rather short external ligament.

Muscular impressions two : these, as well as the muscular
impression of the mantle, in which there is a large sinus,

are indistinct. This shell is the only instance we have
ever seen in which the umbones are so approximated, as

to be worn through by the natural action of the animal in

opening and closing its valves.

The general aspect of this shell, is between that of

Pholas and Aiiatina of Lamarck, but most of the fossil

species have been arranged as LutraricB. We have called

it Pholadomya, with reference to its resemblance to shells

of two Linnean genera, the Pholades and Myce, It is re-

lated to PanopdBii in the characters of the hinge, but may
be distinguished from that Genus by its thin, semitrans-
parent, pearly shell : from Pholas and Anatina, by its ex-
ternal ligament, and its want of external and internal ac-

cessary valves: and lastly, from the Lamarckian MycE^
by not having the unequal teeth of that Genus.

The fossil species of this new Genus, are represented
in Sowerby's Mineral Conchology, t. 197, 225, 226, 227,

297, and 327, under the names Cardita? producta, obtusa,

lyrata, deltoidea, and margaritacea; and Lutraria ly-

rata, ovalis, ambigua, and angustata. They occur in

several rocks of the Oolitic series, particularly the Corn-
brash, Inferior Oolite, and Fuller's Earth ; as well as in

the LiaS, the London Clay, and the Sutherland Coal-field

:

also in the dark coloured Clay, between the Chalk Marl
and the Plastic Clay ? at Alum Bay.

Our plate represents four views of Pholadomya can-

dida; test^ transversim oblong^, postice brevissim^, ro-

tundat^ ; mediant parte striis divaricatis, decussatis, ab
umbone decurrentibus ; antice elongate, subquadrata.



THECIDIUM.

TESTA inaequivalvis, subirregularis, subaequi-

latera, externa valvse eoneavse parte affixa;

imperforata. Valva infera processibus duobus
cardinalibus, internis, brevibus, et area irre^-

gulariter subtrigona ad umbonem acutiusculum
extensa. Valva altera planiuscula, basi extern^
appendicula brevi, obtusa ; interne processibus
duobus lateralibus cardinalibus, et lamellis

configuratione varia. Ligamentum nullum.

Separated with great judgment from Terebratula^ by
M. De France^ being attached by the outside of the shelly

while the Terebratulae, as we have shown in a former
number, are fixed by a fibrous substance passing through
the aperture at or near the point of the umbo. We have
corrected the generic name from Thecidea to Thecidium^

at the recommendation of our learned friend the Rev. Dr,
Goodall.

Shell inequivalve, rather irregular, nearly equila-

teral, attached by the outer part of the concave valve;

ifnperforate. Lower valve with two internal, short, car-

dinal processes, and an external, rather irregularly

triangular area extended to the umbo, which is somewhat
acute. Upper valve rather flat, with a small, short, ob-

tuse appendage at its base externally, and two small

lateral cardinal processes within, and variously curved
laminae always attached to the inner disk of the shell.

Hinge without any ligament, but the valves cannot be
separated without some portions of the lateral processes

heing broken : in which respect it resembles the greater
number of the Brachiopoda,

Of the recent species of this Genus, the configuration

of whose internal laminae is so singular, we are at pre-
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sent only acquainted with one^ which we have repre-

sented; it has been brought rarely, in company with the

common red coral, from the Tuscan Seas : some French
Savans have considered it as a Crania, but it is evidently

distinct from that Genus, inasmuch as it has hinge pro-

cesses, which the Crania has not. The fossil species are

more numerous, we suspect one of them has been pub-
lished by Lamarck as a Terebratula, under the name of

T. pumila, but his reference to Magas pumila of Mineral
Conchology renders this somewhat doubtful.

Those that we have seen appear to belong to the

Chalk, and have been brought only from Maestricht

;

and from Orglandes in Normandy.
We have represented in our plate the following, viz.

:

Fig. 1. Thecidium pumilum, Terebratula pumila? Lam. showing the two
V alves together.

2. the same, showing the inside of both valves.

3. — digitatum. Nob. Valva superior interne lamellis digitatis.

4. recurvirostre, De Fr.

5. insides of the same.
6. from the Mediterranean ; we do not venture to name this

species, because we will not interfere with De France's unpublished account of
this Genus.

7. insides of the same.



TESTA aequivalvis, insequilatera, suborbicularis
vel subtransversa; extus plus minusve radiatim
sulcata: margine crenulato. Denies in valva
altera duo, obliqui, alter elongatus, ci'assus;

alter subrectus, breviusculus : in altera dens
unicus, elongatus, crassus, obliquus. Impres-
siones museulares duse, subovales, laterales.

Impressio musculi adhaerentis pallii, Integra.

Lamarck appears to us to have separated Venerieardia
from his Cardita without sufficient reason ; we have not
hesitated to unite them because we do not find any cha-

racter by which they can be distinguished. We wish,

however, to reserve our opinion upon such of his Carditae,

if indeed there be any such, as attach themselves by a
byssus in the same manner as the Mytili and the Arcce:

not that we have any further evidence of the existence

of such species than an observation of Lamarck, which
he only gives from hearsay, whereas he particularly

mentions in the generic character of his Cardita^ that it

is free.

Shell equivalve, inequilateral, suborbicular, or some-
what transverse, with more or less strongly marked
grooves on the outside, passing from the umbo to the

upper margins ; which are crenulated within. Teeth in

one valve two, generally oblique, one of them elongated,

thick, mostly rather curved ; the other sometimes straight,

short, also thick; in the other valve one elongated, thick

and oblique tooth, and a deep elongated cavity for re-

ceiving the larger tooth of the other valve. There is

sometimes also another indistinct tooth in this valve.

Muscular impressions two, rather oval, lateral. Mus-
cular impression of the mantle entire.

Very nearly related to Cypricardia of Lamarck, but
distinguished from that by the number of hinge teeth

:
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we do not know of any other Genus with which it may
he confounded, except it he Cardium, with which it agrees
in the regular ribs on the outside; hut the Cardium is

generally nearly equivalve, and besides two hinge teeth

in each valve, it has a distant lateral tooth on each side

of the umbo.
Of the Lamarckian Cardita and Venericardia toge-

ther, there are a considerable number; those which he
has called Venericardia being all fossil except one. They
are all marine ; and when living, have a thin horny epi-

dermis. The fossil species occur in the newer formations
above the Chalk; several are found in the London Clay,

and Calcaire grossiere, as well as in the Crag*

We have given in our plate the following species :

Fig. 1 . Cardita calyculatus.
2. the same showing the inside of both valves.

3. " sulcatus. Chama autiquata, Linn.
4. imbricatus.



CYPRICARDIA.

TESTA aequivalvis, insequilatera, oblique vel

transversim elongata, latere postico brevissimo.

Cardo dentibus tribus infra umbonem et dente
laterali, subelongato, antiee porrecto. Im-
presstones musculares duae, subirregulares, la-

I terales.

rTnis Genus as it is established by Lamarck^ contains

shells of very different characters^ for without taking upon
us to decide about the propriety of uniting his C. coral-

liophaga, (a shell whose animal perforates Corals) with
his C. guinaica, angulata, and rostrata, (which certainly

have not perforating animals^ though they may probably
attach themselves by a byssus,) we must proceed to men-
tion that his C. modiolaris undoubtedly belongs to our
Astarte, (his Crassina), and we believe the same to be the

case with his two last species C. obliqua and trigona. On
account of our slight acquaintance with this Genus^ its

species being so rare, we are induced to give it a place

in order to direct the attention of conchologists to it,

and thereby to obtain such information as shaU enable us

to assign to it its proper place in the system.

Shell equivalve, inequilateral, obliquely or trans-

versely elongated, with the posterior side very short.

Three teeth are placed in each valve just within and be-

hind the umbo, and one rather elongated lateral tooth is

extended towards the anterior side. There are two rather
irregular, lateral muscular impressions ; but the muscular
impression of the mantle is so indistinct, we cannot as-

certain whether or not it is entire.
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The Cypricardiae are marine^ they resemhle the Caf-
ditaB very much in general form and in the elongated
anterior tooth, but differ from them in having three teeth

placed under the umbones. Bruguiere had united them
together, and we confess that we should approve of that

union, did we not see reason to believe that the CyprU
mrdice affix themselves by means of a byssus, wherefore
we should think they might very well form one Genus
with such of Lamarck's Cm^ditce, as are also attached by a

byssus
;

if, indeed, there be any such, (we think Cardita

phrenetica. Lam., Chama seniiorbiculata. Linn, is one) ; and
that we should not place much dependance upon such a
character, as a difference in the number of hinge teeth.

Our figure is drawn from a specimen of Cypricardia

pblonga, Chama oblonga. Linn, in the British Museum.



STROMBUS.

TESTA oblonga, turrita, subventricosa, basi in

canalem brevem, emarginatum vel truncatum
desinens. Apertura plerumque elongata, su-

pern^ in canalem brevem, interdum supra spi-

ram elongatum, extensa. Labium externum
aetate ampliatum in alam simplicem, integram,
superne lobatam, infernfe lacuna a canali dis-

tincta interruptum.

Thb only characters^ by which Stromhus is distinguished
from Pteroceras, are its winged outer lip not being divided
into digitations^ and its short basal canal ; and these we
apprehend are sufficient to distinguish it from the few
genera to which it is related. There are^ indeed^ two or
three species of Strombi, which yery nearly resemble some
of the JRostellarice, but the situation of the sinus near the
lower end of the outer lip may be regarded as the distin-

guishing mark. Upon the whole, Stromhus may be con-
sidered as well marked a Genus under the Lamarckian
system, as it was a family under the Linnean ; its species
having scarcely ever been arranged under other genera,
and species of other genera having very rarely been con-
founded with it. We can only charge our memory with
one instance, in which a small species of Stromhus has
been generally placed as a Murex; it is published by
Sowerby in the Mineral Conchology, under the name of
Murex Bartonensis, (M, C. t. 34.)

The Strombi are in general oblong shells, with a
more or less acutely turrited spire ; sometimes they are
rather- ventricose, and their base generally terminates in
a short emarginated or truncated canal. The aperture
is mostly elongated, rather more so than that of the
Rostellariae, and terminated at its superior extremity by
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a short canal in most cases ; very seldom by an elongated
narrow canal extended nearly to the point of the spire.

The outer lip is sharp edged and entire when young, but
becomes more or less expanded and thickened with age,

when it forms a simple, entire wing, lobate at its upper
edge, very rarely having several small notches both at

the upper and lower ends ; but having a distinct, and in

most cases very strongly marked sinus near the inferior

extremity : in one or two instances this is very indistinct,

particularly in the Stroinhus cancellatus of Lamarck.
These marine shells are found in warm climates,

there is a considerable number of recent species, some
of which have been lately illustrated by Swainson, and
v/e believe there are still several not described by La-
marck, though some of those given by Swainson, are

evidently published under different names by Lamarck.
There are no recent indigenous species in our islands.

Fossil species are rare, and as far as we know, exist

only in the newer formations above the Chalk ; the Lon-
don Clay at Barton furnishes one species ; the Calcaire

grossiere of Paris another ; a third is found in the con-

temporaneous formation at Bordeaux, and two or three

in the tertiary Traps of Vicenza.
Two plates of Strombi are given, of which the first

represents three varieties of Str. pugilis. Fig. 1, 2, and 3.

Fig. 4. Strombus Auris Dianse.

5. variabilis var, Sw.
6. . tridentatus.

7. ^ Fissurella, Linn, cancellatus. Lam.
8. - decussatus, DeFr.

An operculum from a young specimen of Str, gigas,

is also given.

/



ROSTELLARIA.

TESTA turrita, vel fusiformis, basi acuta. La-
bium externum plus minusve aetate dilatatum^

vel integrum, vel dentatum, vel digitatum,

basi lacuna canali contigua instructum. Aper-
tura oblonga, supern^ in canalem elongatum,
supra spiram, extensa, infra in canalem acutum
desinens.

The Lamarckian Genera Rostellaria, Pterocera, and Strom-'

JbuSy with a very few shells from other Linnean Genera^
form together that very natural family which Linne de-

signated by the generic appellation of Strombus. Perhaps,
also, the Struthiolaria should be added to this family. We
have endeavoured to modify and amplify the character of

Rostellaria in such a manner, as not only to include all

the species that Lamarck intended to combine together,

but also so as to show the permanent distinctive charac-
ters between it and the allied genera ; and in doing so,

we have been obliged to admit as a character of the

Genus^ the generally elongated^ always distinct, canal,

which runs up the spire ; this canal is, indeed, observable
in two or three Strombi, but those have always another
mark of distinction. As it appears necessary for the

purposes of science that genera should be defined, we
have retained in our definition of this Genus, such cha-

racters as will still include the Str, Pes-Pelecani, though
we confess that we think that and its cognate species

might very well have been separated from the Rostel-

lariae, as forming a new Genus. We have not ventured
upon such a separation, because we wish as much as pos-

sible to avoid innovation, where it is not imperiously
called for.

Our knowledge of the RostellaricB is confined to the
shell itself, excepting that we have the operculum of the
R. Pes-Pelecani, which resembles that of the Pterocerata
and the Strombi.



ROSTELLARIA.

Shell turrited or fusiform^ the spire in all cases much
longer than the aperture

;
and^ as we believe^ always

acute at the base. Aperture oblongs its superior extre-

mity extended into the form of an elongated, very narrow
canal, which runs up, sometimes to the top of the spire,

and then frequently turns downwards on the other side
5

its inferior extremity also forming a more or less length-
ened canal, pointed at the base. Outer lip more or less

dilated with age, entire, or dentated at its lower edge, or
divided into several fingers. The upper volutions of the
Rostellariae are generally longitudinally grooved, parti-

cularly of such as have their outer lips either entire, such
as R, Columbaria, or dentated, as R, Fusus: but they are
carinated or tuberculated in those that have the outer
lip divided into fingers, such as the Pes-Pelecani : and
these have as many rows of tubercles, or the same num-
ber of carinae on the lower volution, as there are digita-

tions to the outer lip. The lower extremity of the outer
lip is sinuated close to the pointed canal, and by this

character, the RostellaricB are distinguished from the

Stromhi and Pterocerata, in both of which, this sinus or
emargination does not nearly approximate to the lower
canal ; this character, moreover, is the only one that

separates Pes-Pelecani from Strombus, and compels us
to place it with Rostellaria, as we think contrary to its

natural affinity.

The Rostellarise are naturally covered with a thin

horny epidermis, and they have a thick horny operculum
which is only attached to the foot of the animal by about
half its surface, it is of an oblong shape, rounded at one
end, and pointed at the other. Only a small number of
recent species are known, one of which is a remarkable
shell, on account of its scarcity and the extraordinary
length of the lower beak; it is the Strombus Clavus,

Gmel.; Rost. rectirostris. Lam. The R, Pes-Pelecani is

the only one found on our coasts. Fossil species are more
numerous, they are mostly remarkable shells; several

with entire, but sometimes excessively dilated outer lips

are found in the London Clay; of these the Strombus
latissimus of Brander, is a distinguished fossil; other,

more strombiform species occur in the Green Sand. The
Calcaire grossiere of Paris, and the tertiary beds of Bor-
deaux and Italy, furnish several species.



PTEROCERAS

TESTA subturrita, ovato-oblonga, subventricosa,

anfractu ultimo majore, basi in canalem elonga-
tum, plerumque reciirvum desinens. •Apertura

oblonga, in canalem, interdum duplicatum su-

perne extensa. Labium externum aetate dila-

tatum, in alam digitatam, inferne lacuna in-

terruptam distinctum. Operculum corneum,
crassum, oblongum, basi acutum.

Distinguished from Rostellaria, as we have shown before,

by the position of the sinus near the base of the outer
lip ; also by its short spire, and its outer lip being di-

vided into variously curved digitations ; this latter cha-
racter, joined to its elongated, generally curved canal at

the base, will serve also to distinguish it from Strombus.
Shell ovately oblong, rather ventricose, turrited,

spire short, with the last volution very large, and its base
generally produced into an elongated, mostly recurved
pointed canal. Aperture oblong, its upper extremity
extended into a sometimes double canal. Outer lip thin

and sharp edged when young; but when full grown,
thickened, and expanded into the form of a wing, divided
into several horns or digitations, whence the name
Pteroceras, and having a strongly marked sinus near the

lower part, but not close to the base.

Operculum horny, thick, oblong, rounded at the
upper part, by which alone it is attached to the foot of
the animal, and pointed at the lower end, exactly like

that of Strombus.
Lamarck describes only seven species of Pterocerata,

all of which are recent; nor have we ever seen any fossil
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specimens; but Swainson, in his Exotic Conehology, has
added to the number of recent species, and from our own
observations, we are convinced that there are still several

others undescribed. The singular digitations of their

outer lip and the two canals, spreading and curved in all

directions, render these shells very remarkable, and have
obtained for them the common appellations of Spiders,

Scorpions, &c. A thin horny epidermis coats their gene-
rally tuberculated outside in their natural state. One or

two species have a single horn projecting between the

sinus, near the base of the outer lip and the lower canal.

We have restored the s at the termination of the

generic name, in conformity with the termination of the

Greek neuter substantive xs^a? from which it is derived:

the Latin adjective specific names should consequently be
neuter.



SIPHONARIA.

TESTA ovata, depresso-conica; subtus concava:
vertice subobliquo, postice recurvo: impressio

muscularis anticfe capite, et lateraliter canali

interrupta; ad extremitates paulum expansa.

In general form and appearance tliis new Genus approaches
very nearly to Patella, with which it has hitherto heen
united by all authors; its lateral canal, and the vertex

being obliquely turned backwards^ may be considered as

its principal distinguishing characters, separating it not

only from Patella, but from Emarginula, whose canal is

anterior, and vertex posterior. The animal inhabitant of

one species of this Genus appears to have attracted the

attention of Adanson, who has shown that it differs ma-
terially from that of Patella, and agrees more nearly

with that of Kmarginula and Fissurella, particularly in

the situation of its branchiae. Adanson's Mouret and the

commonly called Patella Sipho, may be regarded as typical

species of this Genus.
Shell ovate, above rather depressedly conical, be-

neath concave; vertex, when not eroded, obliquely

turned backwards, exactly in the? opposite direction to

the canal, which is on the right side. Within, the

muscular impression is observable, it is commonly very

distinct, and nearly surrounding the inside at rather less

than half way from the edge to the lowest point; inter-

rupted in front by the bead of the animal, and on one
side by the canal, so that between the canal and the head,^

there is an irregularly suborbicular muscular impression

only connected witb that of the other side of the shell by a
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very narrow line, over which lies the head of the animal:
the extremities of the muscular impression are rather
expanded, particularly that immediately hehind the canal.

The canal itself sometimes forms a distinct groove within
the shell, running from the vertex to the margin, and a'

corresponding prominence may he observed on the out-

side, forming a ridge from the vertex to the margin : hut
the internal groove and the external ridge are not always
distinct ; the place of the head and that of the canal can,

however, be easily distinguished in all cases.

We are acquainted with seven or eight species of this

Genus, all of which are recent, and marine ; we. have
them from Brazil, the West Indies, Senegal and Tristan
d'Acunha.

In our plate are represented.

Fig. 1. Siphnnaria Sipho.

2. concinna.
3. Tristensis. Patella Tristensis, Leach,
4. exigua. Lepas exigua, Martini,



FISSURELLA.

TESTA clypelformis, aut depresso-conica, ple-

rumque oblonga, subtus cava; vertice antico,

pertuso: striis plerumque ex vertice ad inar-

ginem deeurrentibus, lineis incrementi decus-
satis. Impressio muscularis lateribus anticis

latior.

The Fissurellae were formerly associated with E^nargimda,
Parmophorm and other modern genera, under the generic
name Patella; several of these agree very nearly in their

general form, but are distinguished by certain peculiai'i-

ties which characterize in some instances a considerable

number of species : those which are referable to the pre-

sent Genus, are remarkable for having the vertex perfo-

rated, which character will prevent their being confounded
with any other. This Genus was separated from Patella,

by Bruguiere, because he considered the perforation of
the vertex as an indication of remarkable diversity in the

structure of the animal, sufficient to warrant the separa-

tion; a fact which has been confirmed by Beudant and
others who have had the opportunity of examining it

alive.

The general form of the Fissurellae is that of an
oblong and rather convex buckler, or of an oblong de-

pressed cone ; hollow beneath, and having the point of
the vertex directed to the front of the shell, and per-

forated : this perforation, which serves for the passage
of the water to the branchiae and of the excrements, is

occasionally nearly round; mostly of an oblong shape,
in some species contracted at the center, in others widen-
ed, and the shell is always thickened around the margin
on the inside, as if the edge were turned inwards. The
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muscular impression surrounds the inside of the slieUj,

not far from the edge; it is wider at its sides towards the
front than any other part, but the anterior part itself is

generally very narrow. The outside of the shell is gene-
rally marked by striae or grooves^ radiating from the

vertex to the outer margin ; these are mostly decussated
by the lines of growth. The inner margin is mostly cre-

nulated.

The animal of the Fissurella is very nearly related to

that of Emarginula, as the shell is to the Emarginula
itself; the fissure in the anterior margin of the latter

serving for the same purposes as the perforation in the

vertex of the former. One difference, however, is pecu-
liarly observable, which is that in Emarginula, the vertex
is directed posteriorly, contrariwise to that of Fissurella;

for Lamarck is mistaken in speaking of the notch or
fissure in the edge of Emarginula as posterior.

Of this marine Genus Lamarck describes but 20 spe-

cies, perhaps not half the number at present known,
some of which are very elegant, and one or two deserving
of particular notice; for instance, the F. Pustida and
macroschisma. The F, GrcEca and two or three minute
species are found on our coasts

;
by far the greater num-

ber of species known are recent, they are thickish and
strong shells, some delicately cancellated on the outside,

others prettily radiated with alternating dark and light

colours. A few fossil species are found in the truly ma-
rine formations above the chalk.

In our plate we have given representations of the

following species

:

Fig^. 1. Fissurella pictay Lam.
2. •— crassa.

3. Pustula.

4. calyctilata, Noh.

5. macroschisma. F. hiantula^ Xjum^

Q, ^-—..^ fascicularis? Lam.



PATELLA.

TESTA pier umque ovata, depresso vel subde-
presso-conica, subtus concava, vertice semper
antico, plerumque subcentrali, raritis admodum
marginal i vel submarginali : impressio muscu-
laris elliptica, antiee interupta.

VateIjLa^ when detached from all the other genera
which were associated with it under that name by Linnean
authors, forms still a Genus very comprehensive in num-
bers, and though well characterized as a Genus, the study
of it is rendered extremely difficult, on account of the

variations to which the species are liable from peculiarity

of position or situation. This observation is suggested by
the fact, that the P. caerulea is extremely regular and
thin when it has lived upon the leaves and stems of sea-

weed
5 and, on the contrary, irregular when attached to

the roots : we have also reason to believe that a like

difference of situation is the cause of the great difference

in character between P. compressa and P. miniata; but we
are confident that they ought to be considered as varieties

of the same, for we possess specimens in which, from the
vertex to about half an inch from the margin, the charac-
ters are those of compressa, while the remainder of the same
identical specimen is indisputably a well characterized

P. miniata : it is remarkable that Lamarck should have
observed the same fact, but considers it in some measure
inexplicable.

Shell generally ovate, sometimes oblong ; more or less

depressedly conical, rarely of a pyramidal form; concave
beneath in proportion as the vertex is convex. The apex
or vertex is sometimes very nearly central, always more
or less anterior, very seldom marginal, or indeed nearly so;

when curved, generally towards the head of the animal:
a character by which Patella may be distinguished from
all the other shells that have been associated with it.
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The muscular impression, which is generally very distinct

is of the same form as the shell, and placed within, about
half way from the summit to the margin ; it is interrupted

in front, where the head ofthe animal is placed; becoming
very much narrower, and forming only a transverse line.

The outside is sometimes smooth and the margin entire

;

but more commonly ribbed or striated in a very variable

manner from the apex to the margin, and then the

margin is variously crenulated or dentated. There is no
canal for the passage of water to the hrancMcBy as there

is in Emarginula and Sipho7iaria, for in this Genus the

branchiae are external, surrounding the animal.

Though these animals are endued with locomotive
powers, yet they habitually remain for a long time affixed

to the same spot : they are very common in all rocky
places on the sea coast, frequently forming a hollow place
in the rock where they are attached, and being modified
in form according to the smoothness or inequalities of
the rock: some species are attached to sea-weeds; all,

we believe, feed on them. A great number of recent
species are known, but we apprehend several, which ought
to be considered as mere varieties, are published as dis-

tinct species by Lamarck and other authors : it is remark-
able that they are wholly omitted in the Encyclopedie
methodique. Contrary to the opinion of some celebrated
conchologists, we consider the P. Cochlear to be a true

Patella. The English name of Limpet is commonly ap-
plied to the species of this Genus, of which several are

common on our coasts. The more common name given
to them in France is Lepas, the original name by which
the earliest Greek writers on Natural History designated
the Patellae : it is their BacXavos, which corresponds with

^ the Lepas of modern Conchology.
The fossil species are not numerous; they occur in

the great Oolite, Lias, and perhaps in the Oxford clay

and Chalk marl of the secondary series; in the Calcaire

grossier, and probably in the London clay of the tertiary

series; and also in the Crag of the Diluvian formation.

Fig. 1. Patella melanogramma?
2. ~ miniata var. in colour.

3. miniata and compressa in one specimen.
4. — ferruginea jun.
5. intorta.

^. fragilisy Chem.



MAGILUS.

Lam. V. p. 373.

TESTA basi in spiram brevem, ovatam, helici-

formem, convoluta; anfractibus tribus vel qua-
tuor, convexis, contiguis; ultimo majore in

tubum elongatum, undato-rectum porrecto.
Tubus, supra convexus, infra carinatus; ad
latera subdepressus, plicatus.

In conformity with the intention we expressed at the com-
mencement of this work^ of giving the genera of all

animals whose habitations have usually been called shells^

and not regarding the important differences of the classes

of animals who form their own testaceous covering, we
have already proceeded to illustrate two genera of La-
marck's Annelides, namely, Galeolaria and Dentalium;
and for the same reason, although we may again excite

the surprise of some continental authors by so doing,

we shall now proceed to another and a very remarkable
shell, the Magilus of Lamarck; which, indeed, we sup-

pose to be formed by an animal of the nature of his

Annelides; but, inasmuch, as we are totally unacquainted
with it, and it is distinguished by some peculiarities of
habit, we do not speak decisively to this point; but
simply state that, from what we know of the shell, we
judge the animal to differ, and not to affix itself in the
the same manner as the Annelides; it is, indeed, from its

situation, rather than from any other circumstance that

this shell is remarkahle, it being found enclosed in Mad-
repores, but not attached to them in any degree, but
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living in a perforation which it has exactly suited to its

volume : we are convinced that it has not, nor does it

need, the means of enlarging this perforation ; for when
quite young, taking up its station in an hollow part of
the Madrepore, and increasing itself in size and length as

the Madrepore increases around it, it keeps its aperture
even with the outer surface of the coral, and thus grows
in some instances, to a considerable length. We are
informed that this singular testaceous parasite is common
in the Coral rocks of the Isle of France, and that its tube
sometimes reaches the length of three feet.

Shell, at its base and in its young state, convolute,

ovate, like a snail forming a short spire of four volutions

at most : the last volution larger than the rest; and as it

increases in age, prolonged into the form of an elongated,

irregularly undated, straightish tube, consisting of a
solid shelly substance, the greater part of the tube being
filled up by the animal as it extends that part of the

tube in which it resides, and formed of fibres diverging

from the center towards the circumference. Upper part
of the tube convex; lower part carinated; sides rather

irregularly depressed, with irregular transverse folds or
striae, particularly on one side.

Notwithstanding Lamarck's expressed opinion that

the Serpula gigantea of Pallas, appears incontrovertibly to

be a species of this Genus; we cannot consider it as such,

and in this Our opinion we are confirmed by the very
words of Pallas :

" Longitudinaliter in rupibus crustisque

corcdlinis exporrecti, subflexuosi et per totam longitudi-

nem adnati esse solent. Qui Milleporcd alcicorni adcreve-

runt, ab ejusdem substantia vulgd penitus incrustati sunt,

ut vera eorum forma conspici nequeat.''

The only species we are acquainted with are recent

;

we have represented two, M, antiquus and M. elliptecus,

while we remain unacquainted with the form of the one
provisionally named M. Peronii by Lamarck, we can only

consider it as a young specimen of M. antiquus.
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TESTA clypeiformis, aut depresso-conica, ob-
longiuscula, vel oblonga; subtus cava; vertice

postic^ inclinato; margine antico fisso, vel

emarginato. Impressio muscularis lateribus

latior.

One of the genera separated by modern eonehologists

from the Linnean Patella^ and established beyond eontro-

yersy, because the distinguishing marks are not to be
found in the shell only, but also in the animal, wherefore
it may be instanced as one of the best evidences of the

propriety of the observation; that wherever there is a
characteristic mark of distinction observable in shells, a
corresponding difference may be traced in the animal
inhabitant, and at the same time as a proof that a con-
chological system should rather be formed from the struc-

ture and characters of the animals than of the shells.

Emarginula is more nearly related to Fissurella than to

Patella, inasmuch as its hranchice are not external, and the

little fissure or notch in the anterior edge is only the

termination of a narrow canal, that serves the same pur-

pose in this shell, as the perforation in the summit of

Fissurella.

It is observable that Lamarck has placed Emarginula
next to Parmophorus, without seeming to have remarked
the very great resemblance of the animals to each other

:

we have thought ourselves justified, both by the charac-
ters of the shells and of the animals, in uniting them ;

this may be objected to, perhaps, on account of the great
difference in general form, but we answer, that there are
some species of Lamarckian Emarginula, one of which
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WG have figured, which approach very near to Blainville's

Parmophorus in shape: another objection may arise from
the apparent want of the anterior fissure in Parmophorus,
but it will be seen that the anterior edge of the shell is

always somewhat emarginate, while in the situation of
the branchiae, the anterior fissure in the mantle of the
animal, and in the position of the vertex in the shell,

they exactly resemble each other; we, therefore, consider
the Pttrmophori of Blaiiiville and Lamarck, as elongated
and compressed -Em^rg-w^w/^^.

Shell clypeiform, or depressedly conical, 'more or less

oblong, hollow beneath; vertex turned backwards; an-
terior margin slit or notched. Anterior sides of the
muscular impression interrupted, expanded, not continued
across the front.

Emarginula, even including the Parmophoriy is not a
numerous Genus; though much more so than it appears
to be in Lamarck : the recent species are found in the
seas of almost all climates: one or perhaps two are

inhabitants of our own coasts. Some of them are very
pretty little shells. The Parmophorus is the same as

the Scutum of Montfort, and the Patella ambigua of Chem-
nitz ; and in England, is commonly called the Duck*s Bill

Limpet ; it is not a common shell.

The fossil Emarginulae are scarce : they occur in the
Calcaire grossier, and its contemporary strata; in the
Crag of Sufiblk, Essex, and Norfolk; and in the Bath
Oolite : they are very elegant little fossils, particularly

Lamarck's E. clypeata. We cannot consider his Parmo-
phorus elongatus as a species ot this Genus, for its verte^c

is anterior, as its muscular impression demonstrates!
consequently, we find in it no mark of a canal at either

jend : it must therefore be classed with Patella.

Our plate represents at

JFig. 1. Emarginula elongata^ Parmophorus elongatus, Blainv.

2. hrevicula,
'—breviculus, Blainv,

3. fismrata. Patella fissurata, Chemn,
4. elegans. A fossil species, from Normandy.
5. reticulata., Patella reticulata, Chemn.

p, ,
. tricostata. tricostata. Humph,

I



PRODUCTA*

^ESTA aequilatera, inaequivalvis, valva altera

plerumque convexa, margine inflexo, subrect^
producto; altera plana, vel externe concava,
margine reflexo: margine cardinal! ti'ansverso.

A Genus of fossil shells peculiar to the strata of secondary
formation, and to a certain extent characteristic of them^
and particularly of the carboniferous or Mountain Lime-
stoile. The shells which compose it appear to have been
first brought into notice by Martin, in his Petrificata Der-
biensia, he called it Concliyliolithus Anomites, and defined it

as one of his divisions of the Genus Anomia^ and correctly

so, for there is no other Linnean Genus to which it could
be referred : later authors have, however, seen the pro-
priety of separating it from Anomia, as a well marked
and very distinct Genus, belonging to the Lamarckian
Brachiopoda, ifwe may be permitted to form ourjudgment
from the shell alone, for it is one of those genera of which
a recent specimen has never been seen, we cannot there-

fore hope ever to have an opportunity of examining tlie

animal. The shell itself is rendered remarkable by the

manner in which the anterior margin is produced beyond
the part inhabited by the animal, a circumstance, on
account of which, Martin gave to one species the specific

appellation of productus; a bad name, because equally

applicable to every species of the Genus, and therefore,

if it could have been applied as a generic name, would

* We prefer retaining this name, though not strictly correct, changing how-
ever its termination to make it accord with Concha or Tes|;a, understood. Pro-
ducta is already adopted by Conybeare. (See Coaybeare and Phillips's Outlines
of the Geology of England and Wales.)
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have been preferable to any other : our classical friends

inform us that this is incorrectly done by Sowerby^ in his

Mineral Conchology of Great Britain; by altering its

termination, one objection at least will be removed. We
would willingly have substituted a preferable name, had
any been suggested which would have unexceptionably
characterized the Genus.

This singular bivalve is equilateral and inequivalve
;

one valve being generally convex, very rarely rather flat,

with its anterior edge rounded, very thin, turned down-
wards (or inwards), and produced into the form of an
irregular cylinder, and a little expanded towards its lower
edge ; the other valve is generally flat, or a little concave
on the outside, with its anterior margin turned backwards,
so that its inner side lies against the inside of the concave
valve. The cardinal or posterior margin is transverse,

straight and linear, and sometimes continued so far on
both sides as to render the shell subalate. We have never
seen the remains of any ligament, nor do we suppose
that when the animal was living its valves were united by
any. It is very seldom that the inside of either valve

has come under our observation, but in some casts, and
in a specimen of a flat valve from the Transition Lime-
stone of Dudley, there are indications of internal pro-

cesses near the hinge. The texture of the shell is exactly

like that of the other Brachiopoda ; it is granular within,

and frequently spinose on the external surface.

The fossils of this Genus occur principally in the

Mountain Limestone; they are also found in the Transi-

tion Limestone of older date, and in the Steaschist* of

Snowdon, (see Phillips, in Annals of Philosophy,) as

well as in Magnesian Limestone at Breden, near Derby;
but in this latter they appear to be rare, as they are not
mentioned by Conybeare and Phillips. About 20 species

are figured in Mineral Conchology.
Mr. Konig obligingly informs us that the names of

Polyginglymus and Pyxis have formerly been applied to

a species of this Genus : but vmfortunately both of these

names have been preoccupied.

Fig. 1. Producta Martini.

depressa, Nobis.
' antiquata.

* It would have been more correctly termed Steatoscfiist.
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MELANIA.

Lam.

TESTA turrita vel subturrita, epidermide cornea
induta; spird plerumque elongata, interdum
brevissima; aperturd Integra, ovali vel oblonga,

superne acuta, infra rotunda, efFusa vel canalem
indistinctum efFormante, peristomate simplice,

acutiusculo. Operculum corneum, spirale, an-

fractibus duobus vel tribus.

The genera Helix, Linn., Buccinum^ Miiller, and Bulimusy

Bruguiere, have successively been the receptacle of one
or two of the shells which compose the present Genus,
which Lamarck at length separated from all others under
the name of Melania. It is a Genus of river or fresh

water shells, related to Ampullaria and Paludina, and
apparently forming the transition from the shells with
entire apertures, such as Paludina to those which are

characterized by a notch at the base, such as Potamides
of Brongniart, Melanopsis of d'Audebard, and Pirena of

Lamarck. AVe have never seen the animal, but the shell

is well distinguished by the following characters

:

Shell turrited or subturrited, spire frequently elon-

gated, acute
; aperture entire, oval or oblong, generally

pointed at the superior extremity, rounded below and
at its junction with the smooth incurved columella form-
ing a sort of indistinct canal. The edge of the lip is not
thickened nor reflected, but silnple and sharpish. In a
few instances the upper part of the aperture is separated
from the last volution. Sometimes the shells of this
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Genus are nearly smooth on the outside, but they are
more frequently remarkable for various grooves, gra-
nulations, tubercles, and even sharp points; and these
are for the most part more strongly marked at the
upper part of the volutions, though sometimes extend-
ing over the whole. The outside, of the recent species,

is also covered with a generally strong, horny, dark
brown or black, sometimes olivaceous, brownish or
greenish epidermis; and the aperture is closed with an
oblong, horny, spiral, not always smooth operculum, of
only two or three volutions. The Melanice^ in common
with other fresh water shells, are frequently eroded at

the most prominent parts, so much so, that the spire is

sometimes decollated, and the shell remains of less than
half its natural length.

The Genus to which Melania seems most nearly
related, in respect of the characters of the shell, is Tur-
ritella; the form of the aperture, which is nearly round
in the latter^ and the nature of the epidermis will easily

distinguish them when recent : this last mentioned cha-
racter is, however, of no avail in the fossil species.

Most of the recent Melanice are from the rivers of warm
climates.

The fossil species occur in the fresh water formation,
and probably in some others, but they are very abundant
in that amhiguous bed, commonly called the " upper
marine." Headen Hill, in the Isle of Wight, and Charl-

ton, near London, furnish great numbers of a few species.

Some other sorts abound in analogous beds in the neigh-

bourhood of Paris, and in Normandy. Whether the

shells called Melanice, striata, Mineral Conchology, tab.

47; Heddingtoniensis, tab. 39, lineata, tab. 218; and some
others from secondary strata, should be considered as

true MelanicB or not, we do not undertake to decide, the

determination of this point involves considerations that

are foreign to the object of this work, and too closely

connected with the nature of the strata in which they

occur, for us to venture to advance any opinion.

In our plate we have given representations of

Fig. 1. Melania Amarula.
2. , a new species ? from the Isle of France ?

3. mhulata.
4. - costellata,

5. I marginataf



MELANOPSIS,
lyAudehard.

Melanopsis et Pirena, Lam.

TESTA oblonga, fusiformis, vel conico-cylindra-
cea, apice, (nisi erosione perierit) acuto; spird
anfractibus 5 ad 15, ultimo plerumque maximo

;

apertura oblonga vel ovali, superne acuta, infra
emarginata; columelld contorta, callosa, su-
perne incrassata, subtus subtruncata, lahio ex-
terna interdum profundi emarginato. Opercu-
lum corneum, parvum, spirale.

^^Thb Genus Melanopsis/' established by M. le Baron
d'Audebard de Ferussae, in 1807, " is one of the most
interesting of molluscous animals^ on account of the
importance of facts proved by its fossil species, in con-
nection with the history of the tertiary formations. It is

not less worthy of attention in a zoological point of view,
because it shows a sort of transition from the operculated
to the semi-operculated Pectinibranchia, that is, from
those Pectinibranchia whose shells have an entire aper-

ture without a canal at its base, and whose operculum
entirely covers the aperture, to those the base of whose
aperture forms a more or less distinct canal, destined to

receive a fold of the mantle, which conducts the water to

the branchial cavity, and whose operculum is neither so

large nor of the same form as the aperture."*

We are not aware that any of the Melanopsides are
marine, for all the recent species occur either in rivers or
lakes, and yet most of the fossil species are found in beds

* De Ferussae in the Memoires dc la Soci^^t^ d'histoire naturclle de Pjris,"

p. 133.
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that are considered by geologists (in this country) to be
of marine formation : we know not what degree of credit

is to be given to the assertion of a celebrated author,

that the greater number of the genera of the Pectini-

branchia might formerly have contained species peculiar

to rivers and lakes as well as to the sea; but this we do
know, that wherever the fossil Melanopsides are found,

they are accompanied by many other species of genera
that at present only live in fresh water, and therefore we
think they ought to be considered as characteristic of the

formation in which they occur.

Shell oblong, fusiform or conico-cylindrical, pointed
at the apex when complete, but very frequently decollated

and eroded; spire with from 5 to 15 volutions, the last

often forming two-thirds of the whole shell; aperture

oblong or oval, pointed at its upper parts; columella

twisted, solid, callous, separated from the exterior mar-
gin at the base by a notch; the callosity spreading over
the last volution but one, thicker near its union with the

upper extremity of the aperture, where the outer lip is

sometimes deeply notched : operculum spiral, horny, not
completely closing the aperture.

The shells which form this distinct Genus have been
placed by Linneans in Buccinum, Murex, and Stromhus;
Olivier united them to Melania, and Bruguiere placed
some of them in Bidimus, and others in Cerithium. We
accord with De Ferussac in considering the the two first

species of Lamarck's Pirena as true Melanopsides, both
on account of the agreement in the characters of the

shells as well as the animals. (His P. aurita and granulosa

belong to Melania.)

The Melanopsides, as far as we know at present, are

confined to the continents of the old world ; several of

them are european, but no one has yet been found recent

in Britain : those which Lamarck called Pirencs are pecu-
liar to Madagascar.

Our plate co;itains representations, at

Fig. 1. Of Melanopsis atruy d'Audebard ; Strombus ater, Linn.; Pirena tere-

brans^ Lam.
2. huccinoidesj d'Aud.; M. Icevigata, Lam.; Melania,

Olivier.

3 costata.

4. acicularis, d'Aud. ; M. Audehartiiy Prevost, from the

Thernal Springs of Weslau, near Vienna.
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Lam.

TESTA externa, orbicularis, subirregularis, pla-

nulata, supern^ eonvexiuseula, albida, vertiee

minimo, subeentrali; marginibus aeutis; in-

terna facie subconcava, disco centrali, calloso,

colorato; impressione musculari irregularis con-
tinua.

Apparently very distinct from the other patelliform

shells, both in the characters of the shell and those of

the animal ; De Blainville, who alone has examined the

animal, must have been deceived by some accidental

circumstance which detached the shell from its back and
turned it downwards, as we think Lamarck has satisfac-

torily demonstrated : the name of Gastroplax, which De
Blainville gave to the animal in consequence of this cir-

cumstance, must therefore be abandoned ; and his idea

that the creature was contained between two valves, or

between a single valve and the rock, must fall to the

ground. In other respects De Blainville's observations

are interesting and satisfactory ; he has shown that the

animal is nearly related to the Aplysiae. Its shell, which
is placed on the back and serves as a protection for the

viscerae, is orbicular, rather irregular and flat : above
rather convex, whitish, with a very small, nearly central

vertex; its edges are sharp; the lower or inner surface is

concave, with a central, callous disk, which is most com-
monly of a yellowish or fulvous colour: the muscular
impression continuous all round the inside of the shell, at

about half way between the margin and the vertex; it is

very irregular.

We are only acquainted with a single species of this

Genus, which is commonly called the Parasol Limpet in
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England, and Parasol Chinois in France; Lamarck men-
tions two, one from the Isle of France and the Indian
ocean, and the other from the Tarentine gulf : the charac-

ter by which he distinguishes them appears to us scarcely

sufficient, notwithstanding which they may he truly dis-

tinct species; we have never seen the latter; nor have
we ever heard of any fossil species.

The specimen we have figured is a small one; its

diameter is sometimes from 5 to 6 inches, and the animal
is much larger than the shell.

Since writing the above we have examined the iden-
tical specimen which M. De Blainville described, in the
British Museum, and we have been so fortunate as to

detect the cause of his error, at the same time we have
proved the accuracy of his anatomical description; the

circumstance by which he has been deceived, has been the
displacing the shell from its original situation on the back
of the animal, and fixing it to the under side of the foot,

where it now adheres, not by the muscular fibres of the
foot, but by a kind of cement artificially interposed.
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Serpula, Spirorbis^ Vermilia et Vermetus^ Lam.

TESTA tubulosa, cylindracea, posticfe attenuata;
vel in spiram productam seu orbicularem, dis-

coideam, convoluta vel irregularis; interdum
inferna superfieie planulata omnino fixa, inter-

dum repens, spira non distineta; interdum par-
tim erecto-undata, varie contortuplieata; rar5
admodum poene libera: aperturd plerumque
rotunda, margine vel simplici, vel dentibus seu
angulis varie armato. Operculum testaceum
vel corneum, orbiculare, forma pervariabili.

The differences which have induced Lamarck to separate

the Genera Spirorbis and Vermilia from Serpula depending
upon circumstances altogether variable, cannot be con-
sidered as sufficient reasons for removing from that Genus
the little testaceous coverings of these Annelides: but the
circumstances on account of which he has removed Ver-

metus, not only from Serpula but from the family itself,

require a more critical examination, inasmuch as these
reasons have induced him to arrange it with his Scalariens,

Let it be observed that Adanson, from whom Lamarck
adopted his Vermetus, has included with it several others

that evidently belong to Lamarck's Serpula, only describ-

ing the animal of one : it will next be seen that in many
of its most important characters the animal so described
,by Adanson accords exactly with that of Serpula: and
then that both his description and figure are in other
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jespects very vague and indeterminate : seeing moreover
that the shell differs in no material point from that of
Serpula, we have thought it hest to unite the whole toge-
ther under the old appellation : at the same time we will
point out the particular marks hy which Lamarck has
distinguished them into four, we might say five genera,
for we have already shown that Galeolaria might with
propriety be united to Serpula. The peculiarities of La-
marck's Serpula are, irregularly convoluted, grouped or
solitary tubes, with a round very simple aperture: the
shell of Spirorbis is twisted into an orbicular discoidal

spire, the lower surface of which is flat and attached; its

aperture is also orbicular: the Fermiliae are attached by
the side of their shell, repent, with a round aperture whose
margin has from one to three teeth : Vermetus is known
by its having the commencement of its shell formed into

a regular pointed spire, attached at its smaller end ; in

other respects it is like Serpula. Our Serpula, uniting the
whole of these, may be characterized as follows

:

Shell tubular, cylindrical, increasing gradually in

size, either forming a regular, pointed, of an orbicular,

discoidal spire, or irregularly convoluted : sometimes at-

tached by its flattened lower surface, sometimes repent
without a distinct spire, sometimes only attached by a
part of its shell, the remainder being somewhat irregu-

larly erect and undulated and variously twisted ; and very
rarely almost free : aperture for the most part round, its

margin either simple or having one or more teeth or an-
gular prominences, according to the number of ridges
outside the tube : operculum shelly or horny, orbicular,

and very variable in its form; the outside of these shells

is also exceedingly variable, being either annulated, im-
bricated, ribbed, corrugated, subspinose or smooth. There
are also some other variations to v/hich the Serpulae are

subject, which might have formed the foundations of new
genera, with as great a degree of propriety as any of
those separated for the reasons we have detailed above

:

the principal of these varieties that we recollect are,

those with an expanded aperture; those with a very
contracted opening, like a narrow fissure; those which
spread laterally on both sides wherever they are attached;^

and those which form a groove in the shell or other
substance to which they are attached, and lie as it were
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imbedded in it : there are also some which^ after forming
a regular discoidal spire at firsts continue their shell in a
straight regular line. The Serpulae being irregular shells,

most of the variations to which they are subject, are

caused by peculiar circumstances depending upon the
substance they adhere to; thus the Spirorijes, which
generally are found attached to smooth and even surfaces,

are comparatively regular; the Vermeti also, which are
found imbedded in sponge, having a soft and yielding

substance to fix themselves to, grow freely, and produce
a regular pointed spire at first; but as the sponge in-

creases rapidly, the Vermetus ceases to form a regular
spire, because, in order to obtain nourishment, it is

compelled to keep its aperture protruded beyond the
sponge, and this it is only able to accomplish by an irre-

gular vermiform increase.

Like the Cirripedes, the Serpulse abound in almost
«very situation that is at any time covered by the sea;

they are found attached to every thing, from the firm

rock and the sea weed that grows upon it, to sea animals,
the most rapid in their motions, such as the Lobster and
Sea Crayfish ; in some situations where they are not sub-

ject to interruption, they form patches of great thickness
and extent : Adanson speaks of having seen the rocks in

some places of the Island of Goree covered with a crust

several inches thick and more than twenty feet square.

Serpula is to be distinguished from Siliquaria by the

longitudinal fissure of the latter, which continues the

whole length of the shell, but of which Serpula is desti-

tute : from Teredo it may be known by its tube being
open only at one end, and by its simple round aperture

;

that of Teredo being more or less distinctly double and
closed imperfectly by two spatulate or pennate pieces,

while Serpula has a regular circular operculum.
Of fossil specie^ there are many, and they occur in

most strata, but little is known of them, so little that we
cannot distinguish any particular species as characteriz-

ing any strata, except one or two that appear to be pecu-
liar to one bed of green sand and one of Lamarck's Spi-

rorbes common in the chalk. The tertiary beds have
many very interesting and fine species.

Our plate represents, at
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Fig. 1. Serpula cochlearia, Defr. a fossil species from the Ctilcaire grossier,

at Orglandes,
2. triquetra; Vermilia, Lam.; a. b. c opercula of the same of

Various forms, magnified : these have been described as Patella;.

3. — Vermetus; Vermetus lumbricalis, Lam.; a. its operculum.
4. — a fossil species from Touraine, very slightly different from the

last.

5. glomerata.
6. _ dentifera ? Lam.
7. cristata.

8. oryiata, a beautiful species attached to a Cardita.

9. 10. Spirulcea? Park.Intr. frequent in the Chalk. Spirorbis, Lam»



CASSIS.

TESTA ventricosa, seu iuflata, spira brevi.

^pertura longitudinal is, angusta, in canalem
brevem, subito reflexum desinens. Columella
transversa plicata vel rugosa. Labium externum
incrassatum, reflexum, saepissime intern^ den-
tatum.

Almost every person who knows what a shell is^ has seen
and is acquainted with the Helmets, which ai'e rendered in

general remarkable on account of their size; and, as

being common and handsome, are used as ornaments.
They formed a part of the Linnean Genus Buccinum, but
taking the Common Whelk, Buccinum undatum, as the

type of that Genus, they certainly differ very materially,

particularly in the form of the aperture, which is narrow
and dentated on both sides, in the thickened and reflected

outer lip ; in the inner lip being expanded over the last

volution and in the reflected canal. Some of the La-
marckian Dolia approach nearer to the Cassides than the
Buccina, but their want of the reflected canal will also

distinguish them; his Cassidarice have the same general
form, but are characterized by a canal not reflected,

though in a slight degree ascending : it is to JVassa, which
Lamarck formerly separated from Buccinum, but which
he has recently reunited to it, that Cassis appears to us

to be most nearly related^ both as respects the form and
general characters of the shell and some of the habits of

the animal : for they both appear to belong to that family

of predaceous Trachelipodes that bury themselves in the

sand in search of their prey; for Lamarck tells us of the

Cassides " that the shells live in the sea at a distance from
the shores and upon sandy bottoms, where they bury
themselves in the sand;" and we know of the common
Buccinum reticulatum, jLwz??. and jLa???.,* from the actual

* In conformity with Lamarck's definition thiss^liell ought to be placed with

the Nassa.
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observation of some of our friends^ that it is frequently
found buried in the sand in company with some of the
common Mactrce, upon which it feeds. The state of our
knowledge not permitting us to unite Nassa with Cassis,

though we think it must be separated from Buccinum;
we shall be content with describing Cassis, and point out
the characters in which Nassa differs from it.

Shell ventricose or inflated, frequently of a subtrigo-
nal form, the spire being generally very short. Aperture
longitudinal, narrow, in some species almost equal in

length to the whole shell, in others proportionally wider
and the spire being at the same time more produced, the
aperture can scarcely be considered as elongated. The
base of the aperture is produced into a short canal, which
is suddenly turned backwards, the inner edge of which is

rather acute and forms the twisted columella, the outside

of which is generally transversely plicated or rugose.
The outer lip when complete is thickened and turned out-

wards, in many species forming a varix at the completion
of each turn of the spire; and it is frequently also turned
inwards and dentated or grooved at its edge or inner
part. The inner lip also is thickened and expanded over
the lower part of the last volution, frequently forming a

flat expanded disk, extended beyond the edge of the last

varix, where varices are formed, and in those species

where no varices are produced till the full growth of the

shell, only spread over the ventricose part of the volution.

The circumstances in which Nassa diff'ers from the

above, are, in having generally a longer spire; a shorter,

scarcely longitudinal aperture ; the canal, though reflected

in the same manner being shorter, and scarcely, if at all,

separated from the back of the shell; in never forming
any varix until arrived at its full growth; and in having'

its inner lip seldom so much expanded.
The Cassides are numerous, frequently knobbed,

particularly at the upper part of the volutions
; variously

grooved, striated, cancellated, decussated, &c. They
are fine shells, and mostly inhabitants of tropical cli-

mates. The fossil species are not common, they belong
to the newer or tertiary formations.

We have never seen the operculum belonging to this

Genus.
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Cuv.

TESTA transversa, sequivalvis, regularis, elon-

gata, (valvis clausis) cylindrica, extremitatibus

pariter rotundatis, latere antieo brevissimo;

epidermide fusca, cornea induta: umbonibiis

anticis, poene prominulis. Cardo linearis, eden-

tulus. Ligamentum lineare, internum, parte

minima externe conspieua. Impressiones mus-
eulares duie, antica minima, postica majus-
cula, oblonga.

Separated from tlie Modiola by Cuviei% (Regne Animal
II. p. 471 ), on account, as its name implies, of its living

in stones, but reunited to them by Lamarck, who, not-

withstanding their peculiar and different habits, discovers

in these shells only true Modiolce. Now, as we are of
opinion that nature has given to each animal an organiza-
tion precisely suited to its habits, or in other words, that

the habits of each animal are always the consequence of

its peculiar structure, and knowing as we do that the
Lithodomi are constantly terebrating animals, we accord
with the first named author in separating them from the
ModiolcE; and we are the more disposed to do so, because
they may also be easily distinguished by the peculiarities

of their form ; but we are at a loss to conceive how the
accurate Ciwier could have made the following remark
Upon the Lithodomi: " lis se suspendent d'abord aita,' ^'lerres,

comme les monies communes, mais ensuite ils les percent
pour s'y introduire, et y creusent des cavites^ dont ils ne
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sortent plus. Une fois qu'ils y ont penetres^ leur byssus
lie prend plus d'accroissement/' We cannot imagine
that this remark has been made from actual observation,

because we believe it to be contrary to the nature of the
animal to be at one time attached by a byssus, and not
at another; and, moreover, we have ourselves seen
Lithodomi not more than one- eighth of an inch in length,

in as completely formed perforations as the fuller grown
specimens : the animal itself has never come under our
observation, but as far as we dare guess from circum-
stances in the shells^ and the calcareous beaks which
they often form at their smaller end and outside the
epidermis, they must approach more nearly in form to,

those of the Pholas, Saxicava, Petricola, and other tere-

brating animals than to those of the MytilL
Shell transverse, regular, equivalve, elongated; when

the valves are closed, cylindrical; both ends rounded;
anterior end very short; covered on the outside with a
strong, horny, generally dark brown epidermis. Um-
bones anterior, scarcely prominent. Hinge linear, with-

out teeth. Ligament linear, internal; a very small

portion to be seen externally. Muscular impressions
two, indistinct; anterior very small, posterior rather
large, oblong.

We have said above that the general form of the
Lithodomi, when the valves are closed is that of an elon-

gated cylinder, but we might add that the hinge line

generally makes a more or less obtuse angle with the
posterior margin, and that the perforation they form in

stones, madrepores, &c. is very nearly of the same shape
as the shell; it being considered, moreover, that these

shells are covered with a smooth, horny epidermis, it

will appear impossible that they should form the cavity

in which they dvt^ell by terebrating : is it not then reason-
able to conclude that they are possessed of a solvent

fluid, w^hich, in combination with the sea water, produces
the cavity by a chemical action.

The type of this Genus is the Mytilus Uthophagv^s of

authors, which is very common in the Mediterranean,
West Indies, and in all Coral rocks. Of the recent species

that are known, and which are very few, we have not any
on our own coasts.

The fossil species, which abound in the great Oolite,
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as well as in the Coral rag;, and Pisolite, and are also

found in the tertiary beds of marine origin, are very
common in this country; tliey have been called Fistulanae,

(but improperly), owing to a mistake caused by the

decomposition of the madrepore in which they have
dwelt, around them, leaving them apparently included

in an echinated clavate case.

Besides the common species, we have represented a
small specimen of fossil madrepore from the great Oolite,

showing several specimens of Lithodomi inclosed in

the above mentioned cases, and also one with a calca-

reous deposition upon the posterior end, in the form of

the beak of a Crossbill.

Fig. 1. & 2. Litkodomus Dactylus, Nob.
3. & 4. - caudigerus*

5, a fossil species in a madrepore^ from the great
Oolite.





CASSIDARIA.

Lam,

TESTA ovalis, vel ©blonga, plermmque ventri-

cosa: anfractu ultimo magno, spivd brevi: a'per-

turd longitudinali, subelongata in canalem re-

curvum, subascendentem, ad basim desinente

:

labio ewterno incrassato, reflexo; interno ex-
panse, coUumellam obtegente, infra libero.

The present Genus has been separated from tlie Limiean
JBuccinum, principally in consequence of the peculiar form
and characters of the shell, for we doubt whether the
animal has ever been submitted to the examination of
the scientific

5
though, if we may form our opinion from

the apparent affinity pf the shell to Cassis, its animal will

prove to be nearly allied to that of Buccinum; the gene-
ral resemblance that the shell bears to Cassis, has most
probably obtained it the name of Cassidaria. The great-

est difference between these two genera consists in the
canal at the base of the aperture of the latter not being
abrubtly recurved. Dolimn also approaches it in general
form, but may always be known fi'om it by its short,

scarcely prominent canal. It will be obser\^ed that we
have nearly followed Lamarck's definition of this Genus,
waiting for such light as may be thrown upon it and its

cognate genera by the knowledge of their animals. We
have, however, some doubt about the propriety of con-
sidering the Linnean Stromhus Oniscus as a species of Cas-
sidaria, the type of which is Buccinum echinophorum^ Linn,
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The general form of the shells of this Genus is oval

DV oblong, and they are most commonly ventricose, the

last volution being large and by far exceeding the others

in size; the spire is short, and the aperture longitudinal,

rather elongated and terminating at the base in a recurved
canal, turning upwards when the shell is laid on its

aperture. Oute7^ lip thickened, reflected, often dentated
within; i?mer lip expanded, covering the lower part of

the last volution and columella, but standing free from
it at the base just above the canal. A thin horny epider-

mis covers the outside of the shells when living, and in

good condition ; but this seldom remains when they come
into the market. Its operculum we have never seen,

though we have no reason to donbt its having one^ and
that it is thick and horny.

The recent species of this Genus are not numerous,
they are mostly grooved and tuberculated on the outside;

Lamarck mentions that the expanded inner lip is gene-
rally tuberculated, granular or rough, but we have omit-

ted this in our definition of the Genus, because it is not

actually true of several of the more common species, and
because there is, as we have before mentioned, some rea-

son to doubt the propriety of retaining his C. Oniscus,

which shows this character most strongly, among the
Cassidaria?, Of fossil species there are very few, they oc-

cur in the tertiary beds ; one very elegant species, the
C. carinata, is common in the Calcaire grossier near Paris;

it is also found in the lyondon clay, and the contempora-
neous stratum of Piacenza.

Fig. 1. Cassidaria, echinophora.

2. Tyrrhcnuigfi.

3. cari7\ata.



CALYPTR^A.

TESTA conoidea, vertice subcentrali, imperfd-*

rato ; basi plus aut minus i*egulariter orbiculata,

Integra, acut^. Cavitks appendice laterali; iii^

terno, adnato, vel cyathiformi, tel convolute-*

linguiformi, vel septum spirale efformante.

Part of the Linnean Patellae coristitute the Lamarckiaii
Genus Calyptrcea, which, with several other very different

genera, such as Emarginula, Fismrella, Pileopsis, include

ing Hipponyx, forms his family of Calyptraciens, Al-

though the animal is tinknovrn, he thinks, judging from
the inner part of the shell, that it cannot he related to

that of Patella; and that the internal appendage is an
indication of structure approaching to that of Ttochus,

and concludes that the Patella trochiformis is better placed
among the Trochi than in this Genus : tve must, how-
ever, beg leave to differ froili hiiti, and consider the
P. trochiformis as a decided Calyp)trcea, inasmuch as the

spiral inner lip is entirely covered by the animal, and as

it has no operculum. In considering the characters of
this Genus, we felt some repugnance to the union of

shells whose inner lips assume so many different forms
under one generic name; but ah examination of a great

number of species has convinced us that it would be
impossible to separate them, unless, indeed, we were to

constitute a particular Genus for evei'y variation in form,
in which case we think the number of genera would be
unnecessarily augmented. Calyptrcea and Crepidula ap--
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proach each other so nearly, that we had hesitated td

separate them; the principal differences consist in the

apex of Crepidula being lateral or nearly so, and in the

internal appendage forming a nearly straight septum
across the aperture, hut it is rather difficult to say at f
which particular species Calyptraea should end, and Crepi-

dula should begin. With respect to its place in the sys-

tem, we are disposed rather to accord with Cxivier in

considering it as more nearly related to the Sigareti and
Buccina, than with Lamarck in placing it near the Pa-
tellfje, or in supposing that, here the spiral shells With
an entire aperture commence and form a particular series

as a lateral branch/'
Shell generally in the form of a more or less obtuse

cone, with a nearly central, imperforate vertex, and the

base more or less regularly orbicular, entire and sharp-

edged. Cavity inferior, furnished with a lateral, internal

appendage, very variable in form: in some species, as

for instance C. deformis, (a fossil from Bordeaux) this

appendage is only a small irregularly triangular piece

attached by its longest side to the inside of the shell; in

these the inner lip may be considered as reflected at its

upper part upon itself, without forming an umbilicus; in

others the appendage taking its rise, and being fixed only
near the summit, forms a kind of tongue increasing in

width, and having both its edges turned towards the mid-
dle of the shell : in others again, this appendage forms a
more or less distinct cup, the inside of which is analo^

gous to the umbilicus in other shells, and it is formed by
the reflection of the upper part of the inner lip without
its being at the same time depressed upon itself : in a
fourth division of this Genus, which most nearly ap-
proaches the CrepidulcB, this appendage is a spiral plate,

reflected at the upper part so as to form a small umbilicus.

In many species a strongly marked muscular impression
is observable just above the fold of the inner lip; in

others it is placed upon the appendage, or outside the

inner cup itself, but never within the umbilicus, or inner
cup: in those which have a single triangular laminar
appendage, it is partly placed on it and partly above it.

These shells are generally thin; though sometimes re-

markably thickened by circumstances attending their
|

growth. The outside is often smooth^ more frequently
\
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sparingly covered with small muricated points, very
rarely spinose, sometimes with radiating striae and ribsj

and sometimes with nearly concentric striae. A thin

epidermis overlies the whole when in perfect condition,

but this is seldom seen in such specimens as are brought
into commerce.

The Linnean Patellae equestris, Chinensis and Tro-
chiformis, are the types of this marine Genus, the

species of which are not very numerous
;
they are com-

monly attached to large shells, stones, &c. and as they
generally remain stationary, they are mostly rather irre-

gular, and often covered witli ridges and other promi-
nences that are not characteristic of them, but are

caused by the inequalities of the surface to which they
have been attached, and by which their form is modified.

One recent species, commonly called Patella Chinensis,

is an inhabitant of our shores, but they are mostly
brought from the South Seas, and the American coasts:

that commonly called the cup and saucer Limpet is one of

the most interesting and singular, it is from the South
Seas: we are obliged to Mrs. Mawe for the loan of the
fine specimen we have figured. Among the fossils which
belong to tlie tertiary formations, there are two or three

very elegant species; the London Clay and its contempo-
raneous beds contain some species in great abundance.

We have given two plates of this Genus, in order to

shew the several variations in form to which the internal

appendage is subject.

Fig. 1. Calyptrcea deformis, Defr. a fossil from Bordeaux.
2. equestris.

3. Kxtinctorium ?

4. spinasa.

5. imbricatay Nob.
6. —— Tectum Sincjise.

7. spinasa y var. ?

8. Pileus. Trochus Pileus, Lam.
9. dilatata, Nob.

10. Laumontiif a fossil species occurring in the London clay,

and Calcaire grassier.





CREPIDULA.
—

TESTA transversim elliptica, ovata, vel oblonga,

dorso plerumque convexo, subtus cava; spird

aut nulla aut brevissima, vertice ad marginem
suboblique inclinata. Labium internum com-
planatum, acutum, edentulum, latum, lami-

nam horizontalem, aperturam partim claudente,

efformans; externum acutiusculum, integrum,
Impressiones musculares intern ae.

A Genus separated by Lamarck from the Linnean Patella,

and named Crepidula from its resemblance to a slipper.

Lamarck thinks tliat perhaps among- the testaceous Gas-

teropodesy no Geuus is so eminently distinct as the Crepi-

dula^ not only in respect to the animal, but also to the
shell. We regret that we are compelled to differ in opi-

nion from so celebrated a conchologist and to state as

our conviction^ that it is very nearly related to Calyp-

trcea, so that it justly assumes the place assigned to it by
Lamarck and must follow CalyptrcBa closely, but it cannot
be considered as connected with Trochus. We have al-

ready, in describing the last named Genus, pointed out
the marks of discrimination between the two genera

:

and in treating of Navicella we have shown wherein that

differs from the present Genus, so that we may now pro-
ceed to describe Crepidula; the following are its charac-
ters : shell transversely elliptical, oblong or ovate, very
rarely almost orbicular, the outside being almost always
convex, though sometimes concave^ but as the animal
remains generally stationary for a considerable period,

the form of the shell is naturally modified by that of the
rock or other substance to which it adhei'es, so that it

may properly be considered as an irregular shell. The
spire, if indeed it can be called a spire, whenever there is
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any volution, is extremely short, and its point or verte?^

is obliquely inclined towards the margin. The under side

is generally concave, and the inner lip forms a broad,
flattish, sharp-edged, toothless, horizontal plate, which
about half covers the aperture. Outer lip rather sharp-
edged, entire. Muscular impressions within, The out- ,

side of the shells of this Genus are for the most part . I

covered with a thin epidermis, under which are the lines

of groAvth parallel to the edges of the shell, and transverse
striae or grooves, sometimes muricated with short spines

and imbricated scales. Those species which are nearly
orbicular approach very nearly to the Calyptrcece, Nei-
ther of these genera have any operculum.

Of recent species the number with which we are ac-

quainted is very limited; we have represented one, the

finest we have seen, with which we are obligingly favoured
by W. J. Broderip, Esq., it forms part of his splendid col-

lection, and is remarkable for the contrast between the
brilliant dark colour of the inside and the onychine white-

ness of the septum.
Several fossil species are found in the tertiary forma-

tions, as well as in those of more recent origin : it is

however desirable to distinguish the little fossil shell

published in the Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelles by
M. De France under the name of Crepidula ^ItavillensiSy

which, if it be not properly arranged under Neritinay

where we have placed it, should be considered as a species

of our Pileohfs, to which indeed a similar fossil has
already been added by M. Deshayes in his account of this

latter Genus published in the Annales des Sciences Natu-
relles for February, 1824, and which Genus it appears he;

had intended to call Tomastoma.

Fig. 1. Crepidula fornicata.

2. Onyx, Nob,
3. • costatUf Nob.
4. • aculeata. Patella auricula, Gm.
5. dilatnta.

g. unguiformis.

7. Porcellana ?
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TESTA transversa, oblonga, aequivalvis, inse-

quilatera, utroque latere hians, hiatu antico

plerumque maximo, interdum ferh elauso ; valvis

accessoriis difformibus ssepius instrueta; Cardo
utriusque valvae dente longo curvo, infra margi-
nem umbonalem reflexum prominente. (Liga^
mentum nullum^ aut minnimum^ internumi

)

Pholas and Gastrochcena together constitute Lamarck's
family of Pholadaires, though he appears to have enter-

tained some doubt of the propriety of thus uniting those

two genera into one family, and we have endeavoured
formerly to show that Gastrochaena belongs rather to the

TuhicoUes than to the Pholadaires. We may now perhaps
without impropriety propose the following question;

Would it not have been more consistent with the rules of
association apparently entertained by Lamarck if he had
united the Petricolce, Fetiermipes, and other terebrating

Conchifera, which do not form a shelly tube, with Pholas
in one family, and have placed Gastrochcena with Teredo

JFistulana, Aspergillum and others which enclose their two
valves in a shelly tube open at one or both ends? We
may also ask if the commonly called Pholas papyracea (a

shell which has lately become pretty generally known)
may not be considered as the type of the connecting link

between the two families, inasmuch as it bas the general

form and characters of a Pholas and apparently com-
mences a shelly tube at one end?

Pholas is one of the few genera which bas always
remained nearly entire, excepting that occasionally a
species of some other distinct Genus may have been in-
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triided into it; for although Lamarck has supposed the
family might contain several distinct genera, he has not
attempted any division

;
Leach, it is true, undertook to

divide the Linnean Pholades into several genera, but as
his distinctions consisted principally in the number of
what have usually been called the accessory valves^ and as
almost every species differs in the number of these, we
have not thought it necessary to adopt any of his genera:
they appear calculated for divisions of the Genus, but
not sufficiently strong as generic distinctions. There are
some species, the Pholas clavata Lam, for instance,

which, on account of their being closed at both ends, it

might be proper to distinguish as a Genus, because this

circumstance implies a difference in the habits of the
animals by which they are formed ; this character has
therefore been seized by Leach, and upon it he has con-
stituted his Genus Martesia, and we should have been in-

duced to have followed his example in this instance, had
we been convinced of its necessity,

The Pholades may be described as transversely ob-
long, equivalve, very inequilateral bivalves, vt^hose exter-

nal surface is generally rough, like the surface of a rasp
or file, with muricated striae or ribs v/hich diverge from
the umbo and pass to the margin ; when the valves are
closed, they gape at both ends (in most species) but the
opening is very large at the anterior end in the greater
number, and extends along the margin; but in some spe-

cies it is almost closed by an addition of testaceous mat-
ter to the edge of the shell, over which the radiating

murjcr.ted striae are not continued. We believe all the

shells of this Genus are furnished with a greater or less

number of accessory valves, which appear to be caused
by the deposition of shelly matter (within the epidermis
and connected with the valves by that membrane) wher-
ever such valves were necessary for the security of the

inmate
;
they are consequently very various in form, and

placed in different situations in the different species,

though in most cases they are placed near the hinge, and
have even been considered to be substitutes (in these

shells) for the permanent ligament of other bivalves : we
must for the present withhold our assent from this opi-

nion, because, on account of the situation in which they

live, the animals inhabiting these shells can have very
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little occasion to open their valves. A long, eurveiJ,

sometimes hooked, rather flat, sometimes expanded and
somewhat spoonshaped tooth is found in each valve in-

serted beneath the hinge margin, and as it were growing
out from the inner part of the umbo : this tooth is pecu^
liar to Teredo Siud Pholas.. The anterior dorsal margin of

the shell in the region of the umbon^s, is reflected, as we
believe, in all the species ; in some cases it is simple, and
laid down almost close upon the umbones, in others a
second margin is produced, which is placed at a distance

from the first, and the space between is divided by a
greater or smaller number of entire transverse septa.

Whether or not there is any permanent ligament in this

Genus, as we have never obsei'ved the animal alive, we
cannot undertake to determine ; Turton says it has none

;

Lamarck, on the contrary, speaks of the accessory valves

covering and hiding the ligament. As far as we can form
an opinion from dried specimens, we cannot consider the
substance to which these valves are attached as the liga-

ment, but as part of the adductor muscle, nevertheless

we think we can in some species perceive a very small
internal ligament, attached to two unequally sized small
curved teeth (one in each valve) placed in the same situa^

tion as the hinge teeth of common bivalves. The ad-
ductor muscle forms two principal impressions, one of
which is placed on the reflected margin, over the um-
bones, and the other about half way between the umbones
and the longer end of the shell; there is also a large

sinus in that narrower part of its impression by which the
mantle is aflixed, and at the angle that is foraied by this

sinus, very near the basal margin of the shell, the im-
pression is somewhat expanded.

The pi'incipal differences between Pholas and Teredo
consist in the latter forming a shelly tube behind its

valves, and in its being destitute of accessory valves>,

moreover the two valves of this latter^ when closed, are
nearly globular : the same characters distinguish Pholas
from Xylotrya of Leach: Xylophaga of Turton, which
has accessory valves, and which does not form a shelly

tube, is how^ever destitute of the internal curved tooth,

which is common to Pholas and several Tubicolees,

There are many recent species of Pholas, some of
which are very abundant in the rocks of our coasts 3 of
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these the P. crispata, JDactylus, Candida and parva are the
most common ; several others are described hy Turton in

his British bivalves^ of which we are quite convinced the
P. lamellata is only the young of P. papyracea; we are not
acquainted with his P. tuberculata. Among the species of
this interesting Genus that are not found on our coasts
are the P,] orientalis, a very scarce East Indian species,

and the P. costata, of which we have drawn a fine Speci-

men brought from Mexico by Mr. Bullock, for the use of

which we are indebted to the kindness of the Rev. Dr.
Goodall. Much confusion appears to prevail in regard to

several very distinct species: among these we believe the

papyracea of Turton is the 5^na^« of Montagu • the clavata

of Lamarck is the striata of Linneus, but not of Mont.
We cannot approve of Lamarck's changing the name of
Montagu's P. parva to P. dactyloides.

Fossil Pholades are rare, they occur in the Calcaire

grassier and contemporaneous formations in several places,

and also in our Crag : several very interesting species are
found in Italy and in Touraine, as well as in the vicinity

of Paris, where these and several other perforating shells

have been discovered in a fossil state in the cavities

which they have themselves formed.
The manner in which these and other perforating

shells produce the cavities in which they live, in stone,
wood, &c. has long been a subject of controversy j we are
the less inclined to add ourselves to the number of dis-

putants, as we understand the subject has lately under-
gone experimental investigation, and that the results are
likely soon to be made known; we would only state that
it cannot be by a rotatory motion, since the cavities are
fitted to the shape of the shell; and since animals whose
shells are perfectly smooth on their outside are equally
capable of producing these cavities as others whose ex-
ternal surfaces are rough like a file ; nor do we think it

can be by the chemical action of any solvent, since the
same effect is produced on Wood, Limestone smd /Sand-

stone. We have been informed that the Teredo eats its

way into wood ; query, do the Pholas, and others per-
forate JVood, Chalk, Limestone and even Sandstone in the
same manner? or have some of them the power of dis-

solving stone, while others form their cavities by eatip^
away wood.



ONISCIA

TESTiV oblonga, subcylindrica, apice obtusiuscula,
basi acuminata : Spird brevi ; aperturd elongate,
basi in canalem brevissimum desinente; labio eoc^

term subincrassato, intern^ denticulato, mediant
subcoarctato, inferno expanse, granuloso. ^

A Genus sufficiently distinguished from Cassidaria, by its

granulated inner lip^ its very short, scarcely reflected

canal, and its very singular general form. We should
have hesitated to separate it from Cassidaria, had we
been acquainted only with th6 species named by Linneans
Strombus Oniscus, but as three other species are known,
one a fossil, another the elegant shell which holds the

most conspicuous place in our plate, and the third nearly
related to Oniscus, we have adopted the Genus under the
name of Oniscia. Its place in a natural system is next
to Cassidaria, to which it is most nearly related j it does
not appear to us to be at all related to Strombus, and
though placed in that Genus by Linne, it has not its

principal characters. It differs also from Cassis in the

canal not being suddenly reflected, although we remem-
ber to have seen Cassides which very nearly approach
this in the form of the aperture, and in the short, scarcely

reflected canal, so that we think this may be considered
as the intermediate Genus between Cassidaria and Cassis,

always remembering that there is no difficulty in distin-

guishing it from the latter, which has always a reflected

canal, and the base of its columella sharp edged.
Shell oblong, subcylindrical, apea; generally rather

obtuse, sjnre short, sometimes very short 3 base rather
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acuminated; aperture longitudinal, elongated, extending
at the base into a very short canal : outer lip thickened,
denticulated within, and rather contracted in the center)

inner lip expanded and covered with granules.
The outside of the shells of this Genus, in the four

species we have seen, is tuherculated, cancellated, or
ribbed, and in one, of which we have a young specimen,
the spire is terminated by a Minute mamillary point. Of
the animal we know nothing, but there is every reason
for believing it to be related to that of Cassis, and that
it has an operculum, although we have never seen it. Of
the species, which we know, three are recent, the O. can-

cellata, O. Oniscus, and a new species which we have just

received from the South Seas, and which we have named
O. tuberculosa. The fourth species is fossil; it occurs in

the tertiary formations of Italy.

We have to acknowledge our obligations to W. J.

Broderip, Esq. for the loan of the two specimens we have
figured of O. cancellata; and to W. Swainson, Esq,
for kindly ceding to us the opportunity of first illustrat-

ing this elegant and costly shell.

In our plate are represented

Fig. 1 & 2. "Two views of O. cancellata, supposed to have been brought
from the Isle of France, it may be characterized as follows : O. supefjieie ex-
tcrndj lineis elevatis, cancellatis.

3. A young shell of the same species.

4. O. Oniscus.

5. O. Cithara. Buccinum Cythara, Brocchi Conch. FosiS. Subdpp. tab. V.
f. 5. vol. 2. p. 330, found at " Belforte."

We have rejected the generic term TheUostoma, which
had been suggested to us by a Conchological Friend, be-
cause it does not appear to convey the meaning intended,
viz. that of " granulated mouth."

f



PYRAMIDELLA.

TESTA turrita, Isevis, polita, anfractibus plu-

rimis, apice acuto, apertura oblongiuscula,
superne acuta, basi subrotundata ; labio externo
paululum expanse, in columellam tortam, pie-

rumque plieatam, sursum reflexo.

In introducing the present Genus to our readers, we have
doubted the propriety of including in it several small
shells which have never yet been properly placed, such as

Helix polita, Mont.; Bulimus terebellatus, Lam,; and
others, but which are nevertheless more nearly related
to Pyramidella, than to any other Genus already estab-

lished. Some of these are umbilicated; others are not;
which is also the case with the true PyramidellcB: the
principal difference which we observe consists in the
doubtful species having no folds on the columella, but
inasmuch as the true PyramidellcB vary in the number of
these folds, some of them having only one, we are loth

to separate from them those shells, which, though they
have no fold, agree in other characters with them. We
therefore combine under the generic appellation of
Pyramidella, those shells which accord in the following
characters

:

Shell turrited, smooth, very rarely slightly ribbed,

polished; volutions numerous, apex acute; aperture ra-
ther oblong, acute above, rather rounded at the base;
outer lip slightly expanded, turned upwards at the base
and united to the twisted columella; columella generally
plaited. We have never yet had the means of ascertain-*

ing whether these shells have any operculum.
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Lamarck unites the Genus Pyramidella w\t\\ Tornatella,

to form his family Plicaces, they are marine shells, and
therefore ought not to be confounded with the Auriculce, ^

we nevertheless are of opinion that some of Lamarck's
Auriculee should, under the generic term Conovulus, be
added to this family; those species to which we allude,

are the Voluta Coffea, Linn, and some others that are
related to it; they may all be distinguished from the true

Auriculce, by the want of an epidermis, and from the
Volutae, by their having no canal at the lower end of the
aperture. We are also of opinion that still another
Genus should be constituted from those Lamarckian Au-
riculce, such as A. Dombeyana, Lam. and Volutesjiuviatilis

et fluminea, Maton,* which are inhabitants of fresh

waters. We do not know enough of their animal inhabit

tants, or of their habits to enable us to state their proper
affinities.

Fig. 1. Pyramidella Terebellum, Lam.
2. terehellata; Turbo Terehellumy Chciljn.

3. maculosa^ Lam.
4. Magnified points of a young fossil Pyramidella.

* Linn. Trans, x. p. 330, tab, 24, f, 13, 14, 15,

I
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TESTA tenuis, oblonga, superii^ ventricosa,
extremitate inferiore siibattenuata: spira bre-
vissima; apertura elongata mediane latiore, in
canalem brevem, latum, producta. [^Varices

nulli,^ Labium externum acutum, minutissime
crenulatum, interne leviter incrassatum. La-
bium internum tenuissimum, expansum. Um-
bilicus nullus.

This Genus forms a part of the Liniiean Sulla, than
which nothing covild be less scientific. Bruguiere united
it to his Ftisus, with which^ indeed, it is much more pro-
perly associated. We think Lamarck has scarcely im-
proved upon Bruguiere, in dissevering the true Pyrulce

from the Fusi, because he has united to them many others
that ought to have remained where Bruguiere left them.
Upon the whole, it does not appear to us that Lamarck
has shown his usual skill in ascertaining the characters
that distinguish Fusus, Fasciolaria, Pyrula, and Turbinellus;

but, on the contrary, he has involved these genera in

almost inextricable confusion. In endeavouring to define

each Genus, it may perhaps be necessary to throw out
from them some shells which may constitute two or three

new genera, but we will do this with the utmost caution,

and in no instance when we can possibly avoid it.

The shells which, alone, in our opinion, ought to

form the Genus Pyrula, are oblong, rather thin, and
generally, more or less strongly cancellated on the out-
side; they have a thin epidermis which is scarcely ever
sufficiently adhesive to remain on the shells when brought
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into ^commerce; and their outer lip which, when perfect

is thickened a little on the outside, is for the most part

so brittle, that it seldom remains when the shells them-
selves adorn our cabinets. They are pyriform, ventricose

above, rather attenuated below, - and generally very
regular: the spire is very short and rounded 5 the aper-

ture is elongated, produced into a short, broad canal,

narrower at its superior extremity, and broader in the

middle on account of the columellar sinus. There are

no varices; the outer lip is sharp edged, and very mi-
nutely crenulated. Inner lip very thin, expanded, some-
times scarcely visible. Umbilicus none. We suppose
the animals of this Genus to be furnished with an horny
operculum, but we have never seen them.

The only shells we admit into this Genus, are such
as are commonly called Figs in commerce, they are dis-

tinguished from all others, by the regularity of their

form, and the thinness of their shells; they are mostly of

a whitish colour, and speckled with brown; sometimes
violet within and seldom entirely white on the outside.

Several species are common in a recent state, they
are principally brought from the East Indies. In the
fossil state they are frequent in the Calcaire grossier, near
Paris; they are also found at Bordeaux; and we have
them in the London clay, at Bognox*, Hordwell, &c.

Fig. 1. Pyrula reticulata, Lam.
2. Burdig-alensis, Defr. a fossil species from Bordeaux.
3. tricarinataj Lam. another fossil species from aear Paris.



MACTRA

TESTA plerumque tenuis, aequivalvis, subaequi-

latera, subtrigona, lateribus paululum hians:

dente eardinali in utraque valva compresso,

plicato-canalieulato, cum foveola adjecta intus

prominula; dentihus lateralihus^ alterius valvae,

duobus anticis, duobus posticis, alterius, uno

antieo, uno postieo. Impressiones musculares

duse, laterales. Impressio pallii adbaerentis

musculi sinu mediocri. Ligamentum duplex,

majus internum, minus externum.

The greater part of the Liiinean Mactrae are here sepa-

rated from the LiUrariee and Anatin^^, retaining, however,

the Linnean generic appellation. We have not hesitated

to alter the character of the Genus given by Lamarck,

because we did not think it sufficiently descriptive of the

peculiar lateral teeth of the shells composing it. Some

have thought that the whole Genus might be divided into

two; first, the thicker species whose lateral teeth are

striated; and second, the thinner shells whose lateral

teeth are plain : the former of these seem to us to be inter-

mediate between the true MactrcB and the NucuI(B; but

we have not ventured to separate them from the Macfrce,

inasmuch as in the present state of our knowledge of

their animals, we are not aware of any difference.

Shell mostly thin^ sometimes rather thick, seldom

very thick; equivalve, generally nearly equilateral; for

the most part more or less regularly triangular; slightly

gaping at one end, at the other scarcely, if at all.

One cardinal tooth in each valve, which is folded into
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the shape of the letter V, the point of which is nearest

to the umbo and the branches diverging from it ; next
to this on the posterior side, and very close to it is

generally placed a very thin sharp tooth; and some-
times in one valve the branches of the angularly folded

tooth are disunited at the base, so as to form two di-

verging teeth. The pit for the ligament is placed imme-
diately behind this angular tooth, and projects rather
within the shell. Lateral teeth, two on each side in one
valve, one on each side in the other, diverging from the

umbones, and placed very near the margin of the shell;

they are generally very thin, and in the thicker species

perpendicularly striated ; these lateral teeth are mostly
elongated, and the inner ones more prominent than the

outer; but in some species, M. Spengieri for example,
they are quite short. Muscular impressions two, lateral,

distant; that. of the mantle has a small sinus. Ligament,
consisting of two portions, (as usual) one, by far the

larger, internal; the other external. In some species,

the umbones are separated, and the ligament forms a
deep pit extending both within and without to the point
of the beaks: of this remarkable circumstance the M,
Spetigleri is also a strongly marked example.

This Genus contains a great number of species, some
of which are handsome, and others very singular shells

;

upon examining a number of species, we think it might
be desirable to divide it into several genera, because we
find several distinct forms in it. Of the recent species,

several are common British shells; some that are com-
monly admitted into it are only the young shells of other
genera:* others are peculiar to the East or West Indies,

the coast of Africa, North America, &c. The fossil spe-

cies are not numerous, they are only found in the tertiary

beds, unless, indeed, some very singular fossils found
in the secondary strata, particularly Oolite, be truly

referable to this Genus; of this, however, we cannot be
certain, because we know not their hinges : they will be
found represented in Sowerby's Mineral Conchology.

Our plate represents at

Fig. 1. Mactra Spengieri.
2. turgida, inside of both valves.

3. — solida, a magnified figure to show the striated teeth.

* M* triangularis lov Qiiidim^lG, which is a young ,«^^*ter^e.
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TESTA plerumque tenuis, eequivalvis, insequila-

tera, transversim ovata vel oblonga, laterie

postico plerumque long'iore, liiante, antico liia-

tulo. Cardo dentihus, alterius valvaa duobus;
alterius tribus, quorum posticus tenuis, compres-
sus. Ligamentitm internum, foveolse dentibus
adject ae, deltoideae, obiiquse, intus prominentia
affixum. Impressiones musculares duae latera-

les, distantes; impressio pallii adhaerenti mus-
culi, sinu magno.

Sufficiently distinguished from Mactra by the absence
of lateral teeth^ and the large sinus in the muscular im-
pression of the Mantle : and from Anatina, to which some
of its species bear a near resemblance^ by its internal

ligament : at the same time it must be observed, that

several of the shells of Lamarck's division, c Coquille orbi-

culaire ok trigone, have one on both sides, a lateral la-

mina almost in the shape of a tooth, which does not,

however, appear to answer the same purpose. From the
decided Mactrae to these last mentioned, there appears
to be an almost imperceptible transition ; so that we can-
not profess ourselves to be entirely satisiied with the se-

paration of these genera, while at the same time we are
convinced of the necessity ol distinguishing genera by
certain parts of the shells, independently of the animals,
although we still labour under great difficulty in deciding
upon what characters may and what may not be consi-
dered as generic, on account of our slight acquaintance
with the animals.
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The LutrariaB are generally thin^ equivalve^ inequi-

lateral, transversely ovate or oblong shells, the posterior

side for the most part the longer, but always gaping
much more than the anterior side, which nevertheless
gapes a little. Hinge of one valve with two teeth, of
which one is sometimes compound, the other valve with
three teeth, of which the center one is sometimes com-
pound, and the posterior one is slender and compressed.
Ligament internal, fixed to a deltoid, oblique, internally

prominent pit placed next to the teeth in each valve.

Muscular impressions two, lateral, distant : muscular im-
pression of the mantle with a large sinus.

Of Lutraria the recent species are not numerous;
several of those admitted to the Genus by Lamarck, are

found on our coasts, particularly the L. Solenides, (which
we believe to be Mactra hians of British writers) the L.

elliptica, (Mactra Lutraria, Linn.) and L. compressa,
(Ligula compressa, Mont.) which latter we think ap-

proaches more nearly to the Amphidesmata than to the

LfUtrarice. A few species are rather thick, but by far the

greater number are extremely thin, delicate and fragile

shells. Of the thicker species the L. Solenoides, and of

the thinner the X. plicatella may be cited as characteristic

examples.
There are very few fossil species, perhaps none at

all, for most of those hitherto called Lutrarige, are proved
to belong to other genera, and others are uncertain;
while Lamarck's L. crassideus should by him have been
arranged with his Coi^ulce^ though we are of opinion,

that it should be united to some other shells that are

found in the rivers of vv^arm climates, and with them form
a distinct Genus.

We have represented

Fig. 1. The insides of both valves of Lutraria solenoides.

2. A shell commonly called the Duck's Bill Mactra, but which we cannot

refer with certainty to any published description or figure : we should consider

it to be Lamarck's Lutraria papyracea, if it agreed as well with the figure cited

in End, Meth. t. 257, f. 2, as it doeti with his description.
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TESTA ovalis vel oblonga, plerumque traiis-

versim sulcata, interdiim laevissima, spira brevi
obtusiuseula, raro aclmodum acuta; apertura
longitudinali, elongata, superne acuta, infra

subelFusa; lahio externo siniplice, acuto; in-

terno tenui, ieviter expanse ; columella spirali,

incrassata, in labium externum ad basim de-
sinente.

A FEW, mostly elegant, small shells, appear under the
appellation of Tornatella^ to form a very natural Genus,
nearly related to Pyramidella^ hut sufficiently distinguished
in several particulars. The shells of which we here
speak, have been associated Avitli the Volutce by Linneans,
on account of tlie fold or folds at the hase of the inner lip

j

and by later authors they have been united with certain

land shells, (also Linuean Volutce), under the generic
name of Auricula. Brugniere united the Genus to many
other shells of very different characters in his Bulimus,
hut we believe De Montfort separated it from them all,

under the name we have adopted after Lamarck and
others. After describing Tornatella, we shall proceed to

show how it is to be distinguished from other genera
to which it either bears a resemblance or has been united.

Our principal difficulty is to decide upon the propriety of

uniting to it the singular little shell called Pedipes by
Adanson, an union adopted by Lamarck, but which upon
consideration we think unwarranted. Several other
minute shells which have been commonly known by the

name of Auricula ringens, although all undoubtedly ma-
rine shells, and quite distinct from the true Auriculce,

must also be distinguished, they having a decided notch
at the base of the aperture.
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Of the Tornatellse, the shell is oval or oblongs hav-
ing a somewhat cylindrical form; it is for the most part
transversely i^triated or grooved^ though very few species

(if more than one) are quite smooth and polished. Spire

generally very short, rather obtuse, in some very few
species more elongated and acute. Aperture longitudinal,

elongated; generally two-thirds of the length of the

shell, very seldom not more than half, pointed at the

upper end, and rather spread below. Outer lip simple,

sharp-edged, inner thin and but little spread; columella
spiral, thickened, running at its base, and turning up
into the outer lip. A slight contraction and incrassation

of the center of the outer lip, and a fold or two of the

inner lip sometimes occur. Tornatella has no notch at

the base of the aperture, which circumstance distin-

guishes it from Volvaria; its short spire, and its striated

or grooved external surface,^ as well as its lengthened
aperture, are characters by which it may be known from
Pyramidella; Pedipcs of Adanson is characterized by a
large fold on the upper part of the inner lip, and an
equally large tooth on the inside near the middle of the

outer lip.

The shells of this Genus are marine : several species

are found on the coast of the Indian Ocean; and one or
two on those of Europe, the T. faciata of Lam. (Valuta
Tornatillis, Linn.) is not unfrequent on our coasts: but
we are not convinced of the propriety of uniting the
Voluta denticulata et bidentata of Mont, with this Genus.

Several very pretty fossil species are known; in

England they occur in the London clay, crag, inferior

Oolite, &c., in the neighbourhood of Paris, in the Calcaire
grossier, and at Bordeaux, in an analogous bed.

De Montiort called this Genus Jlctason, but we
willingly follow Lamarck, who has called it Tornatella,
from the name of a species which may be considered as

the type of the Genus.
We have represented

Fig. 1. Tornatella Jiammea, (Voluta Jlammea, Gmel.)
2. iiitidula. Lam.
3. _______ sulcata, Auricula sulcata, Lam. a fossil species with an

acute spire from Grignon. Several fossil species are figured in Sowerby's Mine-
ral Conchology, from various strata j under the generic name of Aclaeon.
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TESTA oblonga, siibtiirrita, apice plerinnqne
aciLtiuscula: spira inedioeri ; apertiira siiborbi-

culari, longitildine latitiidinem paulum super-
ante, basi emarginata ; labio ewterno pIiis mi-
nusve incrassato, swpern^ marginato, interdum
appendice minore, instructo, intus denticulate
vel sulcato ; labio interno plerumque pl^s mi-
nusve expanse, inerassato, dentieulo superne
ut plurimum adjeeto. Columella spirali, mar-
gine inferiore subacute ; camili brevissimo, re-

flexo. Operculum corneum.

The Nassae were formerly separated from the Buecina by
Lamarck, but subsequently reunited to them, without his

expressing his reasons for so doing: several characters

in our opinion render it advisable to keep up the distinc-

tion formerly proposed^ we have therefore adopted the

Genus.
Shell oblong, generally subturrited, with the apex

for the most part rather acute: spire seldom long, some-
times very short and obtuse, more frequently of middling
length: aperture suborbicular, seldom nearlj^ oval, though
generally rather longer than broad; notched at the base:
outer lip more or less thickened, sometimes furnished

with a small marginal appendage close to the upper end,

generally grooved or toothed within: inner lip most fre-

quently more or less spread over the lower part of the
last volution ; this is sometimes also very much thickened,
and very rarely extends to the point of the shell; and
it has often a small tooth at tlie ujiper part^ just within
the mouth. Columella spiral, its lower margin rather
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sharp, sometimes terminated by a strong point, and often

a little rugose. Canal extremely short, not projecting
beyond the shell, but turned backwards. Operculum
horny.

The shells of this Genus are commonly tuberculated,
grooved, striated, or granulated, outside; but they are
sometimes nearly smooth and polished. Several of them,
on account of the thickened and expanded lip, have a very^

singular appearance, such are the N. Thersites and gih-

hosuta. There are a great number of species of this

Genus, several of which are common on our shores; par-
ticularly the N. reticulata (Buccinum reticulatum. Linn.)

N, Macula, (Buccinum macula. Linn.) &c.: these are
found alive in the sand feeding upon the common Mactrae,
which they pierce by means of a peculiar proboscis, mak-
ing an extremely regular round hole.

Few fossil species are known, they occur however,
in the London clay and contemporaneous beds in France,
Italy, &c.; also in the crag, and in some of the beds of
green sand.

We think this Genus more nearly related to Cassis

than to the true Lamarckian Buccina; in its thickened
and spread lip, and its sharp edged Columella, it differs

materially from Buccinum, and accords with Cassis.

A very singular little shell, called Buccinum neri-

teum belongs to this Genus, although it has been elevated
to the rank of a distinct Genus, under the name of Cy-
clops, by De Montfort.

We have figured

1. Nassa Arcularia.

2. Thersltes.

3. 'Neritea.
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TESTA subovata vel oblonga, subturrita, apice

plerumque obtusiusculo, spira mediocri ; aper-
tura siiborbiculari, longitudine latitudinem pau-
Ihm siiperante, basi emarginata : lahio externo

simplice, siibreflexo, intus nonnunquam sulcato;

interno pl^ls minusve expanse, crassiusculo.

Columella laevi ; canali brevissimo, recto. Oper-
culum corneum.

A Genus, which, though it has already undergone seve-
ral dismemherments, would in our opinion, have been
more natural, had it been still further reduced : we think,

moreover, that science would have been benefited there-

by, even though it should prove necessary to constitute

several new genera: for while on the one hand it

appears to pass gradually into Fusiis, (with a long straight

canal) ; on the other it approaches to Cassis, by the
intervention of Nassa, (with an extremely short, but
reflected canal) ; then again, it is in some instances diffi-

cult to distinguish between the true Buccina and the

Pia^purce, as it is also between them and the Terehrce,

The characters we have given above, will, as we think,

prove sufficient to distinguish it from all its cognate
genera. In translating the character of the Genus, we
shall also add a few observations by way of amplification

for the benefit of learners.

Shell subovate or oblong, seldom elongated, sub-

turrited, apex generally rather obtuse
;
spire of middling

Jength, rather abruptly acuminated, seldom much longer
than the aperture ; which is suborbiculai', mostly rather
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longer than it is wide, but not elongated; notched ^t the
base, and scarcely acute at its superior termination,
where there is sometimes, as in Nassa, a small toothlike

appendage, formed by a thickening of the inside of the
outer lip

; opposed to which there is also sometimes a
similar tooth at the upper part of the inner lip, the two
together inclosing a small sinus, which is itself the ter-

mination of a channel of frequent occurrence in the
Buccinidcje; but with the use of which we are unac-
quainted. Outer lip with a rather acute edge, seldom a-

little thickened, sometimes transversely grooved within,

and not unfrequently also dentated at the edge. Colu-
mella smooth, quite as prominent as the canal, occasion-
ally a little rough near the lower extremity. Canal
straight, mostly very short. Operculum, as in ail the

Buccinidce, horny, thickish.

In our opinion the Buccimim undatum, (the common
Whelk), ought to be taken as the type of the Genus, for

it is a shell of frequent occurrence, and well known,
being sold in the markets for food; several species are
known, but few true Buccina are described, some occur
in the British seas, as well as in the Northern ocean,
and we have others from the coast of Africa.

Of fossil species there do not appear to be many;
that named B. stromboides is not decidedly a Buccinum, for

though Lamarck has by its specific name compared it

with Strombus, we find its characters, except the absence
of folds on the columella, would bring it nearer to that
Genus, or Subgenus of Volutadae, called Cymhium. More
fossils of this Genus are found in the crag than in any
other stratum, of these the reverse Whelk of the Essex,
Suffolk and Norfolk crag is a remarkable instance,

abounding as it does in many places in those counties,

but not being found to our knowledge in any other part
of the world. In the upper marine formation, and in the

London clay, a few species occur.



CORONULA.

TESTA suborbicularis, obtuso—Vel compresso-
conoidea, valvis senis, inaequalibus, lateraliter
ferruminatis, valvam indivisam simulantibus,
composita : extremitate inferiore truncata, affixa

;

superiore operculo quadrivalvi membranisque
clausa : valvis operculi laevibus, oblongis, ob-
tusis : parietibiis crassissimis, intus plerumque
cellulis radiantibus, excavatis.

Separated from the Balani of Bruguiere by Lamarck,
on account of the peculiarities of its structure, although
the number of valves of which the shell itself is formed,
as well as its operculum, accord precisely with Balanus;
the same reasons might have induced us to separate the

species commonly called Lepas testudinaria from the other
Lamarckian Coronulce under another generic appell|^tion,

(which some conchologists have done,) had not the pau^
city of species seemed to render such a separation unne-
cessary. It must not, however, be forgotten, that on
account of the different situations in which they occur,

there is one very essential difference between the Balani
and the Coronulce, the latter being destitute of the shelly

base by which the former are attached.

Shell suhorbicular, sometimes nearly cylindrical, but
more commonly of an obtuse or very compressed conical

form, composed of six unequal, laterally soldered valves,

having the appearance of being one piece; lower extre-

mity truncated, attached; upper closed by the operculum
consisting of four valves and their membraneous attach-

ments. Valves of the operculum smooth, oblong, obtusely

terminated. vSides of the shell very thick, their sub-
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Stance, in those species which are found attached to

cetaceous animals, divided into radiating cells: in such
as are found upon the Turtle, more solid and divided
only at the base into irregular dentated ramifications.

Lamarck tells us that the shells of this Genus are
not only found upon cetaceous animals and Tortoises, hut
also upon hard substances, such as shells, &c., but we
have never met with them. The species that are found
upon the whale in the southern ocean, such as C. Diadema,
and BalcBnaris are partly imbedded in the skin and fat of

the whale, which fills the radiating cells in the substance
of the shells; consequently this Genus does not appear to

us to be closed beneath at all, not even by a membrane
as Tubicinella is.

The few species of this Genus with which we are

acquainted, with the exception of C. testudinaria, have six

sets of longitudinal ribs, small, few, and converging at

the upper end, but increasing in breadth and number
towards the lower extremity, and their interstices are

smooth and finely striated; but in the C. testudinaria the

valves are themselves smooth, and their interstices di-

vided into small cells. We consider it incumbent on us
to mention a very singular specimen which we have seen
in Mrs. Mawe's private collection, whose outer shell

consists of only five pieces; this can, however, only be
considered as an accidental variation.

We acknowledge with much thankfulness the per-

mis^on that has been afforded us by the Curators of the
museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, to examine
and draw one of the very fine specimens of Coronula
piadema, which are preserved in that collection.



SANGUINOLARIA.

TESTA aequivalvis, inaequilatera, transversa,

subelliptica, compressa, tenuis, epidermide
nitida induta, lateribus hiantulis, marginibus
arcuatis, non parallelis. Dentibus cardinalibus
duobus in utraque valva; fulcra prominente.
Impressiones musculares duae, laterales, irregu-

lares; impressio pallii adhaerentis museuli, sinu

magno.

The shells included by Lamarck under the generic appella-
tion of Smiguinolaria, do not form a natural combination,
his S, occidens and rugosa being" almost undistinguishable
from several Psaynmohice, and his S, rosea and livida being
as nearly related to his Solenes, violaceus et rostratus. Our
Sanguinolaria, taking Lamarck's aS*. rosea as the type^ will

include his S. livida, (which we suppose to be the Solen
biradiatus of some authors^) and the two Solens above-
named ; and we shall add his Sanguinolaricey occidens and
rugosa, to our Psammobice,

All the species we include in this Genus are Solenes of
Linneans^ nor were they separated from Solen by Bru-
guiere^ who has even united Anatina to them. It appears
to us to be a genus, connecting the Solenes with the
Psammobise et Tellinae, and we think that in a natural
arrangement it ought to be brought much nearer to the
Solenes than it is in Lamarck's Hist. nat. des anim. sans
vert.

The Sanguinolariae are equivalve, inequilateral,

transverse, ovate, or elliptical, sometimes transversely
oblong, compressed, generally thin shells, covered for

the most part with a shining olivaceous epidermis. The
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length of the two sides of each valve differs in different

species, the anterior in some, the posterior in other spe-

cies being the longer. Both extremities of the shell

gape a little, and the margins are not parallel to each
other, but are generally rounded. Two distinct cardinal
teeth are observable in each valve, but there are no
lateral teeth: the fulcrum,* or part of the shell to which
the ligament, which is external, is attached, is mostly
prominent, though less so in the type of the genus than
in the species we have associated with it. There are two
muscular impressions which are very irregular in shape,

and the impression of the muscle by which the mantle is

attached, has a large sinus. We have never seen the

epidermis of S. rosea, for which reason we do not assert

that it has any: its near resemblance in form and other
characters to the shells with which we have associated it,

induce us, however, to believe that it cannot be without
one.

The species of this Genus are not numerous, they
are brought from the East Indies, New Holland, and
Jamaica: the S, rosea is a common shell; the other
species are, however, much more rare.

In our plate we have represented at

Fig- 1. Sanguinolaria rosea. Lam. Solen sanguinolentus. Linn.
2. The hinge of the same.
3. Sanguinolaria Diphos,— Salen Diphos, Chemn- et Nonnul. Solen

rostratus, Lam.
4. Tlie hinge with the ligament of the same.

* The Fulcrum, see Zoological Journal; vol' i. p. 218.



SAXICAVA,
Lam.

•

Mya, Nonnul, Mytilus, Nonnul. Hiatella, Daud. Byssomya, Cuv,
Cardita, Brug. Solen minutus, Lam. et Nonnul.

Biapholius et Pholeobius, Leach.

TESTA transversa, irregularis, plerumque ob-
longa, inaequilatera, subinaequivalvis, latere

antico hiante. Ligamentum ewternum. Impres-
siones musculares duae, laterales : impressio pal-

lii adhaerentis museuli, interrupta, sinu nullo.

Cardo testae junioris, dentibus interdum duo ad
quatuor minutis, obtusis, plerumque indistine-

tis, adultae obsoletis.

The shells which we include in the Genus Saxicava have
had^ in conformity with the various views of authors, at

least six different generic names. While in contradiction
to so many great authors, we unite under one generic
name, shells that have been arranged by them under seve-

ral different genera, we are sensible that we shall incur the
displeasure of many of our readers; we will not therefore

venture upon so hazardous a step without detailing the
reasons which have convinced us, and which we think will

convince the most sceptical that we are right. We must,
however, premise, that it will not be disputed that Solen

minutus of Chemnitz and Montagu, Hiatella arctica of

Daudin, Cardita arctica of Bruguiere, and the Byssomya
of Cuvier, are one and the same species: that Leach's
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Pholeobius includes as distinct species of the same genus
the Solen minutus of Montagu, and the Mytilm rugosus

of Linn, will also be readily admitted; now the former of
these is Hiatella arcfica of Lam, and Turton, and the
IditiGY Scuvicava rugosa i)i the same authors; thus all the

six genera are reduced to one by Dr. Leach, whose
authority is indisputably very great in such matters;
we do not, however, propose to our readers to take it as
conclusive, but will state that we possess, as Dr. Leach
also did, a series of specimens, the young ones of which
are more regular in shape, and more strongly spinose
than the older, and are to all intents and purposes Hia-
tella arctica, or Solen minutus^ and the older specimens,
losing the strongly marked double rows of spines, though
always retaining indications of them, and assuming a
much less regular form, become characteristic speci-

mens of Saxicava rugosa: the hinge teeth of the younger
specimens may be advanced as an argument against the
identity of these shells, it is, however, well known that
in many shells, particularly those that are irregular, the
teeth become obsolete with age : thus, if the hinge teeth,

the general form of the shells, or the double row of spines

cannot be depended upon as generic distinctions, the
Lamarckian genera Hiatella and Saxicava, and his Solen
minutus merge into one : to show that the shells described
as distinct species under either of these generic names are
identical, is not important in the present work; it is there-
fore sufiicient to observe, that in all irregular shells,

that are either found attached to, or imbedded in rocks,
corals, roots of sea-weeds, &c. the general form cannot
be taken as a character; and we believe the Mytilus
2)ra-cisus, and several of the Saxicavce described by Lamarck
and Turton, to be merely variations of S. rugosa, than
which there is perhaps no shell more subject to variety in

form.
Shell transverse, irregular, generally oblong, in-

equilateral, rather inequivalve, generally gaping in front,

sometimes at both ends. Ligament external. Muscular
impressions two, lateral impression of the muscle by
which the ligament is attached, irregularly interrupted,

without any sinus. Teeth in the young shells small, obtuse,

generally indistinct, in the old shells obsolete.
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The species of this Genus are not numerous, they
are not, however, easy to distinguish from each other.

They are frequently found upon the outside of oysters

protected by their irregularities, and in clefts of rocks or
corals, roots of sea weeds, and even perforating oysters,

chalk, limestone, and hardened clay ; those which them-
selves perforate the hollows, in which they live, are more
regular than the others.

,

We have drawn at

Fig. 1 . Saxicava nigosa, young shell.

2. inside, showing the teeth,

3. A full grown specimen of the same.

4. The inside, showing the muscular impressions.





PINNA, Auctorum.

TESTA aequivalvis, obliqua, longitudinals, cu-
neiformis, umbonibus anticfe terminalibus, acu-
tis, latere postieo plerumque truneato, hiante;
basi, margineque antieo (hiantulo) lineam con-
tinuam, reetam, obliquam formantibus; liga-
mento elongato, per totam dorsi longitudinem
continue. Impressiones musculares duae, pos-
tica maxima, subcentralis, antica tewninalis,
nonnunquam duplieata; impressio nxuscularis
pallii irregularis, sinu nuUo,

Shell equivalve, longitudinal, oblique, wedgesliaped,
with the umhones forming a point anteriorly ^ posterior
side generally truncated, always gaping; the base and
anterior margin, which latter is also somewhat gaping for
the passage of the byssus, forming together a straight
continuous line : ligament very much lengthened, partly
internal, continuing along the whole dorsal margin.
Muscular impressions two, the posterior very large, nearly
central; the anterior terminal, sometimes double: mus-
cular impression of the mantle irregular, without any
sinus.

The Genus Pinna appears to us to be one of the most
easily distinguished, indeed we do not know of any Genus
with which it can be confounded, except perhaps the La-
marckian Mytilus, which alone has the acute terminal
umhones so characteristic of Pinna. Mytilus may, hoV-
ever, be known by its closed posterior extremity and hy
the greater depth of its valves. The Pinned are rather
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large shells, sometimes exceeding two feet in length;
they are for the most part thin, and extremely brittle,

being in a great measure formed of perpendicular fibres

arranged side by side and adhering very slightly to each
other. The shelly plate thus formed is lined with a very
thin pearly coat, scarcely extending beyond the muscular
impression of the mantle, and consequently only covering
the body of the animal, which usually buries itself in the
sand or mud about low-water mark, and sometimes in

deep water, with the pointed termination of the shell

downwards, and fixes itself to pebbles and other sub-
stances by means of its long silky byssus, of which each
individual possesses a considerable bunch. The byssus is

frequently made into gloves and hose, at Naples and at

other places on the shores of the Mediterranean, where
several species of Pinna are very abundant.

The species of this Genus are rather numerous, and
they are most frequently rough on the outside with irre-

gular, pointed, sometimes almost tubular scales, though
there are also some species that are nearly smooth: these
scales cannot, however, always be depended upon as a
specific character, since we have seen several individuals
of the same species, one of which is quite rough with
muricated spines, another has only a few, and the third

is quite smooth. One species, commonli/ called P. saccata,*

which, on account of its usual irregnilarity, will not be
found to accord well with our character, can, however,
only be referred to this Genus, it having nothing to dis-

tinguish it except its irregulanty, whiqh is probably
caused by the situation it inhabits.

We believe the Pinnae to be inhabitants of all cU-
mates ; several species are common on out coasts and the
Mediterranean, the shores of the Atlantic and Pacifiq

oceans, as well as those of the East Indies, produce
others. We are acquainted with several fossil species,

which occur in the secondary and tertiary beds of marine
origin : one in particular is beautifully preserved in the
indurated sandy bed of London clay, at Bognor; and
another is not unfrequently met with in the Calcaire

grossier, at Grignon.

* But not Pinna saccata of Chemnitz.
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There is a peculiarity observable in many Pinnae,

which has undoubtedly given rise to the appellation of suh-

quadrivalvis applied to one species by Lamarck, and that of

tetragona to another by Brocchi; it consists of a longitudi-

nal division of the internal pearly coat, commencing at the

anterior point within, and continuing rather more than
half way towards the centre of the posterior side : a cor-

responding angle is frequently to be seen on the outside

;

and it is remarkable that these shells readily break in the

direction of this line.

We have represented at

Fig. 1. The beautiful Pinna serrata of Solander, from the specimen in the

Tankerville Collection.

2. The inside of a single valve of P. nigrina, to shew the muscular
impressions and the ligament.





MYTILUS.

TESTA sequivalvis, obliqua, longitudinalis, sub-
cuneiformis, umbonibus antice terminalibus,
acutis; latere postico rotundato, (clause ;) basi
margineque antico (subhiantulo) lineam conti-
nuam obliquam formantibus : ligamento elon-
gate, subinterno : impressiones jnusculares duae,
postiea majuscula, irregularis, antica minima,
terminalis: impressio museularis pallii irre-
gularis, sinu nuUo.

Shkll equivalve^ obliquely longitudinal, rather wedge-
shaped, with the umbones forming a point in front; pos-
terior side rounded, not gaping; base forming a continuous
line with the anterior margin in an oblique direction to

the hinge line : anterior margin very slightly gaping for

the passage of the byssus; ligament much elongated,
rather internal : muscular impressions two, posterior large
and very irregular, anterior very small, terminal; mus-
cular impression of the mantle irregular, without any
sinus.

It is well known that the Linncan Genus Mytilus, on
account of its principal character being its want of hinge
teeth, consists of several forms that are widely distinct

from each other, and which have well served as the types

of several Lamarckian genera, such as Avicula, Modiola,
Anodon, and others in connection with the present Genus,
which deservedly retains the name of Mytiliis, both on
account of its form, and the priority of its claim. The
other genera which have been united with it, but from
which it appears necessary to distinguish it because of a
certain degree of general resemblance, are Modiola and
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Lithodomns: from Anodon and Avicula, together with ha.-

marc^i' s 3feleagrma, it is obviously so distinct that we need
not enter upon its particular marks of discrimination; and
one character will suffice to distinguish it from Modiola

and JLithodomuSy namely, the pointed terminal umbones of

Mytilus.

The true Mytili, so named, as we liave been in-

formed, from their resemblance in shape to a Mouse,
are marine;* they are very abundant on almost every
rocky coast, being found attached by their coarse

filamentous byssus to whatever substance first comes
in their way. We do not think that after being once
attached, they habitually disengage themselves, though
it appears to us probable that when disengaged by the

force of the sea, they may live for some time without

being in any manner affixed: there appear to be many
species, which are mostly smooth on the outside and
covered with a strong horny epidermis, which is generally

worn off about the umbones; several are, however, more or

less deeply and longitudinally grooved : a few very small

teeth are occasionally observable close to the umbones
within, and there is sometimes a small septum placed
just within the beak in each valve, to v/hich the anterior

adductor muscle is in those species attached.
The British species of this Genus enumerated by

Turton are four : we are far from being satisfied that they
are distinct, for the principal character upon which Turton
seems to place dependance is the number of minute teeth
within the anterior point.

The fossil species with which we are acquainted are
not numerous, they occur, however, in some of the beds
below the chalk, (as well as in most of those above it,)

but particularly in the crag.

In our plate we have represented

Fig. 1 & 2. Mytilus achatinus^ Latn.
3. crenatus, Lam.
4. polymorphus, Gmel.

* We have here said '* the true Mytilit hecaiise it may become necessai'y to

separate from them some shells which accord very well with them in form, but
which, nevertheless, differ from them in some of the characters of the animal,
:uid iii being inhabitants of river waters : such as the Mytilus pohjmorphusy Gmel.
found in the Danube; and in the Commercial Docks, near London, &c.



SILIQUARIA

TESTA tiibulosa, irregulariter contorta, postice

f attenuata, ad basim interd^im spiram regu-
larem formans : fissura longitudinali, interdum
subarticulata, per totam fere longitudinem
usque ad aperturam terminalem continua.

Sheli, tubular, irregularly twisted, attenuated at the pos-
terior extremity, and sometimes forming at the base a
regularly convolute spire, strongly resembling a Serpula,
but most easily distinguished from that Genus by having
a longitudinal, sometimes subarticulated fissure com-
mencing near the smaller point, and continuing through
its whole length, until it unites with the aperture at the

larger extremity.

Separated from the Linnean Serpula? by Bruguiere,
being well characterized by the longitudinal fissure, which
there is reason to believe is intended for the passage of
the lateral or dorsal branchiae of the animal, consequently
proving a remarkable difference in the nature and econo-
my of its inhabitant from that of Serpula. Transverse
septa are sometimes observable in the tube ; of course
these are always posterior to the animal, and shew that

as it increases in size, it does not fill the whole length of

its tube : we find, therefore, that the fissure is more or

less closed behind these septa. The type of this Genus is

the Serpula anguina, Linn, to which a few more species

are united, none of them known on our coasts. We have
reason to believe, that in their natural situation they are

attached to and imbedded in a species of sponge or
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Tetliya. These shells are seldom smooth on the outside,

but more commonly rough with small points, wherefore
one species has been called muricata, another jLhna, and a

|
third spinosa. The S. anguina is remarkable for numerous
deep transverse furrows, which have the appearance of

being caused by the contraction of the shell in drying, and
which singularly resembles the contraction of the muscles
of a fish upon being scored : we can only account for such
an appearance, by supposing the parts of the shell that

present it to have been deposited in a soft or gelatinous

state, and afterwards to have hardened and contracted.

In our plate we have given representations of three
specimens of the Siliquaria anguina

:

Fig. 1. Is taken from the fine specimen that lately formed part of the Tan-
kerville Collection.

2 . Shows a regularly spiral specimen.
3. A small and young specimen, in which state it has been called

Helix incisa by Linneans.
4. Points to the opening in the principal specimen which has become

partly encrusted with a Cellepora.



OCTOMERIS.

TESTA vsubconica, valvis octo, inaequalibus,^

lateraliter conferruminatis, composita; apice
pervio, basi adhaerente (valvd testaced clausd?)
Operculum bipartitum, valvis quatuor com-
positum, anticis majoribus.

It may, perhaps, be interesting to our readers to trac€
with us the history of our knowledge of the singular elass

of animals to which the present new Genus belongs : thus
if we begin with the Linnean system, where the entire

class forms but one Genus under the name of JLepas, we
must be convinced of the truly natural character of the
Genus, as well as of the finely arranged views of that

Father of Natural History as a science. The Linnean
Lepas was by Bruguiere divided into two genera, under
the appellations oiBalanus frndi Anatifa (rightly

,

which divisions correspond exactly with those of Lamarck,
which he designates by the terms Cirripedes sessiles et

Cirripedes pedoncuUes. We shall, however, find that our
countryman. Leach, has been the first to define in an able

manner the genera into which the family should be
divided : having, in the first instance, formed the two
primary divisions of sessile and peduncidated, under the

terms Campylosoinata and Acamptosomata, he divided the

former into Balanus, Acasta, Greusia, Pyrgoma, Clitia,

Tubicinella, Coronula, Chelonobia, Gonia, &c. ; and the

latter into Pentalasmis (the same as Anatifera, Lamarck),
Pollicipes, Scalpellum, Otion, Gineras, and others. Not,
however, finding these divisions to be sufficient, he has
in manuscript, on the boards of the collection at the

British Museum, proposed several other genera, which,
as he has not anywhere given the characters of them, Ave

cannot further enter upon. We would only observe, that

Mr. Ranzani, in his Mem. di Storia Naturale, proposes a

new division of the family, separating the Balanida from
the Anatiferida, and giving the characters of the follow-

ing genera, as forming the family of Balanida : 1st. Ase-
mus (the same as Conia of Lcach^ Polytrema^ De Ferussac,
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and Tetraclita of Schumacher, according to De FerussacJ
2o Ochthosia, (the same as Clitia, Leach, Verruca, Schu-
macher, and Creusia Verruca, Lamarck.) 3° Balanus,
(Balanus verus Auctorum.) 4° Chthalamus, (probably
the same as a part of Leach's ConisE.) 5^ Coronula, (the

same as Chlelonobia, Leach, and Coronula Testudinaria of
Lamarck.) 6° Cetopirus, (Coronula Balsenaris, Lamarck.)
7*^' Diadema, (Coronula Diadema, Lamarck.) S""- Tubici-
nella, Lamarck.) So that Mr. Ranzani has not actually
proposed any new Genus, but has only elevated several
Lamarckian species to the rank of genera. In the course
of our work we have established one most distinct Genus
of the family of AnatiferidaB, namely Lithotrya, and we
now propose to establish another, and a most distinct

Genus of Balanidae. It is well known, that in the Genus
Balanus of all authors, the shell consists of six pieces

united together laterally to form the cone surrounding
the animal and operculum. The Genus Octomeris, how-
ever, as its name implies, consists of eight pieces united
in the same manner, to form the surrounding cone : its

resemblance to Balanus will render it unnecessary for us

to describe anything more than the characters in which
it differs from that Genus, which are—first, the character
we have already mentioned ; secondly, the angular inter-

nal sutures of the valves
;
thirdly, the foliaceous structure

of all the shelly parts
;
fourthly, the want of an internal

plate
; and, lastly, a thin epidermis, which appears con-

stantly to cover this shell in its natural state, though sel-

dom observable, because the species are frequently covered
with foreign substances. The deeply sinuated and vari-

ously figured edges of the base cannot, in our opinion, be
considered as an essential character of the Genus ; but we
think it probable that this Genus has no shelly base,

though we have never seen any specimen attached to the
rock.

We have given representation in our plate of the

only species we have seen of this Genus, which we have
lately received from the Cape of Good Hope, and named
Octomeris angulosa.

Fig. 1. The outside.

2. The inside, showing the eight divisions.

3. The anterior piece.

4. The posterior piece.

5. to 10. The lateral pieces, three on each side.

1 1 . The operculum, consisting of four pieces of which the two aniterior

are the larger.
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TESTA asquivalvisi, obliqua, iongitiidinalisj ob-
loiigo-subcimeiformis, insequiiateralis, latere

antieo minimo, obtuso, postico rotuiiclato, clau-

so ; margine antico subliiantiilo
; ligamento elon-

gato, subinterno ; imprcssiones muscularcs diia^,

postiea majusculaj aiitica minima, terminalis;

impressio muscuiarls paliii irregularis, sinu

nulio.

An eqviivalve^ oblique, longitudinal, oblong, ratlier wedge-
shaped_, extremely inequilateral shell ; anterior side very
small, obtuse; posterior rounded, closed: anterior mar-
gin gaping a little for the passage of the byssus, and
forming with the base a line oblique to the dorsal line

:

ligament elongated, partly internal; muscular impressions
two, posterior large, irregular, anterior small terminal;

muscular impression of the mantle irregular, without

any sinus.

The most important character, which serves to distin-

guish Modiola from Mytilus^ consists in the smaller side of
the former advancing before the umbones and giving the

shell a rounded termination anteriorly. In every other

respect it resembles Mytilus, to which it was united iu

most of the older books, in connection with other genera
that are exceedingly distinct, as we have already shown.
The Modiolae, like the Mytili and many other genera affix

themselves to submarine productions by means of a bundle
of rather coarse fibres^ commonly called a byssus, each
fibre of which is fastened to the rock by its expanded
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external termination^ and applied by the foot of tlie

animal.
The recent species of Modiola are not very numerous

;

wehave, however^ several species on the coasts of Britain,

of which the most remarkable are the M. discrepans and
discors,* these two, together with some others that re-

semble them in form, differ much from the common
Modiolae, and might perhaps with propriety be considered
as a distinct Genus. Of fossil species there are not
many, such as we know seem to belong principally to

some beds of the Oolite series, there are others in the
principal formations, both above and below the chalk.

Fig. 1. Modiola Tulipa.
2. semifusca.
3. - plicatula.

Tliese we believe are on our coasts always found imbedded in the common
Ascidia, and appear to be destitute of a byssus, while the much larger specimens
that are brought from the West Indies are found completely enveloped in a fine

silky byssus closely matted together and forming large bundles. Some cognate
species, however, that have been 1)rought from the Northern ocean appear to

have been affixed by a few filaments only.

f



PENTELASMIS*

TESTA quinquevalvi, lateraliter compressa,
pedunculo affixa, valvis eontiguis, insequalibus,
basalibus majoribus, subtrigonis, convexiiiscu-
lis, antice ad basim acutis, dorsali elongata,
€arinata, apice acuto, superioribus elongato-
trapeziformibiis, infra acutis. Pedunciilus ple-
rumque longissimus, laevis.

Shell with five valves, laterally compressed, attached by
a sometimes very long, smooth peduncle ; valves contigu-
ous, unequal, the basal largest, subtrigonal, a little con-
vex, acute at the anterior base ; the dorsal elongated,
lanceolate, keeled, sharp at its upper extremity

;
upper

valves in shape like an elongated trapezium, placed be-
hind the lower lateral valves, acute at their lower extre-
mity.

The Genus here given under the name of PenteJas-
mis^ is the typical genus of the family formed by Bru-
guiere's Genus Anatifera, and is the same as Leach has
called Pentelasmis, on account of its shell being composed of
five pieces. Even if we had supposed Briiguiere's name to
have had the right of priority, we could not have adopted
It, inasmuch as it is essentially bad, being founded on
the ancient absurd supposition of the Barnacle Duck being
produced from it: from whence also the commonly received
English name of Barnacle has been applied to these
shells.

The species of this Genus do not appear to be nume-
rous, nor are they confined to any particular climate or

* From itivrs quinque and zKxcriAX lamina (propria metalli.) We have
reason to believe that Pentelasrais has been adopted by Leach from Ray.
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country^ but are common everywhere. Several are found
on our coasts^ affixed by the base of their peduncles to
sea-weeds, pieces of timber, the bottoms of shipping, &c.
upon which they seem to increase very rapidly. Its shell

consisting of only five pieces, may be considered as quite
sufficient to distinguish it from Hepielasmis, Leach, which
has seven pieces; from Scalpellum, Leach, which has thir-

teen pieces; and from PoUicipes, Leach, which has an
indefinite number of pieces.

Fossil specimens of this Genus are exceedingly un-
common ; we have never seen anything but fragments
from two beds, viz. the Calcaire grossier of Grignon, and
the Suffolk Crag. There is, however, a fossil not unfre-

quently found in the Lithographic stone of Solenhofen in

Germany, which has been referred to this Genus ; never-
theless, from an attentive consideration and comparison'
of its structure with that of other palates^ we are con-
vinced that it is not a Pentelasmis, but part of the palatal

bones of a fish.

We believe all the genera composing the two families

of Balanidai and Pentelasmidae to be strictly marine.
The shells of this Genus are all thin, and their mem-

braneous integuments are open in front for the passage of

numerous fringed tentacula, which, when the animal is

alive in the sea water, are frequently in motion, as if in-

tended to cause a current of water containing its prey to

descend towards its mouth. Lamarck, observing certain

characters in which these animals accord either with his

Brachiopoda or the Crustacea, seems, however, to consi-

der them as perfectly distinct; we venture, nevertheless,

a hint drawn from the consideration of several analogies

in the structure of various parts, that they may be
regarded as an intermediate class of beings between the

two above-mentioned. This, however, is only intended

as a hint to draw the attention of naturalists who have
good opportunities of observing them all in their living

state.

We have represented at

Fig. !• Pentelasmis Isevis.

2. The valves of the same open and detached, to show their shape and

disposition with respect to each other.



POLLICIPES.

TESTA multivalvi, lateraliter subcompressa, pe-
dunculo squamiilifero affixa; valvis quinque
superioribus majoribiis, inferioribus minimis,
omnibus superne acutis.

Separated by Dr. Leach from the other pedunculated
Cirripedes, and particularly distinguished from it by its

squamuliferous peduncle, as well as by the form and posi-

tion of the five larger valves. The Genus is composed of

a few species, of which the two principal were the Lin-
nean Lepades Pollicipes and Mitella; to them may be
added Pollicipes villosus of Leach, and we shall then have
enumerated all the species with which we are at present

acquainted : for we cannot follow Lamarck in adding the

Lepas sccdpellum to this Genus, because we are perfectly

satisfied that there are equally good characters to sepa-

rate this latter as a Genus from Pentelasmis, (Lamarck's
Anatifa) as there are to distinguish Pollicipes from Pen-
telasmis,

Pollicipes may be described as a shell consisting of

many valves, forming together a somewhat laterally com-
pressed irregularly conical body, fixed upon a squamu-
liferous peduncle, which seldom exceeds two inches in

length : the five upper valves are considerably larger than
the rest ; of these the anterior pair are placed one on
each side of the opening, they are conical, elongated,

and their upper points are reflected backwards : the cen-

tral, which is also the terminal pair, is the largest, each
valve is of the shape of an elongated trapezium, having
an acute angle at its superior extremity: the dorsal
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valve is much lengthened^ broad at its base, rounded on
its back, and sharp pointed at its apex. Between these

five valves and the peduncle are a number of smaller
valves, which are more or less elongated, and mostly
triangular. AH the valves are pointed at their upper
ends.

Of the three species mentioned above, and named
by Leach, PoUicipes Cornucopia, Blitella and villosus, the
first is common on the rocks in many parts of the Medi-
terranean, and we have seen it in large groups; the

second is said to have been brought from India, it is

extremely rare, and we have never seen the peduncle
complete ; of the third we have seen very few specimens,
and its locality is entirely unknown to us ; our specimens
were attached to the two valves of a Modiola albicostata of
Lam, in the collection of Mr. George Humphrey.

Fossil species of this Genus are not known.
Our plate contains representations of

Fig. 1. PoUicipes Cornucopia.
2. • Mitella. From a fine specimen in possession of the Rev.

Dr. Goodall.
3* ' villosus.



LUCINA.

TESTA ^equivalvi, insequilaterali, pleriimque siib-

depressa, lenticular! : dentibus, eardinalibus va-

riis, plerumque duobus, minutis, interdumsub-

niillis; lateralibus in altera valva utrinque uno

in altera duobus, interdum siibobsoletis: (dente

laterali antieo ad cardinem propius admoto.)

Ligamentum externum^ elongatum, marginibus

valvarum partim celatum. Impressiones mus-

culares duse, antica in faseiam, interdum pras-

longam, producta, postica subrotundata, minor.

Impressio rauseularis pallii sinu nuUo.

The Linnean Genera Fenus and Tellina have each con-

tributed several species which appear to unite together

very naturally to form the Genus Lucina, which was first

established by Bruguiere, and has been adopted by

Lamarck and succeeding authors. In general form and

appearance the shells that compose this Genus approach

very nearly to Amphidesma, it is, however, easily known
from that Genus by its ligulate anterior muscular im-

pression; Amphidesma has, moreover, a very large sinus

in the muscular impression of the mantle, and the ten-

dinous portion of the ligament quite internal. It is

therefore, rather singular that Lamarck should have

placed several species of Amphidesmata among his Lucina.

From Cytherea the Lucinae may also be readily distin-

guished by the form of the anterior muscular impression,

which in that Genus is never ligulate, notwithstanding

which circumstance Lamarck has included some of the



finest species of true LucincB in it, namely the L, tigerina,

L. punctata and L. iriterrupta. The circumstance that
has led to this arrangement has undoubtedly been the
proximity of the anterior lateral tooth to the hinge teeth,
in which character the two genera accord:* for though
in some Lucince scarcely any traces of lateral teeth are
observable, yet, whenever they do exist, the anterior
are placed more nearly than the posterior to the hinge
teeth.

The Lucinee are equivalve shells, except one species,

the L. Childreni of Gray, in which the valves do not
appear ever to be alike, though sometimes one, some-
times the other is the smaller and flatter. They are
inequilateral; some of the species, however, the L.
divaricata for instance, have the appearance of being
equilateral. In general they are nearly orbicular and
lenticular, and rather depressed; there are, nevertheless,
some species that are very nearly globular. The teeth
vary much in the different species, both in number and
size, but not in position; in some the cardinal teeth exist

without the lateral, in others the lateral are more distinct

than the cardinal, in a few species both are strongly
marked, while in others there are no traces of either

:

where they do exist, there are generally two small car-

dinal teeth diverging from the umbo, and of lateral teeth
one on each side in one valve, and two on each side in

the other, the anterior lateral teeth being placed near to

the cardinal teeth, and the posterior just behind the

ligament.
Ligament external, elongated, partly concealed by

the inflected margin of the shell, wherefore the internal

tendinous portion is frequently seen lying in a deep elon-

gated cavity between the teeth and the hinge margin:
Muscular impressions two, distant from each other, the

anteriorf generally extended backwards and downwards
in the form of an elongated or ligulate band : the posterior

small and roundish. Muscular impression of the mantle
without any sinus.

Most of the LucinsB appear to be occasionally subject

* In the Catalogue of tbe Tanlcerville Collection we have restored these to

Lucina ; and we find that since the publication of that Catalogue, the same
observation has been made by Deshayes.

t Called by Lamarck the posterior.
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to a remarkable incrassation of the shell within the mus-
cular impression of the mantle^ probably caused by age,

and the surface of this incrassated substance is often

covered by deeply impressed dots : and in some fossil

species, when broken, it is found to consist of close set,

laterally aggregated, short, perpendicular fibres.

The species of this Genus are not very numerous;
the most beautiful are unquestionably the L, Tigerina and
L, 'punctata; the L, Jamaicensis and h, Radula have each
a very elongated anterior muscular impression, and the
L. Pennsylvanica has a most beautiful crisped epidermis.
Of the British species the principal is the L. Radula, and
there are several smaller sorts common to our shores.*
There are many fossil species that occur commonly in

the tertiary beds, of which they appear to be charac-
teristic. One of these, the L, mutabilis, Lam. is remark-
ably flat and irregularly expanded; and another that
is common at Bordeaux is as singularly globular in its

form.

Fig. 1 . Lncina punctatat inside.

2. Jamaicensis, inside.

3. Childreniy inside.

4. Pennsylvanica, to show its epidermis.
5. mutahilis, inside.

6. Columhella, to show the globular form and the teeth.

Of these the L.lactea^ Lam. is one; if we may judge from the repetition

of the Synonyms, this shell which is a true Lucina, is twice repeated by La-
marck among his Amphidesmata under the names of A. iactea and A. Lncinalis.





ASPERGILLUM.

TESTA aequivalvi, subequilatera, utrinque hi-

ante, in inferiorem et internum tubi testacei

parietem omnino conferruminata, umbonibus
extra tubum subprominulis : tubo antice (inferne)

clauso, at disco terminali poris minimis, nume-
rosis, exttis subprominulis, fissuraque centrali,

et margine tubulis minimis plerumque cireum-

cineto; perforator postice (superne) elongato,

plus miniisve attenuato, aperto, margine inter-

dum reflexo, undulato.

LiNNB has probably arranged the extraordinary shell

which may be considered as the type of the Lamarckian
Genus Aspergillum among his SerpulcBy on account of its

tubular form and his faith in the prevailing error that it

was naturally fixed to the rocks by the smaller and gene-
rally broken extremity. Lamarck, judging from ana-

logy, and without knowing the animal, which we believe

has never been seen by any naturalist, has nevertheless

ascertained and exposed this error, and arranged the

Arrosoir in a place which it seems very naturally to oc-

cupy, namely, in the family to which he gives the appella-

tion of Tubicolees, on account of its animal inhabitants

surrounding themselves with a testaceous tube in con-
junction with the usual valves appertaining to all other

Conchifera, The existence of these two valves has not
been recjOgnized by naturalists until very lately, because,
as we suppose, th^y have not paid a sufficiently minute
attention to the real structure of these singular shells,

but have been satisfied with observing and admiring their
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external characters and form. Another error, however,
has arisen, and has been commonly adopted by English
collectors, which it is equally necessary to correct : this

error consists in supposing* that ihe animal buries its shell

partly in the sand, exposing the larger fimbriated extremity
with a small hair-like fleshy tube passing through each
little shelly tuhe of the fringe, giving it the appearance of
an expanded flower standing up Qut of the sand. That
the animal partly buries its shell in the sand, we know
from certain information to be true, and that small tubu-
lar folds of the fleshy mantle line each of the little tubes
that form the fringe is also probable, but the fact for which
we contend is, that the larger fimbriated extremity is buried
in the sand, and that the smaller open end, which must
contain the respiratory and excretory tubes of the animal,
is alone exposed, and this we think is proved by its ana-
logy with all other 'TidncoUes, and particularly with Cla-

vagella^ which we have already published.

The very unusual structure of the shells which com-
pose this Genus renders it a difficult task correctly to de-
fine its characters, we have, however, endeavoured to ren-
der the following concise description as clear and correct

as possible. Shell consisting of two equal sized nearly
equilateral valves, open at both ends and closely soldered
to the inside, near the lower extremity of a clavate shelly

tuhe, so that the umbones pass through the tube and are
exposed, being rather prominent, on the outside of the
tube ; the anterior and lower end of the tube, of which the

whole apparent shell consists, is in a great measure closed

by a terminal disk which is all over perforated by nume-
rous, minute, externally prominent pores ; it has a small
central fissure, and is generally surrounded by a marginal
fringe composed wholly of small tubes, sometimes branch-
ed, but more frequently simple; the upper end of the

principal tube, which is posterior, is elongated, more or

less attenuated, and open ; its margin is sometimes re-

flected and undulated : this open end is so commonly im-
perfect in the specimens that are brought to Europe, that

it is impossible for us to ascertain whether the last cha-
racter be constant or not. Some of the species attach

grains of sand and small shells to the outer surface of

their tubes.

The Genus Aspergillum is so easily distinguished from
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all others that we need not point out the differences ; all

our English collectors will know it by the name of the

Watering-Pot Shell, a name applied to it on aceount of the

resemblance of its larger extremity to the rose of a water-
ing pot. The few species that are known are occasionally

brought from Java^ New Holland, New Zealand and the

Red Sea ; we believe all the specimens that have been
collected have been picked up on the shore, and that it

has never been seen in its native situation. The smaller
termination of the species from Java has never come un-
der our examination. It will be seen that the species

from the Red Sea, which we have represented, increases,

probably periodically, in length at this smaller end, for it

sometimes has two, three or more reflected, undulated
fringes, surrounding the tube at unequal distances. Fos-
sil remains of this Genus are of ver}^ unusual occurrence

;

we have only seen fragments of one species from a bed,
resembling the Calcaire grossier of Paris, in the neighbour-
hood of Valognes, in Normandy, and casts of the inside

of another from a limestone forming part of the banks of
the Tagus, near Lisbon.

Fig. 1 . Aspergillum vaginiferum^ Lam. from a specimen brought from the

Red Sea, by the Earl of Mountnonis, and presented by him to the

late Earl of Tankerville, from whose collection it has since passed

into that of the Rev. J. Goodall, Provost of Eton College This
figure shews the umbones of the two internal valves near the lower
extremity : it is diminished.

2. A portion of the same, of the natural size.

3. AsTpergiilum Javanicum, Lam. dissected to show the internal valves,

and a portion of a coriaceous substance which arises from their edges,

and seems to form a lining to the principal tube.
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FISTULANA,
Lam.

Gastrochaena, pars, Sj^engler,

TESTA sequivalvi, inaequilaterali, ad marginem
basi hiantissima, latere antico brevissimo ; in

inferiore tubi testacei parte inclusa; tubo an-
tic^ (infernfe) clause, postice (superne) per-
forate, attenuate.

Whoever undertakes to remove the confusion that attends
Lamarck*s Genus Fistulana will find himself involved in

difficulties ft'om which it will he no easy matter to extri-

cate himself. This ohservation is suggested hy two con-
siderations, 1st. That the greater number of shells he has
included in his Fistulana belong properly to his Gastro-
chcena, and 2d. That his Ga^trochcena, as we have formerly
shown_, belongs to his family of Tuhicolees^ in which also

his Fistulana has a place. The confusion appears to have
commenced by Lamarck's not properly quoting Spengler's
Genus Gastrochcena, which was evidently instituted to in-

clude all bivalves inclosed in a shelly tube open only at
one end ; and which, according to Spengler's own me-
moir, contains some of those species which Lamarck has
called Fistulance, together with others for which he has
adopted Spengler's name. In executing the task we have
undertaken we must endeavour to clear away the super-
fluities of Lamarck's Fistulana; we think we shall then
leave it exactly what it ought to be, ifindeed its existence
as a Genus should be admitted at all. We will begin
with his three last species 5 and of these, upon examining
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his F, Lagenula, a specimen of which we have sacrificed

for the purpose^ we find it accords in every character with
Gastrochcena, it must therefore be removed to that Genus;
the next species that claims our attention is F.ampullaria,
this we have never seen : Lamarck, however, informs us

that its " aperture is bicarinated within/' a circumstance
which proves this also to belong to Gastrochcena^ next
comes his F. Pyriim, of which the only character he men-
tions is that "the external tube is pearshaped and naked,"
in which respect it accords more perfectly with the Gas-

trochcena than with the type of Fistulana, we think, there-

fore, that this ought also to go into GastrochcEna.

Let us now proceed to Lamarck's second and third
species ; the first of these, namely Fistulana corniformis,

judging from the characters of the shell which he gives
and the figure of the animal to which he refers, must be-
long either to Teredo or Teredina'*, we think Teredo, be-
cause the phrase " aperturd anticd tubulis duohus inclusis

divisd" not only supposes the tube to be open at both ends,
but in otlier respects forms an important part of the cha-
racter of Teredo : to which circumstance may be added,
that the valves in the figure exactly resemble those of
Teredo. We think Lamarck's third species, Fistidma
gregata, belongs to, and should form the type of, Teredinay
because it has the same general form; the internal valves
are of the same shape, and are also placed in the same
situation, and further, because it is closed at the larger
end, as Teredina personata evidently is. Thus we think we
have disposed of Lamarck's last five species; there now
remains only his first species, Fistulana Clava^ (which must
be considered as the type of the Genus,) and those species

whose valves bear some resemblance to those of Modiola.

We have seen many of these latter, and consequently,
from actual observation can assure our readers that they^

are Lithodo7ni\ which have lived in Madrepores, and,

which in consequence of a very peculiar circumstance
have been ranked among the Fistulance, Difficult as it i^,^

we must endeavour to explain this circumstance : we have,
shown in a former Number that the Lithodomi, though^

* Lamarck's Teredina personata is a cast of the inside of a tube closed

the larger end, like that of his Fistulana gregata. We think his Teredina Ba-
cillum is a Saxicava.

\ Or Saxicavce, or Gastrochcence,
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covered with an horny epidermis^ have the means of per-
forating Madrepores and other calcareous substances;
they do not, however, themselves make any calcareous
lining to the tube they form, so that the small stellated

tubes of the Madrepores open into them on all sides

;

when the animals of the Lithodomi die, the shell remains
in the perforations, which, together w^ith the shells, be-
come filled up with all sorts of extraneous substances
which fall into them and also partly occupy the small
stellated tubes of the Madrepore : afterwards, when the
whole has become fossilized, a part of the Madrepore it-

self, being of a difi'erent substance from that filling the
cavities, and more easily acted upon by external circum-
stances, frequently becomes decomposed and is carried

away, leaving the substance which formerly filled the ca-
vities, originally formed by the perforation of the Litho-

domi, exposed in the form of a date-stone, or some more
clavate body, attached to the mass by the smaller extre-

mity, rounded at the larger, containing the two valves of

the Lithodomus, and covered on the outside with small
irregular stellated prominences, which are those portions

of the substances formerly deposited in the cavities, that

had fallen into the stellated tubes of the Madrepore. In

this case the substance surrounding the shell has been re-

garded as the tube which contained it, and it has conse-
quently been referred to the Genus Fistidana, as belong-
ing to the Tubicolce, and having two free valves inclosed

in a shelly tube. As we have now fairly excluded all La-
marck's FistulancE except his F. Clava^ we are disposed to

think that this ought to be considered as a distinct Genus,
for the following reasons ; it has a regular straight clavate

tube, the two free valves that are included in the lower
and larger closed extremity are very inequilateral and of
a transversely elongated form, its animal does not perfo-

rate any substance, but merely forms its tube in the sand,

particles of which frequently adhere to it, and when com-
plete the two valves are confined to the lower part of the
tube by a septum, open in the centre, and placed in the
tube near their posterior and superior extremity : in all

these characters it differs from GastrochcEna, to which it is

most nearly allied, and with which it is associated by
Spengler. The Gastrochaena Lagenula (Lamarck's Fistu-

lana Lagenula) a^ipesirs to connect it very closely with the
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other GastrochcencEy because in that species the anterior
extremity of the two internal valves is more produced
than in most other species of the Genus : the G. mytiloides

of Lam. being however, still more so, though not other-
wise so nearly allied to Fistulana Clava, Notwithstanding
the differences last mentioned, it is not without some hesi-

tation that we allow Fistulana a place as a Genus, because
the only species we can admit is so nearly allied to and
has already been associated with Gastrochcena under the

same generic appellation; the principal considerations
that have induced us to adopt this conclusion are, 1st. the
obligation we feel ourselves under to account for every
Lamarckian Genus, and 2ndly, the very peculiar charac-
ters which distinguish this, and which by most naturalists

will be thought sufficient to entitle it to that rank.

We do not advert to any of Lamarck's observations
on the animal of Fistulana, because it does not appear
that he had ever seen the animal of the only species we
can admit to a place in it.

Shell equivalve, inequilateral, gaping widely at the
basal margin, with the anterior side very short. The two
valves united by a ligament and included in the lower
part of a shelly tube, which is closed at the anterior (in-

ferior) extremity > attenuated and open at the posterior.

Fig. 1. Fistulana Clava, showing the tube without a septum.
2. " showing a septum.
3. outside of the valves.

4. inside of the valves.
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TESTA levis, admodum ventricosa, plerumque
unicolor. Epidermis Isevis, fusca, tegmine quasi
vitreo partim vel omnino obducta. Apex rudis.

. Spira brevissima. Columella curva, 2-3 plieata,

plicis magnis, acutis. Labium externum baud
reflexum. Basis profunde emarginata. Aper-
tura hians. Operculum nullum.

Caput grande, planum, tentaculis remotis, oculis

pone tentacula positis, medioeribus. Pallium
magnum? Pes maximus.

Animal carnivorum.
Habitat marinum in calidioribus mundi veteris

(«) regionibus.

Notwithstanding the judicious separations from the

Geijus Valuta of Linne, made first hy Bruguiere, and after-

wards more largely by Lamarck, a careful examination
will, we think, convince the zoologist that a still further

division is necessary.

It would exceed the limits prescribed by the nature

of this work to enlarge on a subject which may, perhaps,

be entered upon more minutely elsewhere. Our present

intention is merely to introduce to the reader a further

division of the Genus as left by Lamarck into the genera
Cymba^ Melo and Valuta, The student, when he comes
to consider this last Genus after the proposed separations,

increased as it has been by the new species which have

(a) Under this expression, Australia and all countries, excepting America
and its islands, are meant to be included. At present there is no positive

evidence of any species of Cymha being found in the New World. But Captain
Marryatsawat the Cape of Good Hope, two shells, which, from his description,

were most probably C^^mJi^, and which the proprietor assured him came from
the Rio de la Plata. The geographical distribution of the Genus given above
oug:ht not, therefore, to be deemed conclusive.
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flowed in upon us so abundantly of late years, will find it

sufficiently overburthened, and will be disposed to admit
the probable expedience of even further divisions when
the science of conchology shall be more advanced. At
present, however, the only innovation intended is the
separation of Cymha^ part of the Gondolieres (Cymhiolce)
of Lamarck, comprising what have been called the Boat-
Melons, and Melo (part also of the same section) com-
prising both the simple and crowned Melons.

The first of these genera is now before us, and ap-
pears to form a natural group of MoUusca^ whose shells

are marked by very distinguishing characters. The shells

are ventricose, light and buoyant, floating when placed
upon their backs on water, and having when so placed a
boat-like appearance. Their apex is rude and without
regularity of shape. They are sombre, and, for the most
part, uniform in colour. They are covered with a smooth
brown epidermis, which is, again, more or less coated (in

some instances, as in C. proboscidalis, entirely) with a
vitreous covering or enamel-like glaze, probably secreted
by the mantle. The columella is uniformly curved,
and, it is believed, that none of the species have hitherto
been found in the New World*.

The Genus Cymba contains at present six species.

On an accurate inspection we shall find that the apex,
which in most of them can only be satisfactorily examined

* Should it be asked, why the generic name Cymbium is not adopted from
Klein, Adanson, and Denys de Montfort ? it may be answered, that the term
Cymbium (not to insist on the greater propriety of Cymbal as a name for de-

noting a part of the Gondolieres) was used by Adanson in the year 1757, for a
Genus, which from the extreme simplicity of the structure of the shell, he
places at the head of the univalves, and which, under no system, could be deemed
even an approach to a turbinated shell with plaits on the pillar. Denys de
Montfort (in 1810) uses Cymbium to designate shells of which he makes Valuta

uSthiopica, Axxct. (the only species mentioned by him,) the generic type. Klein,

it is true, calls Adanson's Yet " Cymbium;" but Gualtieri had used the word in

1742, (eleven years before Klein publii-hed his '* Tentamen,") as a generic

name for those Mollusca, afterwards called Ai-gonautte by Linn^, who appears

to have first bestowed the latter name on the Paper Sailors.

It may be added that De Blainville in his Malacologie" figures Cymba
Cymbium (V. Cymbium, Auct.) as an illustration of De Montfort's Genus; and
we therefore suppose that all the Gondolieres of Lamarck are considered to be-

long thereto. De Montfort gives the following as one reason for dividing his,

Genus from the Volutes " Le mamelon de leur coquille est particulier." A
glance at the apex of Cymba Neptuni, and that of Melo Indicus will shew their

striking difference. The apex of one is a shapeless mass j that of the other,

is regularly and beautifully fashioned.
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in young shells, becomes progressively less rude and more
firm, till in Cymba Cymbium {V, Cymbium, Auct.) it takes
the form of a smooth button. or nail head; and, on arriv-

ing at this species, we have, for the first time variety of
colour in the full grown shell, though obscurely clouded
and ill defined. Lamarck refers to Adanson's figure of
L' Yet for our Cymba Neptuni ( V, Neptuni, Auct.) and
though Linne refers tO the same figure for his V, Cymbium,
there can be little doubt that Lamarck is correct in his

reference. Our description of the soft parts is taken
from Adanson. The animal is carnivorous, and is eaten
by the natives of the coasts where it abounds.

We are not aware that any of the shells of this Genus
have been found in a fossil state.

Fig. 1. A young shell of C. Neptuni, (Valuta Navicula, Gmel. for this is

one of the many instances of the difference of age being mistaken
for specific diflference,) showing the amorphous apex, which in old
specimens becomes entirely concealed.

2. C. Cymbium.
3. A small but old shell of C.proboscidalis, the apex entirely concealed,

and the whole shell covered with the enamel-like glaze.

For the descriptions of this and the following Genus, Melo, the public are
indebted to W, J. Broderip, Esq. who has also kindly engaged to furnish the
description of Voluta. This gentleman's polite compliance with our request,
that he would assist us in this part of our labours, has obliged him to anticipate

in our work some parts of his own monographs of the Genera Cymba, Melo,
and Voluta; thus increasing our obligation to him: an obligation which, how-
ever, we are the more willing to incur, because we are fully assured that from
the extensive collection he has brought together in illustration of the species,

and his intimate acquaintance with the subject, he is the only person capable of
doing it justice.





CATOPHRAGMUS.^

TESTA subconica, apice pervio, basi adhserente,

fvalvd testaced clausal) valvis octo, inaequali-

bus, lateraliter adjunctis, composita; valvis

porro plurimis per series externas, circulares,

gradatim minores, confertim eo-ordinatis.

Operculum bipartitum, valvis quatuor, antieis

majoribus, compositum.

We have ever been anxious to avoid increasing the
number of genera as much as possible^ not^ indeed^ be-
cause we entertain the impression that by so doing we
should increase the difficulties attending upon our fa-

vourite pursuit; for^ on the contrary, we are persuaded
that an increase in the number of genera, where there

are sufficient distinguishing characters, would materially
lighten the toil of the student. Our reason for this

anxiety has rather been the want of preparation in the
mind of students to profit by such improvements as have
been and might be daily introduced. The sort of prepa-
ration we mean is the adoption of correct first pri?iciples,

upon which alone, as on a foundation, a symmetrical and
beautiful system can be established. That these correct

first principles are only to be obtained by the study of

the Mollusca, which form and inhabit shells is becoming
daily more and more apparent, yet the shells themselves
may in most cases be regarded as indicating many of the

more important facts in connection with the history of
their animal inhabitants, and may consequently be gene-
rally considered as sufficient to demonstrate characters
strong enough for the establishment of genera; with
these views therefore we do not hesitate to propose the
present new Genus, which, without knowing the animal,
yet from analogy, we judge to belong to Leach's Cirri-

pedes acamptosomata," the " Cirripedes sessiles" of Lamarck,

* From y.xru infra et (ppoiyfAoi septum.
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In its general form and appearance it closely resembles
Octomeris,'' a Genus which we lately thought it our

duty to propose^ and, as in that Genus^ the shelly cone
immediately surrounding the animal, consists of eight
pieces, and its operculum is also composed of four pieces.

Here, however, the particular resemblance of the various
parts cease, and we have now to describe the peculiarity

of our present new Genus. This peculiarity consists in a
number of narrow perpendicular valves arranged around
the above mentioned shelly cone, and in rows, like pales,

the first row of which consists of eight pieces, placed
so as exactly to cover the sutures of the shelly cone
immediately surrounding the animal; around this are
then placed several sets of more and more numerous
pieces gradually decreasing in size, so that the outer row
which is the most numerous consists also of the smallest
pieces. Additional rows seem to be produced as the
animal increases in age; for a young specimen in our posses-

sion has only one row of eight pieces covering the sutures

of the first cone, while a much larger and older specimen
still retains part of three rows, and has evidently lost

some of the external rows. The young individual also

shows that the whole of the pieces are pointed at their

superior extremities, whereas, in the old shell these ex-
tremities are so worn or eroded as to become very irre-

gular and obtuse. The valves of the operculum are also

pointed.

We do not observe any epidermis, though there is

probably a very thin one on those parts that are not
worn.*

Two specimens only of this singular Cirripede have
come into our possession ; one of these was found in the

collection of the late George Humphrey, and the other
is attached to a Conia, which we received from Antigua.

In our plate we have represented, at

Fig. 1 . The young specimen of its natural size, upon the base of a Conia.

2. The young specimen magnified.

3. & 4. Two views of the old shell, natural size.

5. & 6. The same views, magnified.

* We are glad to take this opportunity of correcting an error into which
we have fallen, in stating Balanus not to have an epidermis. We believe when
in their natural state the shells of that Genus always have a thin horny epi-

dermis.



MELO

TESTA ventricosa, levis, ut plurimiim colore

vario. Epidermis Isevis, viridi-fusca. Apex
mamillaris. Spira brevis. Columella vix

recta, 3-4 plicata, plicis magnis, acutis. La-
bium externum baud reflexum. Basis pro-

funde emarginata. Apertura hians. Operculum
nullum.

Caput grande, planum, tentaculis lateralibus,

remotis, oculis pane tentacula positis, magnis.
Brancbiae satis magnae, dextra major. Pallium
mediocre. Pes maximus, ovalis.

Animal carnivorum.
Habitat marinum in calidioribus mundi veteris

regionibus.

The apex, which, in Cymha^ was abnost a shapeless

mass, takes in Melo a well-fashioned and spirally marked
form. With this first appearance of the mammillary
summit begins the elegant and vivid colouring which is its

almost constant companion. The suture of the spire, no
longer rude, is either neatly laid down around the apex,
so as to touch it, and in some instances overwrap it, or,

as in the coronated section, is free and adorned with a
diadem of vaulted spines.

The shell of Melo is ventricose, light, melon-shaped,
and floats when placed with its back on theVater. It is

generally marked with a well defined variety of colour,

and covered with a smooth greenish brown epidermis,*

* Lamarck speaking of his Genus Volutay says Les esp^ces sont en
g^n^ral lisses, brillantes, et il ne pardit pas qu aucmie d*elles soit pourvue aun
drap marin" The writer who has ventured to propose these new Genera hopes
to be enabled to shew that most, if not all, of Lamarck's Genus Volutay arc
provided with a " drap marin."
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which is in some species very thin, but always wants the
g'lazed coating of Cymha. The apex is mammillary, and
looks almost as if it had been turned in a lathe. The
pillar, which is hardly straight, has from three to four
plaits sharp and well developed. The edge of the outer
lip is not reflected^ the base is very deeply notched^ and
the aperture, which is unprotected by any operculum, is

very wide.
The Melons, some of which grow to a very large

size, are inhabitants of the warmer regions of the old

world. We are indebted to M. Freycinet's beautiful work
for a figure and description of the soft parts of Melo
^thiopicus, (V, ^thiopica, Auct.) which was found in

Sharks' Bay, and is carnivorous.

Section 1.—Spiral inermi.

Melo Indicus, (V. Melo, Auct.)
2.—Spira spinis fornicatis armata.

Ex. Melo iEthiopicus.

Of the first section there is but one species known:
of the second there are six. None of the Genus appear
to have been discovered in a fossil state.

Fig. 1- A young shell of il/eiTo Indicus, (V. Prceputrnm, Chemn. Gmel.)

2. A full grown, but not large shell of Melo Indicus, covered with its

epidermis.

3. Melo umbilicatus, (Broderip,) N. S. in an intermediate stage of

growth. In the full grown shell the whorls of the spire and body
whorl project so much beyond the apex, that the latter is seen as

it were at the bottom of aa excavation.
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Venus, Pars, Lam.

Vetierupis, Lani.

^^^ ... './

TESTA aequivalvi, transversa, inaequilaterali,

latere antieo breviore, dentibus cardinalibus

in utraque valva tribus eontigiiis, interdum
apicibus subemarginatis. Impressiones muscu-
lares duae, laterales, siibrotundatae. Inipressio

museularis pallii sinu magno. Ligamentum
externum^ valvarum marginibus dorsalibus

suboccultatum.

To say that Ziwwe himself, coidd he have lived till the

present time to know what we know, and to see what
our eyes every day behold of the hahits of the mollus-

cous animals, would have acknowledged the necessity

of establishing many of the new genera that have heen
founded since his time, is not to offer a very high compli-
ment to his judgment as a naturalist. We go much
further, for we say that the most bigoted of his followers,

few of whom can suffer the establishment of a new Genus
because not founded by Linne, can neither avoid being
convinced of the necessity of several dismemberments to

which the Linnean Genus Venus has already been sub-

jected^ nor deny the necessity of further subdivision.

We have scarcely yet meddled with that intricate Genus,
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and we now intend to confine our remarks more par-
ticularly to a small part of it, which has not yet been
separated from it, except by Bruguiere of whose Capsa
the Genus we are now about to treat of forms a
part. Lamarck has, indeed, constituted his Venerupis
of a part of our Genus, but tbe greater number of its

species are by him still left in Venus, The difficulty

of ascertaining any distinguishing character between
the Lamarckian Venerupis and the Veneres, Pullastra,

decussata, and others, except in the apparent habits of

the animals, has prevented us hitherto from endeavour-
ing to clear up a point to which our attention has fre-

quently been directed, but which we now think we have
overcome. It is well known that Venus perforans, Mont,
Venerupis perforans. Lam. and some of its congeners
live in cavities perforated in chalk and limestone rocks,

and that the Veneres Pullastra, decussata and several other

species that resemble them in general form and appear-
ance are found buried in the sand; an apparently well

marked difference therefore exists in the habits of their

respective animals: we think, however, that we have
evidence to prove that there exists in reality very little

difference, and that the cavities in which Lamarck's
Venerupes live, are rather the natural consequence of the

action of the sea water in conjunction with some of the

excretions of the animal upon the chalk or limestone,

than of any power of the animals themselves to pierce,

independently of such action: so that the difference is

really only in the nature of the shore on which the very

young shells are accidentally deposited, those which
are thrown upon a sandy bottom, burying themselves in

the sand, and such as are deposited upon limestone or

chalk producing a cavity in which they live.

The shells which we now propose to unite together

under one appellation are Lamarck's Venerupes, and the

following of his Veneres, viz. V, Malaharica, papilionacea

adspersa, punctifera, turgida, litterata^ sulcaria, Textile,

texturata, geographica, rariflamma, decussata, Pullastra,

aurea, virginea, and some others : and for the Genus thus

constituted we propose the name of Pullmtra, rejecting

the term Venerupis or Venerirupis, because it would
convey the false idea that at least the greater number of

the species were inhabitants of rocks.
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Shell equivalve^ transverse, inequilateral, the ante-

rior side being the shorter. Cardinal teeth three in each
valve, placed near to each other, and generally having
their terminations notched ; in a few species the central

tooth of one valve is deeply cloven. Muscular impres-
sions two, lateral, roundish. Muscular impression of

the mantle with a large sinus. Ligament external, partly

concealed by the dorsal margins of the valves.

Several recent species of this Genus are common on
our own and other European shores; others are brought
from the East and West Indies; some are beautifully

marked. Fossil species are scarce, and we believe are

only found in the tertiary beds.





TEREDINA,
Lmn» *

TESTA crassa, fistulosa, antice sensim attenuata,
aperta, apertura clissepimento subdivisa, oper-
culo unico nonnunquam occlusa, postice omnino
clausa, valvis duabus (ut in Teredinibus con-
formatis) in externo tubi pariete conferrumi-
natis, intus dente recurvo majore instructo

;

valva accessoria subquadrata umboni antice

superiinposita.

A very singular Genus only known in a fossil state, be-
longing to the Tuhicolce of Lam. and approaching in its

characters to Teredo, In consequence of its general
resemblance to that genus, we were at first disposed to

have united them together, joining to them the Fistulana

gregata of Lam. ; but as the tube in Teredina never covers
the two valves, but appears to be soldered to them, as

in Aspergillum, we are constrained to regard it as a dis-

tinct Genus ; of which, however, we only know one species

at present, namely the T. personata of Lam, for we have
already ventured to express our opinion that the shell des-

cribed by Lam. under the name of T, Bacillum is not a Tere-

dina, but may more properly be considered as a Saxicava.

In many respects Teredina personata resembles the Pholas
papyracea of Turton, and in others the Ph, striata of Linn.

^

from the latter, however, it differs in having a shelly tube
which that has not, and from the former in having aa
operculum to cover the posterior aperture of the tube.

Shell consisting of a thick fistulous tube, smaller
at the posterior end, which is open, nearly divided into

two by a projection on each side within, and has an
operculum, as we are informed, though we have never
seen it, which covers the double opening : it is remark-
able that the posterior smaller portion of the tube is of
a very different substance and colour from the anterior
and larger termination 3 it resembles horn in appearance
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while the anterior part and the two valves are like a soft

shelly substance. In form the two valves exactly resem-
ble those of Teredo; in Teredina, however, these are
wholly external, and they are thickly lined as well as
united to the tube by a continuation of the shelly matter
of which the tube itself consists. The beaks or umbones
of these two valves are very much incurved, and covered
by a rather quadrangular thick accessory piece which
appears to be fixed to the valves in front of the beaks;
and there is an irregular prominence of the tube just

behind the beaks. The anterior termination of the tube
is completely closed by a trapezoidal piece which fills up
the space left by the sinus in the two valves. The testa-

ceous matter is generally so much increased in thickness
internally, as nearly to obliterate or cover the internal

appendages usually called the teeth, common to it and
Teredo.

The Teredina appears to have been gregareous, as it

occurs in numbers in a bed of ferruginous sand at the
only place in which it has been found; there is no reason
to doubt its habit of living in cavities of its own tere-

brating, but whether in wood or any other substance, we
have not the means of ascertaining. That in its young
state it is destitute of a tube, and consists only of the
two valves and a membranaceous envelope we cannot
doubt, and it appears to us probable that in this respect

as well as in the habit of terebrating sandstone it is

nearly analogous to the Pholas papyracea.*

Fig. 1. Teredina personata, showing the ventral portion together with the

double aperture.

2. The form of the aperture

3. The dorsal portion showing the beaks.

4. The same having the beaks covered with the accessory valve.

* For notwithstanding the opposition which our opinion formerly expressed

has mot with, we must still maistain that the PA. /fl>«e//a^a of Turton is only

the young of i*h. papyracea.
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XYLOPHAGA.

TESTA orljicularis, sequivalvis, iaaequilateralisy

anticfe hians, (hiatu postic^ angulato) valvis

accessoriis duabus, subtrigonis, fornicatis,

dente cardinali minuto et costa, in utraque
valva, interna ab umbone ad marginem basalem
decurrente; impressionibus muscularibus binis,

postica magna, obovata ; antica minore, margim
siiperiore imposita.

Wb are obliged to Dr. Turton for his very liberal com-
munication of several specimens of this new and very-

interesting Genus, as well as for the discovery and first

description of it. A single specimen has also occurred
in a piece of stick thrown up at Grav^send, for the use
of which we are obliged to Mr. Crouch.

The two valves approach very much in form to those
of Teredo; there are, however, two or three characters
by which Xylophaga may be distinguished from that
Genus; these are, the want of a shelly tube and of those
internal appendages common to Pholas and Teredo, gene-
rally called teeth, and the addition of two small accessory
valves; it appears also to be destitute of the spatulate

opercula found in the Teredinae.

Shell nearly orbicular, equivalve, valves inequila*
teral, gaping in front, the opening having an angular
termination at the back. Two small, rather triangular,
calyciform accessory valves are placed over the anterior
side of the hinge, and there is a small curved tooth lying
close to the umbo within in each valve; as well as an
internal rib running from the beak to the basal margin
with a corresponding depression on the outside. The
posterior muscular impression is large and obovate ; the
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anterior smaller, placed on the superior margin close to

the beak.
This GenuSj of which only one species is at present

known, pierces wood, to the depth of from half an inch

to an inch, where it forms a clavate tube, without any
lining ; and as we are informed by Dr. Turton, its animal

fixes itself by a fleshy disk to the lower part of the tube.

We think, that on account of its having anterior acces-

sory valves, and its not being possessed of the two oper-

cula and the shelly tube, it must be regarded as more
nearly related to Pholas than to Teredo.

The specimens sent to us by Dr. Turton were dis-

covered in a part of wreck dredged up near Berry Head.
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TESTA subovata, coloribus plerumque variis

eximie picta. Apex papillaris. Columella
plieata, plicis inferioribus maximis, basi emar-
ginata. Epidermis tenuis, fusea.

Animal carnivorum. Caput tentaculis 2 in-

structum. Oculi ad tentaeulorum basin ex-

ternam appositi. Pes maximus. Opereulo
caret.*

Habitat mariniim in ealidioribus mundi ve-

teris regionibus, rarior in Indis oecidentalibus.

Shell inclining to oval, elegant in form, and, in the ma-
jority of species, beautifully pencilled with variegated

colours. Apex of the spire papillary, more solid than that

of Melo. Pillar plaited, (the lowest plaits being the largest,

and most oblique,) and notched at the base. Epidermis
thin, varying from greenish to brown.

Animal carnivorous. The head furnished with two
tentacula, at the external bases of which are the eyes.

Foot very large. No operculum.
Inhabits the seas of the warm countries of the old

world; and is found, but much more rarely, in those of

the new.
There is reason to believe that the genera Cymha,

Melo and Voluta are viviparous. Fossil species of the
latter genus occur, above the chalk, in the crag^ in the
London clay and in the calcaire grossier at Grignon,
Courtagnon, &c. In the chalk no trace of the genus
has, I helieve, been noticed: and, helow the chalk, it

appears to have been only observed in the Cornbrash.f

* I have had no opportunity of examining the soft parts of a Voluta, but
the gradations from the shell of Melo to that of Voluta are sa gentle, that

I have little hesitation in giving the above as the leading characters of tW
animal.

t See Conybeare and Phillips, part 1, p. 210.
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The animals characterized by Linne as VoIuIeb, form
rather a heterogeneous assemblage. Mollusca whose
branchial system allows them to respire nothing but wa-
ter;—others which breathe air, and to which submersion
in water for any length of time would be fatal;—animals
phytiphagous and carnivorous, terrestrial, fresh water and
marine—will be found ranged as congeners in the Systema
Naturae.

But the student must pause before he censures one
to whose zeal and acuteness we owe so much. Con-
sidering the dim light by which Linne studied Nature,
we cannot withhold our admiration of the grandeur of
his mind and of the monument which it raised. Had
this great man been acquainted with the habits and com-
parative anatomy of the Mollusca, it would hardly
have been left first to Bruguiere, and afterwards to

Lamarck to reform the genus Voluta. What was dark
to him, modern discovery enlightened for the later phi-

losophers: they have convinced us that the light did not
shine in vain; and to them we owe a distribution of
the Linnean Volutae into genera, which appear to form
more natural associations.

The genus Voluta of Lamarck, has been still further

reduced by the author of this sketch, by taking from it

the genera Cymba and Melo ; and the crowd of species

which are still ranked under our genus will, it is sub-

mitted, afford to those who study the subject, pregnant
evidence that even a further division will soon be called

for. Take, for example, Voluta imperialis and V. lyri-

formis, and we shall find some difficulty in satisfying the

enquirer that they are species of the same genus. In the

present state of the science, it is however only proposed
thus to subdivide the genus:

Papilla grandi, laevi,

Coronatae
Exemp. Voluta imperialis, (Icon. Encyc. Method,

tab. 382. fig. 1.)

Inermes.
Exemp. V, Scapha (Encyc. Method, tab. 391.)
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Papilla tuberculatd.

Vespertiliones.

]^xemp. V, rutila, (Icon. Zool. Journ. vol. II. tab. 3.

Papilld laevi, mediocri, subacute.

Ventricosiores.

Exemp. V. marmorata^ (Icon. Swainson, Exotic
Conch, part, 1.)

Graciliores

Exemp. V. Lapponica (Icon. Encyc. Method, tab. 381.

fig. 3. a. b.)

7
Musicales.

- Exemp. V. Musica, (Icon. Encyc. Method, tab. 380,

fig. 1, a. 6.)
^^^^

Papilla truneato-papillari.

Mammillares.
Exemp. V. papillaris, (papillosa, Swainson,) Icon,

tab. nost.

Papilla acutiuscula.

Mitriformes.

Exemp. V. lyriformis, (f Mitralyraeformis, Swainson,)
Icon. Zool. 111. tab. 54. Zool. Journ. III. tab. 4. fig. I.

t Mr. Swainson first described the two last mentioned species; and the slight

alterations here given in the trivial names, are only to be considered in the

light of corrections of the press. The latter shell is figured and described in

the Zoological Illustrations as a Mitra; but Mr. Swainson has expressed to me,
since that publication, his conviction that the shell is a Volute; indeed the

increased size ©f the lowest plaits of the pillar puts the matter out of doubt.

—

See Zool. Journ- vol, III. p. 83. W. J. B.
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TESTA orbicularis, aequivalvis, inaequilateralis,

utraque extremitate hians, (hiatu antico postic?;

angulato, altero aiftice rotundato) antic^ suba-
lata, impressione musculari antica alae imposita;

dente elongato, sub umbone intern^ recurvo

:

tubo postico, accessorio, longissimo, calcareo,

antice rariiis clauso, plerumque apertura ro-

tunda, postic^ in tubos duos diviso, operculis

duobus palmatisy aliquando pennatis instructo.

In our last number we considered ourselves obliged to

establish three new Genera, at the same time expunging
one of those formerly published by Lamarck, so that in

reality we only added two to the Lamarckian list. In the

26th number we expressed our opinion that Lamarck's
Fistulana gregata might be added to his Genus Teredma,
upon a more careful examination we are now disposed to

abandon that opinion, and to unite Lamarck's Septariuy

together with his Fistulana gregata, with Teredo, thereby
lessening the number of genera by one because we
do not think there exist any characters by which they
can be distinguished ; which we will endeavour to show
by a recapitulation of the characters in which Lamarck
makes their distinctions to consist, together with our rea-
sons for regarding them as inconclusive. Teredo, accord-
ing to Lamarck, has a flexuous, cylindrical, shelly tube,

open at both endSj distinct from the shell, and covering
the animal ; and its shell consists of two valves, placed
without the tube at the posterior extremity. The charac-
ter of Lamarck's Septaria are, a very long shelly tube,

gradually attenuated towards the anterior (which should
be posterior) part, and divided interiorly by several.
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mostly incomplete, vaulted septa; its anterior (posterior)

extremity being terminated by two other, more slender
tubes, which are not internally divided. Thus we find

that in the shelly tube itself, and in the position ot the two
valves with respect to that tube, his descriptions of the
three genera accord ; and that his dependence for a cha-
racter to distinguish Septaria from Teredo is placed upon
the vaulted septa of the former^ which, however, to our
certain knowledge, occur more frequently in Teredo than
in Septaria. With regard to Lamarck's Fistulana gre-
gata, it appears to us to difler from his descriptions of
Teredo and Septaria only in having the lower end of the
tube closed ; in this regard, however, we shall find that
It disagrees neither with Septaria nor Teredo, both of
which occasionally close the lower end of the tube; for

particular proof of this fact we refer to Mr. Gritiith's and
Sir Everard Home's papers on the subject in Philosophi-
cal Transactions for 1806, part 2, where also will

be found a detailed anatomical description of the
animal. The always more or less double posterior aper-

ture of the tube, closed in different species by variously

formed double opercula^ together with the resemblance
in general characters above pointed out, seem to us there-

fore sufficient reasons for uniting Fistulana gregata, and
the Septaria of Lam. with Teredo ; of which we shall now
give the generic character.

Shell orbicular, equivalve, inequilateral, with a
subalate process in front, gaping at both extremities, the
anterior opening angular at the back, the posterior

rounded in front. Anterior muscular impression placed
upon the subalate process. An elongated tooth is con-
spicuously seen curved out from under the umbones
within each valve. With this shell, which contains the

anterior extremity of the animal, it perforates wood in

an irregular manner to a considerable depth, lining the

perforations as it proceeds with a calcareous, proportion-

ately elongated, accessory tube, which is seldom closed

anteriorly, but has for the most part a round aperture,

and which is divided posteriorly into two tubes, which
can be closed at the will of the animal by two palmate,

sometimes pennated opercula.



MULLERIA,
De Ferussac,

TESTA irregularis, inaequivalvis, insequilatera-

lis, foliacea, ostreiformis, valva altera extern^
fixa ;

impressione jnusculari uniea, prope extre-
mitatem posticaiii (i. e. dorsalem) posita; em-
pressione museulari pallii irregularl: ligamento
dorsali elongate, externo, in siniim posticum
deeurrente: umbonibus antieis, sublateralibus.

One of the most singular and rare of known genera^ not
noticed by Lamarck, and only very recently remarked
by De Ferussac among the specimens of iEtheria, in

the Duke of Rivoli's collection. The two specimens that

exist in Paris, and the individual in my Brother's
collection, being all that are known at present. The
Genus is remarkable as being intermediate in its struc-

ture, between iEtheria and Ostrea, and as apparently
connecting the regular fresh water bivalves the

Naiads'* of Lam.) with the irregular marine bivalves,

{Ostrea, for example,) and with the genus -^Etheria, in-

asmuch as in the sinus at the posterior extremity of the
ligament it resembles the Naiads and the ^Etheria ; and
in its single muscular impression, as well as its general
form it approaches to Ostrea.

The following are the characters of the Genus ; it is an
irregular, inequivalve bivalve, adhering by the outside

of one valve : the structure of the outside of the shell is

foliaceous, but the foliations are closely pressed, and do
not form any murications or other rugosity on the surface;

the inside has a thin pearly coat of a glaucous green colour,

and partly iridescent. It has only one muscular impres-
sion in each valve, which is placed near the back and
towards the posterior extremity, and from one corner of
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which passes the muscular impression of the mantle, to-

wards the anterior part of the shell ; in our specimen the
muscular impression of the mantle is irregular and in-

distinct. The ligament is rather elongated, external, its

posterior termination, however, fills a sinus in the edge
of the shell, apparently formed to receive it, and in this

respect it approaches very closely to the Naiads, while it

differs materially from the Ostrea. The beak is rather

pointed, anterior and lateral in our specimen. A dull

yellowish brown epidermis covers those parts of the shell

which have not been exposed to attrition.



DOLI0M.

TESTA subovalis, ventricosissima, tenuis, ple-
rumque transversim costata vel sulcata, spira
brevissima, apertura maxima, in canalem bre-
vem, reflexam desinente; labio externo saepius

tenui, interdum margine reflexo, crenato:
epidermide tenuissima, cornea, induta.

Omk of the best marked Genera that has been established,

for though it is not difficult to recognize its immediate
general relation to Cassis, it is, nevertheless, easily dis-

tinguished from that, and we do not know any other Ge-
nus to which it bears a near affinity. It is true it resem-
bles Harpa in general form, and has been arranged toge-

ther with that and Cassis among the Buccina by Linneans

;

the differences, however, are so great that there can be
no danger of their being confounded. We regret that we
have never seen the animal of any of these three Genera,
it is, however, more than probable that they will be
found to accord very nearly in their characters with the

Buccinidae. We are of course ignorant whether or not
they have an operculum.

The species of the Genus Dolium are of an elliptical

shape, nearly approaching to globular, being exceedingly
ventricose

; they are thin, even when very large ; on the
outside they are always more or less strongly ribbed or
grooved, the ribs or grooves being transverse to the apex

;

spire very short, its apex when complete being in general
semitransparent, of a yellowish colour and apparently
different substance from the rest of the shell. Aperture
very large, terminated at the base by a short reflected

canal. Outer lip mostly thin, sometimes, however, it has
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a thickened, reflected and crenated edge. A thin, h6rny
epidermis generally covers the outside of the shell.

The species of this Genus are not numerous, nor are

they rare ; some of them grow to an enormous size, and
they are then handsome ornamental shells. Fossil species

are very uncommon, nor can we with certainty assert

their existence. There is in the chalk a shell having
nearly the general form of a Dolium, but its characters

are not sufficiently developed in the specimens we have
seen to enable us to judge with certainty.



TEREBRA.

TESTA elongata, subulata, anfractibus nume-
rosis, gradatim majoribus, apertura brevi,

oblonga, iiy canalem brevem, rectam desinente;

columella contorta, spirali: opercula corneo,
non spirali.

Though it may be difficult in some instances to establish

the distinctions between the Terebra of Bruguiere and
Buccinum, it may nevertheless be convenient to retain

it in the list of Genera^ because, for the most part, the
species composing it may be regarded as forming a very
well marked natural group. It is not difficult to distin-

guish the TerehrcE, {Vis of the French, Needles of the
English Collectors) at first sight from the Turritellae,

which they closely resemble in general form, by the short
canal at the base of the aperture, and by the more or
less twisted columella. The operculum also is very dif-

ferent, being rather thick, oblong, somewhat pointed at

the base and not spiral; whereas that of Turritella is

thin, nearly circular and spiral. It is seldom, however,
that this character can be brought to our aid, as the
opercula of the Terebrae are rarely preserved. It is not,

moreover, certain that all the shells that have been ad-
mitted into the Genus are furnished with an operculum,
for Lamarck asserts, as he says, upon the authority of
Adanson, (though we cannot find any expression in

Adanson in support of this assertion) that this Genus has
no operculum. This assertion, however unsupported by
the authority referred to, may perhaps refer to some
species which seem to be peculiar to the African shores,

and which we think might with propriety be separated
from the Terebrae.

Shell much elongated, subulate, sharp-pointed, ia

general composed of a considerable number of volutipjis^
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which increase gradually in size; aperture seldom
exceeding one-third of the length of the shell, for the

most part much shorter, oblong, with a short straight

canal at the base ; columella oblique and spiral or twisted,

often striated.

The recent species of this Genus are numerous, we
possess about an hundred ; some of them are very beauti-

ful : they are principally brought from the East and West
Indies, and from South Africa : very few are European.
Several fossil species occur in the newer formations, at

Piacenza, Bordeaux, Turiu, &c. they are more scarce in

the London clay.



FASCIOLARIA.

TESTA elongata, fusiformis, spira longitudinem

canalis aequante; canali elongate, recto; basi

coliunellae plicifera, piicis tribus vel quatuor,

obliquis, inferioribus majoribus; operculum
corneum, ovale, inferne acuto.

One of the genera which was formerly united with Murex,
but apparently separated from it with propriety: and
easily distinguished by its spire and canal being nearly of

equal length and by its being destitute of varices. From
Fusus, however, it is not so easily distinguished, being of

the same general form and having nearly the same ex-

ternal appearance ; the want of oblique folds at the base of

the columella in Fusus is the only character in which they
differ: in Fasciolaria, these folds are very oblique, three

or four in number, and the lower are the larger; we
must not, however, omit to mention some shells which
may be confounded with Fasciolaria, and which, on
account of their having some small folds near the base of

the columella, have apparently caused much difficulty,

some of them having been placed in Turbinelius, others

in Fasciolaria, and others in Fusus; and having also

been occasionally transferred from one to another: the

folds in these are very small, and tlicy are moreover
horizontal; we would suggest the propriety of uniting

the shells possessing these characters, should they be
found to agree in other particulars, under a ugw generic
appellation. The genuine Fasciolarise maybe distinguished

from the Turbineiii also, by the obliquity of the folds and
by the circumstance of the lower being the larger.

Shell elongated, fusiform, with its spire generally
equalin length to the canal which is produced and nearly
Straight^ with three or four oblique folds at the base of
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the columella, the lower being the larger. Operculum
horny, thickish, of an oval shape, pointed at the inferior
extremity.

The recent Fasciolarias are not numerous, the East
and West Indies, however, furnish several species which
are rather handsome shells. The F. Tulipa, which is one
of the most beautiful, is not uncommon among the West
Indian Islands. In delicacy and beauty of colouring
there are l^ew shells that exceed the F. distans when in
fine condition. The F. aurantiaca, which we have figured
is one of the most remarkable as well as one of the rarest.
All the species we know are marine, and furnished with
an epidermis.

Fig. 1. Fasciolaria aurantiaca.

2. Operculum of the same.
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TESTA oblonga, subturrita, spira pleriimque
prominula, apice acuto; varicosa, varicibus

tribus vel plurimis, plerumque digitatis, vel
muricatis, vel spinosis, vel fimbriato-laeeris

;

apertura suborbiculari; columella Isevi ; eanali

longiuseulo (nonnunquam longissimo) interdura
reciirvo ; opereulo corneo.

The great diversity of character observable in the nume-
rous shells which compose the Linnean Murex, and the
consequent impossibility of constructing a character generis

that should identify all, has naturally led to the separation

of several kinds of shells from it, when their characters
were sufficiently distinct to admit of definition, such for

instance as Cerithium, JRicinula, Trifo7i, Fusus, Ranella, &c.
These curtailments have necessarily rendered the defini-

tion of Murex much more easy and precise; the Makers of
Genera have not however been satisfied, but have seen
characters sufficiently strong in their opinions at least to
raise to the rank of genera, the M. Haustellum on account
of its remarkably elongated canal; the M. tenuispinosus
on account of its long slender spines running in three rows
down its lengthened canal, and others; we cannot however
approve of such innovations, because we think their

object is fully attained by the division of the genus accord-
ing to the various types at present contained in it ; not that
we mean to say that every species enumerated by Lamarck
under the Murex is properly so placed, because we are
aware that some of them belong to other established

genera; these of course should be struck out from among
the Murices and restored to their proper places wherever
they may be found; if however upon such circumstances
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as we have mentioned aLove^ we are to be authorized to

establish new genera, we are convinced tliat the number
of genera would shortly become equal to that of species.

We would now limit the genus Murex to those species

with a more or less oblong, subturreted shell, a generally
rather prominent spire with an acute apex, and three or
more rows of varices that are more or less digitated or
muricated or spinose, or with an irregularly foliaceous

or lacerated fringe ; a suborbicular aperture, a smooth
columella, a generally lengthened, sometimes very long,

fz'equently recurved canal, and an horny operculum.
The characters in which these will be found to differ

from tliose other genera which have been united with
Murex are as follows: they may be distinguished from
Fasciolaria and Fusus in the general form, and in being
furnished with muricated varices which those two genera
Lave not ; from Triton in the smooth columella which in

Triton is rugose, and in the number of varices, which in

Murex are never less than three; from Ranella because that
genus has only two rows of varices, and rugose a columel-
la; from Ricinula, in general form and in their lengthened
canal; and from Cerithium in the proportion of the spire

which in this latter genus is much longer than the
aperture.

We think that Lamarck should not have admitted the
31, magellanicus and 31, Icmellosus among his Murices,
because they rather belong to Fusus, being sometimes
free from varices, which are never muricated: they agree
moreover in their other characters more nearly with
Fusus. His M. crispatus is probably a Purpura.

The species of the Genus Murex are numerous, many
of them are very beautiful and singular. The longpointed
and regularly arranged spines on M. tenuisj)inosus, Lam,.

(commonly called Venus' Comb) renders it an extremely
interesting and delicate object: M. Scorpio is remarkable
for the dilated apices of its fronds; M. Radix for its fine

black short spines; M. regius for its brilliant crimson
coloured aperture; M. Cervicornis for the forked points

of its larger fronds ; M. Palma-rosae for the delicately

tinted tips of its finely toothed fronds; and IVJ . Haustelluni

for its uncommonly lengthened canal: these are mostly
tropical species, but the genus is found in all countries:

it is marine and is naturally furnished with an epidermis^
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though this is commonly cleaned off before these shells

come into the market.
Of Fossil species there are also many generally be-

longing to the tertiary beds.

There is a circumstance of unusual interest to be
observed in the manner in which the animal increases the
size of its shell, and which shows most admirably the

regularity and beauty of the laws of Nature, and directs

the mind to the contemplation of the wisdom and power
of the CREATOR, who alone could teach these little ani-

mals how to construct an habitation so perfectly adapted
to their circumstances and situation : It will be observed
that each periodical increase of these shells consists of a
piece which surrounds about a third part or less of the
lower portion of the last volution already formed, which
portion is always terminated by a varix, which is more or
less muricated and even spinose ; it it obvious that these

murications or spines must be in the way of the future

increase of the shells, unless they could be removed from
that part which it is intended to cover, the animal there-

fore is furnished with the means, probably by a solvent
liquor, of eating away the lower part of these spines, so

that they become detached and fall off by the time that
he is ready to form his new inner lip upon the space which
they occupy, thus forming a comparatively smooth and
even surface on which it is to spread the testaceous matter
of which the addition to his building is composed.

In our plates we have given figures of some of the
species which show the greatest diversity of character.

Fig. 1 Murex Haustelliim.

2 tenuispinosus.

3 Scorpio.

4 cervicornis.

5 phyllopterus.

6 melanamathos.





TRITON

TESTA oblonga, varicosa, varicibus raris ; spira

prominula, apice acuto; apertura suborbicular!;
labio externo incrassato, reflexo, eolumellari

rugoso; canali longiusculo, subrecurvo; epider-
mide distincta, plerumque pilosa; operculo
corneo.

We think that the Triton may be considered as a natural
genus, because the shells which compose it resemble each
other pretty nearly in general appearance. They have
been arranged by Linneans with the Murices, and some
species appear to connect these two genera together;

the principal marks of distinction being in the number
of varices, which are more frequent in Murex than in

Triton; and in the rugosity of the inner lip, which is

scarcely ever to be observed in Murex.
The Tritones are of an oblong form, with a rather

prominent spire, acute at its apex ; varices, never more
than two in a whorl, ornament the outside

;
aperture

nearly rounds outer lip thickened, reflected; inner lip

rugose; canal somewhat elongated, and turned back-
wards. A strong horny epidermis naturally coats the

Tritones; and this epidermis is often fringed with strong
hairs. Operculum horny.

The species of this genus are not very numerous,
they occur in the seas of warm climates, particularly

in the East and West Indies, and among the Islands of

the South Seas. Some large species also abound in the
Mediterranean; and it appears very probable that one of

these is the shell from whose animal the ancients obtained
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tlie celebrated Tynan purple, whence it was denominated
Purpura, The Triton variegatus is much valued by the
inhabitants of some of the South Sea Islands.

Of fossil species there are very few, those with
which we are acquainted are only found in the newest or
tertiary beds, above the chalk; as in the London clay, and
in its contemporaneous formations, in the green sand_, &c.

We have represented in our plate the following spe-
cies, which show the principal variations in general form
to which the genus is subject 3 the Tr. Anus being one of
the most remarkable.

Fig. 1. Triton australis.

2. clandestinus*

3. • Clavator.

4. Lotorium*
5. Anus.
6. cutaceus*
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TESTA elongato-turrita, apice obtusmsculo^
anfractibus plurimis gradatim majoribus; aper-

tura plerumque plicis dentiformibus miinita,

intus ossiculo testaceo, elastico, sive clausio

instruct^-; peritremate continuo, libero, re-

flexo.

It appears that Draparnaud was not the first discoverer

of the little opercular clausium that has given a name to

this genus, but that it had been already observed and
described by Daubenton; several persons may however
with equal propriety claim the honour of the discovery,

having each described it without being aware that it had
been already noticed.

The species of this genus have, by Linneans, been
arranged with Turbo, not however with much appearance
of reason, because the aperture is not round

;
Bruguiere

with more reason, united it to Bulimus, to which indeed
it is nearly related, but from which it may nevertheless

be distinguished by its continuous, free peritreme, and by
the clausium.

This genus, which is terrestrial, consists wholly of

small shells, the largest species we know scarcely exceed-
ing an inch in length; several of the species are common
in this country; in the Southern parts of Europe, parti-

cularly the Islands of the Mediterranean they appear to

abound to profusion.

Shell turrited, elongated, consisting of many volu-
tions, rather blunt at the apex, swelling gradually
towards the lower part: the aperture generally has seve-

ral columellar and other tooth-like plaits: and within
there is a little elastic shelly bone attached to the columel-
lar teeth, commonly termed the clausium, and from which
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the genus takes its name; and whose function appears to
be to close up the aperture when the animal has withdrawn
itself within the shell. Peritreme continuous, free all
round, reflected : in which respect it accords with some
of the Pupfe ; these latter are however destitute of the
clausium. Many of the species are longitudinally striated
on the external surface

; this, however, is not the case
with all. We have represented two or three ofthe species
that difi^er most in general appearance.

CI, Macascarensis, a new and very rare species lately
discovered in Hungary.

CL labiata. Turbo labiatus, Mont, from Malta, a
species that has been published as British, in our opinion
without sufficient reason.

CI. torticollis.

A section showing the Clausium is shown at Fig 1.
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TESTA transversa, subaequivalvis, inaequilate-

ralis, latere antieo plerumque rotundato,
postico subrostrato, anguloso; margine ven-
trali antie^ irregulariter flexuoso: dentibus in

utraque valva, cardinalibus plerumque duobus,
lateralibus duobus, nonnumquam obliteratis,

plerumque remotis ; impressionibus muscularibuf:

duabus remotis; impressione miisculari pallii

sinu maximo.

Thb irregular flexuosity of the anterior ventral margin
appears to have been constantly regarded as the principal
distinguishing character of this beautiful genus, and when
we consider the number of species possessing this charac-
ter, and agreeing also in other general circumstances, it

may perhaps be still considered as the essential character
of the genus. This remark is rendered important by the
fact of the existence of a number of shells bearing a
general resemblance to Tellina, in which, however, this

fiexuous fold is not observable; we allude to the Lamarck-
ian genus Tellinides which some Naturalists would re-unite
to Tellina : whether or not there is sufficient reason for

the separation we will not attempt to decide, but shall

point out to our readers the peculiarities of both, com-
mencing with Tellina.

Shell transverse, generally nearly equivalve, in-

equilateral; anterior side generally rounded, posterior

somewhat beaked, angular; anterior ventral margin with
an irregular flexuosity; cardinal teeth in each valve
generally two, sometimes only one; lateral teeth in each
valve two, in some instances scarcely perceptible, gene-
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rally distant from the cardinal: muscular impressions

tvvo^ distant ; that of the mantle with a very large sinus.

It will he observed that Lamarck proposes as the

characters which are to distinguish Tellenides from
Tellina, First, the absence of the flexuous fold

;
Secondly

y

the want of lateral teeth^ and Thirdly, the apparent
existence of three hinge teeth ; we must, however, remind
our readers, that among the shells arranged by Lamarck
among his Tellinae there are some without lateral teeth,

but which possess the flexuous fold ; there are others with
very slight indications of this flexuous fold, and in which
there is only one lateral tooth and that placed near to the

cardinal teeth; now instead of three hinge teeth in Tell i-

iiides there are in reality but two, and the tooth that

appears as a third hinge tooth is only a lateral tooth

placed very close to the cardinal teeth ; thus there appears

to be in reality a very natural and easy transition from
the genuine Tellince with a flexuous fold and two lateral

teeth, to the Tellinides, apparently without either.

Of the Tellinae there are many species, some of a
form very much elongated in a transverse direction, as the

rostrata, Spengleri, &c. ; others that are of an oval shape,

some of which are rough on the outside, as the T, Lingua-

Felis; others again that are nearly orbicular, as the,

T, scohinata, T. carnaria, &c. very few have one valve
more flat than the other, as T. opercularis; both valves
i)f others are remarkably deep, as T. lacunosa. Many
of the species are very brilliant in their colouring. The
"Xellinse are marine, living in the sand near the shore,

where they are commonly the prey of Aporrhaides, Biic-.

cina, and other carnivorous Trachelipodes, who pierce

the shell to devour the inhabitant.

The fossil species are not numerous^ they are only
found in the newer tertiary beds.
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TESTA transversa, subsequivalvis, inseqiiilate-

ralis, planulata, latere antico plerumqiie
rotundato, postico subrostrato, anguloso; den-
tibus cardinalibus in utraque valva duobus;
dente lateral! in altera valva, postico, prope
cardinalibus proximfe admoto: impressionibiis

muscularibus duabus, distantibus ; impressione
7niiseulari pallii sinu maximo.

Aftkr the observations we have made under Tellina, we
need here only add that the number of shells that may be
arranged under Lamarck's Tellinides is rather considera-

ble, although Lamarck has mentioned only one. They
are found in the same situations as the TeUincB,

Shell transverse, nearly equivalve, inequilateral,

flattened, anterior side generally rounded, posterior some-
what beaked and angular: two cardinal teeth in each
valve, and a single lateral tooth in one valve closely

approximated to the cardinal teeth: muscular impressions
two, distant: that of the mantle having a very large

&inus.
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MITRA.

TESTA elongata, acuta, spira longitudinem
aperturse plerumque superante; aperture basi

emargioata; canali brevi; columella plicata,

plicis inferioi'ibus minoribus.

Onk of the very distinct genera that had lonj;' been united

with Olwa and f^obimheUa under tlie Linnean g^enus Fbluta,

but which has been judiciously separated by late authors.

Its characters, indeed, rendered it so obviously distinct

from the genuine Volutae, that farmer writers had also

raised it to the rank of a genus which it deservedly

holds. Of all the genera, with which it was originally

united, it is not in danger of being confounded with any,

except, first, with Marginella, on account of similarity iii

the plaits of the columella, but it may be known by the

characters of the outer lip, which in Marginella is

thickened at the edge and reflected
;

secondly, with
Columbella, to which indeed some of the species seem to

lead by almost imperceptible degrees; there is however
one circumstance by which they may be distinguished;

namely, the regular plicae on the columella of the Mitres.

This may be rciiarded as the essential character of the

genus Mitra, by which it is also distinguished from the
Lamarckian Volutes.

A late Author, to whom the Scientific Public are much
indebted for one of the best executed works, connected
with the illustration of Zoology, has separated a few small
species from the Lamarckian Mitres, on account of their

conical form, under the generic appellation of Conohelix.

We cannot accede to this separation, because, the diffe-

rence is only in general form and is altogether so slight

that we cannot tell to which of the two genera, if they
were separated^ certain species must be referred ; the
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form of different individuals of tlie same species is more-
over subject to great variation, the spire in some specimens
having double the length which it has in others.

The Mitres have in general an elongated form, and
are pointed at the apex; the length of the spire is for the
most part greater than that of the aperture; the aperture
itself is elongated, longitudinal, notched at the base, and
has a very short canal; outer lip generally rather sharp
edged, sometimes however it is a little thickened, crenu-
lated, and even furnished with a blunt tooth at the upper
part w^ithin. Columella plaited, plaits sharp-edged, the
inferior ones smaller. A thin, horny epidermis usually

covers the outside; we have never seen any operculum.
The Mitres are for the most part inhabitants of the

Seas of w^arm climates, and particularly of the East Indies,

which furnish by far the greater number; it is probable
that there exist three times as many recent species as are
described in books

;
many of them are very beautifully

coloured, and we may add that tew are common shells.

The fossil species are also numerous, they occur in nearly
all the tertiary beds.

With respect to the divisions of the genus, we are
not disposed to say much; only we think it will be desir-

able, in order to facilitate the discovery of species, to

increase the number of divisions, particularly when it is

remembered that there are perhaps 250 species : indeed it

is almost impossible to ascertain many of the species enu-
merated by Lamarck, for want ofsome indication of his dis-

tribution of them: this however is not the only difficulty,

for it may be further remarked that out of 80 species enu-
merated by Lamarck, there are references to figures of
only 52; a fact which shows in a most convincing point of
view the little attention that has hitherto been given to

specific distinctions, and methodical distribution, as well
a« the necessity and use of coloured representations. In
our plate we have represented one ofeach ofMr. Swainson's
divisions, together with one of those that he has called

Conohelix, and such others as appear to show the great*

est variety of characters.—In our work on the Species of
Shells, we intend to give coloured graphic illustrations of
every species and remarkable variety, trusting that our
friends who possess unique specimens will ftUow ws tft^

of them for that purpose*



PECTEN,

TESTA insequivalvis, subsequilateralis, pleriim-
que radiatim sulcata, valvis auritis, auriciilis

inaequalibiis ; sinu byssi in altera valva; impres-
sione miisculari magna sublaterali ; impressione
7nusculari pallii absque sinu; cardine lineari

;

ligamemto tripartite, partibus duabus laterali-
bus elongatis, lineam cardinalem, rectani, se-
quentibus, tertia parte triangulari, erassa, in
fossula interna, ceatrali, cardinis posita.

The first observ^ation that presents itself to our mind in

commencing* om' account of this extensive and beautiful

genus is the difficulty of deciding upon the propriety or
inipropriety of dividing it into several separate genera,
or effecting nearly the same useful and necessary object,

by gn>uping the species under several divisions of one
genus; we have chosen the latter proceeding, because we
think it easier for the learner, as directing his attention in

the first place to the general characters of a large group,
and then pointing out the peculiarities of the several

smaller parcels which compose it, and thus leading by
degrees to the specific characters of each individualo

The Pectines are all more or less inequivalve, even
those that are nearly lenticular, having one valve rather
smaller than the other: sometimes they are nearly equi-

lateral, but generally they are inequilateral ; for the most
part they are covered with ribs, or grooves radiating from
tlie umbones to the margins; on either side of the umbo
m each valve may be always observed an irregularly tri-

angular appendage, commonly called an ear; these ears
are unequal in size : immediately below om Qf Jhejn in
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the flatter valve is a small notch for the passage of a
byssus: muscular impression large, placed rather on one
side; muscular impression of the mantle without any
sinus; hinge linear, ligament consi^^ting of three portions,

of which the two lateral are elongated and follow the

hinge line, the remaining p(»rtion triangular, thick, placed
in a central pit within the hinge.

We have stated above, that immediately below one
ear of the flatter valve is a notch for the passage of the

byssus; we mention this again because we believe that

ail the Pectinidae are naturally attached by a byssus,

although it is seldom observeo, even in the living speci-

mens; we acrrount tor this circumstance, hovvever, by
supposing that their attachment by the byssus is very
slight; we have seen them attaching their threads by
means of their small and slender foot. Many of the

•

Pectines have a row of small sharp teeth on that side of

the shell under the ear, which forms a part of the sinus

for the byssus.

The numerous species of which this genus is com-
posed may be divided nearly as follows:

1. Both valves convex, equal or nearly in size, an
examfde of which is given in our plates.

2. One valve flat, the other deep or convex For
an example of this see Fecten Jacoha?us.

- 3. Both valves rather convex, not meeting all round;

exanjple P. Pleuronectes
4, Both valves convex, but unequal in size; ex-

amples P. bifrons and aurantlacus.

5. Irregular, apparently adherent by the outside,

but only taking the form of whatever it is at-

tached to in consequence of being close pressed

to it. This hav« generally been thought to belong

to the Spondylitic, and has been named Hin-
nites by De France; we have, however, proved
it to be a Pecten: see Zool. Journal. Fecten.

Pusio is an example of it.

In the singularity of their structure and in the beau-
ty of their colouring the Pectines yield to none of the

bivalves; among the handsomest and most remarkable, the

following are deserving of particular notice, viz.

F. bifrons, for its brilliant purple colour within.
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P. Plica, for the singular rugosity of the inside of

the hin^e line.

P. nodosus, for the richness of its colouring and its

singular vaulted tubercles.

P. Pallium, or Ducal Mantle, for its brilliancy of
colour, and squamose surface.

P. histrionicus, for its pretty Harlequin coat.

Many of the species are remarkable for the diflFerence

in colouring observable in the two valves. It is scarcely
necessary to add that they are all marine.

There are many fossil species, which are found in
most of the strata from the Crag down to the Oolitic

series.

The Pectines were united with the Ostreae by Linn^,
most authors have however agreed in separating them

:

they are easily distinguished by their not being attached
by the outside of one valve.





PLEUROTOMARIA.

TESTA turbinata, spiralis, apertura quadrato-
subrotunda; labio externo aeuto, emargina-
tione profundi supernfe, prope suturam posita.

Of the genera distinguished by a more or less deep fissure

or notch in the upper part of the outer lip, the Pleoroto-
maria of De France (including, in our opinion, the Scissu-
rella of D'Orbigny) has no canal, consequently it appears,
as far as a judgment can be formed from the shell alone
to belong to the family of the Turbinidce or Trochidce,

This Genus, if we except some very minute recent species
to which D'Orbigny has given the generic appellation of
Scissurella, is only found in a fossil state. We are not
aware of its general occurrence in other formations than
the inferior Oolite, and the Kimmeridge Shale or Oxford
Clay; two exceptions may however be mentioned, for

casts are found in a Limestone bed in Norway, which is

probably contemporaneous with the chalk, but whose
characters are much disguised, and some minute species

(Scissurellas) are found in the Calcaire grassier. It appears
to us indeed probable that it may be also found in other
intermediate beds, though we are not aware of the cir-

cumstance.
We have not been able to ascertain whether this

Genus should be arranged with the Turbinidai or the
Trochidae, for the different species which may properly be
called Pleurotomaria differ in form very much, some of
them having the exact form of Trochi and others resem-
bling Turbines. This can only be ascertained upon the

discovery of the operculum, if indeed it possess any,
which in the Turbinidse is thick and testaceous, and in the
Trochidae thin and horny : though spiral in both. We can
only further state with respect to its place in the system,
that it appears to us to bear the same relation to Trochus
or Turbo, that Fkurotoma does to Fusus or Fasciolaria.
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Shell spiral, turbinated, sometimes quite conical, and
having either a nearly square, or somewhat rounded aper-

ture, generally however of a rounded squarish form : the
outer lip being sharp edged ; and having near its upper
edge a deep notch or fissure near the suture. The extent
of this notch is proportionally much greater than in

Pleurotoma. There is no canal; and we feel it to be
important to repeat this circumstance, because some
who are but slightly acquainted with the Genus Pleurotoma
might else have enquired, wherein it differed from that

Genus, both having the notch in the side ;
although inde-

pendently of this notch there is so much difference in

general form.
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MYA. .

TESTA transversa, iitrinqoe hians, dente cardi-
nali, in valva altera, unico, magno, compresso,
diiatato; valva altera eden tula ; impressionibus
muscularibus, diiabus, iateralibus, distantibiis,

antiea angustiore, postica siiborbiculari. /m-
pressiones musculares pallii sinu magno. Liga-
mentum internum, magnum, denti prominulo
in valva altera et in altera foveae affixum.

A Gknus of marine shells, of which very few species

appear to exist, all belonging, as far as we know, to the

northern hemisphere. Those species which are at present

included in Mya form a very natural Genus, well charac-

terized by the large and prominent spoon-shaped process

to which the internal cartilage is affixed in one valve.

It will scarcely now be necessary to point out the im-

propriety of continuing to unite together the Uniones, the

Corbuloe, the PanopcBce, the Anatince and the Glycimerides,

with our present Genus : the association is so evidently

unnatural, that, having already pointed out the reasons

for separating some of them, we shall here merely state

that they are now all separated by common consent, al-

though formerly confounded together in the Linncan Mya.
True Myae in a fossil state are, we believe, only found in

the Crag and its contemporaneous formations, though we
are aware that several have been described as fossil Myae
which belong to older beds; these indeed resemble them
closely in eitternal form, but can only be determined with

precision by the characters of the inside.

The Myae appear to be most nearly related to the

Anatince and the Corbulce, and may perhaps be connected

with the Solenacece on one side, by the intervention of Pa-
nopcea, and with the Mactracece on the other by means of

Lutraria. The animal of the Myae lives buried in the

sand ; its epidermis not only covers the shell, but also
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projects far beyond it at tlie posterior extremity, covering

the two long combined tubes which the animal projects

through the sand, one for the passage of the water to the

branchiae, the other excretory.

We do not hesitate to unite Turton*s Genus Sphenioy

because it only differs a little in the size of the tooth in

the sinistral valve., which is not so much dilated, nor so

prominent as in the ordinary Myae,
Shell transverse^ nearly equivalve, gaping at both ends,

but in a greater degree at the posterior end, with a single

large, compressed, dilated, vertically projecting tooth in

one valve ; the other valve without any teeth. Muscular
impressions two, lateral, distant ; the anterior rather
narrow, and the posterior nearly orbicular. Muscular
impression of the mantle with a large sinus. Ligament
internal, large, fixed to the prominent tooth in one valve,

and to a large subumbonal cicatrix in the other.



MYOCHAMA.

TESTA inaequivalvis, irregularis, adhaerens

;

valva affix^ deiitibus duobus marginalibus, di-

varicatis, ad umbonem disjunctis, foveola

trigona intermedia alteram testacese appendicis

extremitatem, jcartilagine cornea connexam,
excipiente; valva libera dentibus duobus iii-

sequalibus, parvis, divarieatis, altera appendicis

.extremitate foveolse intermedias inserta. Um-
bones valvae liberae intern^, alterius extern^,

recurvi. Impressiones musculares duae, orbicu-

lares, distantes, laterales. Impressio pallii

sinu brevi, lato. Ligamentum tenue, externum.

A NEW and very singular Genus of bivalve shells, lately

discovered and first described by Mr. S. Stutchbury in the
5th vol. of the Zoological Journal, p. 96, It was found
attached to a smooth species of Pcctunculus and to Tri-
gonia pectinata at Port Jackson, New South Wales; and
it has been named Myochama from the circumstance of its

connecting in itself some of the characters of the Myarice
and ChamacecB, In general appearance Myochama bears
so near a resemblance to Anomia, that if particular atten-
tion be not paid to its internal characters and the mode of
its adherence, it might be easily mistaken for that Genus.
The two distant lateral muscular impressions, and the
absence of the shelly appendage by which Anomia is

attached, easily distinguish it. We have said that Myo-
chama combines in itself some of the characters of the
MyaricB and the Chamacece ; those which it has in common
with the ChamacecB are its muscular impressions, and its

being attached by the outside of one valve ; while it has in
common with some of the Myarics an internal shelly ap-
pendage in the hinge : from Lamarck's Genus Anatina it is

distinguished by its being an irregular and adherent shell.
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Shell inequivalve, irregular, adhering by the external
surface of one valve

i this attached valve has two unequal
diverging marginal teeth at the hinge, which are separated
at the umbo by the triangular pit in which one end of the
testaceous appendage above-mentioned is inserted, and
connected by a horny cartilage : the free valve, which is

larger than the other and very convex, has two small un-
equal, diverging teeth close under the umbo, in which by
means of a cartilage is inserted the other end of the tes-

taceous appendage. The umbo of the free valve is curved
inwards, that of the attached valve outwards. There are
two muscular impressions in each valve, which are nearly
orbicular, distant and lateral. The muscular impression
of the mantle has a short broad sinus.

Only one species of this remarkable Genus has yet
been found, it has distinct radiating, and rather prominent
dichotomous ribs or grooves passing from the beak towards
the margins 3 these appear to be characteristic; but when
attached to Trigonia these natural ribs are crossed by
others, caused by the granose ribs of the Trigonia, their
position and strength depending upon the situation it

occupies. This species has been named Myochama ano-
mio'ides by Mr. S. Stutchbury; it has a thin pellucid
epidermis.



CLEIDOTH^RUS.*

Stutchbury in Zoological Journal, Vol. V., p. 97. Camostree, de Roissy,

TES FA inaequivalvis, adhaBrens ; dente cardinali
conico, in valva libera, in fossulam alterius val-
ves inserto ; appendice testaoea, elongata, re-
curva, cartilagine convexa, et in cicatriceln

profundam infra utrumque iimbonem inserta.

Impressiones musculares, in utraque valva duse,

laterales, antica praelonga, postica suborbieu-
laris. Impressio paliii integra. Ligamentum
internum.

At first sight this remarkable shell has generally been
taken for a Chama^t which it resembles so exactly, that

after having ourselves become acquainted with its promi-
nent distinguishing character, we feel that we cannot suf-

ficiently praise Mr. de Roissy, who has shown so high a
degree of critical acumen as to have separated it from
Chama, without knowing of the singular circumstance of
its having an internal cardinal shelly appendage. This is

another Genus which has been fully made known by Mr.
S. Stutchbury, who received some specimens in their com-
plete state from Port Jackson, in the commencement of
1830. He has named it Cleidothaerus, from the remarka-
ble circumstance of its internal hinge cartilage, having an

* So named by Mr. S. Stutchbury " from the Clavicle in the kinge.'^

f Of course we mean here to speak of the Lamarckian Genus Chama: it is

to be regretted, that however great the merit of that distinguished naturalist

has been in distinguishing the real characters of shells, his system is not adopted

so generally as it deserves to be.
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elongated testaceous appendage, in form resembling the
human clavicle ; as far as this character goes, connecting
the Chamacea? with the Myarite of Lamarck.

Shell bivalve, somewhat pearly, inequivalve, involute,

attached by the outside of the larger valve. Hinge with a
small conical pointed tooth in the free valve, fitting into

a corresponding pit in the attached valve. A testaceous,

rather elongated, curved appendage,* connected by car-
tilage, is inserted into a deep cicatrix within each umbo.
Muscular impressions two in each valve, lateral, the ante-
rior ligulate, the posterior suborbicular. Muscular im-
pression of the mantle entire. Ligament external.

The only species of this Genus at present known was
found attached to sandstone rocks at the entrance to Port
Jackson, by T. Young, Esq., R.N. Some imperfect speci-

mens had been sent to England many years ago, probably
from the same spot, by Mr. A.Humphrey. Some of these

have a brownish red colour, whereas those of Mr. Young
were of a dull livid colour. The imperfection of these

specimens consisted in their having lost the internal ap-
pendage. All the specimens have adhered by the anterior

side of the large and deeper valve.

* Called by Mr. S. Stutchbury a clavicle." We do not approve of this

application of the term, because, though there is some analogy both in the form
and use between this appendage and the human clavicle, they are not cor-

responding parts of the animal frame.
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TESTA aequivalvis, inaequilateralis, obliqu^ cor-

data; umbonibus oblique curvis; dentibus

tribus in utraque valva eardinalibus, basi

approximatis, superne subdivaricatis ; dente
laterali a cardine remoto, postico. Impressiones

muscidares in utraque valva duse, laterales, dis-

tantes. Impressio museularis pallii integra.

Ligameutiim externum, partim in sinu marginali

postico, immersum. Epidermis cornea, crassa,

olivacea.

A Genus of bivalves separated by Lamark from the Lin-

nean Venus, and closely resembling many species of that

genus in general appearance and form. Lamarck seems
to think it scarcely sufficiently distinguished as a genus^
we are of opinion, on the contrary, that its characters

are well marked. Seven fossil species and one recent are

described by him, but we possess three recent species.

British Naturalists will be surprised when we assert, from
an intimate acquaintance with the Linnean Venus Islan-

dica from the coast of Iceland, that our common species

generally known by that appellation is perfectly distinct,

and must henceforward be distinguished by another name.
All the recent Cyprinse belong to the Northern hemis-

phere, at least as far as we know, for we have never
seen or heard of any having been brought from the

Southern
;
they seem to be peculiar to the cold, icy climates

of Nevvfoundland and Iceland : one species alone occurs
on the coast of Britain and the other shores of northern
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Europe. The fossil species are only found in the tertiary

bed, contemporaneous with the Londo7i Clay and Calcaire

grassier.

Shell equivalve, inequilateral, obliquely cordate,

umbones obliquely curved anteriorly, Avith three cardi-

nal teeth in each valve, approximated at their bases, but
somewhat diverging at their upper parts ; and a posterior

lateral tooth at a distance from the hinge teeth. Two
lateral, distant muscular impressions in each valve.

Muscular impression of the mantle entire.

Ligament external, partly buried in a deep, marginal,

posterior, dorsal sinus. Epidermis horny, thick, rough,
and of a dark olive colour in full grown individuals, though
in young specimens it is frequently very thin and pale.

In several characters the Cyprinae approach Lamarck's
ConchcB fluviatilesy a circumstance which he has observed,

and it is remarkable that the two species peculiar to

Iceland and Newfoundland are generally eroded at and
near the umbones; it must however be stated that this

peculiarity appears to be common to such shells as belong
to very northern, frozen regions, and to such as are found
in fresh water and at the mouths of rivers.
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TESTA sequivalvis, elongata, subcylindrica, valde

insequilateralis, utraque extremitate hians,

antica brevissima, truncata vel subtruncata,

interdum rotundata. Cardo dentibus variis,

plerumque acutis, recurvisi interdum dente
laterali, elongate, uncinate. Impressiones mus-
culares distantes, antica ligulata, sub vel post
umbonem positc^ postica irregularis, subovalis;

impresslo muscularis pallii rectiuscula, lon-

gissima, postice bifurcata.

In endeavouring to draw up a definition of this Genus we
have experienced much difficulty, on account of the very

great diversity of character exhibited by the shells which
have, by common consent, been hitherto united together

as Solenes. In No. XXV. of this work under the article

Sanguinolaria it will be seen that we have not hesitated to

separate from it several which had hitherto been associated

with it. We now think that all those whose anterior

muscular impression is placed before the hinge teeth, might
without impropriety be detached from it : some of these

would go to increase the Genus Psammobia, others form
De'Blainville's Genus Solecurtus, and those inwhich may be

observed an incrassated internal rib passing from the um-
bones toward the inferior edge, may form a well marked
and distinct Genus. Such a separation will much facilitate

the task of the learner in arriving at a knowledge of the
natural genera, and it will not be attended with any real

inconvenience, because it is very evident that Lamarck^s
" JSolenacees" must be brought close to his JVj/mphacees

Solenaires" in the natural system. Adopting this view of

the subject, we include in the Genus Solen only those which
are generally termed Razor Shells, whose anterior side is

very short, and whose anterior muscular impression is

placed immediately under or behind the beaks.
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Another circumstance which induces us the more
readily to adopt this view, is, that the teeth in these,

which may be not improperly termed typical species, are
so variable that no dependance can be placed on them for

generic characters, almost every species being different.

It is remarkable that typical species of this genus are found
in all parts of the world, and that the resemblance between
those which inhabit the shores of Europe, South America,
and Australia, is so great that it is difficult to point out
good distinguishing characters. Several species are com-
mon on the coasts of Britain, of these the SiUqua grows
to the length of more than ten inches in the neighbourhood
of Belfast. The animal is remarkable for an enormous
muscular foot which probably aids it in burrowing in the

sand, which it frequently does to the depth of two feet in

a perpendicular direction, and it seems to take its station

habitually near the upper extremity of its hole, and upon
the slightest disturbance it retreats with amazing rapidity

to the lower end.

Very rarely found in a fossil state in the Calcaire

grossier, and in the London clay.
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Lam.

TESTA bivalvis, aeqiiivalvis, plerumque plus mi-
nusve inaequilateralis ; vel obtuse trigona, vel

ovalis, vel lenticularis ; laevis vel conceiitrice,

vel radiatim striata ; dentihus utriusque valvae

cardinalibus tribus vel plurimis, divergentibus

;

laterali unico, antieo, plus minusve approxi-
mato.

The Linnean Geinis Venus consisted of an immense
assemblage of shells remarkably different in their charac-
ters, and in the habits of the animals by which they have
been formed. That the Cytherea should have been asso-

ciated with the typical Veneres of Lamarck is not surpriz-

ing, because their general appearance is much alike, but
the decided separation of Lucina, Corhis, Megadesma,^
and Cyrena seems to be fully warranted by the great dif-

ferences in their general characters. We apprehend that

the time is not far distant when the establishment of seve-

ral well-marked groups of smaller extent, will, under new
generic appellations, be thought desirable. Taking Cythe-
rea lusoria of Lamarck as typical, and associating with it

such other species as accord well with that in general cha-
racters, we shall still find that several very different forms
have been associated together, even in the Genus Cytherea
as it stands in Lamarck. We feel obliged to state that, in

our opinion the Veneres and CytherejBe require a most
careful revision ; and that all the species should be arranged

* Galathea, Lam.
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into groups according to their peculiarities, if we would
arrive at any thing like precision in describing the charac-

ters by which each Genus is to be distinguished ; it would
perhaps be found necessary to constitute and characterize

several new genera; but this, we think, would be a decided

advantage to the science, particularly when the great

number of species, and the great diversity of character

among the species that are now arranged together under
those two generic appellations are taken into the account.

In order to convey a tolerably accurate notion of Cytherea
as it now stands, we shall endeavour to point out the va-

rious types of form of which it is composed.
First, The typical species, C. lusoria, petechialis, and

others, are smooth on the outside, and covered with a thin

horny epidermis; there are three diverging hinge teeth in

each valve, and a lateral anterior tooth under the lunule,

which is elongated, and but indistinctly marked : there is

also a small rounded sinus in the muscular impression of

the mantle. Their general form is obtusely triangular, the

anterior side being rather shorter, and the beak distinctly

inclining forvt^ards.

The second group of which Cytherea consists, and of
which we believe C. Corbis, Lam., is one, has four or five

diverging hinge teeth ; a more lengthened, almost lamellar
anterior lateral tooth ; a larger rounded sinus in the mus-
cular impression of the mantle ; a lengthened and still in-

distinctly marked lunule , a smooth outside, and, in such
species as we have been able to examine, a thin velvety
epidermis. These are more distinctly triangular, and the

beak less inclined forwards.

A third group, consisting of C. Chione, Erycina, and
others, which are of a nearly regular oval form, having
the anterior side much shorter than the posterior : they
are smooth on the outside, have a thin horny epidermis,

and some of them are longitudinally grooved : they have
three diverging cardinal teeth in each valve, and a closely

approximated, short, blunt lateral tooth. The sinus in the

muscular impression of the mantle is very large, and ge-

nerally pointed at its anterior end.

The fourth group are nearly lenticular in general form
and concentrically grooved on the outside ; the sinus in

the muscular impression of the mantle is large, oblique,

and straight sided j there are three hinge teeth in each
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valve, and the lateral tooth is generally very small^ and
closely approximated.
One other important group remains to be distinguished 3

which leads directly to the t^^pical group of Lamarckian
Veneres, and apparently differing from them only in hav-
ing a distinct blunt lateral tooth, and in having no sinus

to the muscular impression of the mantle. Those La-
marckian Cythereae which have the muscular impression
of the mantle thus entire, are mostly smooth on the out-
side ; some of them, however, are concentrically striated,

and others have diverging striae and ribs ; their umbones
are mostly inclined forwards. In these the lunule is more
distinctly marked than in most others. C. pectinata, gib-

bia, castrensis, scripta, omata, and other well-known spe-
cies belong to this group.
Other groups, distinguished by less prominent charac-

ters, and of smaller extent, occur; one of these it may
be proper to particularize ; it consists of only three or
four species^ which have been retained among the Donaces
by Lamarck, namely, C. meroe and its cognate species

3

these are remarkable for their nearly regular oblong form,
their central umbones, and a deep sulcus formed between
the valves immediately behind the umbones : they have
scarcely any circumstance in common with the Donaces.
We have drawn up the following character of this Genus

in such a manner as to admit all the groups mentioned
above ; much greater precision would of course be neces-
sary, were it thought prudent to establish so many different

genera.
Shell bivalve, equivalve, generally more or less inequi-

lateral, obtusely triangular, ovate or lenticular, smooth
or variously striated ; with three or more diverging hinge
teeth, and one anterior lateral tooth in each valve j the
lateral tooth more or less approximated to the hinge teeth.

Cytherea is nearly related to Venus and Cyprina^ differing

however from both in having a lateral tooth ; it appears to

pass into Venus by those species which are nearly lenticu-

lar in form, and whose lateral tooth is brought very close

to the hinge teeth, for we find in some of Lamarck's typi-

cal Veneres a small vestige of an approximated lateral

tooth. The form of the muscular impressions will distin-

guish the Cythereae from the Lucince,

The fossil species of this extensive Genus belong princi-
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pally to the tertiary formations, being not unfrequent in

the Calcaire grossier and the London Clay
j
they occur also

in the green sand, and in some of the secondary beds.

Many of the recent species are very beautiful^ and natu-

rally highly polished, and some are remarkable for pointed
spinous processes on the outside (e. g. CDione, Lam., Venus
Dione, Linn.) They are found in the seas of all coun-
tries, but particularly in the East and West Indies : in

Japan the valves of C. lusoria are gaily painted and gilt

on the inside, and they are then used for games of chance
or skill, as our playing cards.
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TESTA transversa, libera, insequilateralis, ple-
rumque inaeqiiivalvis ; utroque latere hiante :

plerumque processu parvo, cochleariformi,
ligamentifero in utraque valva et appendiee
testacea, curva, parva, interdum minima, ante
processus ligamento connexa.

Apparently related to Mya in the habits of the animal,
as well as in the general characters of the shell, but well
distinguished from it, by its having a moveable testaceous
appendage connected with the ligament immediately
before the hinge teeth. It is observable that Lamarck,
who established the Genus, should not have mentioned
this singular appendage, of course founding its claim to
generic distinction upon the difference of form and posi-

tion of theligamentiferous processes; this little appendage
is, however, in some species so small, and in general so
deciduous, that it is not surprizing Lamarck should not
have noticed it—the specimens which he had the oppor-
tunity of examining having probably lost it. We must
not here omit to notice that Lamarck's jlmphidesma
corhulo'ides belongs to this Genus : it is the Mya norvegica

of authors, and the Li/onsia striata of Turton.
Thei'e are so many differences in the characters

peculiar to each species, which may, without impropriety

be united under the generic appellation of Anatina of
Lamarck, that it is difficult to find any set of characters in

which they generically agree ; in some species the valves

are both equal, in others they are unequal; in some there

is a distinct spoon-shaped process to which the ligament
is attached, in others this process is much less evident,

while there are several in which it does not exist at all;

in some the accessory, internal, testaceous, appendage (the
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presence of which, in a free bivalve, constitutes the essen-
tial character of the genus) is very small and of a curved
semilunar shape; in others it is proportionately large,

though of the same shape; sometimes again it is flat and
placed without the intervention of any cardinal processes
against the internal ligament. Notwithstanding this

remarkable diversity, we cannot consent to separate any
of these from the rest, because we are convinced, that if

any separation were allowed, it would be necessary to

raise nearly every known species to the rank of a genus.
Wherefore, as far as regards those bivalves which have
an internal testaceous appendage, we are satisfied with
separating frona Anatina only the Myochama and the Clei-

dothcerus, both of which differ from it in being fixed.

The Anatince may therefore be described as free,

transverse, inequilateral bivalves, generally with unequal
valves; sometimes gaping, sometimes nearly closed at

both ends, generally having a small spoon-shaped inter-

nal process, to which the ligament is attached, in each
valve ; in connection with which there is a small, variously

shaped, testaceous,internal appendage also attached to the
ligament, and apparently serving to strengthen the con-
nection between the two valves.

Fossil in the tertiary beds only. All the species are
marine.
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TESTA univalvis, libera, siiborbicularis, conca-
nierata, convoiuta, anfractibus contiguis, septis

transversis, extus concavis, siphunculo per-
forate, marginibus integris; apertura amplis-
sima.

Although^ by common consent, this has been called iV«w-

tilus, even among scientific authors, it is not the Nautilus
of Pliny*, nor does it seem to be better entitled to the ap-

pellation, notwithstanding its cephalopodous animal pro-
bably possesses the power of raising it to the surface and
swimming about thereon while living, and notwithstand-
ing it appears that the shell, when the animal is dead, must
necessarily swim, in consequence of its peculiar construc-
tion, rendering it specifically lighter than the water, until

the chambers becoming filled with water after all traces

of the animal are gone, it would as surely sink to the

bottom. Our reason for supposing it undeserving of the

name it bears, is that it could not swim in such a position

as would make it bear any resemblance to a sailing vessel,

and it is not probable that its animal, which is carnivo-

rous, and whose prey must be constantly in the water,

should have either the means or the disposition to place

its shell in such a position : and even if we were to sup-

pose that the animal had such means, which is indeed most

* The commonly received fictions (first broached by Pliny) which have
sometimes been so elegantly embodied, do not belong to this, but are intended

to apply to the Argorinvta or Paper Sailor.
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improbable, because it would require the exertion of such
a kind of instinct and muscular action as must be entirely

useless to it, it would certainly be very little, if at all dis-

posed, to leave the pursuit of its prey in order to take a
pleasant sail on the surface of the ocean. What we
have here stated is on the supposition that its animal is

cephalopodous, (and we think there is much reason for

adopting that opinion), and it is well known that the
cephalopoda are exceedingly voracious ; we cannot there-

fore suppose that its time would be otherwise occupied
than in pursuing the bent of its natural dispositions. If

any of our readers, desirous of ascertaining the probabi-
lity of this animal sailing about on the surface of the

ocean, will place one of the shells in a vessel of water
sufficiently deep, it will be found to swim exactly in the

position in which we have drawn it in our plate, in which
position if the animal were in it and partly surrounding
it, as it most probably does, its head and body would be
entirely covered by the water, and no part of the edge of
the shell could be visible; thus supposing the shell to

resemble a boat or sailing vessel, it could naturally only

swim with its stern upwards; and to keep its gunnel above
water it would require ballast, and the nicest possible

balancing: in fact it appears to us that neither the Nau-
tilus nor the Argonaut could possibly swim about with
their shells so placed as to resemble a galley or skiff.

Of recent Nautili three or four species at most are
known, which we believe to be all inhabitants of the Pa-
cific and Australian, possibly extending also to the Indian
ocean. The fossil species, which are more numerous, are
found not only in the tertiary beds, as the London clay
and the Calcaire grossier, but also in several of the beds
belonging to the secondary class, particularly among the
Oolites, and as low as the Mountain Limestone.

Shell univalve, not attached, suborbicular, convolute,
with contiguous volutions, in which respect it differs essen-
tially from !Spirula, whose volutions are separated;
chambers numerous, the septa transverse, concave out-
wardly, perforated by a siphunculus, and having their

margins entire: aperture very large. Lamarck says in
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his character of this Genus, that the last volution covers
the former ones ; but it may be observed that this is really

the case in one species alone, the Nautilus Pompilius,
whereas in the N. iimbilicatus and N. scrobiculatus, the
former volutions are partly exposed : this should not there-

fore enter into the generic character.

We find it impossible by words to convey a descrip-

tion of the form of this remarkable shell, we are, how-
ever the less solicitous about it, as our account of it is

accompanied by a representation which will convey to

those who are not yet acquainted with it a perfect idea of
its form and general appearance.

Lamarck states,* that the Nautilus Pompilius is found
in a fossil state at Courtagnon, Grignon, Chaumont, in

the environs of Dax, &c. and adds, " C'est veritable-

ment la m^me espece que celle qui vit actuellement dans
les mers des Indes.'' This assertion is not true, at least

with reference to the species found at Dax; the conclu-

sion he draws from it, supposing it to be a fact, is there-

fore untenable.

* Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert. VII. 634.
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TESTA univalvis, libera, tenuissima, siibnavi-

culiformi, subspirali, spira involuta, apertura
maxima, lanceolata, dorso bicarinato, carinis

tuberculiferis.

Animal heteropodum?

Celebuatkd in poetic fiction as is the Nautilus^ or Paper
Sailor, (which by common consent is now termed Argo-
nauta,) the shell, itself eminently beautiful, surpasses

whatever may be said of it, for it conveys no false impres-
sion to the mind, and to the true Philosopher, like all the

works of Nature, it is a subject of delightful contempla-
tion, as proclaiming the wisdom and power of its great
Creator.

The animal which forms this transcendently elegant
shell is not yet known to Naturalists; that it belongs to

the Cephalopoda is scarcely probable, since it is well
known that none of that family, not even excepting the
Ocythoe (which has by some been regarded as its proper
inhabitant and not as a parasite,) has the means of pro-
ducing an wholly external calcareous secretion. That
the Ocythoe is merely a parasite taking up its abode and
depositing its eggs in the Argonaut, after perhaps devour-
ing its rightful owner, cannot in our opinion, be doubtful.

But we think the proper inhabitant of the Argonaut,
if ever it should be known, will prove to be nearly of the

same nature with that to which the Carinaria belongs: or
it might possibly belong to Lamarck's family of Pteropoda,

It is a singular fact that its haunts should never have been
discovered, while its shell is so frequently found in pos-
session of its great enemy the Ocythoe, and particularly

so, since where it does live it must abound even much
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more than the Oeythoe itself. We think, moreover, that

our opinion respecting the nature of the animal belonging
to this Genus obtains some support from a passage in a
paper " On the animal of Argonauta/' by Mr. Broderip,

in the Zoological Journal^ vol. IV., p. 65, which we take
the liberty of transcribing. " I have sometimes thought
I could observe traces of muscular impression in the in-

side of the involuted termination of the chamber of the
shell, such, for instance, as might be caused by the inser-

tion of parts similar to those inserted in the shell of Cari-

naria.'^ And in confirmation of the opinion advanced above
that the Oeythoe, so usually found in the shell of the
Argonaut, does not really belong to it, I am happy to be
permitted, by Mr. Broderip, to state that he is more and
more fully convinced that it is only a parasite, and that he
has not arrived at this conviction without the most mature
consideration of all the facts that have come to his know-
ledge. We sincerely wish that those who have opportu-
nities would use every endeavour, by deep sea trawling
in those situations where the Argonauts with the Oeythoe
abound, to discover the real animal of which the Argo-
naut constitutes an essential part, most probably for the
defence of important viscera.

The Argonaut is only known in a recent state, al-

though several fossil Ammonites approach so nearly to it

in general form, that some inexperienced Geologists have
taken them for Argonauts : there are several very distinct

species of the Genus, and of the Argo several remarkable
varieties, which have by some been regarded as distinct

species.

In general form the Argonaut, when placed in a cer-

tain position, having its aperture nearly horizontal,

may be compared to a little ship; it consists of a single

valve, which is never attached, and very thin and
generally ribbed or tubercular all over ; it is somewhat
spiral, the spiral part being involute; the aperture is

very large and lanceolate in form: the back or keel
part is formed of two rows of sharpish tubercles, between
which there is a narrow flat space.
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Leach,

TESTA compresso-subconica, basi affixa; valvis

quatiior, insequalibus, duabus majoribus, diia-

bus minoribus, lateraliter intertextis eomposita;
apertura trapeziformi, operculo bipartito

clausa, Valvis operculi, altera irregulariter

tetragona, altera subtrigona.

Distinct from Creusia, although the external shell in both
consists of four pieces. In this the four pieces are irregu-

larly unequal, and the operculum, moreover, consists^of

only two pieces which are also unequal.
This is the Lepas striata of Pennant, L. Verruca of

Gmel., and it not unaptly resembles a small warty excres-

cence adhering to the outside of other shells, &c. Two
recent species only have occurred, one of which is common
on our own coasts, the other has only lately been brought
from the coast of South America adhering to Mytilus
magellanicus, and to other shells.

Shell of a very flattened conical form, irregular,

adhering by the base, composed of four unequal valves,

two larger and two smaller, laterally joined together by
the interlocking of their dentated edges; none of these

valves are exactly alike \ the aperture is rather laterally

placed, trapeziform, and entirely closed by a bipartite

operculum, one ofwhose pieces is irregularly quadrate, and
the other nearly triangular.

Of the two species we have selected for our illustra-

tion that which has not yet been described, it diff^ers from
the common European species, of which we have also

given a magnified representation, in the outside of the

valves being smooth, whereas in CI. Verruca they are

striated : we call it CI. Icevigata: the two species may be dis-

tinguished by the following diagnosis.

1, Cl. Verruca, testsi valvis externa rugosis.

Syn. Lepas Verruca, Gmel. et nonnull.

Lepas striata, Pennt. et nonnull.

Balanus intertextus, Pult.

Creusia, Lam.
Obs. Evidently placed by Lamarck as a species of Creusia.

2. Cl, l<evigata, test^ valvis externe Itevigatis.
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Linn.

TESTA sequivalvis, subaequilateralis, interdum
posticfe hians, costis ab umbone divergentibus

lit piurimum ornata; margine interna dentata

seu crenulata: dentibus cardinalibus in utraque
valva duobiis, approximatis, obliquis, crucia-

tim insertis; lateralibus duobus: reraotis, im-
pressionihus muscularibus duabus, lateralibus,

distantibus; impressionibus muscularibus pallii

integris. Liganientum externum.

Thk Linnean Genus Cardium is so natural an assemblage
of related speeies, that it remains nearly, if not altogether

in the same state as it was left by that great naturalist

;

neither Bruguiere nor Lamarck having thought it desirable

to separate any of the species as forming a distinct genus.

We have thought one or two fossil species which Lamarck
had united to Cardium, more properly associated with
Hippopus, our reasons for which we have already explained
in our account of the latter Genus. We are the more
surprized at this Genus having always remained entire,

because the species thus combined vary in general form
as much, if not more, than those of any other Linnean
Genus, some being nearly globular, others compressed
and longitudinal, others much shorter from front to back
than they are deep or wide : we beg, however, in saying
thus much, to express our entire approbation of this

alliance, which appears to us, as far as the shells alone
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are concerned, to be perfectly natural; and we have no
doubt, that if the animals of all these species were known,
they would be found fully to evidence the propriety of it.*

That a Genus of so great importance should be passed

over with so few observations may perhaps appear strange,

but it really presents itself to our view with so few
encumbrances, that we have nothing more to say or do
than to describe the characters peculiar to the Genus and
give a somewhat detailed view of the principal external

forms included in it, and, stating some particulars relating

to the characters and habits of its animal, conclude with

such information as we have relating to its fossil species.

The species of the Genus Cardium must be described

as equivalve, although there is always a slight difference

in the form of the two valves : they are nearly equilateral,

and more or less gaping posteriorly: the outer surface of

some few of the species is smooth and shining, but for the

most part they have more or less strongly marked ribs,

radiating from the umbones to the margins: inner margins,

except close to the hinge surrounded by larger or small

teeth or crenulations according to the size of the radiating

ribs, those species which have no ribs, having neverthe-

less very fine teeth round the inner margin. Cardinal

teeth in each valve two, placed very near together,

oblique, and locking into each other cross- wise : there are

also two remote, lateral, teeth in each valve :t muscular
impressions two in ea<!h valve, lateral, distant: muscular
impression of the mantle entire. Ligament external.

We have stated that the Cardia vary much in general

form ; thus, some species are nearly glohidar, such for

instance as the C. tuberculare ; some are deeper than they

are long or wide, such as C. biradiatum : some are longer

from front to back than in any other direction, one of

these has been called C. soleniforme ; others have a pro-

minent nearly central ridge commencing at the umbones

* It will be observed by some that we here write upon purely concholo-

gical principles. Cardium must be regarded as a natural Genus, even by those

who cannot consent to the formation of a natural system, founded upim the

combined consideration of the animal inhabitants in connexion with the shells,

which we are nevertheless persuaded can alone be the foundation of the natu-

ral system.

\ One species is remarkable for being almost destitute of teeth, it is

the Cardium edentulum, Lam.
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and passing to the ventral margin, some of these are
much shorter from front to back, and much wider from
side to side than in other directions ; the C. Cardissa is a
remarkable example of this form. The form of C. hiber-
nicum* is ver}'^ remarkable, its anterior extremity being
very wide and obtuse, and its posterior end being narrow
and produced into the form of a lengthened beak -like
process.

Little is known at present of the natural affinities of
the Genus Cardium

; Trigonia, and Isocardia appear to be
most nearly related to it : a strong muscular foot, which
enables them to move with considerable rapidity seems to

be one of the most prominent characters : in the Trigonia
this is so strong, that some specimens of the T. pectinata
which Mr. S. Stutchbury laid upon the seat of a boat
preparatory to putting them in spirits, leaped over the
gunwale and rejoined their old companions.

The fossil species of Cardium occur in nearly all the
fossiliferous beds from the Mountain Limestone upwards.
In the Mountain Limestone occurred the C. hibernicum,

of which we have already mentioned some peculiarities.

But the fossil species are much more numerous in the
newer formations, as iii the green sand, London clay and
crag in England, and in their contemporaneous beds in

other countries.

• We are informed by the Rev. J. Bulwer that the fossil which hag
hitherto been called Cardium hibernicum has no claim to a place in this Genus.
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Ammonites and Orbulites, Lam. Anim. sans vert.

Ammonoceras, ejusd.

TESTA discoidea, convoluta, polythalamia, an-
fractibus eontiguis, marginibus septorum loba-
tis et siniiosis, siphone dorsali.

Among the various fossil shells which abound in the

secondary beds, and which are not known in a recent

state, one of the most remarkable and numerous is the

Genus Ammonites, commonly called Cornu Ammonis from
its resemblance to the convoluted horn generally repre-

sented on the head of Jupiter Ammon in Mythological
History. Snake-stone is also a name that is topically

applied to these fossils, and their resemblance to a coiled

snake is surreptitiously aided by an artificially formed
head. This Geuus, which consists of discoid, convoluted,
chambered shells with contiguous volutions, the margins
of whose septa are lobated and sinuous, and whose siphun-

culus is dorsal, is very nearly related to Nautilus, differing

from it principally in the position of the siphunculus, and
in the circumstance of the lobated and sinuous edges of
the Septa. We unite Lamarck's Orbulites and his Ammo-
noceras with /Jmmonites, because we cannot discover any
sufficient distinguishing character. The circumstance in

which they differ, and which has caused Lamarck to

separate them, is, that in the Orbulites the last volutions

covers all the former, while in Amrnonites all the volutions

are apparent; this, however, is not a sufficient character,

because there are connecting species, and if it were
admitted, it would be necessary to separate the only three
known recent species of Nautilus into two genera: the
existence of an umbilicus can never be regarded as a
generic distinction, inasmuch as in some instances it is
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not even specific. Ammonoceras is only an accidentally

worn portion of an Ammonite, Nothing can of course be
known concerning the animal which forms the Ammonite,
nor of its habits ; it appears to us a singular circumstance
that so many species should abound in all the secondary
and in some of the tertiary beds, and yet that no recent

species should be known. Lamarck supposes it probable

that they may live in the great depths of the sea, and we
are much inclined to adopt such a supposition (and to

hope that the discovery of recent species will soon reward
the exertions of some enterprizing Naturalists,) because

we are at a loss to imagine the possibility of their being
entirely lost. We know, concerning the Terehratiila, the

only other Genus which abounds in all the secondary beds^

and which is there associated with the Ammonites, that

some of its species are found' as abundantly in a living as

in a fossil state : and we know no reason that the Amino-
nites should not be found, since recent Terebratiilce and
Trigoni(B which a few years ago were known only in a

fossil state, are now to be seen in many collections.

We have represented three specimens, one to show
an Ammonites, another an OrZ>w/i7e.s* according to Lamarck,
and the third to show the sinuous and lobated edges of

the septa.
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TESTA recta, gradatim crescens, concamerata,
marginibus septorum lobatis, sinuosissimis, si-

phone dorsali: ultimo articulo elongato.

A Genus which is ouly known in a fossil state^ it was first

discovered by Faujas de St. Fond in the Limestone of

Maestricht, where, however, it does not appear to be so

abundant as in a similar Limestone in the the neighbour-
hood of Valognes, in Normandy, from which latter place

we have occasionally received some very fine specimens
by the favour of our kind friend C. D. DeGerville. This

Limestone appears to be of a peculiar sort, characterized

by the Baculites and Hamites contained in it; all its fossils

are casts, and if we were permitted to form our judg-
ment of its age from these casts, we should say it appears
to us to be nearly contemporaneous with the Calcaire

grassier, for it contains casts of several of the shells that

are most characteristic of that bed.

This is a very remarkable Genus, nearly related to

Ammonites, and differing from it in being straight; it bears
the same relation to Orthoceratites that Ammonites does
to Nautilus, having its chambers lobated and very sinuous
at their edges. Being only known in a fossil state, we
are not of course at all acquainted with its animal, yet we
venture to give an opinion that it must have been almost,
if not entirely an internal shell. It is probable that there
are many species of this Genus, but as we only know the
casts of the insides, we cannot indicate the specific
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differences, which consist, most probably, in the external
characters. It should appear, from the circumstance of
their increasing in thickness so very gradually, that they
may attain to a considerable length ; the most complete
we have seen have been about ten inches long: and the

last chamber is generally several inches in length. Faujas
and Lamarck appear to have confounded the Hatnites with
the Baculites.
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TESTA cylindrica, vel subcylindrica, elongata,
attenuata,hamiformis,concamerata5 marginibus
septorum sinuosis, siphone dorsali.

Another remarkable Genus of shells belonging as is

supposed to the cephalopodous Mollusea, and related in

some respects to Ammonites. It was proposed by Parkin-
son to include some singular polythalamous fossils found
in the Chalk Marie, near Folkstone, but it has since become
more important, by the addition of some larger species

from other localities and various beds. The fine specimen
we have represented is from the Baculite Limestone at

Fresville in the vicinity of Valognes, in Normandy. The
Hamites difi^er from the Ammonites in not forming a
spiral discoid, and from Baculite in being bent, and form-
ing two nearly parallel limbs, not quite contiguous to

each other. Our account of this Genus must necessarily

be incomplete, for neither of the terminations have ever
been seen : as far as we know it may be distinguished as

a cylindrical or nearly cylindrical shell, which is elon-

gated, attenuated, and bent into the form of ahook, (whence
its name,) its chambers are numerous, and the margins of
the dissepiments sinuous, its siphunculus is dorsal.

The Hamites occur in the Chalk Marie, and in the

Chalk, particularly in Kent and Sussex.
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TESTA concamerata, involuta, anfractibus primis
minoribus, ultimo dilatato et elongate, demum
attenuate et inflexo, septis lobatis et sinuosis.

A Fossil Genus established by Parkinson and related to

Ammonites, but differing much in its general form in

consequence of the remarkable extension and inflexion of

its last chamber. It is found, but rarely^ in three conti-

guous beds, the Chalk, Chalk marl and green Sand: in

Sussex, Wiltshire and near Rouen in Normandy.
Shell chambered, involute, its first volutions small

and increasing very gradually; its last elongated and dilated

or expanded, and then diminishing and turned inwardly;
the divisions of the chambers lobed and sinuous. It is

probably in a great measure, if not wholly internal; of

course nothing is known of its animal, though it is supposed
to be cephalopodous.





PSAMMOBIA.
» •

Lam,

TESTA transversa, oblonga, ad utramque extre-
mitatem paululiim hians: dentibus duobus
cardinalibus in valva altera, unico in altera.

Ligamentum externum. Impressiones muscu-
lares in utraqiie valva duae, suborbieulares,
distantes; impressio pallii sinu maximo. Epi-
dermis tenuis, cornea.

A Genus established by Lamarck, consisting of a combi-
nation of several species taken from the Linnean Tellinae

and Solenes ; but to which we think it necessary to add
one or two cognate species from the Linnean Veneres and
the whole of theLamarckian Genus Psa7nmotcea, respecting
which he makes use of the remarkable expression that the
species of which it consists are only degenerated Psammo"
bice'' Indeed we do not hesitate to assert that the smaller
number of hinge teeth, which forms the principal dis-

tinguishing character of F&ammotcea according to him, is

a quite accidental circumstance, arising from some of the

teeth having been broken away : for when the hinge teeth

are perfect, there are as many as in Psammohia, It may
now seem desirable to ascertain how far it might be
proper to unite De Blainville's Genus Sokcurtus (which
ought to be Solenicurtus) with Psammohia, Upon this

subject we may observe that we think this Genus established

upon as good a foundation as any of the usually received
genera : the principal differences are as follows, in Soleni-
curtus both ends of the shell are usually rounded, whereas
in Psammobia one end is generally more or less angular;
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in Solenicurtus the teeth are two in each valve, and they
are for the most part lengthened and curved, while in

Psammohia they are short and mostly bifid : the muscular
impression of the mantle also in Solenicurtus has a much
larger sinus than in Psammobia.

Psammohia appears to be nearly related to Sangui-
nolaria, indeed we are of opinion, as we have before

stated, that several of Lamarck's Sanguinolariae should
be arranged with the Psammobiee, particularly his

S. rugosa, and S. occidens.

Shell oblong, somewhat gaping at each extremity,
with two cardinal teeth in one valve, and one in the other.

Ligament external. Muscular impressions two, suborbi-

cular, distant, one placed near each end of the shell

:

muscular impression of the mantle with a very large

sinus. Epidermis thin, horny.
Many recent species of this pretty Genus are well

known, and some are common on our own shores, of these

the Ps. ferroensis is remarkable, inasmuch as it has an
approximation to the flexuous fold characteristic of
Tellina^ it is the Tellina ferroensis of Linnean authors.

Several fossil species are also known, which are mostly
confined to the tertiary beds ; and the green sand contains
at least one.

* By an inadvertance in the descriptions of Tellina and Tellinides in

No. XXXI.^ we have reversed the anterior and posterior ends of the shell. We
must therefore request our readers to correct our expressions, and for posterior

to read anterior and vice versa.



SCISSURELLA.

jyOrhigny,

TESTA univalvis, libera, urnbilicata, spira de-
pressa, apertura subrotunda, labiis disjunctis,

canali nullo,peristomate acuto; foramine oblongo
prope marginem dextram incrementum an-
fractuum sequente et carinam in dorso testae

efFormante.

I HAVE already, in the Zoological Journal, vol. I. p. 255,
explained my reasons for regarding this genus as distinct

from Pleurotomaria of De France.
First discovered by M. Alcide Dessalines D'Orbigny,

in prosecuting his researches among the marine and fossil

sands of various countries, in order to study the micros-
copic Cephalopoda which are found in them. I apprehend
that all the specimens which may have come under the

observation of M. D'Orbigny, must have been more or

less imperfect or very young shells, for he describes the

upper part of the right lip as " notched, with a deep slit,"

whereas, in several which I have selected from the fossil

sand of Grignon, the margin of the right lip is entire,

and an oblong foramen reaches very nearly to the edge,

but not quite; at the same time in a recent specimen,

which is much smaller, the margin is notched with a deep
slit as D'Orbigny describes it. Whether, however, the

real character of the genus consist in a deep notch in the

upper edge of the right lip, or an oblong foramen reach
ing nearly to the edge, we think it properly arranged near
to Fissurella or Haliotis, because its affinity appears to be
nearer to those genera than to the Trochida?.

Shell univalve, free, with an umbilicus and a depressed

spire; aperture nearly round; the lips separated from
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each other at the upper part on the left side
;
peristome

sharp-edged; an oblong foramen near the upper part of the

right lip^ following the growth of the volutions and placed
nearly parallel with the suture, and forming a sort of keel
upon the back of the shell ; no canal.

Four species are described by D'Orbigny, two of
which are recent from the coast of the Mediterranean,
and two found in fossil sand from Castel-Arquato ; we
have met with several specimens in the Calcaire grossier

of Grignon^ and the Rev. Dr. Fleming has described a
recent species under the appellation of Sc, crispa, which
he found in shell sand from Noss, Zetland^ after a storm.



SCALPELLUM.

TESTA tredecim-valvi, lateraliter compress^,
pedunculo brevi squamoso affixa, valvis con-
tiguis, inaequalibus, utroque latere basalibus
tribus minoribus, superioribus duabus superne
acuminatis, intermedia unica trapeziformi,

dorsali elongata, apiee acuminate, dorso
angulato.

ScALPELLUM is another genus of Cirripedes which Dr.
Leach has separated, and we think rightly, from Lamarck's
Anatifa (now called Pe7itelasmis under circumstances which
we have formerly explained.) At present we are only
acquainted with two species belonging to this genus^ both
of which are recent, one of them not uncommonly found
adhering to Sertularia antennina ou the coasts of Britain

and the other from the straits of Magellan.
In form Scalpellum approaches to Pentelasmis, being

laterally compressed and acuminata at the upper extremi-
ty; it consists of thirteen valves, six on each side and one
dorsal; it is affixed by a short squamose peduncle. The
valves are contiguous, united together by a sort of carti-

lage, they are unequal, the three basal (on each side)

being smaller than the rest, the two upper being acuminated
at their upper extremity and the single central one trape-

ziform. The dorsal valve is elongated, acuminated at the

apex and angular on the back.
It may not be improper here to draw the attention of

our readers to the subject of the true nature of the Cirri-

pedes in general. It will be observed that they are entitled

to a place in this work because by common consent they
have been considered as Shells ; and in speaking of Pente-
lasmis we have shown that according to Lamarck, they
partook of the characters both of the Mollusca and the
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Crustacea. Mr. Thompson in his Zoological Researches,
announces the discovery that they are truly Crustacea.

Without describing the facts or entering upon the argu-
ments with which he supports this opinion, we must be
permitted to say, that we do not think that he has fully de-
monstrated it; at the same time, considering that as far as

we hitherto knew, the Cirripedes were all attached, the cir-

cumstance of their being free when very young, accounts
well to our mind for the fact of each species being found
attached to peculiar situations, which would only be com-
patible with the notion of their being at one time free

agents, and possessed of an instinctive volition determining
their choice of situation.



PLEUROBRANCHUS.

Cuvier.

TESTA interna, dorsalis, haliotoidea, tenuis,
supernfe convexiiiseula, vertice laterali, subter-
minali, inflexo.

FiRsrnoticed and described under the denomination ofBulla
Pliimula,^ by Montagu, who has described the animal as

well as the shells, although our continental neighbours
have not chosen to give him the credit of having first

made known this very remarkable animal. The name
applied to the animal by Cuvier, refers to the position of
the Branchice, which form a sort of feather-like appendage
attached to its right side. It is observable that this name
has no reference to the shell, a circumstance which would
be much to be regretted, but that the shell is so slender

and thin that it is scarcely likely to be met with separate
from the animal. The general form of the shell is very
much like that of an Haliotis, it is very thin, and is placed
on the back of the animal, being entirely internal and
hidden by the integuments : it is rather convex on the

outer or upper side, with a lateral, nearly terminal, in-

flected vertex.

Few species of this Genus are known as yet, though it

is probable that there are many; two, at least, are natives

of our own coasts, and several others are known as in-

habitants of the coasts of the Red Sea; they have lately

been described by Riippell. There are no fossils which
can be referred with certainty to this Genus.

* See Mont. Test. Brit, 2nd Vignette f. . 1803. For another species

which Montagu has called Lamellaria membranacea, see Linn. Trans.
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TESTA tiirbinata, spira plerumque obtusa, an-

fractibus rotundatis; apertura fere eirculari,

peritremate superne plus minusve angulato,
nonnunquam incrassato et reflexo. Operculo
spirali.

This Genus when first established by Lamarck, consisted,

like some of the old Linnean genera, of an assemblage of
land, freshwater and marine shells, differing among one
another most materially in respect to their essential

characters. My readers, who have not attended to the

progress of knowledge relating to the Mollusca, will be
surprized at being informed, that, taking the form of the
aperture alone into consideration, Lamarck at first united

together in his Genus Cyclostoma, shells, which he after-

wards saw the necessity of separating from it, under the
names of Scalaria, Delphinula, Paludina, and Valvata;
genera, all agreeing very nearly together in the form of

the aperture, though differing essentially, not only in the

characters and habits of their animal inhabitants, but also

in the structure and peculiarities of the shells themselves.
Hence we infer the impossibility of attaining anything
approaching to a natural ConchoLogicaL System, for if an
arrangemant of shells be made from the consideration of

their apparent resemblance to each other, it will be found
that Ihe consideration of their animals will prove such
arrangement of the shells to be far from natural; the

affinities of the animals will not at all accord with those

of the shells alone. We will, however, endeavour to

demonstrate, as nearly as possible, the impropriety of the

particular combination above-mentioned, and also to

describe the peculiarities of each of the genera that have
been thus combined, and to show their relations.

The present Genus differs from Scalaria, inasmuch as

there is never more than one period of growth, conse-
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queiitly the lip is thickened when full grown only, and
there are none of those varices ornamenting the outer
surface, which add so much to the beauty of the Scalaria.*

The Delphinulae (which are nearly related to Trochus and
Turbo) are of a very different texture, being perlaceous
within, they are moreover of a comparatively thick sub-

stance and the lip is not reflected when full grown. The
Paludinae and Valvatae which are related to Ampullaria,
approach more nearly to Cyclostoma than the Scalaria or
the Delphinulae do, though independently of the great
difference in the form of their opercula and their aper-
tures ; these also may be known from the greater number
of Cyclostomata by their not having a reflected lip when
full grown.
The Cyclostomata have been very properly separated

from the Linnean Genus Turbo, and the Genus as thus

established has been adopted by Lamarck and subsequent
authors ; I have included in it all land shells having the

following characters. Shell turbinated, thin, mostly with
an obtuse apex to the spire, and with rounded whorls :

aperture nearly circular, peritreme more or less angular
at the upper part, sometimes a little thickened, generally
reflected and fringed externally. Operculum horny, in-

clining to testaceous in some species, spiral.

All the Cyclostomata are land-shells, and most of them
are tropical ; one or two only are found in Britain, and
very few others are Europsean. The animal of one spe-

cies alone, the C. elegans, is known in this country, it is

ably described by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, in the Zoolo-
gical Journal, vol. IV. p. 278, to which I refer. The Genus
appears to be very nearly related to Helicina, though
differing materially in the form of the aperture and in the

operculum. One species, namely, the C. Turbo, ap-
proaches so nearly in form to the Helicina, that, not

having seen its operculum, I cannot be quite sure that I

have placed it properly in Cyelostoma.
The shells of this Genus mostly belong to the southern

hemisphere, over which the various species are spread in

every direction : the Europsean species are very few and
small, while several fine species are found in the East

* The Scalariae approach very nearly to the Turritellae. _
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and West Indies, and in the Islands of the South Seas ;

and though we have received a great assemblage of vari-

ous shells from North America, we have not a single

Cyclostoma among them. Of fossil species there are very
few ; the C. Mumia, which occurs in some of the upper
tertiary beds in the vicinity of Paris, is the only decided
fossil species we are acquainted with ; for though Lamarck
mentions seven or eight fossil species, it is more than
probable that most of them are Valvatse.

Lamarck has described twenty-six recent species, which
are probably true Cyclostomata, for his C. Mumia is, as

he afterwards states, is only found in a fossil state, and
his C. truncatulum, which he has adopted from Drapar-
naud, is not a Cyclostoma. I am acquainted with more
than eighty species, but there are several of Lamarck's
which I cannot recognize, namely, C, ambiguum, C. de-

cussatum, C. lineolatum, C. mammillare, C, orbella, and
C. multilahre. I have represented several species showing
as great diversity of form as I know to exist among the
shells composing the Genus. One of these is nearly dis-

coid, and shaped very much like a Planorbis, another is

nearly cylindrical, one has an undulated fringed margin
to the aperture, and another has no reflected margin.
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TESTA univalvis, libera, concamerata, convoluta,
anfractibus paucis, disjunetis; septis siphunculo
perforato, marginibus integris.

Animal Cephalopodum.

Distinguished from Nautilus by the separation of the

volutions, and from Ammonites by their chambers not being
sinuated at the edge. This is a remarkable and elegant
little shell, whose animal is undoubtedly a Cephalopod in

a great measure covering the shell. It has been described
and figured by Peron and Lesueur in the Voyage de
Decouvertes aux terres Australes, vol. I. p. 45, pi. XXX.
f. 4. a. 4. b.

Shell univalve, free, internal, (partly seen through the
posterior extremity of the animal,) convoluted, chambered

;

volutions few in number, separated ; the septum or wall
dividing each chamber perforated by a little siphon or
tube, which passes through the chambers without opening
into them; margins of the septa entire.

Only one species of this Genus is at present known,
whi(;h is recent, and inhabits the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans. Its animal appears to be pelagic, and when
dead, the shells are found in abundance floating on the

surface of the water. They are also frequently thrown on
the shore.





CARINARIA.

Lam.

TESTA unlvalvis, tenuissima, hyuHna, conica,
vertice reflexo, in spiram coavoluto; iateribus
compressis; dorso uniearinato, apertura oblon-
ga, Integra, latere dorsali acuniinato.

Animal heteropodum.

The Glass Nautilus or C'armaria has been long remarked
as one of the most singulai* and beautiful of shells. In

our opinion it must be regarded as very nearly related to

the Argonaut. So thin and fragile a shell seems scarcely

fitted for the place which it occupies about the animal,

namely, that of covering and protecting the important
viscera, and were it not for our knowledge of the fact that

it is external, we should be disposed to think it required

a thick and strong covering for its protection against

the turbulence of the waves, did we not believe that

He who formed it hath made nought \\\ vain, or not

for admirable ends,^' and fashioned even this frail vessel

with the structure most appropriate to its destined pur-

poses.

The animal, of which this elegant shell forms an
essential part, is itself very remarkable, and may be re-

garded as characteristic of a peculiar family ; for repre-

sentations as well as for a particular description of it by
M. Verany of Nice, we refer to the Zoological Journal,

vol. V. p. 325.
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There are two species of this remarkable Genus^ one
of which has very rarely been brought from Amboyna,
the other is not uncommon in the Mediterranean.

Shell univalve, nearly equilateral, very thin, trans-

parent as glass, and extremely fragile, conical, with a
reflected, convoluted vertex, sides compressed, back with a

single keel; aperture oblong, entire, its dorsal end acumi-
nated.

We have given two views of Carinaria Mediterra-
nea.



ELMINIUS

Leach, in Zool. Journ.

TESTA subconica, valvis quatuor, solidis, inae-

qiialibus, lateraliter ferruminatis, composita;
apertura apicali magna; basi affixa: fvalvd tes-

taced basalt nulla.) Operculum bipartitum,
valvis quatuor compositum, pari antico subho-
rizontali.

A Genus of sessile Cirripedes proposed by Dr. Leach in

the Zoological Journal. Like Conia the parietal portion

consists of only four pieces, the structure of these valves

is, however, very different, as in Conia they are thick and
porous, but in Elminius they are thin and solid; it is

moreover distinguishable in a remarkable manner from
Conia by its having no testaceous basal valve.

Shell somewhat conical, composed of four thin, solid,

unequal, laterally soldered valves, affixed by the base,

without the intervention of a testaceous basal valve,

and having a large opening at the apex. It appears, like

most of the Cirripedes, to be gregareous, and when affixed

in numbers, side by side, they lose their conical form and
become more or less regularly cylindrical. The Genus is

remarkable for the wideness of the aperture, and for the

size of the operculum, which is bipartite and consists of

four pieces, the anterior pair of which are placed in a very
horizontal position.

We have received a few specimens of this hitherto

unknown Genus, from the coast of South America ; some
are attached to a Mytilus and others to a worn pebble

:

Capt. King has named the species Elminius Leachii, see
Zool. .Journ. vol. V. p. 334.





HELICINA.

Lam.

TESTA subglobosa, heliciformis, imperforata

;

apertura subtrigona, peritremate subincrassato,

reflexo ; columella incrassata, transversa, supra
umbilicum expansa, basi inferiore angulum cum
labio externo efFormante. Operculum plerum-
t]|ue testaceum, trigonum, baud spirale, nucleo
lateral!

.

A PRKTTY little Genus of land shells, apparently belong-
ing exclusively to tropical climates: of which we now
know about 30 species*. When first proposed by La-
marck he united the beautiful little marine shells, which
he has since with great propriety separated, under the
name of Rotella. In general appearance the Helicinae

very much resemble small Helices, from which, however,
they may be distinguished by their having an operculum,
as well as by the thickened substance of the shell in the

place of the umbilicus. They are nearly related to Cy-
clostoma, but diifer from that Genus in the circumstance
of their apertures not being at all circular and in their

operculum not being spiral. We observe that Lamarck
has placed them at a distance from Cyclostoma, probably
from his not having been acquainted with the animal,
which very closely resembles that of the last mentioned

* Mr. Gray described all the species that were then known, amounting
to seventeen in the first volume of the Zoological Journal,
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Genus, the principal differences being in the general
form of the shells, in that of the apertures and in the
operculum.

The Helicinae are generally nearly globular, some-
times, however, the spire is depressed and they have a
somewhat lenticular form, when very young they have an
umbilicus, of which, however, they do not retain the
slightest appearance when full grown ; their aperture is

rather triangular, the peritrcme being somewhat thick-

ened and reflected: the columella also is thickened,
nearly transverse, spread over that part which is usually

occupied by the umbilicus, its lower edge forming an
angle with the outer lip. Operculum generally testaceous,

rather triangular, not spiral, with a lateral nucleus.

Only known in a recent state; the West India Islands

furnish by far the greater number of species hitherto

known; a few have been brought from the Islands in the
South Seas, and one is known as an inhabitant of North
America, namely the H. orbiculata.* One species which
has not yet been described, named by us carinata, appears
to abound in one of the Sandwich Islands, where the
natives formerly made various ornaments by stringing

them together.

* Named by Say, Olygyra orbiculata.



GNATHODON.

Gray in American Journal of Science.

TESTA subovalis, crassa, seqiiivalvis, inaequi-

lateralis, epidermide olivacea induta; umbo-
nibus distantibus ; dentibus, alterius valvae,

cardinali unico, acuminato, lateralibus duobus,
poslico elongate, antico uncinate; alterius,

eardinalibus duobus, acuminatis, lateralibus

duobus, postico elongato, antico euneiformi;
impressionibus muscularibus duabus, lateralibus;

impressione musculari ^SiUu smn parvo. Liga-
mentum internum.

A VERY singular Genus of Bivalves, lately received from
New Orleans; as the shell was sent unaccompanied with
any particular information, we cannot tell whether it be a
marine or fresh-water production

;
though judging from

the circumstance of the umbones being eroded, we think

it fresh-water. It is remarkable for having the general
external aspect of a Cyrena, in conjunction with the in-

ternal ligament characteristic of a Crassatella.

Shell nearly oval, thick, equivalve, inequilateral,

covered with an olivaceous epidermis ; umbones distant;

in one valve there is an acuminated cardinal tooth and
two lateral teeth, the posterior of which is elongated,

the anterior uncinate ; in the other valve there are also

two acuminated cardinal and two lateral teeth, the poste-

rior of which is elongated and the anterior wedge-shaped.
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Muscular impressions two, lateral; muscular impression

of the mantle with a small sinus ;
ligament internal, in a

deep pit, proceeding from the umbo.
Distinguished from Cyrena, which it most nearly

resembles, by its having an internal ligament, and from
Crassatella, by its olivaceous epidermis, and its eroded
umbones. Gnathodon appears to us to connect the family

of the Mactracece with the genera Cyrena and Cyclas. In

its teeth it differs materially from all others, they have,

however, one circumstance in common with several Cy-
renae and with some Mactraceae, namely, that of the

lateral elongated teeth being crenated. All the specimens

we have seen are beautifully white within.

Our plate represents Gnathodon aineatus.
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TESTA transversa, sequilateralis, inaequivalvis,

cardine lineari, recto, ad iitrumque umbonum
latus extenso; umbonibus plus minusve distan-

tibus, area planulata intermedia, (aperturd tri-

gond centralis hyssum transmittentej appendi-
eulis duabus internis, spiraliter eonvolutis.

Another Genus of Bivalve shells known only in a fossil

state which is peculiar to the oldest beds, and principally

characteristic of the Mountain or Carboniferous Limestone,

the Transition Limestone and the old red Sandstone ; we
believe not occurring in any bed above the Magnesian
Limestone. It appears to be nearly related to Terebratula,

from which, however, it is easily distinguished^ externally

by the area between the umbones, and internally by its

spiral ap]»endages. These appendages, which are com-
monly called cartilages are attached to and form a part
of the smaller valve, they are not, however, cartilagi-

nous, but consist of the same substance as the shelly in

Terebratula they are never spiral.

Shell transverse, equilateral, inequivalve, with a
linear straight hinge, extending equally on both sides of
the umbones, which are more or less distant, being sepa-
rated by an intermediate, flat area; which varies much
in breadth according to the species. This area consists
of three triangular parts, two of which are lateral, (one
on each side) and the third which is central appears to
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have been an opening for the passage of a byssus, by
which probably the animal affixed itself to rocks, stones,

&c. when living. Two spiral appendages are attached
near the umbo within the smaller valve, whose convolu-
tions diminish as they approach the smaller points of the
shell, (one on each side) most distant from the umbones.

There are many species, which abound in the Moun-
tain Limestone and which are mostly covered externally

with striae, ribs or grooves, radiating from the umbones
to the ventral margins.



DICERAS.

Lam.

TESTA inaequilateralis, inaequivalvis, umbone
alterius valvae affixa, dente magno, crasso,

concavo, subauriculari, in valva majore pro-
minente

; impressionibus 7nuscularihus in utraque
valva, duabus, lateralibus, distantibns : um-
bonibus magnis, divaricatis, spiraliter contor-
tis.

We have already shewn that this Genus i:^ nearly related

to Chania, and we have advanced an opinion that it may
be regarded as forming a link connecting Isocardia with
Chama. Lamarck has associated it in the same family as

the last named Genus and observes that is differs so much
in its hinge and in its singular umbones that it appeared
to him to constitute a distinct Genus. We have never
seen the hinge, so that it is not possible for us to form our
judgment definitively; seeing, however, that the general
form of the shell, connected with the circumstance of its

being adhering by the point of the umbo of one valve,

renders it very peculiar we have thought it desirable

to give a representation of it. It appears to us probable
that it is only adherent, as Lamarck observes " in the
manner of the Gryphaeae,^' that is when in its young state,

for it is found to have been adherent by a small part of
the point of one of its umbones. Bruguiere did not think
it sufficiently different to separate it from the true Chamae.

Shell inequilateral, inequivalve, one valve larger
than the other; attached by the point of the umbo of
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the larger valve; " one very large, thick, concave, somewhat
ear-shaped tooth is prominent in the larger valve;'' there

are two lateral, distant, muscular impressions in each
valve, and the umbones are large, very prominent, divari-

cated and rather irregularly spirally twisted, having a
good deal ofthe appearance of a pair of horns; the generic

name of Diceras has reference to this character of the

umbones resembling two horns, while that of arietinum,

by which Lamarck has designated the only species known
to him, refers to the peculiar twisted character of rams
horns by which the contorted umbones are characterized.

Only known in a fossil state, and found near Geneva
and in Normandy ; the casts are in granular Limestone,
and the remains of the shell, when they occur, consist of

crystallized Calcareous spar.
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TESTA sequivalvis vel subaequivalvis, inaequi-

lateralis, trapeziformls, plus minusve ventricosa;
umbonihus plus minusve distantibus area liga-

menti separatis; caniiwe lineari, recto, dentibus
minimis, plurimis instrueto ; impressionibus

muscularibus duabus, lateralibus, distantibus.

Ligamentum externum.

It is incumbent on us, in treating of this Genus, to re-

move erroneous impressions which may have been adopted
in consequence of what we have advanced under the

article Cucullaea. We have there asserted that the Cu-
cuUaeae differ from the Arcsein two circumstances, namely
the inequality of the valves and the want of a byssus

;

and we have advanced a doubt as to the propriety of ar-

ranging the Cucullaeae with the Arcaceae. That we should
now entertain a different opinion must not be regarded as

surprising, since we have had many opportunities of ob-
taining information which we did not then possess, and
we have become acquainted with many species of the ex-

istence of which we did not then know. The inequality

of the valves is indeed mentioned by Lamarck as charac-
teristic of some species of Area, and we now know several

species in which that peculiarity is remarkable; with re-

spect to a byssus, there is no doubt that the Area Noae
and some others are naturally affixed by a very strong
tendinous subtance in the same manner as the Mytili are
affixed by their byssus, but we have great reason for

doubting the existence of such an appendage in many
other species, for in A. Noae and such other species as we
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know to be affixed there is an open space in the ventral

part of the valves (when closed) through which such
byssus passes, while in the inequivalve Arcse, and in some
others there is no such open space any more than there is

in CuculliBa. Moreover Lamarck informs us that some of

the Arcce live in the sand in the same manner as the Cardki,

so that it appears to us that the Arcacea, including Cu~
cullcea are on one side related to Mytilus and on the other
to Cardium: and it might not be improper to divide the

Arcae into two or more genera, according as they are

either affixed or free, equivalve or inequivalve; neverthe-

less as there is a peculiarity in which they all agree, namely,
the straight hinge line with numerous small teeth, we
prefer for the present to keep them altogether.

In general form the Arcae for the most part, when
placed with the ventral part downwards, may be not
unaptly compared to a little ship, whence their name ; the

area of the ligament forming the deck; they are equivalve

or nearly so; generally inequilateral, and mostly angular
at both dorsal ends^ though there are some species which
are rounded; and they are more or less ventricose, some
being remarkably so : the umbones are generally distant,

being separated by the area to which the external ligament
is attached and which it generally nearly covers: hinge
linear, straight, furnished with numerous very small teeth

on both sides. Muscular impressions two, lateral, distant.

The Arcae abound on the coasts of nearly all countries,

and apparently in all climates ; several species are found
on our own coast. In a fossil state they are numerous in

the tertiary beds, and particular species are found even
as low as the Inferior Oolite.

In our plate are represented, Fig. 1. The Area Noai,

one of those species which are attached by a strong ten-

dinous byssus : Fig. 2. Area rhombea, and Fig. Area
inaequivalvis.
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Lam., Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vert.

TESTA sequivalvis, regularis, insequilateralis,

lunula hiante, margine ventral! sinuoso ; cardo
alterius valvae, dentibus duobusposticis, quorum
alter brevis, alter elongatus; alterius, tribus,

quorum unus brevis, duo elongati. Ligdmentuni
submarginale, sub-externum, fulcro intra-mar-
ginali. Animal bysso tendineo rupibus affixum.

Few genera are so perfectly distinct as the present
;
sepa-

rated from all others by characters peculiar to itself, it

can scarcely even be said to be nearly related to any, if

indeed we except Hippopus, to which in general form and
in its remarkably sinuated edge it is closely allied. This,

together with Hippopus, Cardita, Chama and others of

very different characters are associated by Linneans under
the generic appellation of Chama, than which association

nothing can be less natural

One species of this beautiful Genus is remarkable for

the enormous magnitude to which it attains, the T, Gigas
;

it is the most gigantic of all shells; we refer to Dillwyn
for an account of a pair of the valves of this species,

which are used as ^'Benitiers'' in the church of St. Sulpice,

at Paris, weighing more than 500 pounds, and Lamarck
speaks of even larger.

Shell equivalve, regular, inequilateral, generally lon-

gitudinal, with a wide opening placed immediately anterior

to the umbones, for the passage of a strong tendinous
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byssus by which the aniipal fixes itself to the rocks. The
posterior dorsal margin is nearly straight, and the liga-

ment which is elongated, is affixed to its fulcrum just

within the margin, so that it is not wholly external,

though it is partly on the outside. The teeth, in one valve,

are two, one of which is short and placed close to the

umbo, the other elongated and near the margin; in the

other valve, three, one of them short, and placed near the

umbo, the others more lengthened and posterior. The
whole of the ventral margin is deeply sinuated. The mus-
cular impression may be traced, a little way within,

around the whole margin, and it is more expanded toward
the center of the ventral margin. The shells of this

Genus are almost always of one colour, most commonly
white, sometimes yellow, very seldom orange or rose

coloured, but without variegation ; their external surface
is covered with broad radiating ribs, which are frequently
crossed transversely by broad and high vaulted scales,

giving the shells a very handsome appearance.
This Genus is only found recent and in tropical

climates; we believe the East Indian and Australian Seas
alone supply specimens of it. It differs from Hippopus
in having a large opening placed just before the umbones.
With Chama, Lam. it cannot be confounded, for that is an
irregular shell affixed by the outside of one valve.

We have represented Tridacna elongata, JLam,
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Turton,

TESTA tenuis, plerumque ovalis, sequivalvis,

aequilateralis, margine ventrali hiante ; dente
cardinal! in utraque valva unico ; impressionibus

muscularibiis diiabus, subapproximatis, impres-

stone musculari pallii interrupta, sinu nullo

;

ligamento parvo, duplice, parte interna denti

cardinal! propinqua, parte externa fulcro pro-
rainenti affixo.

First discovered by Dr. Turton and described by bim in

the Zoological JournaL A figure is there given from the
only specimen that had then occurred; several have,

however, been found since, and we possess four or five

species from various localities.

Shell thin, generally of an oval shape, equivalve, and
equilateral, with the ventral margin widely gaping : there
is a single small cardinal tooth in each valve : the muscu-
lar impressions are two, they are lateral, though somewhat
approximated : the muscular impression of the mantle is

interrupted, but there is no sinus : ligament small, double,

one part internal, close to the cardinal tooth, the other

part external and fixed to a rather prominent fulcrum.

The animal has been found alive; we have, however,
so little acquaintance with it that we do not venture to

suggest anything about its affinities; we are informed,

however, when living it is affixed to stones with the valves

spread widely open.
Mr. Gray has obligingly favoured us with the follow-

ing descriptive observations on this shell and its ani-
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mal, which he has heen enabled to make from specimens
collected on the coast of Sicily.

" The mantle of the animal is flat and stretched

across the gape of the ventral edge of the shell, where it

is furnished with a fringe that is attached to the epidermis
of the shell, as in Gastrochsena, it has^ however, only a
short linear contracted opening at the posterior part of the
gape ; the foot is squarish, compressed, its base linear,

truncated, of the size of the groove in the mantle. The
structure of the mantle and foot of this animal is most
like that of Gastrochaena, but it differs from that animal
in not being provided with an elongated siphon, and the

shell which approximates somewhat in form to some of
the most gaping Gastrochaenee is at once distinguished

from that genus by the umbones being more central, by
the interior being destitute of any siphonal impression and
by its having an internal cartilage. The shell is covered
with a thin membranaceous epidermis which is easily

rubbed off when fresh, and thus the shell is left white,

semitransparent and marked with very fine slightly raised

radiating striae, the umbones are semiglobose, smooth,
with a distinct circumscribed edge, the ligament is ex-
ternal, linear, expanded over the outer surface of the
rather narrow cardinal facets, with the cartilage placed
in a small, short triangular pit immediately under and
slightly prominent beneath the umbones ; the impres-
sions of the adductor muscles are roundish and distinct,

the front one has a smaller muscular impression above it,

and there are two indistinct impressions extending nearly
all along the arch of the cardinal edge."

Fig. 1. 2. 3. Galeomma Turtoni.

4. 5. - Mauritianum.
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TESTA conica, spira plus miniisve elata, periphe-
ria pleriirnque angulata, interdum rotundata ;

apertura plus minusve transversim depressa,
subtrapeziformi ; columella arcuata, basi plus

minusve prominula
; operculo corneo, eirculari,

spirali, anfractibus plurimis, confertis*

So little attention having been formerly given to natural
affinities, it is not surprising that in consequence of a
certain accordance in general form, Linne and subsequent
authors should have combined together shells of very
various and distinct characters, while they separated
others naturally allied to each other. Though this ob-
servation is more particularly applicable to Linne and
his disciples, it must also be acknowledged that later

authors, whose general endeavours have been sucessfully

directed to the improvement of natural science, have to a
certain degree fallen into the same error; thus Lamarck,
attending too much to external form has united in Trochus
shells which are not related to each other: for though in

the character he gives of the Genus, and indeed of the

family, he mentions an operculum as essential, he has
united to it several, e. g. (his T, radians^ Pileus and
T, CalytrcBforniis) which have no operculum ; we observe
also that several others, which are admitted by Lamarck,
differ from the greater part of his Trochi in having a thick
shelly operculum, while several whose operculum is like

tliat of Trochus Niloticus and which should consequently
be united to the Trochi, are found among the Turbines;
whereas the only certain character by which the Trochi
can Jbe separated from the Turbines consists in the former
having a horny, the latter a shelly operculum. That the
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general form of the shell cannot be regarded as its most
important character, is evidenced by the fact that scarcely
two species have the same precise form, though for the
most part those which have a horny operculum with
numerous closely set volutions, such as Trochus Niloticus

and Turbo Pica, have a nearly similar general form,
although they are found to differ much in their peculiarities:

we have shown under Turbo that the Genus Monodonta
of Lamarck as well as Margarita of Leach must for the
most part be united to Trochus. We think, however, that
Rotella and Solarium have been properly separated from
Trochus.

The Trochi are conical with a more or less elevated
spire, the axis of which being but slightly inclined and the
edge of the base of the cone being in general angular,
though it is sometimes rounded, they stand almost entirely

upon the base, which as Lamarck truly says is generally
flattish or even concave, as in Trochus Niloticus and
concavus, though sometimes convex, as in Trochus Pica,

(Turbo Pica SLUCtorum.) Their aperture is more or less

transversely depressed, (in the same degree as the base is

flat, concave or convex) in general rather quadrate or
trapeziform, and the dissimilarity in the form of the
aperture and the operculum is remarkable, the latter

being nearly circular. The edge of the aperture is oblique

to the direction of the last volution of the shell and shows
distinctly the inferior part of the columella, which is

constantly more or less arched ; in s<^me species the base
of the columella is truncated,* and forms a more or less

distinct tooth, (some of these form part of Lamarck's
Monodonta;) in others it is continuous with the peritreme
and has not the least vestige of a tubercular tooth ; there

is, however, a regular gradation from the one to the other.

Operculum horny, circular, spiral, with numerous, close-

set volutions, and having the spiral line externaU
The Trochi are marine^ and they are found almost

everywhere, many are common on our own coasts, several

of which are very beautiful, such as the Tr. Magus, Tr.

cinerarius, Tr. ziziphinus and others. Some of the larger

* It is observable that although Lamarck gives this as the principal

distinguishing character of Monodonta, the same character is to be remarked

in many of his Trochi.
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species that belong to tropical climates are remarkably
handsome and brilliant shells when carefully cleaned,

but they have all naturally a horny epidermis which hides

much of their beauty.

The fossil species, which are rather numerous, belong
to the newer formations, such as the Crag, the Calcaire

grossier, and the green sand
;
they are also found in the

London clay: we have reason to believe that some species

occur as low down the series of formations as the Lias.

Some species of Lamarckian CarocoUae have been
placed with the Trochi by Linneans (e. g. the Trochus
terrestris of some authors) these are^ however, land shells

and have no operculum; we have already stated the

characters by which the Pyramidellae may be easily dis-

tinguished from Trochus ; but it may be necessary here to

state, that the shell, called Trochus telescopiitmhylAnnesLUS

is more properly placed by Lamarck with his Cerithia to

which it is closely allied.

Fig. 1. Trochus Granatum.

u—
4. nov. spec.

5. Labeo, Monodonta, Lam.
6. nov. spec.

7. Operculum of Tr. Pica.





TURBO.

TESTA turbinatii, spiralis, solidiuscula, spir^

plerumqiie mediocri, nonnunquam brevissima;
aperturafere circulari, peritremate acutiiisculo,

basi sub(;fFuso; opereulo extiis testaceo, solido,

intus corneo, spirali.

Thk Genus Turbo in the acceptation of Linneans is indeed
a mass of confusion, which has been but slightly reformed
by modern writers ; the separation of the genera Tiirritella,

Scalaria and Cyclostoma cannot but be approved, and
CUmsiha ought never to have formed a part of it, because
it does not at all accord with the Linnean definition of the

Genus. The four above named genera being cleared off,

we still find in the Lamarckian Genus Turbo a combination
of shells of very various character; we think indeed that

the four Lamarckian genera Trochus, Turbo, Monodonta
and Delphinula require a careful revision, and we are

further of opinion that the confusion at present existing

in these genera has principally been caused by too great

a dependance having been placed on the external form as

a generic character. We shall endeavour to effect such a
reformation as appears to us desirable in these four genera,
by omitting entirely Lamarck's Monodonta and adopting
the following as the distinguishing characters of the other
three; and by the further separation of a rather numerous
family under the already adopted name of Littorina, We
would then, in the first place, separate all those shells

hitherto spread into Trochus, Turbo and Monodonta, which
have a solid testaceous operculum, whatever may be their

external form, under the appellation of Turbo. Our
Genus Trochus would consist of such other shells separated
from the above named Lamarckian genera as are distin-

guished by a spiral horny operculum, with numerous closely
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set volutions, some of which have their columella plain,

without any tooth near the base; these are the Lamarckian
Trochi: others have a more or less distinct tooth near the
base of the columella, these are Lamarck's Monodonta.^
Delphinula appears to us to be distinguished by its circular
aperture and its thickened and reflected peritreme. The
operculum of Littorina is spiral, its volutions are, however,
very few and increase very rapidly in width, its columella
is moreover in general somewhat depressed.

It is perhaps incumbent on us to notice two endeavours
to clear up these genera in part, by separating some
shells from them under the names of Margarita and
M armarostoma, the first of these has been given to some
small thin shells whose operculum is horny, and spiral with
numerous closely-set volutions, and belongs to our Trochi;
the latter has been given by Swainson to a typical species

of Turbo. The Turbines vary much in general form, some
being conical, with a very flat base, and keeled edge, and
others having a very regular top-shape. They are in

general thick, with a spire of moderate length, though
sometimes very short ; their aperture is for the most part
nearly circular, though sometimes rather transverse and
somewhat trapezoidal ; their peritreme rather sharp and
not reflected, somewhat spreading at the lower part;
operculum shelly, solid, externally very various in its

appearance, but internally covered with a spiral horny
plate ; we think it the more necessary to mention this

latter circumstance as many have mistaken the rounded
external surface of these opercula for the part which is

attached to the animal and vice versa. It is observable that

We have been under the necessity of entirely omitting Lamarck's

Monodonta, because upon careful examination we find it merges into Trochus;

the operculum is exactly similar in both, and it is observable, that Lamarck has

separated them in the most arbitrary manner, without appearing- to have

been himself aware of any definite character by which they might be distin-

guished ; thus we find him at one time uniting the Linnean Trochus Pharaonis

to his Monodonta and afterwards restoring it to Trochus; this it is well known
has a very distinct tooth near the base of the columella and should therefore

have formed a part of his Monodonta ; and so for the same reason, should

Trochus niloticus and his Turbo Pica. We regard the whole of these as legiti-

mate Trochi, inasmuch as the operculum in all is precisely similar and quite

different from that of Turbo. Some of Lamarck's Monodonta belong to

Littorina, and one of them is a land shell, probably related to Auricula,
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Lamarck does not once mention this thick testaceous
operculum, although it is characteristic of his first thirteen

species of Turbo as well as of some others : it is also

peculiar to some of Lamarck's Trochi, which we conse-
quently withdraw from Trochus and unite to Turbo,
Another circumstance relating to the operculum is also

worthy of notice, it is that the spiral line of the thick
shelly operculum of Turbo is on the side by which it is

fixed to the foot of the animal, whereas that of the thin

horny operculum of Trochus is external. The outer surface
of these shelly opercula is very differently constructed in

in the various species, and would be quite sufficient as a
character by which the species might be distinguished.

The Turbines are marine, and for the most part

belong to tropical climates, one species alone abounding
on the shores of the Mediterranean. We have not any
one on our own coasts. They are mostly handsome shells,

and when deprived of the outer coat and polished the
pearly substance of which they are formed is particularly

brilliant. The Turbo marmoratusis remarkably splendid.

Few indeed are the known fossil species of this Genus,
and such as we are acquainted with belong to the forma-
tions of the latest period ; we have one from Sicily very
similar to the Turbo rugosus; another from New South
Wales nearly approaching in its characters to T. torquatus
and we have some fossil opercula from the vale of Ronca.

Fig. 1. Turbo brevispinosus, with its operculum.
2. 3. 4. and 5. Various opercula.

6. Turbo setosus.

7. n. sp. from Valparaiso.

8. coronatus var.

9. n. sp. whose locality is unknown to us.
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Fer.

TESTA turbinata, spiralis, solidiiisciila, non-
nunquam tenuior; spira gradatim acuminata,
nonnunquam brevissima; apertura elliptica,

superne acutiuscula; peritremate acuto ; colu-

mella planiuscula; operculo corneo, spirali,

anfractibus paucis, rapidfe majoribus, nucleo
lateral i.

Thk shells which have lately been combined together
iinder the generic appellation of lAttorina have been
hitherto arranged with the Turbines by Linneans and with
Turbo and Pliasianella by Lamarck ; from both of which
they are easily distinguished by their horny operculum

;

Littorina appears to be related in the same degree to

Phasianella as Trochus is to Turbo.
As the name implies, the Littorinae are found on and

near the shore, where they may be seen in great abundance
feeding upon the sea-weed, and from whence they are
collected in great quantities for food. The common Peri-

winkle (Turbo littoreus auctorum) abounds on our own
shores and we have several other species : the shell deno-
minated Nerita littoralis by British authors, and which
we believe to be Turbo retusus of Lam. is another species

of this Genus very common on our shores. There are a
great number of species of this Genus, found in almost
all parts of the world: those of tropical climates are
thinner in general than those of the more northern lati-

tudes.

Shell spiral, turbinated, sometimes almost turrited;

mostly thick and solid, sometimes rather thin
5 spire for
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the most part gradually acuminated, sometimes very short

and obtuse ;
aperture elliptical, rather acute at the upper

part, peritreme sharp-edged; columella rather flat; oper-
culum horny, spiral, consisting of few volutions, increasing
rapidly in width, its nucleus lateral.

There are several fossil species, found in the tertiary

beds, and some others occur even as low as the Coral rag
and the Inferior Oolite.

In our plate we have represented the following

:

Fig. 1. Littorina vulgaris, the common Periwinkle.

2. pulchra, Turbo pulcher^ Sjwatnjon.

3. —— its operculum
4. varia, a new species from Panama.
5. filosa, a new species from S. America.

6. obesa, a new species from the South Sea Islands,
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TESTA univalvis, libera, spiralis, turrita, conca-
merata, spira sinistrorsa, gradatim acuminata,
septis siphunculo perlbrato, marginibus sinuo-

sissimis.

Thk only circumstance in which this Genus diflFers from
Ammonites is its turrited form, the latter being spiral but

having its volutions all increasing upon the same plane.

There appear to us to exist, all in a fossil state only, five

genera of shells with chambers whose septa are sinuous
at their edges, namely, Baculites, Hamites, Turrilites,

Ammonites and Scaphites, which are well distinguished by
the form peculiar to each ; but we think it unnecessary
for the purposes of science to adopt genera such as La-
marck's Ammonoceras, founded upon a slight variation

from perfect contiguity in the volutions : if we could
adopt such a Genus we might for the same reasons raise

almost every species to the rank of a Genus. Nautellip-
sites and Ammonellipsites appear to iis to be founded on no
better characters, indeed we are convinced that the ellip-

tical form of both is only caused by compression in one par-
ticular direction, operating at the time of their imprison-
ment.

Shell univalve, free, spiral, turrited, chambered, spire

sinistrorsal, gradually acuminated, septa perforated by a
siphunculus, their margins much sinuated.

The shells of this Genus being only found in a fossil

state, nothing is of course known of its animal, nor of
the form of its aperture ; it appears to have lived only at

one particular period, as the fossil remains only occur in
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the Chalk marl. Several species abound at Riiigmer in

in Sussex, and Mount St. Catherine near Rouen.
In our plate we have g^iven a representation of part

of a specimen which shows the form of the outer lip ; we
were favoured with the use of this specimen by G. Man-
tel, Esq. of Lewes,
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TESTA tenuis, aequivalvis, subaequilateralis,

epidermide olivacea induta, dentibus, cardina-
libus minimis in utraque valva duobus diver-

gentibus, in altera valva altero bifido, laterali-

bus in altera valva binis, subdistantibus?
subelongatis, in altera quatuor, duobus vere
perexiguis; impressionibus muscularibus dua-
bus, lateralibus, ovatis, impressione musculari
pallii sinu nullo. Ligamentum externum^ tenue.

The Genus Cyclas as first established by Bruguiere includes

the two Lamarckian genera Cyrena and Cyclds, which
appear to us to have been separated upon rather in-

sufficient grounds, though we have already expressed our
opinion that such separation may be convenient. The
principal difference consists in the thinness of the Cyclades,

whereas the Cyrence are comparatively thick and solid.

We have already shown how little dependence should be
placed upon the erosion of the umboncs either as a
generic or a specific character, the thicker individuals

being constantly more eroded than the thinner, the Cyclades

being very thin are consequently nearly if not quite free

from erosion.

Shell thin, equivalve, generally nearly equilateral,

covered with a thin olive green epidermis; there are two
very minute diverging hinge teeth in each valve, one of

which is double in one valve ; the lateral teeth are rather
distant and somewhat elongated, placed on each side of
the hinge, of these there are two in one valve and four

in the other, two of these latter are, however, very small.

The muscular impressions are two in each valve, they are

lateral and ovate, that of the mantle is entire without any
sinus. Ligament external, slender.
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The recent species of Cyclas are peculiar to the nor-
thern hemisphere, and we believe are only found in the
European and North American continents, they abound
in ditches, ponds, slow streams and lakes, their little

animals move about in the water with facility by the use
of a flexible muscular foot, with which they appear to

take hold of any substance within their reach and draw
themselves toward it.*

Such as occur in a fossil state appear only to belong
to the most recent lacustrine formations, they are pro-
bably post diluvian and belong to the same species as are
found living at the present time.

Several recent species occur in Britain, and some
attempts have been made to divide them into several

genera, we do not think such divisions necessary, particu-

larly when it is considered that there are not many species

and that the differences are but slight.

We have represented Cyclas rivicola.

* We had nearly forgotten to mention that most if not all the Cyclades
are viviparous, i. e. that their young are completely formed before they are

expelled from the ovary.
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PLEUROTOMA,

TESTA fusiformis, turrita, apertura ovali, ca-
nali plus minusve elongata, labio externo prope
sutiiram emarginato; opentulo corneo, infra
acuminato, nucleo inferiore.

An interesting Genus of elegantly fusiform univalves,

separated from the Linnean Murices. The spire being in

general much elongated and gradually tapering to a line

point; and a more or less elongated straight canal bring it

near to Fusus, from which it is Only distinguished by the
notch in the upper part of the outer lip. To Murex, as

we have already defined that Genus, it does not appear to

be nearly related. Notwithstanding that in general the

form of the Pleurotomce is such as we have described it,

there appears to us to be several variations of form brought
together under this generic appellation ; we think, however,
that they cannot be separated. One of these variations

of form is an approximation to Strombus, having a short

canal and the outer lip somewhat expanded, some of these
have also a notch near the lower part of the outer lip;

another is an approach to the cones, having a very nearly
straight columella and a linear aperture. Two genera,
namely Pleurotoma and Ctavatida were formed in 1801 by
Lamarck to contain the shells which he has since united
together in Pleurotoma, the one having been distinguished

from the other principally by the shortness of the canal,

some of the species which he then named Clavatula are,

however, very peculiar and might perhaps without im-
propriety be separated from Pleurotoma. Upon glancing
over our collection of Pleurotoma? we observe several
variations in form which it may not be amiss briefly to

describe, they are as follows : Jirst, with the spire and the
canal nearly of equal length, a single keel near the middle
of each volution, and a deep notch in the outer lip imme-
diately helow the keel, such are PI. Babylonica, P. Virgo
and others; second^ with the canal rather shorter than the

spire, a nodular keel near the middle of each volution
and a deep notch in the outer lip above the keel, PI. Java-
nica and nodifera are examples of this form ; third, with
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the canal rather shorter than the spire, the upper part of
each volution thickened, with a groove beneath it, and the
notch in the outer lip at the lower edge of the groove;
this is one of Lamarck's Clavatulee

; fourth, with the canal
shorter than the spire and the upper edge of the volutions
muricated with strong spines, such is PI. muricata, Lam.;
fifth, with the aperture as long as the spire, and the canal
not distinguished from the aperture by a contraction of
the body of the shell, this leads to Conus

;
sixth, having

the aperture and canal much shorter than the spire, and
the outer lip more or less expanded with a slight notch
near its lower end, leading to Strombus. We have thought
it advisable to illustrate this subject by a representation
of one of each of these variations.

The recent Pleurotomae, although not remarkably
numerous, appear to be spread over the coasts of all parts
of the world, the finest species, nevertheless, belong to

tropical climates; the fossil species, which are very nume-
rous, principally abound in tertiary beds, they are found
in great numbers in the Calcaire grossier, in the London
Clay, in the contemporary beds near Bordeaux, and in

the Appennines. Some very beautiful species are repre-
sented by Brocchi in his work on the fossil shells of the
subappennine beds.

Shell fusiform, turrited, aperture oval, with a more
or less elongated canal at the base ; outer lip with a notch
near the suture

; operculum horny, acuminated and having
its nucleus at the lower end : the operculum resembles
that of Fasciolaria and Strombus, and some species have
a thin epidermis, which appears, however, to be very
deciduous. In several species there is a very narrow, but
deep spiral groove just below the suture, which it is

extremely difficult to distinguish from the suture itself,

except at the edge of the outer lip; one of these remark-
able species we have named PI. Cryptorrhaphe and have
given a description of it in the Tankerville Catalogue,
appendix p. xiv.

It is to be observed that Lamarck's PI. buccinoides
belongs to his family of MelanienSy and we have a species,

with whose locality we are unacquainted, but which we
suppose to be a freshwater shell, in whose peculiar form
the general characters of Pleurotoma are well marked,
which nevertheless has the epidermis of the Blelaniens and
like them is decollated.
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TESTA adhserens, subaequivalvis, irregularis,

coinplanata. Cardo dentibus duobus divarica-

tis, basi convergentibus in valva inferiore, sul-

cis duobus ligamentiferis in superiore. Valva
inferior cardinem versus fissurata, organo ad-
hsesionis subosseo inserto, fissuram implente.

Impressio muscidaris in utraque valva subcen-
tralis In valva superiore organi adhaesionis

impressio superaddita.

This interesting Genus partakes of the characters of the

genera Ostrea, Plicatula^ Placuna and Anomia. It may
he regarded as the connecting link between the two latter.

With an arrangement of the hinge approaching very
nearly to that of Placuna we have the distinguishing or-

ganization of Anomia, while the external appearance of

the shell, especially if viewed in situ, bears the strongest

resemblance to a Plicatula, or some of the plicated Oys-
ters. The organ of adhesion, which in its bony character

(for it is rather bony than shelly) resembles that of Ano-
mia, does not perforate the lower valve directly, but is

inserted between the laminae of the internal surface of

the lower valve above the muscular impression, (for Pla-

cunanomia has but one in each valve) and below the hinge
and passes out into an external, irregular, somewhat lon-

gitudinal superficial fissure or cicatrix, narrowest at the

hinge margin and which it entirely fills to a level with the

surrounding surface of the shell.

We have met with three species of this curious Genus,
that which appears to be typical was brought by Mr. Henry
Cuming from the Gulf of Dulce in the Province of Costa
Rico: it has been named P. Cumingii, and our representa-
tions are taken from two of his specimens. Of the other
two species one is from Lu9on, one of the Philippine
Islands, the other has been occasionally found adhering
to Madrepores in the West Indies.
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TESTA hyalina,turbinata,apice spirse mucronato.
Apertura subovata, superne acuminata. La-
brum acutum, sinuatura.

Pallium crassum, earnosum, cyathiforme,
testae anfractus ultimos obtegens. Proboscis
longissima, retractilis. Tentacula rotunda,
crassa, subacuminata, ad basin proboscidis
posita. Oculi ad basin tentaculorum sessiles,

minima. Branchiae stirps solitaria. Animal
marinum, Asteriae cutem penetrans.

The arrival in this country of the shell above recorded
with the soft psurts has afforded data for a generic charac-
ter, indicating a distinct family among the Fectinibran-
chiata, the form and disposition of whose mantle differs

from that of any other genus in the order. This mantle,
which is of green hue, is thick, fleshy and cup-shaped
with a small aperture at its base, and a free posterior
margin, enveloping the soft parts and the last volutions
of the shell, which has thus somewhat the appearance of
a small acorn set in its cup. On the ventral aspect of this

mantle is the rudiment of a foot, and from the small basal
aperture a retractile proboscis, which, when exserted is

as long as the whole animal, is protruded. At the base of
the proboscis are two thick, round, somewhat pointed
tentacula ; and at the base of them are the eyes, or rather
ocular specks without pedicles. The branchia is placed
on a single stem. At the base of the proboscis is a sphe-
rical muscular stomach, and the intestine ascends into the
spire of the shell, where it becomes attached to the liver,

which in the species before us is of an orange colour.
Mr. Cuming found this elegant parasite burrowed in
different parts of the rays of the oral disc of Asterias
Solaris. It is almost hidden from sight, so deeply does the
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animal penetrate into the substance of the Star-fish, in

which it makes a comfortable cyst for itself, wherein it

most probably turns by the aid of- its rudimentary foot.

All the specimens infested with Styliferi appeared to be in

the best health though there is reason to believe that they
feed upon the juices of the Star-fish. With that instinct

of self-preservation imparted to all parasites, whose exis-

tence depends upon that of their nidus, the Stylifer, like

the Ichneumon among Insects, appears to avoid the vital

parts ; for in no instance did Mr. Cuming find it imbedded
anywhere, save in the rays, though some had penetrated
at their base and very near the pelvis. When extracted
the older shells have much the appearance of a milky
clouded glass bubble; the younger shells are of an un-
clouded transparency

Dr. Turton in the second volume of the Zoological
Journal p. 367, plate 11, describes and figures a shell

under the name of Phasianella stylifera, adding that he
found a dozen attached to the spines of Echinus esculen-

tus dredged up in Torbay. It is clear that Dr. Turton's
shell is not a Phasianella, for it is described as having no
operculum and the similarity of the shell leaves no doubt,
when joined to the parasitic habits of the animal, that it is

one of the congeners of Stylifer astericola.

Mr. Sowerby has furnished me with a third species,

which, although its habits are unknown to me, I consider
to be referrible to this Genus, and I propose to name it

Stylifer subulatus; it is so beautifully transparent that in

fine specimens the columella can be as distinctly seen as

if there were no intervening medium ; and its long apex,

which consists of many close-set whorls is generally out
of the perpendicular.

W. J. BnoDERir.

In our plate we have represented at

Fig. 1. A portion of Asterias Solaris, showing the Stylifer Astericola in

i ts cyst.

2. Stylifer Astericola, of the natural size.

Sand 4. mag-nified.

5. Stylifer subulatus, of the natural size.

6 and 7. magnified.

8. Stylifer Astericola with its animal, dorsal aspect, magnified.

a. OA'al orifice of the mantle, b. generative (?) organs.



CAPULUS.
Montf.

Pileopsis, Lam,

TESTA oblique conica, postic^ recurva, apice
uncinate, sub-spirali; apertura magna, rotun-
dato-elliptica ; impressionibus muscularibiis 6ua-
bus, lateralibus, postice connatis, utraque an-
tice rotundata. Epidermis cornea, subvelutina.

This Genus may be regarded as a remarkable instance of
the importance of a correct knowledge of the animal
which forms it^ as w^ell as of the characters of the shell

itself. We have long entertained the opinion that the
animal of this Genus (of which the well known Patella

ungarica may be regarded as the type) must be a gastero-
pod and consequently very different from that of De
France's Hipponyx, which is a truly bivalve shell. It may
here be observed that in the bivalve mollusca the mantle
envelopes tiie animal and lines the inside of the shell,

depositing testaceous matter on its whole internal surface

;

the Hipponyx is therefore a true bivalve, for its animal
must be wholly enveloped in its mantle, or testaceous

matter could not be deposited on all sides : but in the

present Genus, which has been very erroneously united
to Hipponyx by De France and Lamarck (on account, no
doubt, of their general resemblance in form) there is a
distinct head, with tentacula and eyes, and the branchia
are arranged in a single row behind the head, there is

moreover a small, nearly circular foot, by which it is

usually found adhering to oysters and other shells, stones,

&c. all which circumstances prove that it cannot produce
a second valve, and that it is not, therefore, even related

to Hipponyx. The shell itself also differs from the upper
valve of Hipponyx, for in Capulus it is obliquely conical
and curved backwards,* uncinate and somewhat spiral

;

in Hipponyx, however, though it is obliquely coni(;al,

* Throughout his description of Pileopsis, Lamarck has mistaken the front

for the back, and vice versa.
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it is not recurved, nor is it in the least spiral. We are
fully aware that in full grown specimens of some of the
Capuli the beak is not recurved, but we observe that in

the young shells of the same species it is distinctly so. It

is somewhat singular that although the Capuli are gas-
teropods they do not appear to remove from the spot to

which they were at first attached, but like several of the

Patellae they seem to form, probably by a chemical action,

a more or less deep cavity in the surface to which they
adhere ; this circumstance alone, should, as we think, be
sufficient to distinguish the Capuli from the Hipponyces,
for it is evident that an animal with a mantle capable of
depositing testaceous matter, cannot at the same time
erode the spot to which it is affixing such calcareous
deposit. But there is a circumstance in the peculiar form
of the impression made by the foot of the Capulus which
it appears is difficult to understand, for the margin of this

impression is sometimes more or less raised in a somewhat
horse-shoe form, apparently corresponding to the muscular
impressions in the lower valve of Hipponyx : we think

this peculiar form may be caused by the contraction and
expansion of the nearly eircular foot in raising and de-
pressing the shell, in order to permit the entry and egress

of the sea water.

Shell obliquely conical, recurved behind, with an
uncinate rather spiral apex ; aperture large, elliptical

;

muscular impressions two, lateral, joined together at

the back, each rounded in front. Epidermis horny, thick,

somewhat velvety.

This Genus consists entirely of Marine shells, which
are frequently found adhering to oysters and other shells;

one species, namely, the C. Ungaricus abounds on our
coasts, and others are found in the Pacific and in the East
and West Indies. We are not acquainted with many
recent species. Several are common among the fossils

of the tertiary beds.

We have represented in the upper figure a specimen
of Capulus Ungaricus as it commonly appears attached to

an oyster shell and in the lower figure the inside of the

same species.

We are obliged to the Right Hon. Lady Elizabeth
Finch for living specimens brought from Tenby in January,
1832.



SOLARIUM

TESTA subdiscoidea, late umbilicata, spira obtusfe

conica, apertura trapeziformi, peritremate tenui,

acuto, umbilico margine spirali crenato; oper-
culo corneo, siib-spirali.

The shell commonly called the Staircase Trochus has, from
the time of its being first known, been deservedly cele-

brated among collectors, on account of the beauty and
symmetry of its external form and its elegantly crenated
spiral umbilicus. This was placed by Linne among the

Trochi, to which indeed it appears to us to be nearly

related. It has, however, been since separated, and forms
conjointly with its more closely related species the modern
Genus Solarium. This we have adopted without hesita-

tion, because we find a number of shells distinguished

specifically, but yet agreeing in certain generic charac-

ters which therefore in our view, form a natural genus.

The shells forming this Genus are usually of a some-
what discoidal form, with an obtusely conical spire, the

lower edge rather sharply angular, and the umbilicus
broad and deep : they vary, however, occasionally, in a
slight degree from this general form, having the spire

sometimes of a rather more lengthened conical form, the

basal edge more obtuse, angular, and the umbilicus broad
and deep. The umbilicus has, in almost all instances its

spiral lower margin strongly and closely crenulated,

though occasionally this also is subject to some variation,

as in the S. patulum, for example, in which this spiral

lower margin of the umbilicus has only a few small grains
placed here and there at a distance from each other. The
aperture is trapeziform, with more or less rounded angles,

and a thin sharpish peritreme. A thin horny epidermis
covers the shell in its natural state; this is either very
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deciduous or must in general have been carefully cleared

off before the shell is brought to England, for it is scarcely

ever to be seen. The operculum which is horny, varies

in form, according nearly in shape with the aperture; it

is foiiaceous and more or less distinctly spiral ; in one

species its foliated edge forms an elevated spiral cone on

the outer side ; this outer side is, however, flat in the

common species ; the inner side in both species has an

irregular, somewhat lateral tubercle.

Solarium appears to be most nearly related to Tro-

chus; its recent species are not numerous, but they seem

mostly to belong to tropical climates: a few fossil species

occur in the tertiary beds; and there are some fossils be-

longing to the lower beds of oolitic formation, and even

as low as the Mountain Limestone which resemble them

very nearly; these form the genus Cirrus of some authors,

and does not appear to us to possess any characters by

which it may be generically distinguished from the Trochi^

Turbines or Solaria.

We have given two views of Solarium perspectivum,

and of its operculum; and also a representation of the

small spiral operculum of S. variegatum.



APLYSIA.

TESTA clypeiformis, tenuis, pelliicida, prsecipufe

cornea, compressa, postiee acuminatiuseula,

dorso convexo, antic^ lamellari, rotundata.

Related to Dolabella, and united to it by DeFerussac,

who has favoured naturalists with a very complete account

of the family. It is remarkable that the shell, which

consists almost entirely of horny epidermis, is nearly

covered by the integuments of the animal; it seems to

serve as a protection to the pectinated branchiae. The

animal is much larger than the shell, and when it rests

not unaptly resembles the hare crouching upon the ground,

whence it has the common appellation of Sea Hare, Lievre

marin, &c. Its singular structure, together with its ana-

tomical peculiarities are well described by Cuvier in his

Memoires sur les MoUusques. It may not, however, be

uninteresting here to mention that when disturbed this

animal transudes a quantity of purple liquor which has

been supposed to possess depilatory properties, but which

we apprehend to be rather intended to conceal the animal

from its enemies.
Shell clypeiform, thin, pellucid, consisting tor the

most part of horny epidermal matter, with a very little

testaceous matter within ; it is of a somewhat oval shape,

convex on the back, rather acuminated at the posterior

extremity, rounded and very thin and lamellar in front.

The Aplysise, which have been improperly called

Laplysiae* are marine ;
they appear to belong to all cli-

* Lamarck has very improperly endeavoured to perpetuate an accidental

error in the name given by Linne to this animal, by continuing to call it

Laplysia and bringing a false charge against later naturalists of changing it to

Aplysia. The ancient word is Aplysia, as Cuvier has shown, which signifies,

" that which is unclean."
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mates. Several are found on our own shores. We have
never met with any fossil remains of the shell of this

Genus.
We have figured in our plate

Fig. 1. Aplysia Petersoni, 2 views.

2. — Brasiliensis ?

3. —— concava, nobis.

4. quadrata, nobis.
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TESTA fusiformis, turrita, anfractibus plurimis,
plerumquerotundatisjcanali recto, plusminusve
elongate, apertura elliptica ; opereulo corneo,
infra acuminato, nucleo inferiore.

Another of those genera which has properly been sepa-
rated from the Liiinean Murices, from which it is suffici*

ently distinct. The species of this Genus are for the most
part more or less regularly fusiform, with a turreted and
gradually acuminated, usually pointed^ though occasionally
mammillary spire, consisting ofnumerous, generally round-
ed volutions, which are frequently transversely ribbed and
spirally grooved on their outside

; aperture elliptical,

running into a more or less lengthened straight canal;
operculum horny, with its nucleus at its acuminated lower
end^ a thin horny, more or less rough or velvety epider^

mis, usually covers the shells of this Genus in their natu-
ral state.

!n this Genus, as in Pleurotoma, there are several
variations in form, which we will here endeavour to des-

cribe, and which we will illustrate in our plate: the first,

which may be called the typical form, as being that from
which it takes its name, has its spire and its canal of equal
length, its aperture elliptical, its last volution ventricose,

and the canal narrow, commencing by a sudden contrac-
tion at the base of the aperture; Fusus Colus, and Pusus
nicobaricus are examples of this form : next we may men-
tion those which approach in form to our Pyrulae, and
many of which Lamarck has united to his Pyrulae, these
have a shortened spire, a somewhat lengthened canal, and
the last volution is ventricose at its upper part, being some-
times tuberculated, and even having strong vaulted spines

around the upper part of the vplutions; for examples of
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this variation observe F. colosseus, F. Cochlidium, and
Pyrula Vespertilio, and others of Lamarck. A third varia-

tion in form, approaching to Buccinum, consists of a
number of species whose spire is more lengthened than
the canal, which is short, and not quite straight ; the
greatest gibbosity of the shell in these is below the middle

;

F. lignarius, F. nifat, F. articulatus, &c. are characteristic

of this variation : the fourth variation in form consists of

those species which, having in general nearly the same
form as the first mentioned variation, namely, that of

Fiisus colus, and which have two or three small horizontal
folds at the base of the columella, immediately above the
contraction of the canal ;* F. infundibulum, F. craticula-

tus, F. polygonus, F.cariniferus, F. lineatus, are some of the
species belonging to this division. It is worthy of remark
respecting the five last mentioned shells that Lamarck had
formerly placed the three first among the Fiisi, and the
two latter among the Fasciolariae, though at length he
placed all five among the Turbinelli. Other variations in

form there are, which we rather hesitate to unite with
Fusus, partly because we are but slightly acquainted with
them, and partly because they are so peculiar, that we
fear we might be charged with forming an incongruous
association by so doing, inasmuch as we should be scarcely

able to convince naturalists of its propriety. These are,

first, the Turbinella rustica of Lamarck, which is a thick,

solid, oval shell, with a gradually tapering short spire,

and a short canal, in its general shape it is much like

Fusus Bulbulus of Lamarck, a very common Fossil in the

London Clay, and the Calcaire grossier, but difi^ers from
that species in having three small horizontal folds at the

base of the columella : secondly, two other shells nanied

by Lamarck, Turbinella leucozonalis and T. cingulifera

:

we believe these two to be really only varieties of one
species, which is very peculiar, and forms a sort of link

connecting the Fusi with Lamarck's Monoceros cingula-

* Under the article Fasciolaria in this work we have suggested that it

might not be improper to separate these as a distinct Genus ; we are not however
satisfied of the necessity of adopting this proposition ; and we place them with

Fusus as being incontrovertibly more nearly related to that Genus than to

Fasciolaria or Turbinella, to both of which some of them have been united.
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turn ; the circumstance for which it is remarkable is that
it has a more or less distinct tooth projecting from near
the base of the outer lip, which is sometimes much length-
ened, though it is more commonly nearly obsolete

; thirdly,

several species nearly agreeing in form with the last men-
tioned, though differing in the characters of the colu-
mella, near the center of which is a remarkable tubercular
prominence, they have also three small horizontal folds at
the base of the columella. The opercula of all the above
are alike in form, only differing in thickness a little.

We have already, under the article Murex, shown
that the M. Magellanicus should be arranged with the
Fusi, it nearly resembles in form our common Fusus des-
pectus or antiquus (Murex antiquus, nonnull.) There is a
very remarkable shell, commonly known under the name
of Murex aruanus. Linn., but called Fusus proboscidi-

J'erus by Lamarck, the apex of its spire for about three-
fourths of an inch from the commencement is cylindrical,

consisting of several volutions; this shell grows to be
much the largest of the genus we are acquainted with, we
have seen it two feet in length.*

The Fusi are all marine, and they do not appear to

be confined to any particular part of the globe; the species
are very numerous and several very common on our coasts.

The fossil species are also very numerous, several of them
abound in our London Clay formation, and in the Calcaire
grossier, and they are chiefly found in the tertiary beds.

The F. contrarius of Lamarck is characteristic of the
English Crag, and a very nearly similar species is found
in !Sicily, both in a recent and fossil state.

Our plate represents at

Fig, 1. Fusus longissimus, young.
2. aculeiformis

3. Colosseus, young.
4. striatus.

5. Nifat.

* Linne refers to Gualt. Test. t. 47, f. B. for a representation of his Murex
Aruanus, which certainly is not the Fusus proboscidiferus of Lamarck.





DELPHINULA.

TESTA subdiscoidea, vel subconica, umbilicata,
solidiuscula, anfractibus asperis aut angulatis;
apertura integra, rotundata, peritremate, con-
tinuo, inerassato, subreflexo ; opereulo corneo,
spiral!, anfractibus numerosis, confertissimis.

Delphinula is a Genus which has been separated by La-
marck from the Linnean Turbines, taking T. Delphinus
as the type. In it he has associated shells of great diver-

sity of character, such as the D, laciniata, D, trigonostomay

Z>. conica, and Z>. Warniu The group thus formed does
not appear to us to be quite natural, and we would render
it more so by taking away D. trigonostoma and placing it

with the Cancellarife, its natural associates. We would
take away D. conica also, if we knew where to place it,

but it is a fossil and we are not well enough acquainted
with its affinities to venture an attempt at altering its

place.

The name of Dolphin in English and Delphinula in

Latin has been given to the D. laciniata, as we suppose
from some fancied resemblance to a cetaceous fish.

The Delphinulae vary in general form from nearly
discoid to somewhat conical

;
they are umbilicated and

generally of a thick solid substance, the volutions few,

more or less rough and angular; the aperture entire,

round, with a continuous, thickened and somewhat re-

flected peritreme : operculum horny, like that of the

Trochi, with very numerous and closely-set volutions.

The species which may with propriety be placed in

this genus are not numerous, as far as we know there may
be about a dozen recent and as many fossil, most of these
latter belonging to the tertiary beds. Several of these

which have been found in Normandy are most elegant
fossils 5 such are X). Gervillii and Z). Warniu

Fig. 1 . Delphinula liciniata.

2. its operculum.
3. I crenata, nobis,

T





BULLA

Bulla and Bullsea, Lam.

TESTA plerumque tenuis, laevigata, ovata, vel

oblonga, plus minusve convoluta, spira brevi,

vel depressa, vel con(^ava ; apertura maxima,
fere longitudinem testsa sequante, plerumque
longitudinali, nonnunquam fere transversa,

rar5 lineari, antice latiore : epidermide tenui.

In uniting the Bullaea? of Lamarck with his Bullae, we
think we are justified by the consideration that there is so
complete a transition in form from the oval and ventricose
Bullae, such as B. Ampulla^ to the only slightly convoluted,
and almost unrolled Bullaeae, that it is impossible to draw
the line of separation between the two. Perhaps we may
be blamed by Malacologists for thus uniting shells whose
animals apparently differ very materially, we think,

however, that whoever will carefully examine the animals
of both, will be convinced of the propriety of this union,
for a general resemblance and affinity will be observed
and it will be found that the principal points of difference
will be analogous to those very specific circumstances in

which the shells differ.

The Genus Bulla as it has been established by Cuvier,

Lamarck and others consists of only a very small part of
the Linnean Bullae. We have already shown how widely
separated from genuine Bullae are the Lamarckian Acha-
tinae, Pyrulas, Ovulae and others which Linne and his

followers combined with them, wherefore we need not here
repeat the description of their distinguishing characters,

but may immediately enter upon the characters of Bulla
as we have here considered it, as consisting of Lamarck's
Bulla and Bullaea combined.
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The Bullae are generally oval, more or less spirally

convoluted univalves, sometimes having a distinct, though
short spire, and not unfrequently a depression in place of

the spire : they are mostly thin, and generally varied in

their coloration, though occasionally of an uniform colour

and sometimes even colourless
;
aperture generally large,

and nearly as long as the shell, for the most part longi-

tudinal, though sometimes almost transverse, in most
species wide and much wider anteriorly or at the lower
part than at the upper, in some instances very wide and
spreading, and very seldom narrow and almost linear,

always effuse at the lower extremity. On one side the

Genus Bulla appears to approximate in general appearance
to Tornatella, some of its species, the B. Amplustre, for

example, having nearly the same form ; and on the other
side to the Aplysiadae, the B. aperta approaching very
nearly in form to the Dolabell^. A circumstance remark-
able in the animal of the Bullae is the form and structure

of the stomach, which in most of them consists of three

strong shelly pieces united by powerful adductor muscles

;

we suppose such a structure to be necessary to their

existence, for they are exceedingly voracious as is evident
from the fact that the animal of B. aperta is sometimes
distorted by having swallowed entire a Corbula Nucleus,
which is a very thick and strong shell, nearly equal in size

to itself.

The Bullae are marine, and they appear to belong to

nearly all climates; several are common on our own
coasts

;
very few of them grow to be so large as a Walnut

and they are for the most part much smaller. Fossil

species are only to be distinguished in the tertiary beds
and in the green sand.

In our plate we have given representations of

Fig. 1. Bulla aperta, (Bullsea, Lam.)
2. —— virescens, nobis.

3. Li{fnaria.

4. Ampulla.
5. '

-

• calyculata.

6. \
-

I Physis.

7. —^— cylindrica.

8. Amplustre.
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TESTA ovalis, sequivalvis, subaequilateralis,

compressa, nitens, epidermide olivaceo-viridi,

tenui, induta; dentibus, cardinalibus nullis,

lateralibiis anticis, in utraque valva, tribus

ad quatuor, lateralibus posticis pliirimis, seriem
rectiiisculam efformantibus, omnibus parvis,

acutis; impressionibus museularibus duabus,
lateralibus, subdistantibus ; impressione pallii

sinu magno ; ligamento externo, elongate.

An interesting Genus partaking of the characters of
Nucula and Solen, so that it may be regarded as the link

connecting the two families of the Solenacece and the Mac-
tracer. It belongs to the Solenaceae, having the external
ligament and the large sinus in the muscular impression
of the mantle, but resembles Nucula, which belongs to

the Mactraceae in having the lateral teeth divided into
series of minute and pointed teeth, diflPering from it, how-
ever, in not having an internal ligament.

Shell longitudinally oval, equivalve, nearly equilateral,

compressed, shining, covered with a thin olive-green epi-

dermis ; it has no cardinal teeth, and in each valve only
three or four very small anterior lateral teeth ; ihQ posterior
lateral teeth, however, are numerous and form a nearly
rectilinear series, they are moreover small and sharp
pointed, those of one valve exactly fitting between those
of the other; this series of small teeth is placed immedi-
ately below the fulcrum to which the external, elongated
ligament is attached. The muscular impressions are two,
lateral and rather distant, and there is a large sinus in

that of the mantle.
A few specimens of this very interesting bivalve were

dredged by Mr. H. Cuming at Valparaiso.
It is the only species we have seen, but Mr. Cuming

informs us that he has met with another. We have named
it Solenella Norrissii.





CLASS.

PTEROPODA.

We have thought it desirable, in order to give a general
view of the family, and at the same time to save as much
space as possible, to assemble such genera of the Ptero-
poda as we are able to illustrate, in two plates. This is a
small family andmay be more easily illustratedconsecutively,

particularly as the various genera of which it is composed
resemble each other to a great degree. Scarcely any of
the Pteropoda were known to Linnean writers on conch-
ology, the only one that we recollect in any Linnean work
before the modern improvements of Cuvier, Lamarck, &c.
being the Hyalcea tridentata which is in such works named
Anomia tricuspidata : than which nothing could be much
more absurd, since, independently of the important dif-

ferences existing between the animals, it is well known
that the Linnean Anomiae are bivalves, while the Hyalaea
and all the Pteropoda are univalves. Cuvier in his Me-
moires sur les MoUusques, has shown that the Pteropoda
are a separate family or class, distinguished by certain

peculiarities, the organs of locomotion being shaped like

wings, the whole of them being free swimmers, and their

shells in general having a peculiarly transparent, brittle,

and vitreous character. The genera of this family which
we shall here illustrate, are Hyalaea, Cleodora, Limacina,
Creseis, Vaginula, Cuvieria, and Cymbulia. They are

mostly found swimming about in the sea in all climates,

and in some they abound to such a degree that thev are

said to be the chief food of the cetaceous mammifera.
Besides the above-named genera, there are others belong-
ing to the same family, which are, however, destitute of

shell; we suspect, moreover, that the little transparent

shell called Dentalium Gadus, by Montagu, will prove,

when its animal is known, to belong to this family. The
whole of the Pteropoda are marine, and they appear to

belong to all climates.
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HyALjEA. Fig. 1.

Testa subglobosa, tenuis, hyalina, fragillima, dorso superne
subrostrato, infra tridentato, dente centrali validiore,

apice pervio ; ventre superne gibboso, breviore, aper-
tura lineari, supra-ventrali, ad lateres continuL

The Hyalseae are in general nearly globular, very thin,

transparent and brittle ;
they may be regarded as consti-

tuted of two parts, united together at the lower edge, one
part being apparently dorsal, larger than the other, re-
flected and subrostrated at the upper end, tricuspidate
and united to the ventral portion by the edge below; the
central tooth being the longest, and open at the end; the
other part appears to be ventral, which is shorter and
gibbous above; the aperture is linear, continuing between
the dorsal and ventral parts at the upper end, and on
both sides.

Occurs in a fossil state in Sicily.

Cleodora. Fig. 2.

Testa inverse pyramidalis, hyalina, incolorata, tenuissima,

fragillima, dorso superne rostrato, infra acuminato,
ventre supern^ breviore, lateribus acuminatis, aper-
ture magna, supra-ventrali, ad lateres coarctata.

The Cleodorae differ from the Hyalaeoe principally in the
form of their shells; they are even thinner, more trans-

parent, more brittle and altogether more delicate; and
they have the appearance of the thinnest and most trans-

parent glass.

Shell inversely pyramidal, transparent, colourless,

extremely thin and fragile, dorsal portion rostrated at

the upper extremity, and acuminated at the lower; ven-
tral portion shorter above, angular and acuminated on
the sides

;
aperture large, dilated in the middle, smaller

and contracted on the sides, placed above between the
dorsal and ventral portions.



PTEROPODA.

LiMACINA. Fig. 3.

Testa tenuis, fragilis, spiralis, discoidea, lateribus umbili-
catis, dorso et subttis carinata, caring membranacea^
lamellari.

We bave been favoured with this very curious little shell

from Messina, by the Rev. Robert AVilson. It has exter-
nally much the appearance of a very diminutive umbilicated
Nautilus. It differs from the other Pteropoda principally
in being convoluted; and it may be described as a thin,

fragile, spiral, discoid shell, umbilicated on both sides,

and carinated on the back and below, with a membrana-
ceous lamellar keel.

Creseis. Fig. 4.

Testa inverse pyramidalis, hyalina, tenuissima, fragillima,

subtus acuminata, superne aperta, parte dorsali lon-

giore; linea dorsali semitortd ex vertice ad basin de-
currente.

Shell inversely pyramidal, transparent, very thin and
brittle, pointed at the lower end, wider and open at the

upper, dorsal part more lengthened and pointed, with a
partly twisted line running from the vertex to the base.

Found in the Mediterranean.

VaGINULA. Fig. 5.

Testa inverse pyramidalis, tenuis, fragillima, medio ven-
tricosiusculo; infra acuminata, aperturd minimd;
superne lateribus £equalibus, apertura magna, ob-
longd.

Shell of an inversely pyramidal form, thin, very brittle,

rather ventricose in the middle, acuminated and having a
very small aperture at the lower extremity

;
upper end

with both sides equal, and a large oblong aperture.

Only known in a fossil state, in tertiary beds near
Bordeaux.



PTEROPODA.

CuViERIA. Fig. 6.

Testa subcylindrica, vitrea, hyalina, tenuissima, fragil-

lima, medio ventricosiuscula, infra obtusa, clausa,

superne subcompressa, apertura magn^, oblonga;
latere dorsali elevatiusculo.

Shell subcylindrical, glassy, transparent, very thin and
brittle, rather ventricose in the middle, obtuse and closed

below ; slightly compressed at the superior extremity,

with a large oblong opening, dorsal margin rather higher
than the ventral.

Found in the Mediterranean.

Cymbulia. Fig. 7.

This Pteropod of which we have added three representa-

tions, with its boat-shaped integument, has no shell,

though it has usually been described as having one. We
do not therefore give any description of it, and only

observe that the above-mentioned boat-shaped integument,

which has been described as a gelatinoso-cartitaginous

shell, is an exceedingly transparent horny substance, not

in any wise testaceous. This with its animal is occasion-

ally thrown ashore at Nice.



ANATINELLA

TESTA ovata, sequivalvis, subaeqiiilateraHs,

latere antico rotundato, postico subrostrato,

subtruncato; ligamento interno, proeessui
cochleariformi affixo, dentibus duobus cardi-

nalibus in utraque valv^ ante processum positis:

impressionihus muscularibus duabus, antiea

oblongaj irregulari, postica subeirculari

;

impressione museulari pallii Integra: appendice
cardinali interna nulla.

Odd valves of this remarkable shell were brought to
England many years since by the late celebrated Dr.
Solander, which, however, being imperfect, it was im-
possible to place with certainty. The arrival of a few
perfect specimens lately from Ceylon has enabled us to
ascertain the characters by which it is distinguished from
other genera to which it appears most nearly related. We
have named this Genus Anatinella on account of its'general

resemblance to Anatina; from that, however, it may be
known by its being destitute of the testaceous cardinal
appendage and the sinus in the muscular impression of
the mantle which characterizes that Genus. From Mya,
Lutraria and Amphidesma it is also distinguished by having
no sinus in the pallial impression. In having the pallial
impression entire, and in the characters of the hinge it

approaches somewhat to Crassatella, it is not, however, a
ponderous, but rather a thin shell, moreover, it has not
the thick epidermis nor the lateral tooth of that Genus.
We think it properly placed near to it.



ANATINELLA.

Shell ovate, equivalve, nearly equilateral, the anterior

side heing rounded, and the posterior slightly beaked and
subtruncated. The ligament is internal, and fixed to a
spoon-shaped process in each valve, on the anterior side

of which are placed two rather elongated cardinal teeth.

Muscular impressions two, lateral, distant, that which
is anterior being oblong and irregular, and the posterior

being nearly circular. Muscular impression of the mantle
entire, without any sinus. No clavicle or testaceous

appendage before the ligamentiferous process.

Only one species is known, which is found in the sauds
on the coast of Ceylon.



CUMINGIA.

I'ESTA bivalvis, insequilateralis, aequivalvis,

latere antieo rotimdato, postieo siibaeuminato;
dentibus, cardinal! in iitraque valva unieo,

parvo, antieo; lateralibus in altera valva ad
iitrunique latus uno, valido, in altera nullo:
ligamento interne foveolae subcochleari-
formi affixo; impressionibus muscularibus dua-
bus, lateralibus, distantibus, antica irregular],

oblonga, postica subrotundata, impressione
musculari pallii sinu maximo.

C3

An interesting new Genus of bivalves which should be
placed near to Amphidesnia. It is remarkable for the
dissimilarity of the hinge of the two valves, one having a
strong laterfil tooth on each side of the ligament and the
other being entirely destitute of lateral teeth. Having
only met with a single small West Indian species we could
not venture to consider this Genus as established, until Mr.
Cuming showed us several species in his rich collection of
South American and Pacific shells, one of which is

sufficiently large to show the characters distinctly.

The Cumingia are inequilateral, equivalve bivalves,

with the anterior side rounded and the posterior rather
acuminated. A single small anterior cardinal tooth is

observable in each valve: and there is one strong lateral

tooth on each side of the hinge in one valve, but no late-

ral tooth in the other valve ; the ligament is internal and
affixed to a somewhat spoon-shaped pit in each valve. The
muscular impressions are two in each valve, they arc
lateral and distant, that which is anterior is irregular and
oblong 5 the posterior is rounded. There is a very large
sinus in the muscular impression of the mantle.

The shells of this Genus are marine, they are found
in the sand in the fissures of rocks, and as far as we yet

know they are tropical. Not known in a fossil state.





RISSOA.

TESTA iinivalvis, libera, oblonga vel turrita,

acuminata, parva, apertura suborbiculari, In-

tegra, superne subacuminata, infra subefFusa,

peritremate incrassato non reflexo, prope colu-

mellse basin subemarginato. Operculum cor-

neum.

A Genus consisting entirely, as far as we know of minute
shells, the largest of which does not exceed an inch in

length, and very few of which attain to half that size.

It appears to us to be most nearly related to Scalaria from
which it differs principally in the peritreme not being
reflected. There are many species, which vary from an
oblong, to an acuminated turrited form. All we have
met with are littoral shells, and several species abound
on our own shores. We do not remember to have ever
met with any fossil species.

Shell univalve, free, oblong or turrited, acuminated,
small, with a nearly orbicular, entire aperture, which is

somewhat acuminated at its upper part and slightly effuse

at the lower, peritreme thickened, not reflected, with a
slight notch at the base of the columella. Operculum
horny.

We have given representations of four species.



V.



PLAGIOSTOMA.

Lluyd,

TESTA inaequilateralis, subaequivalvis, subaurita
altitudine longitudinem plerumque superante

;

sulcis vel striis ab umbone ad marginep- ven*
tralem deeurrentibus ; linea cardinali in altera

valva rectiusciila, in altera plus minusve angu*
losa; valvis clausis aperturam trigonam ear-

dinalem elForniante : iimbones remotiuseuli:

cardo edentulus.

A remarkable Genus of Bivalves only known in a fossil

state ; it is nearly related to Lima, to which indeed some
Naturalists would unite it. We have already stated our
reason for thinking it distinct

;
although we are decidedly

of opinion that it must be arranged close to it in the
family of the Pectinidee. This Genus which was estab-

lished by Lluyd who named it,* from the singular appear-
ance of the hinge when seen in a particular direction, is

of some importance to Geologists, inasmuch as the various

species are characteristic of the various beds of Limestone
from the Carboniferous Limestone up to the Chalk, abound-
ing in most of the intermediate oolitic beds ; the typical

species named giganteum being found in great profusion

in the Lias, and the spinosrim being almost as frequent in

the upper Chalk. The descriptions and figures of many
species may be consulted in Sowerby's Mineral Concho*
logy of Great Britain, where the localities and the bed to

which each is peculiar are pointed out.

Plagiostoma signifies " mouth awry."



PLAGIOSTOMA,

It appears probable tbat when living the Plagiostomata

were affixed by a byssus fixed to the animal, and passing

through the anterior part of the shell, which is usually

rather open.
The Plagiostomata are inequilateral, slightly inequi-

valve, oblique shells, with small ears 5
they are for the

most part rather higher than they are long, and they are

covered with grooves or stri* diverging from the unibones

and passing to the ventral margin. In one species the ribs

between these grooves are here and there ornamented with

a longer or shorter spine.



Z5S,

PANOP^A.

TESTA ovalis, aequivalvis, inaequilateralis, utrin-

quehians, praecipufe ad extremitatem posticam ;

dente oardmali in utraque valva unico, aciito ;

impressionibus muscularthus duabus, distantibus;

impressione rnusculari pallii sinu maximo

;

ligamento magno, externo, fulcro maximo.

This Genus, which belongs to the family of Solenaceae,

is remarkable for the acute-pointed tooth in the hinge of

each valve, and for the very large fulcrum to which the

ligament is fixed. Its species, as far as are already known,
are very few, not more than four or five, of which two
or three are recent and one or two fossil. The principal

and well known recent species is found in the Mediter-
ranean ; a second has existed in our own collection for

many years, it was sent to the late G. Humphrey from
New South Wales ; and we have been informed that another
has been dredged at Scarborough. The fossil species

belong to the tertiary beds. Though not at all agreeing
with the characters of that Genus, the only species known
to Linnaeus was placed whh Mi/a; probably on account ofits

external resemblance ; it will however easily be perceived
that the two Genera are very distinct, the Panopaea
having a sharp-pointed tooth in each valve, and an external
ligament attached to a large fulcrum externally, while the
Mya has a large, broad and blunt tooth in only one valve,
and an internal ligament attached to that tooth.

Shell oval, equivalve, inequilateral, gaping at both
ends, but principally at the posterior; with a single acute,
cardinal tooth in each valve; muscular impressions two,
distant ; muscular impression of the mantle with a large
sinus; ligament large, external, affixed to a very large
and prominent fulcrum.





PULVINITES.

Befr,

TESTA bivalvis, insequivalvis, inaequilateralis,

compressa, tenuis, latere antico paululum
hiante; valva altera plan ata, altera coneavius-
cula; eardine lineari, brevi, posticali, sulcis

perpendieularibus diviso ;
impresslonibus mus-

cularibus duabus, parvis, infra cardinem positis,

inferioresubcentrali, majore;ligamento interne,

sulcis cardinalibus affixo?

Named from its resemblance to a little cushion, by Defrance.
Being only known in a fossil state, it is difficult to assign

to it its proper characters or to distinguish it from Perna,
Crenatula and Inoceramus, to each of which it bears
some resemblance. This curious fossil was discovered in

Normandy by our friend De (lerville, in the bed of Bacu-
lite Limestone of Fresville near Valognes. It seems proper
to give a representation of it here, in order to draw the
attention of Naturalists, and rather to gain information,
considering that at present we are so imperfectly acquainted
with it.

Pulvinites is an inequivalve, and very inequilateral

bivalve, which is compressed and thin; and the anterior side

is somewhat gaping; one valve is nearly flat, the other
slightly concave ; the hinge is linear, short, and placed
closely behind the umbones ; and it is divided by perpen-
dicular grooves. The muscular impressions are two, small,

one of them very small and placed immediately below the
hinge, the other placed lower down, is larger and nearly
central. Not having seen the recent shell we can only
suppose the ligament to be internal, and to be attached to

the perpendicular grooves of the hinge. For the same
reason we are not aware whether or not the shell be affixed

by a byssus.





GERVILLIA.

TESTA oblonga, subsequivalvis, inaequilateralis,

valde obliqua, cardine longiusculo, linean,

rectiusculo, fossulis dentibusque pliirimis

irregularibus, subtransversalibus, infra niar-

ginem dorsalem positis. Testa, nisi in statu

tbssili, omnino ignota, quare ligamentum bys-

siisque non extant.

As far as we can judge from the fossil remains of a shell

alone this may be regarded as an intermediate Genus, and
might be arranged between Avivula and Perna; in its

general form and external appearance it resembles the
former, while its hinge is somewhat like that of the latter,

though sufficiently different from it to enable us to point
out without difficulty the peculiarities by which it may at

once be known.
This is one of the few Genera of shells which appears

to be quite extinct, although many species have occurred
at various geological periods from the Lias upward, to the
Baculite Limestone of Normandy, in which latter bed that
species was first discovered, upon which the Genus has
been established by our friend De Gerville, after whom
Naturalists have named it.

Shell oblong, nearly equi valve, very inequilateral

and oblique
\
hinge line rather long, linear, nearly straight,

with many irregular, rather transverse little pits and
' teeth placed below the dorsal edge ; the shell not being
known in a recent state we are unable to describe the
ligament, or to state whether or not it is adherent by a
byssus, though there is good reason for presuming that it

is. We judge it to have been marine from its associates.





BELLEROPHON.

TESTA spiralis, involuta, crassa, utrinque
uinbili(tata, ferh symmetrica, apertura maxima,
semilunata, dorso rotiindato, obtuse bicarinata,

inter carinas emarginato.

In general external forna like the JSTautilus, but destitute

of chambers and in its peculiar characters approaching
nearly to Argonauta; this remarkable shell, only known
in the oldest fossiliferous strata, should be placed next to

the latter Oenus, from which it differs only in two im-
portant particulars, namely, in its nearly globular form
and in having a thick shell. It is the only fossil that

bears any real resemblance to Argonauta ; although many
Ammonites have occasionally been regarded as fossil Argo-
nautse, merely on account of their resemblance in form
to the Paper Sailor. That the animal which forms this

shell must very closely have resembled that of the Argo-
nautae, and that both (whenever they may be discovered)
will prove to be nearly like that of Carinaria we think
there can be no doubt: we are, therefore, satisfied that

neither can have been formed by a cephalopodous animal.

It may not be amiss to detail here the principal reasons
we have for drawing the above-mentioned conclusions

?

Fi7'stly, The animals of ail the testaceous mollusca are
affixed to the interior part of their shell by one or more
muscles.

Secondly^ They are covered (beneath the epidermis,
wherever an epidermis exist) with a mantle from which
the testaceous matter is deposited; which mantle covers the
animal within the shell.

Thirdly/. The shell in all univalves covers the im-
portant viscera such as the liver, the ovaries, &c.

Fourthly. It is important to make the observation, that
in spiral univalves, such parts of the mantle as cover the
inmost portions of the animal, are always comparatively
thinner than the other parts of the mantle which may be and
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are occasionally exposed without the shell, this has been
shown even in the Nautilus pompilius ; it will be no answer
to this fact, as a reason that the Ocythoe is a parasite, to

say that the Nautilus is a strong shell, and the Argonaut a
very thin testaceous covering', because the same fact may
be observed in the Carinaria, whose shell is even thinner
than that of the Argonaut. It must also be kept in mind
that the Ocythoe has the inferior part of its body covered
with as thick a mantle as the superior.

Fifthly. In such of the^ Cephalopoda as possess any-
thing resembling a shell, it is entirely internal and not
placed outside the mantle, nor is it produced by testaceous

secretion from that organ.

It is to be observed that in those cases where the

shell is such as Aplysia, Builaea, &c. it is really outside the

mantle, being covered more or less completely by the edge
of the mantle folding over it.

We conclude, therefore, for the above reasons that the
Ocythoe usually found in the Argonaut is not the animal
by which it has been formed, and moreover that the animal
which forms the x4rgonaut is not a Cephalopod, for it is not
affixed to the inside of the Argonaut by any muscle ; the
Argonaut has an external epidermis, wherefore there can
be no doubt that its animal is also affixed to the shell by a
muscle, which the Ocythoe cannot be,

Bellerophon has been described as a chambered shell,

with a Siphon (like Nautilus); this has, however, been
proved by Defrance to be a great mistake; it really has
nothing which can be compared to chambers or a siphun-
cle. It is a spiral, involute, thick shell, umbilicated on
both sides and very nearly symmetrical; its aperture is

very large, semilunate ; the back of its shell is rounded,
obtusely bicarinated, and there is a notch in the lip between
the keels.

Only known in a fossil state and characteristic of the
carboniferous Limestone, and the oldest secondary strata

;

in these it is frequently found changed to Silex.



PALUDINA.

TESTA ovata vel oblonga, spira subturrita,.

anfractibus rotundatis, laevibus, apertura ellip-

tica, peritremate continiio, aciitiusculo ; oper-

culo corneo, concentric©, nucleo sublaterali.

Animal viviparum*

Placed among the Helices by Linnean writers, but sepa-

rated from them by later authors, for very sufficient

reasons. A remarkable circumstance in the natural history

of this Genus has brought it under the notice of numerous'

writers, some of whom have named it from that circum-

stance *' Vivipara." It has also been called Cyclostoma,

although it is in every respect perfectly distinct from that

Genus.
. i. r.

The usual form of the species of this f^enus varies

from ovate to somewhat oblong, occasionally they are

very short; the spire is for the most part somewhat

turrited with rounded smooth volutions, but occasionally

the spire is very low, and the volutions are more or les&

strongly keeled : the aperture is generally elliptical, slightly

modified on the inner side by the gibbosity of the last

volution ; and somewhat acuminated at the upper part.

The operculum is horny, with concentric lines of grovvth

and a sublateral nucleus. The animal, in all the species

we know, is viviparous, the shells being fully formed

before they are ejected from the ovary. Such are the

characters of the true PaludincB, and by attention to them,

it will not be difficult to distinguish them from those other

Genera to which they are most nearly allied,^as Cyclostomay

Valvata and Amputlaria. From Cyclostoma ^r\& Valvata

whose opercula are spiral they may at once be known

by their having a concentric operculum ; but from the

AmpuUarice they are only to be distinguished by their
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general form, which we hesitate not to assert, can scarcely

be considered a sufficient distinction
;

wherefore, upon
mature deliberation we are now disposed to unite with
Paludina all those shells which have hitherto been regarded
as AmpuUarice, which have an horny operculum, retaining

in Ampullaria only those whose operculum is testaceous.

This will cause a great dismemberment of the Genus
Ampullaria as now received, and consequently show, that

we have been misled in uniting the Planorbis Cornu-arietis

of Lamarck to Ampullaria when it ought to have been
joined to Paludina. The two Genera must nevertheless

be considered as very closely allied. The Paludinae are

all freshwater shells as far as we know, and they may be
regarded as evidence of the fresh-water origin of the

Petworth Marble which abounds with them. We believe

none of them to be aestuary shells, but there are some
species found in the aestuaries of iNew South Wales which
have the general form and appearance of Paludina?, but
which differ however in the operculum, which in these is

spiral, with few volutions, and approaches to that of the

Neritee ; these are typified in what are commonly called

the upper marine formations (that of Ileadon Hill being
undoubtedly an aestuary formation) by various species

peculiar to these formations, which have been variously

placed by Conchologists, probably on account of their

ignorance of the operculum, some having placed them
with Ampullaria, others with J^atica, &c. We have
represented at fig. 5 and fig. 6 in our plate, a recent and
fossil species of this remarkable connecting Genus in order
that Geologists may have an opportunity of recognizing it.

Paludinae are not peculiar to any climate, but are

found in tropical as well as in temperate latitudes; the

fossil species abound in a thin bed immediately above the

upper freshwater bed at Headon Hill, also in the Petworth
Marble. The Genus has been called Vivipara by some
authors. We have several recent species in England and
throughout Europe ; others are abundantly produced in

rivers, ponds, and lakes in the West India Islands, in

South and North America, in China and other eastern

countries.



LIMAX.

TESTA subirregularis, subquadrata, planulata,

calcareo-crystalliiia, nucleo postico, inconspi-

cuo, dorso epidermide induto ; spira nulla.

Though in this work we have generally confined our
descriptions and figures to the shells of the Mollusca. in

one instance we have represented the animal itself. In
the present Genus we are compelled to do the same, because
the shell is entirely hidden by the integuments of the

animal.
Limax is a Genus of land shells, which are found

enclosed under the scutellum over the thorax of some of

the common Slugs. It is in general a rather irregular,

ilattish, subquadrate, crystalline, shelly piece ; without
any spiral elevation, and covered on the back with an
epidermis, which usually extends beyond the edge nearly
all around; its nucleus is posterior, and very slightly

defined. In some species there is scarcely any shelly

piece, and only a few calcareous grains in its place. The
Limaces are common, they abound in drains, and under
stones ; and are frequently found buried in the ground at

a considerable depth.
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Our Readers are requested to observe that the account of the Genus

Placunanomia was entirely prepared by our kind friend W. J.

Broderip, Esq., which we inadvertently forgot to acknowledge at the

time. Notwithstanding this forgetfulness on our part, we are really

thankful to that gentleman for his kindness.





VENUS.,

TESTA sequivalvis, inaequilateralis, siibglobosa
vel subovalis, extiis pJerumque rugosa, non-
nunquam laevis ; margine clausa; dentibus, in

utraque valv^a, plenimque tribus cardinalibus
ab unibone divaricatis ; impressionibiis muscu-
laribus diiabus lateralibus, distantibus ;

impres-
stone musculari pallii sinii mediocri ; ligamento
externo, nonnunquam fer^ occultato.

The beautiful Genus of Bivalves to which Linne gave the

appropriate name of the Goddess of the Sea and of beauty,

typical of their origin and of their elegant form and
colouring has been deprived of many of its brightest

ornaments by the unsparing hand of later writers, who
have been induced to separate from it* Cytherea, Pullas-

tra, Megadesma, Astarte, and others^ and it is probable
that a more intimate acquaintance with their animals
than we at present possess, would demonstrate the neces-

sity of a further division. The differences, however,
which we observe in the shells, are not of sufficient

importance to authorize us to make any further separa-

tions. We can only endeavour to point out such divisions

* It is remarkable that the Conchologists who are not distinguished for

scientific research, and who are so addicted to the Linnean System that they can
give none other a fair trial, complain of the number of Genera established by
Brugui^re, Lamarck, Cuvier, &e.

;
they are perhaps not aware that Linn6

liimself was in his time celebrated as a needless innovator, too fond of creating

new Genera, i. e. genus making. These poor people know not what they talk

about; the truth is that it is the exclusive province of Him who created us to

create Genera, and Naturalists can only describe and point out their charac-
teristics.



VENUS.

of the Genus as appear to be most natural. We shall
find that as in Cytherea the differences are principally
in the number and position of the teeth and in the siphonal
impression. The first and principal division of the Genus
consists of those species which are of a subovate form
and with the anterior side very much shorter than the
posterior; these are mostly longitudinally grooved or
lamellose on the outside, and they have three strong
diverging hinge teeth in each valve, the two anterior of
which are emarginate in one valve, and the two posterior

in the other valve ; in these the siphonal impression or
sinus in the muscular impression of the mantle is of mode-
rate size and rounded ; V, piierpera, V, reticulata, F, Corbis,

&c. belong to this division.

The Venus flexuosa, V, Paphia, &c. are the typical

species of another division, whose form is somewhat
heart-shaped; they are generally rather acuminated
posteriorly and rounded anteriorly, and there is scarcely
any sinus discernible in the pallial impression; two large
and distinct diverging teeth in each valve, and one small
tooth which is anterior in the right and posterior in the

left valve. It is observable that Lamarck has placed one
of these (the V. flexuosa) among his Cythereai, and that

he has omitted the other ( F. Paphia) altogether.

A third division consists of such species as are nearly
of the same form as the last, but are covered externally
with thin distant lamellae; in these the sinus of the pallial

impression is very small, and acuminated anteriorly; there

are three cardinal teeth in each valve, of which the central

is large and thick, the others are small and thin, and the

anterior is a little curved ; the F. lamellosa and F. Thiara

are of this division.

The fourth division contains Venus Marica and other

related species, which are rough and more or less cancel-

lated outside ; in one valve the middle and posterior teeth

are large, thick and emarginate, the anterior linear and
thin ; and in the left valve the anterior tooth is long,

thick and linear, the middle tooth is thick and emarginate,
and the posterior tooth small, linear, thin and scarcely

discernible, the pallial sinus is moderate in size and
rounded in front.
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The V, Gnidia, F. Dombeyi, and others form a fifth

division ; in one valve of these the posterior tooth is very

large and thick, and the two anterior teeth small and

placed near together, having just space enough to receive

the thin lamellar anterior tooth of the left valve between

them; in the left valve the middle tooth is thick and

double, and the posterior is elongated and narrow ; these

are slightly lamellose, muricated or cancellated exter-

nally, and the siphonal impression is rather large and

acuminated.
In all the above five divisions the lunuJe or heart

shaped impression seen just below the beaks when the

valves are closed is distinctly circumscribed by an im-

pressed line. In the following this is not so.

We may next particularize those species which are

nearly orbicular in form, with three diverging teeth in the

hinge, a large pallial sinus acute at its anterior end, and
a flat space immediately below the fulcrum to which the

ligament is attached ; the V. Chinensis may be regarded

as the principal species of this division. The exterior

surface of these is nearly smooth.
The following are the principal characters of some

shells which may form a seventh division, viz., in the

right valve the two anterior teeth are thin and lamellar

and placed near together, receiving between them a simi-

lar anterior tooth of the other valve, and the posterior

tooth is thin, lengthened and double; in the left valve

the middle tooth is thick and large, and the posterior tooth
very thin and linear : the shells of this division are of an
ovate form and very thin, and the siphonal impression is

large : we have represented one of them at fig. 9.

The eighth and last division may consist of such
shells as are smooth outside, with a small rounded sinus

in the pallial impression, in these there are three large

and distinct teeth in the left valve ; there are also three

teeth in the right valve, the anterior tooth is however very
small in this valve ; these are a near approximation in

appearance to many Cythereae.

The Veneres, which are very numerous, are found in

the sand and gravel of the floor of the sea, and they
appear to belong to all countries and climates ; we have
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several on our own shores. Many of them are very briF-

liantly coloured internally, one is remarkable for the
orange colour of its teeth, another for a deep violet
coloured stain, and another is of a fine orange colour;
the lamellated and cancellated external surface of others
is very beautiful. We have lately seen a most singular
species in which the lunule forms a deep hollow depres-
sion as in the Cardium retusum, found at Madeira by the
Rev. R. T. Lowe : this together with another nearly glo-
bular species (the Venus rugosa) shows a fourth tooth in

one valve placed just beneath the lunule, and fitting into
a corresponding hollow in the other valve, in this respect,
though not otherwise approximating to Cytherea. Other
species show slight differences in the shape and position
of the teeth, and one, the V. mercenaria, has an elongated
rough space behind the teeth and just below the fulcrum
to which the ligament is attached. The last mentioned
species has received its name (Venus mercenaria) from the
circumstance of its being used as money, under the name
of Wampum by the North American Indians.

In general form the Veneres may be described as

orbicular or somewhat ovate, they are usually rounded at

both ends, seldom slightly acuminated posteriorly. They
are usually rough externally, with concentric lamellae,

and in general more or less cancellated. The beaks are
prominent, and there is mostly a heart-shaped impression
just below them. The teeth, as we have shown above,

are variable, there are however three diverging teeth in

each valve. Two muscular impressions which are lateral,

distant, and somewhat orbicular are united by a pallial

impression, which has for the most part a small sinus

posteriorly. The ligament is external, though sometimes
nearly hidden by the outer edge of the shell extending

beyond it and almost covering it.

Fossils of this Genus do not appear to abound, thoughr

they are not very uncommon ; they belong principally to

the tertiary beds.

We have represented one species of each of the^

divisions named above.
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TESTA univalvis, spiralis, spira discoidea vel

elevatiosciila, anfraetibus rotundatis; apertura
circular!, peiitremate continuo acuto; operculo
corneo spirali, anfraetibus numerosis, confertis.

Found only, as far as hitherto we have been able to learn,

in ditches, lakes and other freshvvaters in the northern
hemisphere; Britain and other countries in Europe possess
several species, and in North America some abound both
in a recent and fossil state. Few species are known, all

of which are small shells; they generally have much the

appearance of Planorbes or Cj/clostomata, from the former
they may, however, easily be distinguished by their hav-
ing a circular aperture; and from the latter, by their

being freshwater, and not land shells. We have never
met with any other fossil species than those of a very
recent lacustrine formation in Canada, and another in a
volcanic stone from Auvergne, which we have represented.

Shell univalve, spiral, spire discoidal or only slightly

elevated, v/ith rounded volutions; aperture circular, not
modified by the last volution, peritreme acute, sharp
edged, continuous; operculum horny, spiral, its volutions

numerous and close-set.
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Orthoceras and Nodosaria, Lam.

TESTA polythalamia, recta, septis numerosis,
transversalibus, siphone central! vel lateral!

perforatis.

The differences between Lamarck's Nodosaria and Ortho-
ceras are so slight that we do not hesitate to unite them
together under the generic name of JSTodosaria, and upon
reference to Sander Rang's Manuel des Mollusques we
find that other writers entertain the same opinion. It is

to be particularly observed that the minute cephalopodous
shells which Lamarck has called Orthocerata arfe quite

distinct from the remarkable fossils to which that name
is usually applied. We have also shown that these last

are closely united to the Belemnites, from which we do
not indeed think them properly separated, seeing that they
really differ in no circumstance except the thickness or

solidity of the lower part of the shell.

For the present Genus we use the appropriate name
of Nodosaria in preference to Orthoceras, partly because
we wish thereby to prevent confusion, and partly because
we wish to leave Geologists in possession of the latter

term, which is so well applied to the remarkable fossils

which have usually borne it.

We admit the Nodosariae without hesitation to a place
among the polythalamous MoUusca, although we are
entirely unacquainted with their animals, because we
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recognize in them distinctly the characters of such shells

as belong to the class of Cephalopoda ; but we do not
entertain the same confidence with respect to the numerous
Genera of minute organiaed bodies (which have usually

been arranged among the Cephalopods, and which Lin-
neans class with Nautilus and Serpula) which abound in

the sand of the sea shore; most of which appear to us
to be very little understood, and many of which may be
only the divided portions of other creatures or their ova.

For these reasons we do not intend to enter upon the

illustration of these microscopic beings in this work; if

we should ever obtain distinct demonstrations of their

nature, and it should otherwise appear desirable, we shall

most probably give a short treatise especially devoted to

them.
The Nodosariae are straight, multilocular shells,

divided by numerous transverse septa, which septa are

perforated by a central or lateral siphuncle. They abound
in the sand at Rimini, and in many other places, and are

found fossil in the subappenine tertiary beds.
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TESTA oblongo-cylindracea, crassiuscula, an-
fractibus plurimis, plerumque transversim
eostellatis, apertura elliptica, plerumque den-
tata, infra rotundata, peritremate continue,
reflexo.

Apparently a distinct Genus of Jand shells, related to

Bulinus and Clausilia, Its species are numerous, and they

seem to be common to all climates. Several minute
species are found in Britain, and many are abundant in

Europe, but the larger species belong to tropical countries.

The name has been given from a general resemblance of

some of the species to the pupa of some insects. The
Pupae are easily distinguishable from the Clausilice by the

absence of the internal elastic appendage which is found
affixed to the columella in that Genus, from which also

it has its name. The fact of all the Clausiliae being reverse

shells cannot be regarded as a distinguishing character,

because some of the Pupae are usually reverse shells.

There is much diversity in general form among the nume-
rous species of the Genus Pupa, some being short and
thick and very obtuse at the apex, others being of an
oblong and somewhat cylindrical form, and others again
very much elongated and acuminated. The Pupae are for

the most rather thick shells, with numerous volutions,

which are often finely ribbed transversely ; the aperture
is generally elliptical, sometimes rather quadrate at the

upper part, and rounded anteriorly. Peritreme continuous.
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slightly incrassated and reflected. A single tooth is fre-

quently observable just within the upper part of the

aperture. Some species have from three to eight teeth,

placed immediately within the aperture, and very various

in size and form. Others are decollated, i. e. subject to

an accident which is neither peculiar to the Pupae, nor to

land shells, but to which several marine shells are equally
liable; it consists in the falling off of the first formed vo-
lutions of the shell after the animal has arrived at its full

growth. The young shells of several species of this Genus
may very easily be and frequently have been taken for

Trochi, their form when only three or four volutions are
grown, being very like some Trochi.

We have represented such species as show the greatest

variation in form that we have observed in the Genus.



TRICHOTROPIS.*

TESTA uiiivalvis, turbinata, carinata, tenuis,

apertura longitudinem spirae superante, basi
Integra; columella ad basim obliqufe truncata;
labio externo tenuissimo, acuto. Epidermis
cornea, super carinas testae erinacea. Oper-
culum corneum, parvum, lamellis ellipticis

confertum, nucleo lateral!.

A REMARKABLE Getius oT uiilvalve shells, belonging to the
predaceoiis Pectinibraiichia, established by Mr. Broderip
and mj^self, and first described in the Zoological Journal,
from speciinens brought from the vicinity of Icy Cape by
Lieut. Belcher in 1828. The animal in most particulars
resembles a Bucciniim as to its external form and
characters, differing from it principally in having only a
very small fold of Ihe mantle to line the nearly obsolete
canal of the shell. This and some other inequalities on
the edge of the mantle, corresponding in position to the

keels on the outside of the shell, constitute the whole of
the differences observable between the soft parts of the
animal.

The shell is turbinated and carinated externally; its

aperture is wide but longitudinal, and it is rather longer
than the spire ; its base is entire, without any notch, but
immediately below the obliquely truncated columella there
is an indistinct canal . The whole shell is thin and delicate,

its outer lip particularly so. Epidermis horny, forming

From 9pi^ seta, and rpoTrlg carina.
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numerous sharp-pointed, bristle-like processes on the
edges of the carinas outside the shell; very strong, and
by its contraction in drying frequently breaking the edge
of the lip. Operculum horny, much smaller than the
aperture, composed of elliptical laminae, its apex or
nucleus lateral.

This Genus may be distinguished from those with
which it has either been confounded or to which it may be
nearly related, viz. Turbo, Buccinum and Cancellaria,

by the following circunistances. From Turbo it may
easily be known by its thin shell, its elliptical and not spiral

operculum and by the absence of the ciliated lateral

membranes which belong to the Turbines. From Buccinum
it is distinguished not only by the discrepancies observable
in the soft parts, but also by the want of a notch at the

base of the aperture, and by the very indistinct canal.

From Cancellaria it may be at once known by its being
destitute of the oblique folds near the base of the colu-

mella ; it appears however to be the type connecting the
true Buccina with the Cancellariae.

Three species only of this Genus have hitherto been
noticed, two of which appear to be confined to the

Northern Ocean; we have represented the T. bicarinata

from Icy Cape ; the T. borealis was brought from Melville

Island and a single specimen of it has occurred at Oban in

Argyleshire; we have named the third T. unicarinata, but
are not acquainted with its locality.
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TESTA ovata vel oblonga, crassa, spira plerum-

quebrevi, nonnunquam subelongata; superficie

externa plerumque sulcata, granosa, tubercu-

losa aut spinoso-muricata; apertura plerumque

magna, ovata, subexpansa, labio externo ple-

rumque crenato, marglne acuto, intus dentato;

antice emarginato, canali brevi :
columella

planulata; operculo corneo, nucleo laterali,

margine columellari tenuiore.

ea

The latest author who has written upon the Purpurse is

Duclos. It appears that he has ascertained from actual

examination that many true Purpurae are mixed up with

the species of the Genus Buccinum and other genera by

Lamarck in his Hist. Nat. des Anim. sans vertebres, and

Duclos, uniting all these together, has described ibi)

species which he considers as true Purpur?e, combining

them under six sections ot the Genus.* The great simi-

larity of those animals which he has had the opportunity

of examining, and the exact resemblance of the opercula

of numerous species has induced him to unite together

some of which Lamarck had formed a distinct Genus,

such for instance as Concholepas ; some for which Lamarck

had found a place with his I ritons, such as Ir. undosus,

* Messrs Quoy and Gaimard appear since to have adopted the views of M.

Duclos, for they also refer Buccinum undosum, Linn to Purpura, ^nd denying

the right of Lamarck's Ricinulae to be dignified as a Genus, unite all its species

to Purpura.
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Lam. {Buccinum undosum. Linn.)', he has made Lamarck's
Genus Riciiiula contribute nearly if not quite all its spe-
cies, and Columbella several, to ornament this already too
extensive and overgrown family. Some of the alterations

thus made by Duclos we consider as improvements, others
we cannot praise. The union of Concholepas, Avhose shell

may always so easily be distinguished from all the Purpu-
rse, we cannot approve. Triton undosus of Lam. though
certainly ill assorted when placed with Triton, does not
appear to us to be more naturally associated with Purpura

;

it approaches nearer to Columbella, and we suggest the

probability of its forming a well distinguished Genus in

union with several other cognate species*. We see no
objection to the union of the Lamarckian Ricinulae and
some of his Columbellae with Purpura, because we find a
number of species which it would be difficult to refer to

the one Genus or the o!her when regarded as distinct, but
which are naturally associated when united under
Purpura.

Purpura is a Genus of marine shells, which in common
with several other pectinibranchous Gasteropoda produces
a purple secretion, which under some circumstances has
formerly been used for dying, and might perhaps still be
employed advantageously for that purpose. The species

are very numerous and belong to all temperate and tropical

climates. Some are found on our own coasts. The ova
are deposited in small coriaceous vessels of various shapes
according to the species, each having a stem, by the base
of which they are affixed to shells, stones and other
submarine substances.

The Purpuree are for the most part ovate or oblong
shells, generally with a short spire, and most frequently

grooved, granose or tubercular or spinose externally;

their aperture is generally large, somewhat spreading and
ovate, its outer lip is often crenated, and it is sharp-edged,
also commonly toothed near the margin within : it is

notched and has a short canal at its anterior or basal

extremity : the columellar or inner lip is mostly flattened

* Since the above was written Mr. Gray has separated the last mentioned
Shells from Purpura, under the generic appellation of Pollia.
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and often internally rather sharp-edged. Operculum horny,

with a lateral nucleus, thinnest on the edge nearest to the

columella. A very variable, and in some species very
strong and thick horny epidermis covers the outside.

The following are the characteristics of the six

divisions of this Genus mentioned by Duclos^ first, those

which are transversely grooved, such as P, succincta. Lam.
(Buccinum Orbita, nonnull,) secondly, those which are

longitudinally ribbed, as P. Nassatula; thirdly, the

scalariform, in which the volutions resemble a winding
staircase

;
fourthly, those with numerous spinose tubercles

on the outer surface, such as P, Hippocastanum, (which

leads to Ricinula); fifthly, such as are granose outside, of

which P. Morus [Ricinula Morus, Lam ) is an example
;

and lastly the Bucciniform of which Duclos cites the P.
cataracta as characteristic.

Purpura appears to us to be related to Miirex, Bucci-

num and Trichotropis J but it may be distinguished by its

operculum in most cases, and by the peculiarities of its

columella in others. We have already pointed out its

distinguishing charac^ters. To Monoceros also it bears

considerable resemblance^ indeed there are some species

which have the peculiar horn which characterizes Mono -

ceros according to Lamarck, and in other respects entirely

resemble Purpura : we are rather disposed to think that

the horn ought not to be regarded as a generic character,

for we know that it is very variable; indeed we find a
similar horn in some species of Murex, as well as in some
Turbinelli, and there is a very handsome Purpura, which
has been called Monoceros grandis which has a very
distinct horn, but in all other respects is a true Purpura.

Fossil Purpura are very scarce, and as far as we know
they all belong to the tertiary beds.
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TESTA obovata, spira brevi, anfractibus paucis,

rapide majoribiis, superficie plerumque gra-

nosa ;
apertura transversa, suborbiculari, peri-

tremate intus incrassato, margine acutiusciila

;

columella prope inedium late emarginata.

A Genus of marine shells of which several species are

known, both recent and among the tertiary fossils. The '

principal species has been long known and described

under the name of Nerita cancellata in Chemnitz, but

Lamarck has placed it with Sigaretus. We have also

given one of the fossil species among our Neritae. It

appears to belong to the same family as the Naticae and
Neritae, but we are not aware of its having any operculum,
although we are much disposed, judging from the pecu-
liarities of the inner edges of the aperture, to believe that

it has.

The species of this Genus are of an obovate form, with

a very short spire consisting of not more than three or four

volutions appearing to increase very rapidly in size, and
approach in shape very nearly to that of many Naticae,

their external surface is however for the most part rough
with transverse rows of grains. The aperture is entire,

transverse, somewhat orbicular, its peritreme being
thickened within and generally somewhat grooved and
its outer edge rather sharp; on the columellar side

however there is a broad, and as it were double, rounded
edged notch rather before the middle, and it is in this

peculiarity that it differs most materially from Natica, and
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by which it may be distinguished at once from it. We
have never seen any epidermis : these shells do not appear

to be vividly coloured.

We are not acquainted with the locality of the recent

species which is represented in our plate; the Island of

Vanikoro is however the native place of another recent

species. Two fossil species are found at Bordeaux, one

near Turin,* and one in Normandy.

* This appears to have belonged to a bed of tertiary formation which has

been subjected to volcanic action and in which the fossils have consequently

been blackened.
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TESTA patelliformis, plerumque depressiuscula,

vertice aotico, prope marginem antieam inciim-

bente, nonniniquam fere marginali : impressione

musculari non symmetrica, latere antico dex-
trali latiore : disco ceo trali interno plerumque
fusco-vario.

A Genus of pateliiform shells scarcely distinguishable from
Patella except by the characters of the animal. It has
been named Patelloides by Qiioy and Gaimard, who have
given representations of several species with their animals
in the voyage of the Astrolabe. Mr. Gray rightly

judging that the name of Patelloides ought not to be
retained, as being only fit for use as a specific appellation,

has named it Lottia, under which name he has mentioned
it in the Philosophical Transactions. We cannot help
regretting that it should be necessary for us to adopt a
name without signification, and only do so in this instance
because we wish to avoid the greater evil of multiplying
the generic appellations of the same object. This Genus
is one of many which demonstrates the positive necessity
of becoming acquainted with the moUuscum itself, as well
as with the shell which it forms, and which is indeed one
of its most important parts. It is well known that in Patella
the branchiae extend from near the head in two symmetrical
rows placed above the foot and between it and the mantle
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externally; in Lo^/ia on the contrary the branchiae form
but a single row which is contained in a cavity over the
neck of the animal, a part being perhaps occasionally
protruded ; and if sometimes entirely visible, they are then
seen in ferm of a plumose appendage passing out of the
cavity on the left side of the head. Easy however as it is

to distinguish Lottia from Patella by the situation of the
branchiae in the animal, it is extremely difficult to distin-
guish it by the shell alone ; we will endeavour to point
out its most prominent characters.

In general form as we have already stated it is very
much like Patella, though flatter and not so conical, its

vertex which as in that Genus is anterior, is more nearly
approximated to the anterior margin than it usually is in

Patella; in some instances it is very nearly marginal.
The edge of the shell varies according to the nature of
the outer surface, if that be smooth the edge is sharp and
free from notches or any other irregularity; if on the
contrary that be grooved or striated the edge is more or
less deeply or broadly notched. In this circumstance it

does not differ from F^atella in the least. The great
difference in the branchia of the animal would have led
us to suppose that some important difference might have
been found in the muscular impressions, because as a
general observation, the nioilusca whose branchia are
symmetrical produce in most respects symmetrical shells,

and the muscular impressions also are symmetrical, and
this is the case in Patella. The dissimilarity in the two
sides of the muscular impression of Lottia is however, very
slight, it being rather wider on the right side near the

head than on the left. Mr. Gray thinks he has observed
that in the Lottiae the internal central disk is generally
of a dark or varied colour.

As far as we know at present the species of this Genus
are only found on the shores of the South American
Continent and Islands, where however it is probable there

are a great number; specimens of the same species vary

greatly in form.

Fig. 1. Lottia gigantea, Gray.
2. testudinaria. Patella testudinaria, Auctorum.
3. radians, nobis.

4. ———Antillarura, nobis.
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TESTA plerumque turrita, attenuata, spira an-
fractibus plurimis composita, plerumque extus
plus minus rugosa, tuberculosa vel spinosa,

rar5 laevigata vel spiraliter sulcata ; apertura
subquadrata, vel elliptica, peritremate plerum-
que subincrassato, nonnunquam late reflexo

;

intus posticfe ultimo anfractu modificato :

columella arcuata, plica spirali antica marginem
superiorem canalis saepe reflexi efFormante.

The Lamarckian Cerithia consist of shells of various
characters, belonging even to different families. Linne
appears to have been right (accidentally) in placing the

Cerithiuni Telescopium of Lamarck among his Trochi ; for

we think this does not belong to the Genus Cerithium;*
certain others also, which inhabit sestuaries and rivers,

appear to be distinguished from Cerithiuni in several

particulars, these which consist of Lamarck's Cerithia

muricatum, echinatum, Radula, lapidum, petricolum, &c.
have been named by Brongniart " Potamides'' in French

* Since this was written an opportunity has been afforded of examining the

Moliuscum by which the Cerithium Telescopium is formed. The Rev. M. J.

Berkeley who has dissected it, seems to entertain the opinion that it may be
considered characteristic of the Genus Cerithium, and that it is very nearly
allied to Trochus. It appears also that it does not belong to the family of
predaceous Trachelipodes, since its stomach would indicate that its food is

either vegetable, or if animal, from its complicated structure and the thickness
of its coat in parts, something most probably of a crustaceous nature. See his

account of it in the XXth part of the Zoological Journal,
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and if separated would compose the Genus Potamis if

expressed in Latin. They appear to be nearly related to

Melania and Melanopsis or Pireiia. Ihese being ex-

cluded, we have reason to consider Lamarck's Cerithmm

as a perfectly natural Genus. The species arc apparently

related on one side to Planaxis, and on another to Tereba,

from the former they may be distinguished by their canal

(which Planaxis has not) and from the latter by the form

of the columella and the reflection of the canal. From

Pirena the Ceriihia may be easily distinguished by the

posterior part of their outer lip being entire. The Centhia

are usually much lengthened or turrited spiral univalves,

consisting for the most part of numerous volutions,

generally more or less tubercular or spinose or rough

outside, seldom nearly smooth or spirally grooved. The

aperture is subquadrate or elliptical, with a somewhat

thickened peritreme, which is sometimes broadly rejected;

upper part of the aperture modified within by the last

volution ;
columella arched, with an acute spiral told at

its base forming the upper edge of its rather short,

frequently reflected canal.
. , , ;i

Numerous indeed are the species, both recent and

fossil, which may properly be placed in this Genus, although

very few of them belong either to our own or the European

shores There is however so much variation m the

external rugosities of the shells that it is exti;emely

difficult to ascertain what are to be considered as distinct

species and what are merely varieties. There are several

peculiarities of form to be observed among the Centhia

;

we shall notice the most important.

1 With a very short spire, granular surface, nearly

circular aperture and exceedingly short, not projecting

''^"^2
plcilated at its full growth and haying a much

dilated and reflected outer lip, ribbed longitudinally on

the surface, with scarcely any canal, and a very circular

aperture^Jig^ 2.
^^^^ ^.^^^^^ reflected outer lip

continuing over the canal at the anterior extremity andS g i^^felf to the end of the columella, so that the canal,

wMch is not reflected forms a small, sharp- edged, circular

aperture- these are ribbed externally and decussated. Fig.3.
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4. Having a very short canal and a prominent callo-

sity at the posterior part of the inner lip. Fig. 4.

5. With a thickened but not reflected outer lip,

scarcely any canal, and forming frequent varices. Fig. 5.

6. With a rugose exterior, a distinct callosity at the

posterior part of the inner lip and a rather lengthened,
nearly straight canal ; one varix opposite to the aperture.

Fig. 6.

7. With the outer lip scarcely thickened, while the
inner lip is somewhat extended and thickened; a rather
lengthened canal distinctly reflected; and frequently a
fold at the centre of the columella. Fig. 7, 8.

8. With a short and very wide canal, equal in length
on both sides, the outer lip somewhat dilated towards the

anterior part, and a single row of tubercles externally.

Fig. 9.

9. Potamis. Fig. 10.

Of each of the above peculiar forms we have repre-

sented a species.

Fig. 1. is Cerithium breviculum, nobis.

2. decollatum
3. sulcatum.
4. = tuberculatum ?

5. ' varicosum, nobis.

6. ~ mutatum.
7. ... Columna, nobis.

8. Clava, Gray.
9. pacificum, nobis.

10. ' muricatum.





GLAUCONOME.

Gray,

TESTA oblongo-ovalis, tenuis, ventricosa, sequi-

valvis, insequilateralis, antice rotundata, pos-
tice subacuminata, epidermide viridi, tenui,

cornea induta: dentibus in utraque valva tribus,

posticis majoribus, valvae dextralis medio,
sinistralis postico bifidis : impressionihus mus-
eularibus duabus in utraque valva, antica mar-
ginali, oblonga; postica subquadrata: impressi-

one musculari pallii sinu magno, antic^ obtuso

;

ligamento externo oblongo.

A BIVALVE which, according to Mr. Gray, belongs to the

family of the Solenaceee, inhabiting some of the great

rivers of the Continent of China. It was first described by
Mr. Gray in his Spicilegia Zoologica, he has since obtained

specimens with the animal preserved in spirits, and has
favoured us with his notes, from which we have extracted

the following description.

Animal ovate, elongate, the lobes of the mantle
united together, leaving only a linear slit in the front of

" the ventral margin for the passage of the small com-
pressed foot : behind furnished with a very long, thick,

" compressed, retractile siphon, (as long as the shell when
contracted in spirits,) grooved along the centre of each
side, and slightly bifid at the end. Body oblong, ventri-

cose, soft, ending in a small oblong compressed foot, (as

long as the slit in the mantle) in front. Lips triangular,



GLAUCONOME.

broad, elongate, oblique, rather tbiok. Gill elongated,
" oblong, very Ibin, united together behind the end of the

body.''

Shell oblong-oval, thin, rather ventricose, equivalve,

inequilateral, niargins close, anterior end rounded, poste-

rior somevrhat acuminated, covered with a green, horny
and thin epidermis, which is inflected ov?r the margin all

round; hinge teeth in each valve three, the posterior

larger, the middle tooth of the right valve and posterior of
the left bifid ; no lateral teeth ; muscular impressions two
in each valve, the anterior marginal, oblong, the posterior

subquadrate
;
pallial impression with a large, broad and

deep oblong sinus, obtuse at the anterior extremity;
ligament external, oblong.

Only one species of this Genus is known, which
Mr. Gray has named Glauconome Chinensis.
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